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Assembling a microcomputer system, including the task of interfacing the components for specific system applications, is a matter of defining the system,
selecting and matching the proper components, and ultimately building the
system using acceptable design and construction techniques. The information
needed to carry out these phases of the overall project, however, is currently
available only from diverse sources such as manufacturers' specifications
sheets, journal articles and industry papers, and textbooks that are often highly
theoretical. Getting together enough useful data to build and interface a real
nuts-and-bolts microcomputer system can be a major task in itself. My intention in writing this book has been to. integrate into a single volume all the
information necessary to conceptualize, select, mate and match, build, and
interface microcomputer systems to most applications, thereby eliminating or, at the very least, minimizing - the sometimes costly, usually erratic, and
always time-consuming task of information gathering.
This text covers a wide range of topics. Advanced interface devices and
methods are examined, of course; but in deference to the less technically
skilled readers, basic facts often taken for granted are covered as well. This
approach is intended to equalize the design starting point for all levels of
reader.
Before delving deeply into a comprehensive comparison of microprocessors and interface components, we look at the capabilities of microcomputers
through examples of some current systems and applications. The many forms
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of microcomputer- ranging from simple 4-bit, single-card controllers to complete multibit data processing systems- are evaluated, which sets the stage for
your own conceptualization, without additional outside assistance, of the system that is "right" for your planned applications.
Troublefree interfacing depends on a good knowledge of the principles of
microcomputer communications, or input/output. These principles are covered
in particular detail in this book, along with up-to-date specifications and performance data on advanced interface devices such as CCD memories, one-chip
microcomputers, monolithic multipliers, and analog-to-digital converters. And
a section concerning the often ignored mechanical interface components such
as stepping motors and relays, servos, and mechanical transducers will help
you in real-world interfacing and control applications.
Interface design and construction techniques encompass a wide spectrum
of "how to" data, from how to keep a transformer from vibrating loose in a
microcomputer chassis to how .to ''design'' noise problems out of highperformance ECL microprocessor systems. These and other procedures are
presented with a strong emphasis on optimization, performance, and reliability.
A concluding section is devoted to the all-important software development
task; this information describes what is necessary to develop various software
entities for a range of microcomputer applications.
The discussions presented in this book are not simple comparisons of
specifications and model numbers; instead, components and interfacing
methods are examined and analyzed in terms of what these devices and techniques can do for you the user and how to use and get the best results from the
components selected.
In addition to design and construction techniques, this book consolidates
many industry standards previously available only from scattered sources,
making this a valuable reference work as well as a hands-on design and construction guide.

BRUCE A. ARTWICK

The early 1970s marked the beginning of a revolution in the world of electronics: the microprocessor revolution. Although proponents heralded the development of the microprocessor as a large leap in the state of the art, this was
more of an evolutionary development-a logical extension of the small-scale,
medium-scale, and (by today's standards) the primitive, large-scale integration
which preceded it. The first 4-bit microprocessors were not designed to function specifically as central processing units but rather as complex controllers.
The original designers of microprocessors were, in fact, quite puzzled over
why anyone would want to use their PET-based microcontroller as a computer
when more advanced bipolar minicomputers were readily available. The answer to this question was economics. For the first time, real computing power
was available to everyone at a reasonable cost.
Gradually, the usefulness of microprocessors as central processing units
was realized and more powerful8-, 16-, and 32-bit units were developed. Today
microprocessors are making significant inroads into the field of traditional computing. The distinctions between microcomputers and minicomputers are vanishing, and the coming years will witness the arrival of microprocessors with
performance and complexity levels so high that such devices would have been
inconceivable only a decade ago. Basically, better products will be available for
less as microelectronics evolve.
Processor performance, instructions per second, word widths of 4, 8, or 16
bits, and floating-point operations per second are only one facet, however. The
1
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science of using a microprocessor and efficiently integrating it into an overall
system, commonly referred to as interfacing, is equally important yet frequently overlooked. The support circuitry and all the devices surrounding a
microprocessor cost more, take up more space, have more critical environmental constraints, and draw more power than the microprocessor in nearly every
case and should be given very high priority in the design of a system. Careful
consideration of a system's interface requirements during the design phase and
adherence to defined design rules will result in a clean, highly reliable design
that makes use of all the advanced features microprocessors have to offer.
This chapter touches on some of the advantages of microcomputer-based
information and control systems and will aid you in determining whether a
microcomputer-based design is desirable in your application. The economic
advantages are stressed, and a few actual implementations are examined from a
performance and interface standpoint to give you an idea of what you have to
look forward to if you choose to go the micro route for your computing application.

PREREQUISITE TERMINOLOGY
Any discussion in a technical field tends to lose some of its substance if the
terminology is not explicitly understood by all participants. The comparatively
recent phenomenon of a multiplicity of writers assigning a multiplicity of meanings to a limited lexicon of terms only compounds the problem. Also, the
microcomputer field is notorious for its overabundance of acronyms and
buzzwords. These problems point to the need for a cleared-away starting point.
A glossary is provided at the end of the text to help make some sense out of
microcomputer jargon but it is important to define a few of the most basic terms
at the outset.
The terms microcomputer, minicomputer, microcontroller, microprocessor, and mainframe are but a few of those terms which are but loosely defined,
and their definitions seem to keep changing as people abuse them. In this text,
definitions derived from a composite of the accepted industry terminology are
used.
A mainframe is a very large computer system, typically for businessrelated data processing or advanced scientific computations. A mainframe requires a staff of support personnel and handles many peripheral devices such as
line printers, card readers, magnetic tape units, disks, and terminals. An IBM
3033 system or Control Data 6600 would be considered a mainframe; a personal
computer packed full of boards driving dual floppy disks and a terminal woufd
not be.
A microcomputer is a fully operational computer system built around a
microprocessor. Included in the microcomputer are memory, clocks, and interfaces. A personal computer with a CPU card, a few memory boards, a power
supply, and interfaces would constitute a microcomputer.
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A microproce ssor consists of one or more large-scale integrated (LSI)
circuits designed to work as a sequential computation al or control unit by
executing a predefined or user-defined set of instructions contained in a memory.
A minicomput er is a small computer with the central processing unit built
from small- or medium-scale integrated circuits (SSI or MSI) orfrom discrete
parts. Included as part of a minicomput er are the associated memory and
interface modules. A minicomput er does not require a large support staff and
can even be turned off when you're not using it. Digital Equipment
Corporation 's PDP-11/35 is a minicomput er.
A microcontro ller is a module consisting of a microproces sor, memory,
and interfaces used for control applications . A card which controls the stoplights at a street corner, if built with a microproces sor, would be considered a
microcontro ller.

MICROCOMPUTERS AND MICROCONTROLLERS
You may be able to reap big savings and increase a system's performanc e and
reliability by replacing some logic with or by building a whole system around a
microproces sor; but you may also end up facing big problems. It's therefore
wise to get familiar with the characterist ics of microproce ssors before you start
a project. The idea is to cash in on all the advantages and dodge.all the pitfalls.
LSI Traits
Microproce ssors, by their very LSI nature, tend to bring all the advantages and
disadvantag es of large-scale integration to a system.
Overall system package count is decreased. Much of the data storage,
arithmetic, and interface logiC previously constructed with discrete MSI or SSI
parts are incorporate d into one central unit. Package count reductions translate
into system size andweight savings.
Logic complexity on a gate-for-gat e basis typically increases. A microprocessor is a multipurpos e programma ble device and has many features that
won't get used in a given application. Since microproce ssors cannot ordinarily
be modified, they cannot be optimized to the user's requirement s as discrete
logic can. N onoptimizability and programmab ility are the primary causes of the
increased logical complexity.
Despite the increase in logical complexity, the use of microproces sors and
other LSI devices decreases overall power consumptio n. Small driving currents and low parasitic capacitance s on the LSI chip provide a dramatic powerper-gate savings as well as increased speed-powe r products.
LSI devices also increase system reliability, mostly because of mechanical
factors. Highly reliable one-piece metallization layers and end-to-end transistor
and resistor junctions on the LSI chip replace mechanicall y connected and
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soldered discrete components. As a result, LSI components are less sensitive
to mechanical shock and fatigue and more tolerant of poor environmental conditions.
Finally, microprocessors and other LSI components can greatly reduce
system costs. One inexpensive microprocessor can replace a large number of
SSI, MSI, and discrete-component devices and thus save a sizable amount of
parts alone; but more often than not the greatest cost savings are realized from
indirect savings in other areas. Circuit board size and complexity reductions
save on materials and layout costs. Because most of a system's large parallel
data buses can reside on the microprocessor chip, the expensive task of
parallel-bus circuit board layout is greatly reduced. More of a system's functions can be crammed into the space of a single circuit module, thereby reducing the module and connector count as well as the enclosure size and complexity. All of these savings contribute to the reduction of overall system costs.

Computer Traits
Just as a microprocessor assumes the LSI advantages and disadvantages of its
LSI construction, it takes on the traits of a computer due to its processor-like
architecture. This statement may seem obvious, but it's important to take a
close look at these computer traits. In many applications they can be more
harmful than helpful.
Microprocessors, like computers, are programmable devices and are versatile in function. This feature tends to make microprocessor-based systems easily reconfigurable and able to perform complex tasks in a step-by-step manner.
Many of a system's complex functions thus need not be implemented in
special-purpose system hardware. Complex hardware development effort is
considerably reduced as the burden is shifted to the system software.
Don't think that the programming will be an inconsequential matter, however. Algorithm and program development are costly and time-consuming.
Depending on the situation, a program can cost as much as $200 per line of
debugged code. The true advantage lies in the fact that programming is usually
less costly than building the equivalent hardware.
Like most large computers, microprocessors are Von Neumann in character: ·they execute one instruction after another in a predefined sequence to
implement a given task. This type of machine has demonstrated its usefulness
for problem solving, but the limitation that only one instruction can be executed at one time may lead to some serious consequences when constructing a
control system. When multiple events must be examined or initiated at precisely the same time, a microprocessor falls short of the goal. An illustrative
example is the case of a microprocessor-based inertial navigation system.
Assume that an aircraft's inertial navigation system outputs navigational
reference data at a rate of one sample per millisecond. Among the navigational
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data are three bytes of data containing degrees, minutes, and seconds of longitude. The navigational processor (in this case the candidate for a microprocessor application) is required to sample these and other data and plot the
aircraft's position on a display device. The three bytes of data must be sampled
simultaneously by the processor if accurate results are to be obtained. If they
are not, the microprocessor may take the degrees from one sample and the
minutes and seconds from the next, resulting in an erroneous input. A sampling
error occurring at the transition between 1200, 59', 59" and 121°, 0', 0" could
result in an input of 1200, 0', 0". This constitutes an error of 59', 59", approximately 70 miles at the equator.
There are two possible solutions to this problem. The microcomputer could
sample a status line indicating that the navigational data will be stable for a
known period of time and proceed to sample data during the safe window, or
external registers could be used to simultaneously capture all three bytes of
data. In either case additional hardware would be required, turning the microprocessor into just another part in a component system.
Microprocessor manufacturers have realized the need for simultaneous
event processing and have built interface chips to aid microprocessors in performing simultaneous tasks.

Data Processing Ability
Microprocessors are appearing in more and more small-business and scientific
computers. How do microprocessors stack up against highly developed MSIand SSI-based CPUs?
In regards to computer architecture or processing power, microprocessors
are nothing new; in fact, in most cases their computer architecture is crude.
There's not much being done on microcomputers which hasn't or couldn't have
been done 20 years ago on larger minicomputers or mainframes; however, it
now cqsts three orders of magnitude less to do it. Add to this the fact that a
microcomputer of similar complexity is extraordinarily reliable. The cost-andservice element has therefore disappeared, allowing computers to find their
way into tasks where they were not economically feasible before.
There are three primary factors hindering even wider business and scientific microcomputing use: the high cost of software development, inherently low
processor speed, and the continuing high cost of peripherals.
As with any computer system, microcomputers need a software support
base for data processing, business, or scientific applications. Editors, assemblers, high-order languages, and application packages take time and money
to develop; and unlike microprocessor prices, software costs are constantly
rising. What makes matters worse is that new microprocessors are being introduced constantly. Only a few "start-from-scratch" microprocessors currently
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have large software support bases (notably the 8080 and 6800 series). One
approach taken by manufacturers to alleviate the software support problem is
to simply not ''start from scratch,'' but rather pattern a microprocessor around
a current minicomputer's instruction set, making that microcomputer totally
software compatible with an existing machine. Digital Equip·ment Corporation's LSI-11, Data General's Micro Nova and Texas Instrument's
9900 are notable examples of this approach. It's quite ironic that much of the
software for these microcomputers was written in the 1960s, before microprocessors were even invented, dispelling the "software follows hardware" myth
to some extent.
The software support base problem has actually hindered the introduction
of more efficient and architecturally more advanced microprocessors. Software
upward compatibility has become a matter of prime importance when introducing new processors. The Intel 8086 and Motorola 68000 are being called the
''new generation of microprocessors,'' yet many of the old inefficient instructions and architectural traits are still present.
The computer world seems to have a never-ending hunger for more computing power. Mainframes and minicomputers have been increasing in performance, and programming languages as well as programs themselves have
come to rely on brute-force processing power and large quantities of memory to
mask program complexity and inefficiency.
When comparing minicomputers and mainframes to microcomputers on a
processing-speed basis, micros will be seen to be about 20 years behind. Advanced technology is beginning to close this gap, p.owever. Memory in microcomputer systems is also very limited when compared to large machines.
Because of these factors, computer programmers have to take a large leap
backward in their programming methods when confronted with a micro system.
For most microcomputers, hand-optimized assembly language is still being
used extensively (and expensively).
Microcomputer system software is rapidly coming of age. High-order languages which compile very time- and memory-efficient codes such as Intel's
PL/M and Zilog's PL/Z are gaining wide acceptance in the field. But interface
and peripheral costs tend to detract from a microcomputer's desirability in
business and scientific applications. Although a microcomputer-based central
processing unit is a relatively inexpensive investment, the peripherals it drives
are quite costly. A typical small-business processing system, for example,
requires a CPU ($1500 for a micro-three times that for mini); but it may also
require:
•
•
•
•
•

Console terminal-$1500
Printer- $4000
Two disks (floppy)-$2000
Appropriate mounting hardware-$1000
System and business software-$4000
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A microcompu ter CPU only costs a third of what a minicomput er would cost. It
is also much less powerful; but if the less expensive machine can handle the
task, the savings initially seem worthwhile. Once all the peripherals have been
taken into account, however, the microcompu ter-based system doesn't appear
altogether advantageou s. A minicomput er can give double or triple the performance of the microcompu ter and only costs about 15% more on the system
level. The peripheral cost remains the same whether you opt for a mini or a
micro.
This situation can be changed by the introduction of inexpensive· peripherals. Reducing peripheral costs, however, is not an easy task because of the
expense of the mechanical components . Printers and disks are two examples of
highly mechanical peripherals. Fortunately , microproces sors can replace much
of this mechanical hardware. Volume production will also bring mechanical
costs down.

New Product Applicability
The small size and low power requirement s of microproces sors are creating a
few new forms of information processing systems. The long-dreame d-of
desktop computers are now available at very low cost. The whole personal
computing concept is based around these small computers.
Intelligent peripherals which are in most respects small, dedicated information processing systems are coming into common use. Intelligent peripherals
usually contain a microproce ssor to handle data formatting and communicat ion
from the computer system to the peripheral device. Internal functions such as
offline editing and formatting in intelligent terminal are also performed.
Advanced microcompu ter games are also small information processing systems made economicall y possible by the microproces sor.
All of the advantages and disadvantag es of microcompu ter-based information and control systems just described are not only due to the microproces sor
chip itself; all the circuitry surrounding the processor, driving the peripherals,
sensing the inputs, and channeling the outputs play a part in making a microcomputer a usable system.

INTERFACES
Interfacing is defined as the mating of one component in a system to another to
form a totally operational unit. Since a microproce ssor standing alone is essentially useless, extensive interfacing is required to build a usable product. In this
section we examine some of the typical interfaces found in a microcompu ter
system.
Microcomp uter systems vary in size and configuratio n. With the new onechip microcompu ters it is possible to build a complete system from just one LSI
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A typical microcomputer system and its interfaces.

chip and a few discrete parts, but the most common microcomputer systems
consist of considerably more. A microprocessor chip, memory chips, and a few
1/0 interfaces are usually included. Figure 1-1 illustrates a typical microcomputer system. The microprocessor executes programs out of read-only and
random-access memories (ROMs and RAMs) and takes user commands and
sensory inputs through the three interfaces.
The interfaces have been broken into four basic categories: operational
overhead, user-interaction, sensory, and control.

Operational Overhead Interfaces
Operational overhead interfaces are those interface components necessary to
make a processor function on the most basic level. This class includes data and
address bus drivers, bus receivers, and the clock circuit surrounding the microprocessor. Larger interface items such as those for memory and data storage
devices would also fall into this category.
Figure 1-2 further defines the contents of the microprocessor block of Fig.
1-1. A clock circuit, bus drivers, and bus receivers have been used to connect
the microprocessor to the system bus. Bus drivers are amplifiers used to increase the driving power of a microprocessor's data and control lines. The very
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common MOS microprocessors available today are capable of supplying only a
few milliamperes of drive current on each of their many output lines (8 data
lines, 16 address lines, and 8 control lines on the 6800). The thermal dissipation
from all of these drivers would be too high if more powerful onboard drivers
were built into the chip. The internal driving capability of some microprocessors, however, is adequate to drive a small number of interface and memory
ICs directly without using external bus drivers. Complete little systems and
controllers can thus be built with few parts. This ability is one of the Motorola
6800's big selling points. Even with the 6800, though, bus drivers are needed for
large systems that use a high amount of memory or interfaces; and nearly every
6800-based data-processing microcomputer system uses them just to be on the
safe side.
Bus receivers perform three functions: bus load reducing, bus filtering, and
impedance matching. Data, address, and control buses are relatively long. and
are subject to noticeable transmission-line effects (signal attenuation, noise
pickup, waveform alteration, and so on). Interfaces on the buses act as stubs
and reflection points and can cause ringing and noise generation due to termination impedance mismatch. In mainframe systems the "backplane ringing" can
become so bad that active terminators and even ferrite beads must be placed on
the indiviudal bus lines to filter the noise. Bus receivers usually use hysteresis
to increase their noise immunity.
With the exception of the one-chip microcomputers that have built-in RAM
and ROM, microprocessors require external memory and associated interface
components. Figures l-3 and 1-4 expand on the ROM and RAM blocks in
Figure 1-1. Bus receivers are used on the memory address lines to reduce
microcomputer bus loading. Bus drivers are used on the memory ICs because,
like the microprocessor, memory elements cannot be used to drive too many
loads.
At this point I must digress for one moment to discuss form. The lowercase
letter k is the symbol for kilo in the International System of Units (SI)-and
kilo means thousand. In microcomputer usage k more commonly stands for
1024; the value 2 raised to the lOth pow~r. In this text, a capital letter K with no
space is used to represent this value.
Memory modules, especially those built with many small RAMs, have
large numbers of memory ICs with their address lines wired in parallel. A 16K x
8-bit RAM module would put 128 (16 x 8) loads on each address line if 1K x 1-bit
RAMs were used. An equivalent RAM module built with 16K x 1-bit RAMs
would only put eight loads on the processor address, data, and control lines. As
this example shows, larger-memory ICs help reduce interface circuitry by reducing the amount of bus loads. Wide-word-width memory ICs such as Motorola's
6810 (128 x 8-bit organization) can reduce or eliminate the need for memory
interface circuits in very small systems in which small amounts of memory are
required. This IC features a full 128 bytes of data yet presents only one load to
each address and data line.
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Memory control lines usually require interface circuitry also. Static RAMs
require just a read-write line and possibly a chip select line driyer. Dynamic
RAMs require much more. Chip enable, row select, column select, and write
enable are often present, and the timings on these signals are not always
straightforward. In many cases, high-voltage MOS drivers are required to drive
the chip enable lines. Modern dynamic RAMs demand less critical timing and
voltage levels than earlier designs.
Read-only memory interfacing is very much like RAM interfacing. Receivers on the address lines and drivers on the data lines are used. No receivers
on the data lines are necessary, however, since by definition no data is ever
written into a ROM.
Field programmable ROMs, such as the ultraviolet-erasable programmable
ROMs (EPROMS) and electrically erasable ROMs, sometimes require write
interface circuitry if in-circuit programming is required. Since PROMs require
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unusual programmin g voltage levels to insure that normal signals don't modify
the PROM's contents, interfacing circuits become more complex. Again, highvoltage drivers are required in the PROM interface.
Semiconduc tor RAMs and ROMs are the most common memories used in
microcompu ters. In certain applications , however, magnetic core memory is
used to store data. Core memory is one of the most difficult storage media to
interface.
A core plane consists of thousands of small magnetic donuts strung into a
square grid with driving wires. By selectively applying current to the driving
wires, magnetic fields can be built up and collapsed. Ones and zeros are defined
by the magnetic fields. A very minute sense current is induced in a sense wire
(which strings through all the cores) when a field collapses. By monitoring the
collapsing fields, ones and zeros can be detected.
There are problems that make it difficult to interface core memory. High
currents (several amperes) for short periods (fractions of microseconds) are
required to drive the grid lines; thus necessitatin g the use of special drive
transistors. Very small-curren t sensing is required for the sense wire, so amplifiers must be used. Finally, reading out of core is destructive; that is, the
memory contents are destroyed with the collapse of the magnetic fields. If
provisions for rewriting are not included in the CPU, special interface circuitry
must be provided to rewrite the data back into memory.
When interfacing core memory to a microcompu ter system, one very rarely
has to deal with the core plane itself. Core is almost exclusively sold in modular
form with all the critical interface components (current drivers, sense amplifiers, and write-after-r ead circuitry) included. These modules can be treated as
regular RAMs. Semiconduc tor RAMs also have a critical array of data storage
cells that require special interfacing, but the user never has to interface directly
to them because onchip interfaces (again, drivers and sense amplifiers) do the
job.
Interfaces that control external mass memory systems, such as magnetic
tapes, disks, and floppy disks, can also be grouped under the operational
overhead category. These devices usually have their own controllers built into
them ·to handle the mechanical sequencing required. Interfacing them to a
microproce ssor bus is simply a matter of building a serial or parallel data
communica tion interface to send commands and data and retrieve status and
data. The specifics of parallel and serial data communica tions channels and
complex controllers are covered in detail later in this text.

User-Interaction Interfaces
User-interac tion interfaces are those circuits required to send and receive userspecified data to and from a processing system. This interface class includes
computer terminal interfaces, keyboard interfaces, graphic-device interfaces,
and voice recognition and synthesis interfaces.
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People and computers work with totally different languages; large and
complex devices are required to convert from one to another. Basically, two
things must be converted: representation and presentation speed. The representation conversion task has traditionally been assigned to the computer peripheral, while presentation speed conversion has been assigned to the CPU.
The standard teletypewriter or computer terminal is a good example of this.
The user enters data through the keyboard (a mechanical-to-electrical interface). The data is converted to the American Standard Code for Information
Interchange (ASCII) and is sent to the CPU in the computer's form of representation: a string of ones and zeros. The processor and its associated interfaces
use either interrupts or software wait loops to synchronize the processing with
the user's data entry rate, thus performing the presentation speed conversion.
Communicatio n in the other direction is similar. The processor sends
characters to the printer at the fastest rate the unit can handle, using software
wait loops or interrupts. The ASCII is converted back into mechanical motion,
and the data is printed at the terminal.
Since people can only accept data at a very slow rate with relation to the
computer's processing speed, serial interfaces are commonly used to drive
peripherals. Breaking the multibit ASCII down and sending it to the processor
a bit at a time cuts the communication line size down to three basic signals:
serial transmit data, serial receive data, and a common ground. The EIA RS232C interface standard is the most commonly used serial standard and is
specified to operate at up to 20,000 serial bits per second.
Many high-speed peripherals require a faster flow of data than a slow speed
serial interface will allow. When faster transfer rates are required, designers
usually resort to high-speed parallel interfaces. One example in which a parallel
interface would be useful is the case of the high-speed line printer. This device
is nonreal-time from the user's standpoint because the user does not react with
the device while it is in operation. The computer listing is printed at a high rate
and the user looks at it later. A parallel interface is used to supply the line
printer with data at a rate which would exceed the RS-232C standard's limit.
Because many lines must go to a peripheral when a parallel interface is
being used, the complete controller is not always built into the peripheral. An
interface card which plugs into the CPU often contains much of the control
circuitry for the peripheral. When parallel data transfers are used, the data
going across the parallel lines does not have to be in the ASCII format, so the
designer usually decides which lines he is going to use for communication with
the peripheral. Although this approach to parallel interfaces improves efficiency and package size in some cases, it has one major drawback: nonstandardization. There are a few parallel interface standards such as the NTDS
military standard, but no parallel standard has gained as wide an acceptance
as the RS-232C serial standard. The result, of course, is a unique interface card
for every processor with which the peripheral will be interfaced.
Graphic devices, such as raster-scan display terminals, will frequently be
interfaced to a system that uses a parallel interface. People seem capable of·
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grasping large amounts of graphic information very quickly, therefore high data
transfer rates to the display device are necessary. Again, custom parallel interfaces are the most common type. Some microcompu ter graphic display units
are simple enough so the whole display unit's circuitry, as well as the interface
components , can fit on one plug-in module. The result is a single video output
line that goes from the display unit module in the computer to the video monitor
on which the generated images are displayed.
Figure 1-5 illustrates a simple serial RS-232C interface to an interactive
terminal (an interactive terminal is one usable by the operator for computer
intercommu nication). Drivers and receivers are used to buffer the microcomputer bus. An asynchrono us communica tion interface adapter (ACIA) converts the microcomp uter's parallel bus data into a serial format, and RS-232C
drivers and receivers are used to generate the proper voltage levels. The rate at
which data is sent to and from the terminal is determined by the rate at which
serial data is shifted out of the ACIA. The baud-rate generator produces a clock
waveform to precisely control the serial shift rate. Typical serial data transfer
rates for serial communica tions range from 110 to 19,200 bits per second.
Some of the other user-interac tive peripherals are joysticks, light pens,
keypads, and LED indicators (these are covered in detail in later chapters).

Sensory Interfaces
When dealing with strict scientific computing or business data processing, a
central processing unit, operational overhead interfaces (including memory and
disk interfaces), and a few user-interac tion interfaces for computer terminals
and line printers are usually sufficient to accomplish the task. Control systems
are a different matter, however. Events in the real world must be monitored.
Sensory interfaces are those circuits required to monitor events in the real
world and send the results to a microproce ssor system. Pressure sensor, thermal sensor, flow-rate indicator, and tachometer interfaces are but a few of the
interfaces that fall into this class.
The real world is an analog world. Temperatur e, pressure, and speed can
assume an infinite range of values. The devices used to sense parameters like
these are usually based on the electrical or mechanical response characterist ics
of a certain material to the given parameter. A thermistor, for example, ideally
changes its resistance in a linear manner with a change in temperature . For a
microcompu ter to manipulate thermistor-s ensed temperature information, an
interface that converts resistance to a byte or two of data in the microproces sor
is needed. The interface can be considered as two functional pieces: the
resistance-to-digital-value converter and the digital-value-to-microprocessorbus interface.
The process of changing the variable resistance to a variable digital value
begins by using the thermistor's variable resistance characterist ics to make a
variable-voltage source. A simple two-resistor voltage-divi der network, with
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one of the resistors being the thermistor, serves this purpose. The resulting
temperature-depend ent voltage can then be sent to an analog-to-digital (A/D)
converter. This device takes the variable-voltage signal applied to the analog
input and generates a word of data which represents this voltage. AID converters are relatively complex pieces of hardware that have gained wide acceptance in the interfacing field due to their ability to match the analog world to the
digital world.
The word generated by the AID converter must then be sent to the microcomputer system. If the temperature sensor interface is far away from the
processor and extremely rapid samplings are not required, converting the data
word to a serial signal is desirable. The serial signal can then be sent to the
microcomputer, converted back to a parallel data word, and put onto the microcomputer bus when the microprocessor requests it.
It may be possible to save parts by mounting the entire temperaturesensing interface including the AID converter on one module at the tnicrocomputer, thus avoiding long parallel lines or serial-to-parallel conversion. If the
thermistor is at a distant location, however, a long analog signal line would be
required. Analog lines are very susceptible to noise, especially when carrying
very low-level signals, making this arrangement undesirable. In general, when
analog sensors are being used, you should convert analog signals into digital
signals as soon as possible and keep all analog lines well shielded to reduce
noise levels.
Figure 1-6 shows the thermistor interface to a 6800-based typical microcomputer system. Other interfaces are simpler than the AID converter just
described. A mechanism that counts items as they pass on an assembly line and
a sensor that detects an intruder by the breaking of a light beam are two cases in
point. No analog-to-digital conversion is necessary as a simple one-bit sense
signal presents adequate information.
In the case of the photoelectric assembly-line counter, the counting pulses
may possess some noise due to the photoelectric circuit's response characteristics and uneven breaking of the beam. A filtering circuit may therefore be
needed to prevent false counts. It may also be necessary to translate the
circuit's voltage level to a level compatible with the microcomputer's logic
family. A simple resistor dividing network or a resistor and voltage-limiting
zener diode can be used if the photoelectric circuit puts out more voltage than
necessary. If greater voltage levels are required, an amplifier circuit consisting
of a few transistors or an operational amplifier is necessary. Once the pulse has
been translated to the proper voltage level, a driver can send the pulse to the
microcomputer where it can be sampled along with other single-bit signals.
Single-bit status lines can conveniently be sampled using one bit of a
parallel-input-port interface. A software loop can repetitively sample (poll) the
port and take appropriate action on the bit's status.
Sensory interfaces are often used in industrial control, computerized security systems, instrumentation, automotive electronics, and other fields. In these
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environments a microcompute r controller may be required to sense the status
of many machines, each of which may be running on a different electrical
circuit.
Vastly different voltage levels may be present on different machines, so the
need for electrical isolation between sensors arises. The most common method
of electrically isolating interfaces is to send the data from each machine through
an optoisolator. This device consists of a light-emitting diode (LED) illuminating a phototransisto r. Modulating the LED causes corresponding changes in
the phototransisto r, but because the only medium physically connecting them
is the light beam, thousands of volts of electrical isolation is provided. Optoisolators increase interface complexity, however. Low-current output sensors
require additional amplifiers to drive the LED, and amplifiers are sometimes
required on the phototransisto r side as well.

Control Interfaces
Once the sensor provides the status and the microcompute r decides what action is to be taken, a control interface is usually needed to carry out the action.
Control interfaces take a microcompute r's milliampere-level data signals and
convert them to the proper voltage and current levels to control real-world
devices. The circuitry needed to drive a stepping motor on a machine tool, to
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activate a solenoid-contr olled valve, or to illuminate a bank of stoplights falls
into this interface category.
Microelectroni cs has made great progress in reducing the amount of current needed to perform logical functions. Internal currents in microprocesso rs
are continually dropping as smaller, more advanced device technologies become available. These advances produce lower power, faster, and denser
devices but take microcomputer s further away from real-world signal levels.
For example, a 1 f.LA (one microampere) signal within a microprocesso r may
have to be amplified by a factor of one hundred million to activate a large
industrial motor. For this reason, control interfaces use a large variety of parts.
Low-power parts like bus receivers and small transistors are used to take data
from the microcompute r bus and perform preliminary formatting and amplification. Large transistors and solid-state relays (triacs, diacs, SCRs, and the like)
are used to perform larger-current switching functions.
When a variable-voltag e analog signal is required in a control system,
digital-to-analog (D/A) converters are used. These devices mix and add current, depending on the value of the word ·specified at the digital input. The
resulting analog voltage at the analog output is directly proportional to the
value of the data word.

PRACTICAL MICROCOMP UTER APPLICATIONS
The following four examples of microprocesso rs in real-world systems are
designed to give you more than a theoretical view of how microprocesso rs and
their interfaces are used. The examples illustrate the applicability of the four
interface classes and describe some of the problems encountered in accomplishing the interfacing task. Many new interface ideas and terms will be
mentioned. These topics are treated at a greater depth in following chapters.

The Personal Computer System
One of the first things that comes to mind when microcompute rs are mentioned
is the personal or small-business computer system. Personal computers are
small computers built around popular microprocesso rs (usually having a wide
software support base) that sell for a relatively low price. These small systems
usually include a CPU, 4K to 64K of memory, a console terminal, and a
magnetic storage device such as a floppy disk. The central processing unit,
console terminal, and magnetic data storage units sometimes come in separate
enclosures, but the trend is toward integrated units with built-in keyboards,
display generators, and floppy disks.
From an interface standpoint, personal computers are relatively simple
devices. A few user-interactio n interfaces control the keyboard, display generator, printer, and other interactive peripherals. Operational overhead interfaces usually include bus drivers and receivers on the CPU card, memory
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interfaces, and interfaces for the magnetic storage devices. The microprocessor's address, data, and control lines are fully buffered because personal
computers are designed to be expandable, and each additional module adds
extra loads to the microcomputer bus.
A personal computer's user-interaction interfaces are usually quite simple
because data communication standards are often followed in the peripherals
associated with the system. RS-232C serial interfaces or 20 rnA current-loop
interfaces with 110 to 9600 bit per second (bps) data transfer rates are used on
most terminals.
A personal computer's memory is usually broken into memory blocks of
4K to 16K (4096 to 16384) bytes per block. Some blocks contain ROM for
permanent storage of important programs and the system monitor program,
and some blocks contain RAM for data and program read-write storage. Each
memory block must have an address recognizer to determine if it is being
addressed. Each memory module that plugs into the microcomputer bus must
have bus receivers for the address lines, bus drivers and receivers for the data
lines, and control components for the read-write and refresh logic.
The interfaces to nonstandard system peripherals are usually the most
complicated interfaces within the personal computer system. A highspeed line
printer and floppy disk controller are two cases in point. A floppy disk controller controls the transfer of data from a microprocessor to a slowly rotating
flexible magnetic disk. The interface is actually a combination of an operational
overhead, sensory, and control interface. Commands and data must be taken
from the microcomputer bus. Sensors must determine the orientation of the
spinning disk and the position of the disk head. The interface must then position the head to the proper disk track using a stepping motor or voice-coil
movement and provide proper write current through the head to write onto the
disk (or amplification to read from it).
Additional features such as "disk power-down" (automatic disk motor
shut-down when data is not being accessed) also must be built into disk controllers. Due to this complexity, disk controllers typically approach 50% of the cost .
of a disk drive-interface system;··they may cost even more than the central
processing unit module in many personal computers. This situation is rapidly
changing. LSI is currently doing to disk controllers what microprocessors did
to computers. A few manufacturers already supply single-chip floppy disk
controllers.
Figure 1-7 illustrates one of the first personal computer systems to gain
wide popularity- the Southwest Technical Products 6800 system. This system
is built around the 6800 microprocessor and follows Motorola's suggested designs very closely. A microcomputer bus features expandability of up to five
memory cards or large peripherals. A smaller subset of the microcomputer bus
can support up to eight interface cards in addition to the five full-size cards
(Figure 1-8 depicts the bus structure and Fig. 1-9 shows the processor card and
a small interface card).
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Figure 1-7

Southwest Technical Products' 6800-based personal computer system.

Figure 1-10 shows one of the most popular integrated personal computer
systems-the Apple II. This system contains a complete processor, memory,
and cassette interface all on one board. Eight small peripheral sockets are
provided for device expansion. This personal computer is built around the 6502 .
microprocessor.

Intelligent Computer Terminals
Microprocessors are placing computing power in peripherals that previously
needed complete host computer support. The "intelligent computer terminal"
is a good example of this. Traditional "dumb" terminals accept serial data on
an RS-232C or 20 rnA current-loop line and put the appropriate characters on
the display screen (assuming it is a video terminal). There may be a few crude
cursor control commands such as cursor up, line feed, and carriage return. The
terminal's keyboard sends characters to the host computer over a standard
interface as they are typed by the user. Basically, this sort of terminal is the
video equivalent of a standard teletypewriter terminal, or as personal computing hobbyists say, ''a TV typewriter.'' File editing and simple calculations must
always be done by the host computer using this kind of terminal.
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Southwest Technical Products' 6800 system processor and interface card.

By adding some intelligence (a small microcomputer, say) to the terminal,
simple tasks like offline editing and text formatting can be performed. In addition, the terminal becomes user-configurable. User-defined data communication formats can be programmed, and certain special characters sent by the
host computer can initiate very powerful processes within the terminal.
A graphic terminal's capabilities can be greatly enhanced using a built-in
microcomputer. Complex graphic functions like zoom, line drawing, and shading can be performed totally by the terminal. An intelligent graphics terminal
can perform tasks that, until recently, required a dedicated minicomputer with
a video display terminal.
The Ramtek 6000 is an intelligent graphic terminal built around a Zilog Z80
8-bit microprocessor. It generates alphanumerics as well as graphics such as
vectors, conics, and color shading. Alphanumeric, special function, and cursor
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The Apple II personal computer system. (Courtesy Apple
Figure 1-10
Computer, Inc., Cupertino, Ca.)

control keyboards are provided. The graphics unit is a 256 x 512-bit dot matrix
raster-scan unit, with each dot corresponding to a bit in the built-in display
memory. Three 256 x 512 memory planes provide a 3-bit code for each screen
bit, allowing eight levels of shading or eight colors. Figure 1-11 shows the
Ramtek 6000.
Examination of the internal processor structure reveals that extensive interfacing is used to give this terminal its many capabilities. A Z80 microprocessor is interfaced to a common bus. From 4K to 16K bytes ofRA~I are used for
program storage and 16K to 28K of PROM hold the commonly used graphic
generation routines (vector, conic, plot, bar chart, and so on).
Data communication emulation programs are also stored in PROM. When
the system is turned on, it must be bootstrap-loaded; that is, an initial userinteraction and terminal communication program must be executed, just as
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Figure 1-11
One of Ramtek 's 6000-series intelligent graphics terminals.
(Courtesy Ramtek Corporation.)

with a full-scale computer. The Ramtek 6000 executes a teletypewriter emulation program stored in PROM upon power-up, causing the terminal to act as a
normal communications terminal until other instructions are given.
Three graphic memory planes are also interfaced to the microcomputer
bus. Graphic memory planes are large banks of memory (256 x 512 bits in this
case) that are continuously being read onto the terminal's display screen. Bits
that are in the logic 1 state represent white dots on the display screen while bits
in the logic 0 state represent black dots. By using three planes, bits on one
plane can represent blue data, bits on another green data, and bits on the third
plane red data. Complete color capability is the final result. Since the display
memory must be continually read onto the screen, the microcomputer must
insert data into the planes between rapidly occurring refresh read cycles. This
is called memory access interleaving. Adding this capability to a memory takes
a lot of extra interface components. To relieve the microprocessor of the burden of critical timing, the memory interface on the R6000 makes the two-port
nature of the graphic memory planes transparent to the microcomputer system.
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A separate display generator and video mixer are used in the R6000. Sending video data to a display screen at 6 megabits per second is simply too much
of a job for a Z80 to handle; but it is simple enough for separate circuitry to
perform. The display generator, however, must be interfaced to the microcomputer data bus to be properly controlled. The R6000 has a 4K data area in
memory set aside as a text-cursor generator interface area. Simply writing into
memory at these locations controls the display generator. Figure 1-12 shows
the Ramtek 6000 bus structure.
Finally, communications interfaces are necessary to provide terminal communication to the outside world. The R6000 has three RS-232C 1/0 ports to
perform this function. One port is used for terminal-tQ-host-computer communication and is selectable for 50 to 9600 baud (bits per second in this case)
communication rates. Two additional ports allow for an optional cursor control
device, such as a joystick, and an auxiliary serial device, such as a printer or
graphic hard-copy unit.
Another interesting intelligent graphic terminal is Hewlett-Packard's 2648A
shown in Fig. 1-13. This terminal features a 720 x 360-dot raster-scan bit map
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Figure 1-13
Hewlett-Packard's 2648A intelligent graphics terminal. (Courtesy
Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, Ca.)

and HP' s own microprocessor. The terminal has no color capabilities but its
black-and-white capabilities are astounding. Extensive software provided with
the terminal deserves most of the credit. Automatic plotting, rubberband line,
patterned shading, text writing in any direction (including upside-down), and
offline editing are just a few of its features. Additional hardware is interfaced to
the microcomputer to perform computationally difficult tasks such as zoom and
pan.

The Automotive Computer
Microcomputers have great potential in the field of automotive electronics. An
automobile has so many functions to monitor and control that experts in the
microprocessor marketing field feel that most new cars by the mid-1980s will
have no less than three microprocessors, thus creating a market for some 100
million microprocessors per year. Not only will microcomputers be sold, however: sensors, controls, and interface parts will be in demand in even greater
numbers.
The first application of automotive microcomputers will be in the engine
control and pollution control areas. Automotive manufacturers already have
experience in the areas of electronic carburetors, fuel injection, ignitions, and
transmission systems, mostly due to development efforts aimed at pollution
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control. In many cases the sensors and controls are already there and the
microprocessor and its interfaces are merely add-ons.
Automotive microprocessors are currently controlling carburetor and fuel
injection systems, ignition systems (spark advance), and pollution systems
(exhaust gas recirculation) on a trial basis. (The big three auto makers are
currently using Motorola, Toshiba, Texas Instruments, RCA, and Intel microprocessors and interface components.)
The 1980s and '90s will see even greater acceptance of the microcomputer
in automobiles, and the applications will not be limited to engine control.
Everything from fuel economy measurements to navigation may be
incorporated.
An interesting example of a futuristic microcomputer-based automotive
system is the optional dashboard on the Cadillac Seville: the Trip Computer.
This unit may not be representative of the common dashboard of the future, yet
it presents possibilities for automotive applications of microprocessors:
Cadillac's primary reason for introducing it is to gain engineering experience,
as future microcomputer decisions can be made on the sales and service record
of the Trip Computer.
The Trip Computer consists of five circuit modules: processor, sensory and
control interface, power supply, speedometer, and digital clock. The unit replaces the conventional speedometer, fuel gages, and clock with two 2-digit
displays, one 4-digit display, and a 12-button keypad. The displays are 100-volt
gas-discharge displays whose brilliant orange is bright enough to overcome
ambient light levels and avoid the obvious pitfalls of having red lights on the
dashboard.
Not only does the microcomputer measure speed, time of day, fuel flow,
and fuel levels; it also computes miles per gallon (average and instantaneous),
driving range on remaining fuel, estimated arrival time, and engine speed and
temperature.
The driver controls the Trip Computer by entering appropriate commands
on the dashboard-mounted keypad.
All of the stated measurements and calculations are quite trivial for the
Motorola M6800 microprocessor, once the data has reached the microcomputer. But many interfaces must be crossed first.
The speedometer and engine tachometer drives have rotation sensors,
while the gas tank has a fuel-level sensor. The engine has a temperature sensor,
and fuel flow is accurately measured by counting the modulated fuel injector's
pulses. The microcomputer contains two standard one-chip interface ICs and a
custom 1/0 and clock chip. Onchip high-voltage drivers are used to illuminate
the gas-discharge display.
There are still a few problems to be overcome in automotive microelectronics. Dealer maintenance and production volume have to be considered.
Reliability is another big problem. The automotive world is an extremely severe environment; shock and thermal resistance of parts must be high, and
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military-like specified parts are required. Microcomputers will find their way
into more critical automotive areas, but only after the problems encountered in
first-generation hardware are solved. Figure 1-14 illustrates the functions of a
future automotive microcomputer system.

Machine Tool Control
Personal computers, the latest graphic terminals, and computerized games are
widely talked about topics in the microcomputer field, but not much is said
about the ways in which microprocessors are revolutionizing industry. In regard to interfaces, the industrial microelectronics field presents some of the
biggest challenges-especia lly in the way of sensory and control interfaces. As
the final example of microprocessor applications, let's look at a microcomputer-controlled machine tool and its interfaces.
Microcomputers are currently being used in heavy machine tools to perform control and sensory functions. The cost advantages offered by the microprocessor allow extra precision and additional features to be added. A metal
forming press brake equipped with an M6800 microprocessor-bas ed monitor
and control system is one of this new breed of machinery.
The machine operates as follows: A piece of sheet metal is inserted horizontally into the machine and positioned accurately with a gage that determines the exact position. A hydraulic press then forces the sheet into a die,
where it is bent into the desired sheet-metal part.
This is a fairly unsophisticated machine operation. Two events must be
monitored and controlled: the positioning of the sheet metal and the movement
of the hydraulic press. The positioning of the sheet metal is monitored using
odometers. A rotary encoder is used to sense the hydraulic press movement.
Odometers and rotary encoders are electromechanical sensors that produce
bidirectional square waves indicating movement. Sensory interfaces must convert the encoded pulses into a digital word the microprocessor system can use.
Pulse-encoder logic and a parallel-bus interface handle the task nicely. Figure
1-15 illustrates the microprocessor controller for this machine.
Once the microcomputer has the metal and press position information, it
computes the remaining distance to move the metal, the press velocity, and
acceleration. Because the microprocessor runs at a 1 MHz clock rate, the
computations can be done in real-time while the machine is in operation. Using
the sensed and computed values, the microprocessor decides how much farther
to move the metal and press and proceeds to control the metal-moving motors
and hydraulic press. Control interfaces are required in this case. A motor
switching circuit, a D/ A converter, and an electrically controlled hydraulic
valve are used.
The user-interaction interface consists of a keyboard and 40-character alphanumeric display on which piece-part information can be entered. Program
parameters include metal positioning information, press speed, and stop data.
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A keyboard interface for data entry and a display interface to drive the
40-character display are used.
The microcomputer and its associated interfaces have proved to be a good
economic tradeoff on this machine. More accurate control (eight times the
accuracy of a manually controlled machine) increases the machine's production efficiency and salability, while the elimination of manual controls and
gages cuts costs.

Microcomputers come in many shapes and sizes. On the low end are the
bare-bones microprocessors that can't function as microcomputers without
extensive support circuitry. At the other end, complete microcomputer systems with built-in memory, keyboards, floppy disks, and other peripherals are
available. In between are the one-card microcomputers with moderate memory
and interface cirucitry all on one printed circuit card, multicard system construction sets, and one-chip microcomputers that require nearly no support
circuitry at all. A successful microcomputer-based design requires the selection
of the right microcomputer for the task.
This chapter covers all of the above-mentioned forms of microcomputers,
but some basic concepts must be dealt with first.

HOW THE PROCESSOR
AFFECTS THE SYSTEM
Since the microprocessor is the central element in a microcomputer-based
system, its characteristics have a great effect on surrounding circuitry and
interface design. The complexity and design philosophy of the microprocessor
determines how many support devices will be required. A one-chip microcomputer with onboard RAM, ROM, clock, and serial interface, for example, re-
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duces the chip count to a much lower number than that of· a similar simple
microprocessor with independent support chips.
Certain microcomputers are better suited to certain tasks. In an application
where extensive 1/0 interfacing but very little data processing is required, an
1/0 oriented microprocessor such as the F8 can reduce the complexity of the
interfaces. In an application in which a large amount of computing is performed, a computationally powerful microprocessor like the Zilog Z8000 ca:n
eliminate the need for external processing elements such as multipliers and
floating-point arithmetic units.
Microprocessor selection affects system power dissipation. A bipolar microprocessor is a high-speed bipolar device, so all of its system overhead
interfaces must also be high-speed bipolar devices. A whole system built with
bipolar devices (integrated NPN and PNP transistors) will have considerably
higher power dissipation than a CMOS system (integrated FETs) built around a
CMOS microprocessor. The watchword is speed-power product. As a general
rule, the faster and more complex the processor, the more power it draws.
The complexity and size of circuit boards and .connectors are also affected
by the microprocessor choice. A 4-bit microprocessor requires half the data
lines of an 8-bit unit. The IC package is also smaller and has fewer pins. A
smaller circuit board with less connectors is thus possible using the smaller
processor.
The choice of microprocessor affects system cost. An expensive microprocessor may indeed replace enough external interface components, circuit
boards, and 1/0 pins to reduce the overall cost of a system.
There are many other system factors affected by microprocessor choice,
and it· is up to you to determine which characteristics are desirable in your
system and which micr0processor will best fit the specifications.

WHAT TO STRIVE FOR
IN SYSTEM DESIGN
Anyone building a microcomputer system has certain specifications and specific goals which must be met; but there are certain universal characteristics
that are desirable in any system: high reliability, low power dissipation, small
size, easy serviceability, and low cost. System decisions should be based on all
of these characteristics- not just cost. In many cases, especially industrial and
military designs, reliability and serviceability are of paramount importance.
It is also desirable to ''design in'' expandability. A system always seems to
grow or have higher demands placed on it from the time it leaves the drawing
board to the time it goes into production. Microcomputers offer an excellent
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opportunity for expandability. Additional interfaces can be added easily to a
microcomputer bus, and the software can be modified if provisions are made
for expansion.

EVALUATING SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The best starting point in determining the proper microprocessor for a system
application is the evaluation of the system requirements. There is no simple
step-by-step approach that will work under all circumstances; rather, therequirements must be considered and weighed against each other to arrive at the
proper decision.

Consider the Task
You should consider what kind of task you are performing-a computational
data processing task or a control task. There are certain microprocessors that
are designed to be computer-like and others that are meant to be used as
controllers. The microprocessor characteristics section will point these out.
The use. of a computing-oriented microprocessor in a control application is
likely to increase control interface complexity while providing computational
overkill. This sort of unbalanced system would definitely work, but it would be
more C<?mplex, take up more space and power, and be less reliable than a
system buiit around a control-oriented device.
A system's function should be evaluated through an unbiased eye. There
are many fine discrete, SSI, MSI, and nonmicroprocessor LSI parts available
for general and special-purpose applications. These parts should be considered
with the system specifications in mind. Microprocessors are general-purpose
devices. A device designed for a specific task can usually perform the task
faster and with less power consumption and complexity than a microcomputer.
The universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter (DART) is a good example of
a very specialized LSI part. This device receives and sends a serial bit stream
and performs serial-to-parallel and parallel-to-serial conversion. Used for data
transmission, the DART is typically a 40-pin package that draws very little
power. A DART's task could easily be handled by a microprocessor with
ROM, a small scratchpad RAM, a parallel interface, and -a clock circuit. A
close examination of this implementation, however, reveals that four times the
number of parts and nearly ten times the power is required to perform the same
task using the microprocessor. This is hardly a good appliCation for a microcomputer, although it would seem to be if you didn't know of the existence of
the U ART. When evaluating system requirements it is wise to search through
available literature for specialized devices to fill your specific applications.

Reliability
Reliability may be another reason to avoid microcomputer implementations of
logic in some situations. Microprocessors can be used to cost-effectively replace large discrete gating networks, but in critical applications, adherence to
discrete gating may be the wiser choice.
Microcomputers are computers and they can "crash" (get out of the control program). A glitch on the power supply could cause this to happen. It
would be nice if we could think of microcomputers as ideal devic~s, but in the
real world we must consider nonideal situations. A combinatorial gating network has no states and is therefore self-recovering after a glitch (as long as the
inputs remain the same). A device with states (flip-flops or memory cells) has a
high probability of changing states when a glitch comes along, and microprocessors are just full of flip-flops and memory cells.

Performance Requirements
Another factor to evaluate is system performance requirements. The microcomputer must be able to perform the system's task in a given length of time.
When choosing a microprocessor, an adequate processing power margin for
expansion should be allowed. Microprocessor-based systems are somewhat
less versatile in performance expandability than corresponding discretecomponent implementations. If a microprocessor is being pushed to its computational limits and the need for more computing power arises, there are two
alternatives: speed up the software if it isn't already optimized, or switch to a
higher-performance microprocessor. A system built with discrete components
is much easier to add capability to incrementally.
There are, of course, exotic alternatives to a totally new processor if you
should wind up short on computing power. Add-on circuits and multiple processors may be used; but unless these are "clean" additions and not "patchwork fixes," they shouldn't be used. An example of a clean addition is an
auxiliary multiplier added to a processor bus to help a microprocessor in a
heavily multiply-weighted task. An example of a patchwork fix is speeding up
at the processor clock to just beyond the microprocessor's performance limits
and hoping for the best.

Microprocessor Loading
Sizings should be performed before a system is built to estimate processing
needs. Once a candidate microprocessor is chosen, crude software that is very
similar to the real task's software should be written. This initial sizing software
doesn't have to be perfect and fully debugged because its purpose is to give a
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general idea of the processor's loading and not to correctly accomplish the
task. You may use the interface software section of this text or appropriate
material from other books to aid you in writing the software. After all the sizing
programs have been written, the program's execution time can be estimated.
A good processor loading at the preliminary system design is about 50%. In
other words, if a function must be executed in 10 ms, a microprocessor task
execution time of 5 ms is desirable. This leaves an adequate margin for errors in
initial task sizings and for some future expansion. If the loading approaches
75% or more, chances are that the microprocessor will be overloaded by the
time the design is actually built. A more powerful microprocessor or discrete
logic, which can handle some of the tasks, is definitely in order.
If the microprocessor is only 20% loaded, it might pay to consider a
smaller, less .complex microprocessor that is more reliable and less powerhungry. Or examine the possibility of the microprocessor taking over even
more of the system's task, thereby eliminating discrete conponents.
The 50% loading criterion is just a general rule. Specific applications may
dictate alternative loadings. A widely expandable general-purpose data processing system, for instance, will require greater expandability and thus lighter
loading. For general-purpose data processing systems you may 'not even know
what the system is going to be used for. In this case the processing capabilities
can be anything you choose.

Other Considerations
An overall system block diagram helps in the evaluation process. The processor, discrete logic, interfaces, and peripherals can be specified as black boxes
in the system block diagram as Fig. 2-1 illustrates.
All the system's physical characteristics should enter into the system evaluation process. Power consumption, thermal dissipation, and second-sourcing
should all be considered if they have been specified.
Once the most likely microprocessor candidate has been chosen, preliminary hardware designs, source programs, object programs, and a prototype
system can be built.
The proper evaluation of system requirements will be a somewhat difficult
iterative process but the result will be a well balanced and cost-effective system.

IMPORTANT MICROPROCESSOR CHARACTERISTICS
Microprocessor choice greatly affects overall system characteristics, so it is
important to understand the microprocessor you're working with and to be able
to identify the important characteristics during the system evaluation stage.
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Figure 2-1
A sample block diagram for system evaluation. (Courtesy Signetics
Corporation, Sunnyvale, Ca.)

The microcomputer field is currently on the steep end of the learning curve;
things are changing so rapidly that any book attempting to give you a good
overall picture of the devices in the field is obsolete by the time it reaches the
press. This section is therefore designed to aid you in identifying important
microprocessor characteristics for yourself. Current manufacturer's specification sheets should be consulted for up-to-date specifics. A few examples of
microprocessors are presented and analyzed; these analysis techniques can
then be applied to products currently on the market.

Microprocessor Purpose
Microprocessor purpose is a nebulous "parameter" that can't always be addressed in a specification sheet or data catalog; however, it is probably the
most important consideration in choosing a microprocessor for a system.
Microprocessors are general-purpose devices that can perform almost any
task if given enough external support circuitry and processing time; but they
have designed-in features that make them better suited to certain applications.
The two major purposes are electronic data processing (EDP) and control. In
this context, EDP refers to tasks requiring extensive arithmetic operations. But
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a control application may indeed require some EDP, making an EDP-type
microprocessor well suited to the task.
A microprocessor's purpose can be judged by looking at such characteristics as bit width, instruction set, and support hardware and software.
The very narrow word width of 4 bits is indicative of a controller.
Arithmetic and ASCII character manipulation are difficult to implement using
such a narrow word, and quadruple-precision arithmetic is necessary to represent even a comparatively small number like 23,754. On the other hand, a 4-bit
word width would prove adequate for many control applications. Up to 16
traffic lights can be represented by a 4-bit code, for example.
Microcomputers with broader word widths usually indicate an EDP orientation. The LSI-11, MicroN ova, and TMS 9900 are examples of microprocessors with 16-bit word widths. These processors are actually derived from minicomputers and are used extensively in EDP applications.
A microprocessors instruction set gives a clue to its purpose. An instruction set that won't allow arithmetic shifts and does not accommodate twos'
complement arithmetic is not well suited to EDP tasks. The 8-bit Intel8080, for
example, only handles unsigned numbers, doesn't perform arithmetic shifts,
and lacks complete arithmetic branch capabilities. This microprocessor was
initially intended to be an enhanced version of the 8008 microcontroller, and its
instruction set reveals the controller-like traits. Since so many people were
trying to use the 8080 as a data processor, Zilog capitalized on the situation and
included many arithmetic shifts and arithmetic overflow detection in the firm's
Z80, an 8080 upgrade. The Z80 thus has more of an EDP character than the
8080, which is also reflected by the name Zilog has given the part-the Z80
CPU.
Support hardware and software lend more evidence to the purpose of a
microprocessor. A simple controller chip such as the TMS 1000 will not have a
broad range of support chips such as floppy disk controllers, memory mapping
units, and one-chip modems because a controller won't require this kind of
support. The Intel8086, an EDP-oriented microprocessor, has a broad base of
EDP-type hardware and software support, thus showing its purpose.

Microprocessor Bit Width
A microprocessor's bit width is defined as the number of parallel lines contained in the data bus. The bit width has a great effect on system capability and
complexity.
Data and instructions are usually stored in a memory as wide as the bit
width of the processor. The advantage of a microcomputer with a wide wordwidth is that the microcomputer can handle a much wider range of arithmetic
values before resorting to inefficient multiple-precision arithmetic. It can also
have a much larger set of single-word instructions. The results of having these
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featur es are higher memo ry bit widths, wider data buses
and conne ctors, and
usual ly wider bit width s on the interfaces tied to the bus.
A 4 K memo ry for a 16-bit micro comp uter takes twice
as many RAMs as
that of a 4 K memo ry for an 8-bit machine. It is wise to
keep the bit width as low
as is reaso nably possib le in an application becau se parts
count s, especially in
the memo ry area, are much lower for narrow-bit-width
machines.
As pointe d out in the previo us subse ction, micro proce ssors
with 4-bit word
width s are almos t exclu sively designed for contro l applic
ations. The 8-bit micropr ocess or can be desig ned for either EDP or contro
l, but in most cases it is
desig ned to be gener al-pur pose enough for both. Doub
le-precision arithmetic is
fairly efficient on these devic es, and 16 bits of precis
ion is adequ ate for most·
EDP work. Micro proce ssors with 16-bit word widths
are almos t exclusively
used for data proce ssing in which more than just contro
l functions are required.

Bit-Slicing
Some micro proce ssors, notab ly the high-speed bipola
r types , are bit-sliced.
Large -bit-w idth micro comp uters can be built from a few
4- or 8-bit proce ssor
"slice s."
Bit-slicing, especially with 4-bit eleme nts, is primarily
used for thermal
reaso ns. Bipolar LSI circui ts draw a lot of curre nt and
tend to run hot. A 16-bit
or even an 8-bit proce ssor would gener ate too much heat
for a single package to
dissip ate.
Bit-sliced proce ssors are usually more like LSI buildi
ng blocks than selfconta ined proce ssors with strictl y defined I/0 proto cols
and instru ction sets.
You can choos e the desire d micro comp uter bit width
and even instruction
execu tion metho d by varyin g the numb er of bit slices
and changing the control
ROM that contains a micro progr am for the contro l seque
nce.
Bit-sliced micro proce ssors are used in custo m, high-p
erformance applications. Due to the bit-sliced micro proce ssor's versatility,
system s built with
them can be made to emula te more comm on comp uters
efficiently. Bit-sliced
micro proce ssors are theref ore being used exten sively
in the const ructio n of
minic ompu ters.

Processing Speed
Proce ssing speed is the rate at which a micro proce ssor
execu tes the application progr am, and this depen ds on three basic specif
ications: the clock rate of
the micro proce ssor, the numb er of cycles requi red to
execu te a given instruction, and the instru ction repert oire itself. To see the signif
icance of these factors and the mann er in which they interr elate, we must
have a comm on understand ing of the terms and their functional contri bution
s.
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The clock rate is defined as the frequ ency of the
pulse s produ ced per
clock input to the micro proce ssor- the numb er of clock
tions within a system ,
secon d. Since the clock is the gover nor of all timed opera
to be perfo rmed within
it follows that a high-rate clock permits more opera tions
ate periph erals transa given period ; but a high-rate clock coupl ed with low-r
lates to interface complexities.
tion rate of a microAcquisition/Execution Rate. The acquisition and execu
er of cycle s or operaproce ssor may be expre ssed in micro cycle s-the numb
microcycle consi sts of
tional steps required to perfo rm a given instru ction. A
require many microcyone or more clock cycle s. Most MOS micro proce ssors
cycle might be used to
cles to execu te one instru ction. Typically, one micro
for data acces s, and
fetch the instruction, one or two more might be used
red instru ction. The
sever al more for the actua l execu tion 0pera tion of the acqui
ed by the addressing
numb er of microcycles requi red by an instru ction is affect
exam ple, may take 14
mode and the instru ction complexity. A simple add, for
9900 16-bit microcommicrocycles, while a multip ly would take 52 on the TMS
puter .
proce ssor can exInstru ction Repe rtoire . The kinds of instru ctions a micro
evalu ated on the
be
d
ecute determ ine its suitability to a task. Instru ctions shoul
basis of what they can do, not how many there are.
rm might be a very
The numb er of instru ctions a micro proce ssor can perfo
way of counting
own
his
misleading number, becau se every manu factur er has
er and move
regist
diate
instru ctions . Intel, for exam ple, count s move imme
ssor, while
proce
micro
imme diate memo ry as two instructions for the 8080
r exten ded
ulato
accum
Moto rola count s load accum ulator imme diate and load
has more
8080
the
ugh
Altho
as two addressing mode s for the same instru ction.
than the
ctions
instru
real
instru ctions than the 6800, the 6800 has many more
8080 if all the addre ssing mode s are count ed.
towar d the kind of
A micro proce ssor's instru ction set shoul d be orient ed
ular attent ion
partic
ation,
proce ssing you are performing. In a contro ller applic
the data
ation,
applic
ssing
proce
shoul d be paid to 1/0 instru ctions . In a data
ctions ,
instru
t
lemen
comp
twos'
manipulation instructions (arithmetic shifts,
e.
choic
the
in
and arithm etic branc hes) shoul d weigh heavily
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te a total progr am. This
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a
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ent ways. Some
Micro proce ssors go about executing progr ams in differ
ly the TMS
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opera
small
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numb er
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a
use
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The
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proce
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regist er that serve s as both a gener al-pur pose regist
er and an index register.
The 8080 requir es 16 clock cycles versu s 5 clock cycles
for the 6800 to execu te
this instru ction. A 6800 with a 1 MHz clock rate execu
tes the instru ction in
two-t hirds the time requi red by the 8080 wih its 2 MHz
clock .
It is obvio us f~om the above inform ation that clock
speed alone is not a
valid indica tor of system perfo rmanc e. Clock speed s
can be direct ly comp ared
only when dealing with the same proce ssor. A 2 MHz
6502 has exact ly twice
the perfo rmanc e speed of a 1 MHz 6502. In all other
cases, perfo rmanc e estimates and comp arison s must be based on task sizings.
The applicability of an instru ction set to a given form
of proce ssing also
determ ines perfo rmanc e. If a micro comp uter's task
is to check parity on incomin g signals, a branc h-on- parity -even instru ction
can save a whole subroutine of bit-m anipu lation instru ctions , and execu tion
time will be greatl y reduced . Once again, howe ver, only a sizing will tell how
well a micro proce ssor
will perfo rm.

Power Dissipation
In powe r-criti cal system s, a micro proce ssor's powe
r dissip ation becom es a
major conce rn. Powe r dissip ation is gover ned by devic
e techn ology , device
comp lexity , and in many cases clock speed .
Wide- word- width micro proce ssors requir e extra comp
lexity to handl e the
wide data paths , so they draw more powe r than narro
w-wo rd-wi dth devic es of
the same techn ology .
High- speed bipola r micro proce ssors draw the most powe
r of all. Medium
powe r dissipation' can be expec ted from NMO S and
PMOS micro proce ssors,
while CMO S micro proce ssors draw the least.
The clock rate itself affect s the powe r dissip ation of most
micro proce ssors
(exclu ding micro proce ssors based on emitte r-cou pled
logic techn ology ). The
slowe r the clock rate, the less powe r the proce ssor
draws . The RCA 1802
micro proce ssor, which emplo ys CMO S techn ology ,
is a good exam ple of a
clock tate's effect on powe r dissipation. If a very limite
d amou nt of proce ssing
is requir ed, a relativ ely slow clock rate of 10kH z can
be used, thereb y cuttin g
powe r dissip ation from 60 mW at 1 MHz to 5 mW at
10kH z.
New devic e techn ologie s such as silicon on sapph ire
(SOS) promi se to
decre ase micro proce ssor powe r consu mptio n and at
the same time impro ve
speed -pow er produ cts. The latest manufact,urer specif
ication sheets should be
used to find the powe r dissip ation of these parts.

Interrupt Capability
Temp oraril y divert ing execu tion of a progr am to a
small task that requir es
imme diate attent ion may be requir ed in your applic
ation. A micro proce ssor
with good interr upt capab ilities shoul d be chose n if
this requi remen t is to be
met.
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competing for the same market, the only way for a manufacture r to distinguish
his product is by supplying a broader line of support chips and higher performance than the competitor. In the end, the consumer wins and the prize is
threefold: a wide range of support chips, wide performance -range selection,
and lower prices.

Cost
The cost of a system is one of the highest-prio rity items, especially in the
consumer market; but when evaluating the cost of a microproces sor, the cost
estimate should include the whole system and not just the microproces sor.
Current price sheets from the microproces sor manufacture r should always be
used because prices change so rapidly (and drastically) in this field.

Software Support
Software generation is a costly proposition, and it is not uncommon for
software developmen t costs to outrun hardware costs. For this reason, microprocessors with a large software support base are very desirable. Editors,
assemblers, and high-order languages help speed developmen t of a microprocessor system. The level of software support is less critical for small controllertype microproces sors intended only to run small control programs.

Load-Driving Capability
A microproces sor's technology will largely determine what voltage levels and
drive currents are available at the microproces sors output pins. These characteristics determine how much support circuitry will be needed to incorporate
the microproces sor into a system.
Many MOS microproces sors claim TTL compatibility. This statement is
misleading, because usually only one or two standard TTL loads can be driven.
In some cases only one low-power TTL load is drivable. To drive many TTL
loads, buffers must be incorporate d on most MOS microproces sors.
Some microproces sor chip sets are designed to eliminate the need for
buffers in minimal system configurations by offering a wide range of memory
and support chips that present only a light load to the processor's buses. The
M6800 chip set is a good example. Up to eight devices can be driven on a
nonbuffered bus. Well thought out schemes like this can save interface parts in
a minimal system.
Bipolar microproces sors can usually drive many loads that are themselves
based on the technology of which they are built. The Texas Instruments 74S481
bipolar microproces sor supplies 10 rnA of drive current to its address lines; this
is enough current to drive six standard TTL loads.

Architecture Philosophy
Micropro cessors, like large compute rs, have many architect ural forms. Two
types of machines that are currently popular are the register-oriented machines
like the 8086, Z8000, and RCA 1800 series and the memory- oriented machines
such as the 6800, 6500, and 9900 series.
Stack operating capability is another architect ural feature found on many
micropro cessors. Architec tural features tend to simplify certain tasks. A stack
is useful when many subrouti nes are to be performe d.
Memory-oriented processi ng is helpful when working with large data bases
in memory. Once again, the instructi on set will describe what the processo r
architect ure is capable of and sizings will tell how efficiently it is performing
your task.

MICRO PROCE SSOR EVALUATION EXAMPLES
Up to this point, micropro cessor characte ristics have been describe d in general
terms. In this section we get down to some specific examples. Descript ions and
evaluatio ns of a few common micropro cessors are presente d. No attempt has
been made to cover all micropro cessors, since new and more advance d microprocesso rs are constant ly entering the market. By evaluating micropro cessor
specification sheets and all the latest literature in a way similar to what is
presente d here, you can pick the best device for your task at any time.

The TMS 1000 Family
With the proliferation of low-cost 8-, 12-; and 16-bit micropro cessors, we might
be inclined to think that 4-bit micropro cessors are obsolete and undesira ble in
any application. This isn't the case. It's true that some 4-bit processo rs such as
th_e Intel 4040 have been pushed aside by technolo gy, but in the midst of 8- and
eration 4-bit
~6-bit micropro cessor developm ent, some very viable third-gen
family is a
1000
TMS
The
being.
into
came
cessors
control-o riented micropro
.
good example

Purpose . The TMS 1000 series of one-chip microcomputers is made by
Texas Instrume nts and second-s ourced by Motorola . It is a family of about 35
micropro cessors aimed at the industrial and consume r control applications
market.
Features . The TMS 1000 chip's complem ent of capabilities reflects its 4-bit
control nature. TMS 1000 series micropro cessors have 2048 8-bit bytes of ROM
44
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and 124 4-bit "nybbles" of RAM built onto the chip. Some of the earliest
versions have only 1024 bytes and 64 nybbles of ROM and RAM.
As with most 4-bit microprocessors, the instruction word size is 8 bits (the
Toshiba T3444 is an exception to the 8-bit instruction rule-it has 4-bit instructions) and the data word width is 4 bits. Program execution is performed strictly
out of ROM and no provisions for external ROM or RAM have been made. No
external address bus is needed, freeing valuable 1/0 pins to perform the chip's
control functions. Figure 2-2 shows the TMS 1000.
The TMS 1000 has 54 basic instructions that are oriented toward control
applications. Because the processor has separate program and data memories
that can't interchange data, strange instructions like A9ACC (add 9 to the
accumulator) are a large percentage of the 54. Obviously, this type of processor
could immediately be eliminated from further consideration in applications
requiring extensive data processing.

Interface Capabilities. The TMS 1000 series microprocessors come in 28and 40-pin packages (a 64-pin evaluation model also exists), and their interfacing characteristics depend on the package size.
The 28-pin models have 4-bit data input buses, 8-bit data output buses, and
10 program-controlled control outputs. Data on the input lines (K lines) can be
read into the processor's accumulator using the TKA (transfer K inputs ,to
accumulator) instruction. Output can be performed by simply sending one
control output bit to the device being controlled and strobing it using the SETR
(set R output line) and RSTR (reset R output line) instructions. To send 8-bit
data to a device, the 8 output lines can be set to the proper 8-bit value using the
TDO (transfer data to output) instruction, and an R control line can be strobed
to latch the data into a register at the controlled device.
Support. The simple design, versatile 1/0, and built-in RAM and ROM features of the TMS 1000 family of microprocessors make an extensive line of
support chips unnecessary. Because no direct external access to memory is
possible, a DMA chip doesn't make any sense. Three helpful support chips are
available, however: 4 x 4 and 4 x 7 1/0 expanders and a CPU-to-capacitive
keyboard interface.
The TMS 1000 family's use in industry is constantly increasing and it has
thus acquired a good software support base. An assembler, simulator, utility
programs and even a high-level language are available. In addition, a few of the
TMS 1000 series processors come preprogrammed to perform common functions.
Physical Characteristics. Being a4-bit economy model control processor,
the TMS 1000 performance specifications are not exceptional. The clock frequency can range from 50 kHz to 1MHz, and all instructions execute in 6 IJ-S at 1
MHz.
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TMS 1300 only- 40 PDIP

l

-c=J 4-bit page buffer register

I J 6-bit subroutine return register

~

6-bit program counter
4-bit page register
1-bit chapter flag (optional)

4-bit Y register

2- or 3-bit X register

_0

D

4-bit accumulator

10- or 11-bit
} program counter

6- or 7 -bit data
} counter

Texas Instruments, Motorola
NMOS, PMOS, CMOS
4 bits
2048 words, internal
8 bits
54
50 kHz-1 MHz
28- or 40-pin DIP
3-35V, 1-10 rnA

D

Programmer's Eye View

Manufacturer
Device Technology
Data word width
Addressing range
Instruction width
Instruction count
Clock frequency
Package
Power requirements

TMS 1000 4-bit microprocessor

The TMS 1000 microprocessor. (Courtesy Texas Instruments, Inc., Dallas, Texas.)
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This microproc essor family is available in several technologies for various
applicatio ns. For relatively high-speed performan ce, NMOS and PMOS versions are available. A CMOS version from Motorola allows very low-power
controller s ( 1 rnA) to be built.
Probably the most noteworth y feature of the TMS 1000 series is its economy. A minimal system can be built with one part (an internal clock is also
included in this processor chip), and at this writing it sells for less than $4.

The 8080 Family
The Intel 8080 was the first microproc essor to gain wide acceptanc e in the
microcom puter field and did, in fact, help create the field. It is currently the
most widely used microproc essor simply because it was first to reach the
marketpla ce. This situation is rapidly changing as superior products such as the
8085 and" Z80 are gaining in popularity .
The 8080, from an architectu ral and feature standpoint, is quite primitive,
and improved processor s are u~ually designed into new products; but due to its
wide acceptanc e, multiple sources, and large line of support chips, the 8080 is
here to stay.

Purpose. The 8080 instructio n set reflects a control nature in this microprocessor. It is heavily loaded with data transfer instruction s and has IN and OUT
instructio ns for input and output control. Condition al jumps, subroutine calls,
and subroutine returns (with parity even or odd jump instructions) are meant to
be used to simplify data handling.
The 8080 has a few data processing characteri stics, but some important
features are missing. Some of the EDP-type instruction s include the add and
subtract instruction s, the double-pre cision add instruction (although this feature is primarily intended for address manipulations), and the decimal
arithmetic adjust instructio n. Lacking are the arithmetic .shift instruction s,
signed overflow detection, and the arithmetic conditional branch instruction s
such as branch greater than or equal to. These shortcomings could not be
easily overcome because of a simple fact never mentioned in most manufac~urers' literature: the 8080 is not designed to do signed twos' compleme nt
arithmetic . The modularit y of the twos' compleme nt numbering system makes
mil.~y twos' compleme nt operations work (adding -1 to 7 to get 6, for example)\ but the 8080 has no way of telling if a result is negative or positive. A good
example of this is the compariso n of two numbers to see which is larger. A
compare instruction followed by an examinati on of the overflow bit can be
performed to compare a pair of twos' compleme nt numbers. A set overflow bit
means that the register being compared to the accumula tor was greater than the
accumula tor value, but only if the values were of like sign. If the registers were
of different sign, the set overflow bit would have just the opposite meaning.
You must therefore manually keep track of the signs of numbers in the program. This involves additional software and execution time.
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MCS-80 (8080 A) 8-bit Microprocessor
Manufactu rer
Device Technolog y
Data word width
Addressing range
Instruction width
Instruction count
Clock frequency
Package
Power requirements

Intel, AMD, and others
NMOS
8 bits
65,536 words, external
8 bits

78
0.5-4 MHz
40-pinDIP or flatpack
12 V at 40 rnA, 5 V at 60 rnA,
-5 Vat 10 J,J.A

Programmer's Eye View

-PSW
-A
B

c

D
H

E
L
SP
PC

Program status word
Primary accumulato r
Secondary Accumulat ors/data counter
Secondary Accumulat ors/data counter
Secondary Accumulat ors/data counter
Stack pointer
Program counter

The Intel 8080 microprocessor. (Reprinted by permission of Intel
Figure 2-3
Corporation, Copyright 1978.)

The 8080 has a register- oriented architect ure containin g six 8-bit
registers that may be used individually or in pairs for 8- and 16-bit operation s.
An accumul ator is provided to act as a primary working register. Figure 2-3
illustrate s the 8080 micropro cessor.
The 8080 is also capable of stack operatio ns, as the instructi on set of Fig.
2-4 indicates . A separate 16-bit stack pointer keeps track of the push-dow n
stack that resides in the combine d program and data memory. The stack is
useful for impleme nting subroutin es. Because subroutin e return addresse s are
automati cally pushed down onto the- stack by the subrouti ne call, subroutin e

Feature s.
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nesting is limited only by the amount of read-write memory a user has provided. This versatile feature makes more structured programs possible and
lends itself to very complex control tasks and data processing.
All the 8080 features mentioned so far indicate that the 8080 is well suited
for control tasks. The· interrupt and DMA capabilities of this chip confirm the
suspicion. An asynchronous vectored interrupt capability allows external
devices operating through an 8080-series support chip (the 8259 priority interrupt controller), to interrupt program execution and vector the program to an
appropriate service routine. Many devices can efficiently move data in and out
of memory using the 8080's DMA capability and another support chip, the 8257
DMA controller.
It should be noted that the 8080 is really a 3-chip microprocess or-that is,
it takes at least three chips or corresponding discrete hardware to build a useful
microprocesso r. In addition to the 8080, an 8224 clock generator-driv er and an
8228 bidirectional bus driver are needed. Up-grades from the 8080 microprocessor have the functions of the two additional chips built into a single package.

Instructions. The 8080 has about 100 instructions. The exact count varies
for each manufacturer due to the way instructions are counted, not because of
differences between the microprocesso rs. Instructions vary from 1 to 3 bytes in
length, depending on the addressing mode of the instruction. The instruction
set is broken into seven primary groups. Figure 2-4 lists the instruction set.
Data transfer instructions move 8-bit data from register to register and also
to memory. A few 16-bit data transfer instructions are provided as well. An
interesting XCHG instruction swaps two specific register pairs (the D,E registers with the H,L registers). Two 16-bit transfer instructions (the LHLD and
SHLD instructions) move data from a ;register pair to memory or from memory
to a register pair, but these operations can only be performed on the H,L
register pair. The 1/0 transfer instructions (IN and OUT) are provided for
simple 1/0 handling.
Control instructions (there are six) are used. They are standard instructions
and include the NOP (no operation), HLT (halt), and interrupt enabling and
disabling instructions.
At first glance the 29 conditional and unconditional branch instructions
seem to contain more branch capability than you would ever need. This is
somewhat misleading for this instruction set because the 29 instructions only
allow conditional branching on four conditions: carry, zero, sign, and parity.
No combined conditional branches such as branch if carry exclusive-ORe d
with sign (more commonly called branch less than) are provided. This makes
signed comparisons difficult.
Arithmetic instructions, like the transfer instructions, include 8- and 16-bit
operations. The basic adds and subtracts are present and a decimal arithmetic

OpCodt

1716151413121110

No. of
Bytes

Clock
Cycles

Assembly
Mnemonic

Instruction
Description

DATA TRANSFER

No. of
Bytes

OpCode

1716151413121110

Clock
Cycles

Assembly
Mnemonic

Instruction
Description

ARITHMETIC

01 d d d s s s
01 11 0 s s s
01ddd110
00ddd110
00110110
0011 1 01 0
00001010
00011010
00101010
00100001
00010001
00000001
00110001
00100010
00110010
00000010
00010010
11 1 1 1 0 01
11101011
111 0001 1
11011011
11010011

MOVr,r
MOVm,r
MOVr,m
MVI,r
MVI,m
LOA'
LDAX B
LDAX D
LHLD
LXI H
LXI o'
LXI B
LXI SP
SHLD
STA
STAX B
STAX D
SPHL
XCHG
XTHL
IN
OUT

7
10
13
7
16
10
10
10
10
16
13

18
10
10

Move register to register
Move r:egister to memory
Move memory to register
Move to register, i'mmediate
Move to memory, immediate
Load Ace, direct
Load Ace, indirect via B & C
Load Ace, indirect via D & E
Load H & L, direct
Load H & L, immediate
Load D & E, immediate
Load B & C, immediate
Load stack pointer, immediate
Store H & L, direct
Store Ace, direct
Store Ace, indirect via B & C
Store Ace, indirect via D & E
Transfer H & L to stack pointer
Exchimge D & E with H & L
Exchange top of stack withH & L
Input to Ace
Output from Ace

1000 0s s s
10 0 0 1s s s
10 0 0 0 1 10

1000 1 1 10
1 10 0 0 1 10

1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

00
00
0 1
10
11
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
10

1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

1
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0

0
1
1
1
1

7
10
10
10
10

s s s
s s s
1
1
1
1
t

1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0

1 1

AD Dr
ADCr
ADDm
ADCm
ADI
ACI
DAD B
DAD D
DAD H
DAD SP
SUBr
SBBr
SUBm
SBBm
SUI
SBI
DAA

Add register to Ace
Add with carry register to Ace

PUSH B
PUSH D
PUSH H
PUSH PSW
POP B
POP D
POP H
POP PSW

Push registers 8 & Con stack
Push registers 0 & E on stack
Push registers H & L on stack
Push Ace and flags on stack
Pop registers 8 & C off stack
Pop registers D & E off stack
Pop registers H & L off stack

ANA r
ANAm
ANI
XRAr
XRAm
XRI
ORA r
DRAm
ORI
CMPr
CMPm
CPI
CMA
RLC
RRC
RAL
RAR

And register with Ace
And memory with Ace
And with Ace, immediate
Exclusive or register with Ace
Exclusive ·or memory with Ace
Exclusive Or With Ace, immediate
Inclusive Or register with Ace
Inclusive Or memory with Ace
Inclusive Or with Ace, immediate
Compare register with Ace
Compare memory with Ace
Compare with Ace, immediate
Compliment Ace
Rotate Ace left
Rotate Ace right
Rotate 'Ace left through carry
Rotate Ace right through carry

INR r
INR m
INX B
INX D
INX H
INX SP
OCR r
OCR m
DCX B
DCX D
DCX H
DCX SP

Increment register
Increment memory
Increment extended B & C
lncremen't extended D & E
Increment extended H & L
Increment stack pointer
Decrement register
Decrement memory
Decrement extended 8 & C
Decrement extended 0 & E
Decrement extended H & L
Decrement stack pointer

Add memory to Ace

Add with carry memory to Ace
Add to Ace, immediate
Add with carry to Ace, immediate
Double add B & C to H & L
Double add D & E to H & L
Double add H & L to H & L
Double add stack pointer to H & L

Subtract register from Ace
Subtract with borrow register from Ace
Subtract memory from Ace
Subtract with borrow memory from Ace
Subtract from Ace, immediate
Subtract With borrow from Ace, immediate
Decimal adjust Ace

STACK OPERATIONS

CONTROL
01110110
0011 01 11
00111111
111 11 011
1111 0 011
00000000

HLT
STC
CMC
El
Dl
NOP

Halt and enter wait state
Set carry flag
Compliment carry flag
Enable interrupts
Disable interrupts
No operation

11
11
11
11
10
10
10
10

1 1 00 01 01
11 01 01 01
11 1 001 01
11 110101
11000001
11 01 00 01
1 1 1 0 00 01
1 1 1 1 0 0 01

Pop Ace and flags off stack

LOGICAL

BRANCHING
1 1 00 0 011
1 1 01 1 01 0
1 1 01 001 0
1 1 001 01 0
11000010
1 1 1 1 0 01 0
1 11 1 1 01 0
1 11 01 01 0
1 1 1 0 0 01 0
1 1 001 1 01
11 011 1 0 0
11 01 01 0 0
11 001 1 00
11000100
1 11 1 01 0 0
1 1 1 11 10 0
11101100
1 1 1 001 0 0
1 1 0 01 0 01
11 01 1 00 0
11010000
11001000
11000000
1 1·1 1 0 00 0
1 11 1 1 D ~0
11101 <100
11100000
1 1 1 01 0 01

10
10
10
10'
10
10
10
10
10
17
17-11
17-11
17-11
17-11
1'7-11
17-11
17-11
17-11
10
11-5
11-5
11-5
11-5
11-5
11-5
11-5
11-5

11VVV111

11

5

JMP
JC
JNC
JZ
JNZ
JP
JM
JPE
JPO
Call

cc
CNC

cz
CNZ
CP
CM
CPE
CPO
RET
RC
RNC
RZ
RNZ
RP
RM
RPE
RPO
PCHL

RST

Jump unconditionally
Jump on carry
JUPJP on no carry
Jump on zero
Jump on not zero
Jump on positive
Jump on minus
Jump on parity even
Jump on parity odd
Call unconditionally
Call on carry
Call on no carry
Call on zero
Call on not zero
Call on positive
Call on minus
Call on parity even
Call on parity odd
Return unconditionally
Return on carry
Return on no carrY
Return on zero
Return on not zero
Return on positive
Return on minus
Return on parity even
Return on parity odd
Jump unconditionally,
indirect via H & L
Restart

1 01 0 Os s s
1 01 001 1 0
1 1 1 0 01 1 0
1 01 01 •. , s
1 01 01 1 1 0
1 1 1 01 1 1 0
1 01 1 0 s s s
1 01 1 01 1 0
1 1 1 1 01 1 0
10 111s s s
1 01 1 1 1 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 10
0 0 1 01 1 1 1
00000111
0 0 0 01 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 01 1 1
000 111 11

INCREMENT/DECREMENT
5 ~I
10

00ddd100
00110100
00000011
0001001.1
00100011
0 0 1 1 0 01 1
00ddd101
0 01 1 01 0 1
00001011
0 0 01 1 01 1
00 1 01 0 1 1
0 01 1 1 01 1

10
5

5

Figure 2-4
The Advanced Micro Devices 9080 (8080) instruction set. (Copyright©
1978 Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. Reproduced with the permission of copyright owner.)
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adjust instruction is included. Again, certain operations only apply to certain
registers: Any register can be added to the accumulator, and memory can be
added to the accumulator, but memory cannot be added to a register without
first going through the accumulator. Two arithmetic instructions particularly
suited to multiple-precision arithmetic are included: the add with carry and
subtract with borrow.
Stack instructions work with 16-bit register pairs rather than individual registers. Pushing two registers onto the stack at once makes fast machine status
saving possible.
Logical instructions are similar to the arithmetic operations except that only
8-bit logical operations are officially possible. One 16-bit logical operation,
however, is possible- although this is not immediately apparent from the instruction set. By using the 16-bit add instruction, the H,L register pair can be
added to itself, resulting in (H,L) x 2, or an arithmetic left shift. Many 8080
programmers use this trick, especially when working with double-precision
numbers.
Increment/decrement instructions are provided for 12 discrete operations.
Upon close examination we see that status flags are set for 8-bit register increments and decrements but no flags are set for 16-bit ones. This mode of operation was chosen so 8-bit data status would not be destroyed by address manipulation. Increments and decrements of 16-bits are typically employed when
using indexed addressing through the H,L register pair. With the current
status-setting method, the 8-bit arithmetic operations status can be saved while
obtaining the next data byte through indexed addressing. This is particularly
useful for multiple-precision arithmetic in which the carry from a leastsignificant add can· be saved and added with the most-significant add through
incremented index addressing. The main problem with the conditional statussetting arrangement is that it limits the double-precision capabilities of the
16-bit register pairs.
As you look at an instruction set, ask this question: How easy is programming going to be with this instruction set? On an assembly-language level, the
8080 takes a lot of getting .used to and is difficult to program efficiently. The
preponderance of registers, each with its own unique capabilities, creates this
situation. When a programmer first tries to program the 8080 efficiently, he
finds himself cornered into bad situations. He may want to store the B,C
register pair directly into memory, but he'll find that only the H,L register pair
has that capability. He may want to swap the D,E and B,C register pairs, but
he'll find that only the H,L and D,E registers can be swapped. An 8080 programmer must be alert to all the 8080 register idiosyncrasies before efficient
programming is possible. The use of a high-order language is one way of sidestepping this difficult learning process.
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The 8080 has four basic addressing modes. Direct-mode addressing allows
direct loading or storing of the accumulator or H,L register pair from the
address specified in the two bytes following the instruction. The immediate
addressing mode allows the loading of any register or register pair with the data
following the instruction. Implied addressing is used in operations needing no
memory reference (such as register-to-register transfers). Indexed addressing
allows the contents of the D,E pair, the H,L pair, or the B,C register pair to be
used as 16-bit pointers to the data being loaded or stored into memory. Autoincrement and autodecrement addressing on the stack pointer are also provided
by the stack operations.
Data can be sent to and taken from interfaces in a
few ways. The input and output instructions simply put an 8-bit device code on
the 16-bit address bus (repeated in the upper and lower address bytes). The
output instruction puts the present accumulator data on the data bus, and the
input instruction clocks whatever is on the data bus into the accumulator.
Status lines indicate when output and input operations are being performed.
Devices on the bus can use these lines to load device registers or drive the data
bus.
Because address lines and data lines are available outside the processor,
memory-mapped 1/0 is also possible. By building an interface device that acts
as a memory location at a certain address, data can be sent to that device
simply by writing into the device's assigned memory location.
The 8080 control lines are configured for simple direct memory access
interfacing. The processor can go into a hold state when a DMA device applies
a signal to the 8080's hold line. The 8080 promptly disconnects itself from the
bus, allowing the DMA device to take over address and data line controls and
access memory directly.

Interface Characteristics.

Support. The 8080 is currently one of the best supported microprocessors in
regard to interface chips. Because eight manufacturers second-source the part,
everything from DMA controllers to floppy disk controllers are available.
Software support is equally diversified. Editors, assemblers, and highorder languages are available. Intel's MDS software development system is the
most popular means of developing 8080 software in industrial applications.
Physical Characteristics. The 8080 is available in many clock speeds ranging from 1 to 4 MHz. Due to the intense competition in the 8080 market, prices
are very low, but the fact that the 8224 and 8228 support chips are needed to
make the 8080 operational adds significantly to this cost.
The 8080 is an NMOS microprocessor, requires three de voltages for
power, and dissipates about a watt. Again, clock speed and version make a big
difference.

The 8085
The 8085 is an upgraded version of the 8080 that incorporates a built-in clock
and system controller, thus eliminating the need for the two 8080 support chips
(the 8224 clock generator and 8228 system controller). It is software compatible
with the 8080 and contains two additional instructions.
A peripheral processor that is designed to operate as a slave to the 8080 or
8085 is a recent addition to the 8080 family. The 8041/8741 contains a processor,
1 K bytes of ROM, 1/0 ports, clock, and timer-counter. This part can be used
with the 8080 to increase processing power or as a stand-alone processor.

The Z80
The Zilog Z80 is a greatly enhanced upgrade of the 8080. Enough similarity is
maintained to allow 8080 programs to be used, and additional instructions
(which correct the 8080's lack of arithmetic capability) are included in the
instruction set. More than twice the number of internal registers are used, and
two independent index registers enhancethe addressing capabilities.
The hardware characteristics of the Z80 have also been improved. The
system control functions of the 8228 and the clock functions of the 8224 have
been built into the Z80, making it a one-package microprocessor. Only one
power supply is required as opposed to the three required for the 8080. An
additional nonmaskable interrupt line has also been added.

Purpose. The Z80 has enough features to qualify it as a true EDP-type microprocessor; but it has retained and even improved on the control characteristics of the 8080, making it an excellent controller as well. The Z80 has gained
wide acceptance in both computing and control applications as a result of its
dual-purpose nature.
Features.

The Z80 is a register-oriented processor containing eighteen 8-bit
registers and four 16-bit registers. Two accumulators and flag registers are also
provided. Figure 2-5 illustrates the Z80 structure. A close look at the registers,
however, reveal that only about half the registers can be used at any one time.
The accumulator, flag, and registers B, C, D, E, H, and Lin the main register
set are mirrored as A', F', B', and so on in the alternate register set. An
exchange instruction must be performed to select which set (main or alternate)
is going to be used. This feature is useful for interrupt processing in which only
one commandis necessary to save the interrupted program's status, but it also
means that the Z80's register set, at any given time, is about the same as the
8080's. Two totally new index registers have been added, however, and new
indexed instructions support them.
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Programmer's Eye View
Z80-CPU 8-Bit Microprocessor
Manufacturer
Device Technology
Data word width
Addressing range
Instruction width
Instruction count
Clock frequency
Package
Power requirements

Zilog, Mostek
NMOS
8 bits
65,536 words external
8 bits
158
5 kHz-4 MHz
40-pin DIP
5 Vat 90 rnA

Program status words
r-7"7".......,...,.-w,...,.,.,~ Primary Accumulators

A'

w.~~<,<,4o~Secondary Accumulators/data counter

B'
D'
H'

..w~~iAA'JtS!Secondary Accumulators/data counter
~~A.;.<;~~Secondary Accumulators/data counter

C'
E'
L'

~.w.....,.,.~~Stack pointer
f'oLL<..L.t...O'--""'-LL.I.""~ Program counter
r----'c.:....:_--1 Index register X
'---.,.---1

Index register Y
Interrupt vector
Memory refresh counter

Shaded registers represent the 8080A subset.

Figure 2-5

The Zilog Z80 microprocessor. (Courtesy Zilog, Cupertino, Ca.)

Many additional instructions have been added, eliminating most of the
8080's arithmetic and data processing shortcomings. The' first thing one notices
when comparing the 8080 and Z80 instruction sets is that all the instruction
names have been changed. This makes comparison difficult without a preliminary learning effort.
The basic additions to the instruction set include: arithmetic shifts, block
transfer instructions, a loop control instruction, instructions specifying the new
addressing modes, extended arithmetic operations (including a negate), and
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extended I/0 instructions. On the surface this instruction set appears to be
extremely powerful, but a few points should be noted. Many of the added
arithmetic instructions decrease the amount of memory needed to represent an
operation, since multiple instructions are no longer needed. But the single Z80
instruction execution time may actually be longer than the total of the 8080' s
multiple instructions. An arithmetic right shift is a good example of this. Using
an RLC followed by two RAA instructions, an 8080 can perform the shift in 12
clock cycles. The Z80 has a single SRA (shift right arithmetic), but it takes up
to 23 clock cycles to execute. In addition, most of the new Z80 instructions
require a 2-byte representation, the first of which indicates that it is not an 8080
instruction.
The Z80 parity flag bit has a dual purpose. On logical operations such as
AND it represents word parity, but on signed twos' complement operations it
represents a twos' complement overflow. This is yet another enhancement to
the Z80' s signed arithmetic ability.

Interface Characteristics. The IN and OUT instructions, memory-mapped
I/0, and DMA are all used for I/0. From a software viewpoint, I/0 is a bit
simpler with the Z80 than 8080 since any register can be written to the output or
loaded through the input instruction. The need for passing all the data through
the accumulator has been eliminated. And block transfer I/0 instructions simplify block I/0 routines.
One very unique Z80 feature is its simultaneous I/0 capability. On an 8080
input instruction, the 8-bit input address is output on the 8 least significant and
the 8 most significant bits of the address; data is read into the accumulator over
the data lines. The Z80, however, outputs the I/0 address on the Slow-order
bits of the address bus, and reads the 8 data bus bits into the accumulator (or
register). This allows you to output and input data to a device all in one operation. It's a very efficient and clever scheme. Figure 2-6 compares 8080 and Z80
I/0 formats.
8080 "IN INSTRUCTION" data flow

Z80 "IN INSTRUCTION" data flow

I Register B I

Bus

Redundant
8-bit IN
device code

8-bit IN
device
code to
peripheral

From peripheral

Figure 2-6

8-bit data
to peripheral

A comparison of 8080 and Z80 II 0 methods.

8-bit IN
device code
to peripheral

From peripheral
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The Z80 CPU has a dynamic RAM refresh capability that is worth reviewing if your design calls for dynamic RAMs and few parts. A refresh register and control circuitry interleave sequential memory read cycles between
processor memory access cycles. The refresh operation is thus totally transparent to the user-unlike some computer refresh schemes that interrupt processing and execute a refresh routine (notably the LSI-11). This feature greatly
simplifies the interfacing of dynamic RAMs to a Z80 system, as memory refresh
logic is no longer needed on the interface.
The Z80 is similar to the 8080 so most of the 8080 software and
many of the 8080 support ICs operate with· it. In addition, Zilog, Mostek, and
NEC all supply support chips and software designed for the Z80.

Support.

Physical Characteristics. The Z80 is an NMOS microprocessor. It is available with clock speeds up to 4.5 MHz. It requires a single-phase square-wave
clock and a single 5-Volt power supply. It dissipates about 500 m W.
Other ZBO Family Members
Two additional processors are available in the Z80 family: a one-chip microcomputer with 96 bytes of RAM (called the Z8) and the computationally powerful Z8000 with built-in multiply and divide instructions.

The 6800 Family
The M6800 is another one of the most widely used microprocessors. This
family of chips has design features that make it very desirable in control applications.
The M6800 microprocessor was designed to be a general-purpose
central processing unit, featuring total twos' complement arithmetic as well as
control capability. The 6800 therefore does very well in EDP-type applications.
The instruction set reflects the true computer-like design of the 6800. At
first glance it looks very similar to that of Digital Equipment Corporation's
PDP-:- 11 minicomputer, the instruction set after which it was patterned. Many
powerful arithmetic and comparison instructions are available. A wide variety
of addressing modes add to the 6800' s list of minicomputer traits.

Purpose.

The 6800 can be considered an advanced second-generation microprocessor or a very early third-generation model. Advanced features, such
as a single 5-volt power supply, in addition to more primitive characteristics,
such as the need for a two-phase clock, are both present.
The 6800 series of parts was, from its very beginning, designed to act as a

Features.
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functionally balanced microcomputer building-block set. The goal was to enable the construction of small controllers and computers with four or five parts
plus a few discrete timing components-without the use of bus buffers.
Straightforward software development was another goal.
The 6800 is memory-oriented and its architecture follows the philosophy of
using a low-speed clock with many actions per clock cycle. Most 6800 instructions execute in 2, 3, or 4 clock cycles (versus 8 or 9 for the 8080). Data can be
manipulated with two 8-bit accumulators, and a 16-bit index register is available for address manipulations. A direct addressing mode allows the lowest 256
bytes of processor memory to be accessed without supplying a full 16-bit address. This allows you to operate with a bank of 256 registers, which provides
enough working storage to free you from having to plan a register data handling
strategy.
A 16-bit stack pointer holds last-in-first-out data stored in external RAM
(thereby "pointing" to the most recent push in the stack). Such external storage of nested instruction addresses simplifies subroutine calls and makes interrupt servicing a much easier proposition.
Although register strategy doesn't have to be planned, one thing that must
be carefully planned is branching. The 6800 incorporates memory- and timeefficient relative conditional branching. An 8-bit offset is specified in the byte
following the conditional branching instruction. If a branch condition is met,
the offset will be added to the program counter and a branch will result. The
only limiting factor is that branch distance is restricted to 127 bytes in either
branch direction; no extended conditional jump instructions (specifying a
16-bit absolute jump address) exist. A single unconditional extended jump
instruction is provided. You must therefore remember to either limit branching
to a distance of 127 bytes or conditionally branch to an extended jump statement.
Branch relative to subroutine and jump absolute to subroutine instructions
are included. The branch to subroutine, like the conditional branch statements,
is limited to a subroutine branch distance of 127 bytes.
The 6800 instruction set's direct addressing mode and extensive conditional branch capabilities allow the majority of the instructions being performed
to be one or two bytes long. This reduces memory requirements and decreases
memory access, thereby increasing processor performance. These factors
make the 6800 desirable in real-time application in which execution speed is
important. Figure 2-7 shows the 6800 structure.
Interface Capability. Like the PDP-11, the 6800 relies on memory-mapped
1/0. No independent 1/0 channel or 1/0 instructions are provided. Device
registers that act as memory locations must be provided. The advantage to this
approach is that fewer processor control lines are required, so 1/0 programming is considerably simplified. With totally memory-mapped 1/0, DMA peripherals can communicate directly with other devices as well as memory with
no additional control lines or logic.
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MC6800 8-Bit Microprocessor
Manufacturer
Device Technology
Data word width
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Instruction width
Instruction count
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Package
Power requirements

Programmer's Eye View

Motorola, AM I
NMOS
8 bits
65,536 words external
8 bits

1-------1
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Dc-2 MHz
40-pin DIP
5 Vat 100 mA

Accumulator A
.----~_;_~Accumulator 8

L-__:.-=....::;:.:_:.:--1

Figure 2-7
The Motorola M6800 microprocessor. (Courtesy
Products, Phoenix, Arizona.)

Index register X
Stack pointer SP
Status register

Motorol~

Semiconductor

The disadvantage of memory-mapped 1/0 is that every interface on the bus
must be able to recognize its address and go through the strict memory 1/0
protocol. The 6800, however, avoids these pitfalls with a simple memory 1/0
protocol and by suggesting that you allocate the top 32K of the 64K address
space to I/0 devices. The most significant bit of the address (Al5) thereby acts
as an I/0 bit and can be used along with a few other bits to distinguish between
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interfaces on the bus. This is a good solution for systems requiring less than
32K of memory. If more memory is required, you can use most of the 64K
memory space for memory and use more complex 16-bit address recognizers,
which wouldn't be too detrimental (in terms of added parts) to a very large
system.
Support. The 6800 has a wide range of support chips. Since 6800 series parts
are designed to work as a functional building-block set, the interface parts have
compatible'control lines. Few discrete parts are needed to get a system going.
As with the 8080 support chips, anything from simple serial interfaces to onchip CRT and floppy disk controllers are available.
In terms of software, the 6800 is one of the best supported microprocessors. For initial circuit designs there are evaluation boards, and for software
development there is the EXORciser system-a complete software development tool consisting of a terminal, floppy disks, PROM programmer, assembler, editor, and other development software.

Physical Characteristics. The 6800 is available from six manufacturers in
three basic speed ranges -1, 1. 5, and 2 MHz. The 6800 requires only one 5-volt
power supply and dissipates about half a watt of power. Commercial, industrial, and military versions are available.
The bus driving capabilities of the 6800 are adequate to support up to six
6800-series support devices without the need for a bus extender or additional
drivers.

Other 6800 Family Members
The 6802, a truly third-generation version of the 6800, features an onchip clock
plus 128 bytes of internal RAM that can be used as the stack. Just two chips
(the 6802 and 6848 ROM-I/O-timer) can constitute a complete small system, as
Fig. 2-8 illustrates.
The 6809 is an enhanced upgrade of the 6800and features 16-bit operations
and powerful data processing instructions like multiply and divide.

The 6500 Family
The 6500 series of microprocessors are direct descendants of Motorola 6800
technology. The MOS Technology people, however, took a somewhat different
approach than Zilog did with the Z80 in enhancing an existing processor. The
6500 and 6800 microprocessors have similar architectures and instruction sets,
but the 6502' s instruction set has no upward compatibility with the 6800 as does
the Z80 with the 8080. Although many identical-in-name-and-function instructions are used, the operation codes (or opcodes, as they're commonly called)
are totally different. A 6800 program cannot run on a 6502 without major
revision.
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microprocessor. (b) Complete microcomputer built with just two parts. (Courtesy Motorola
Semiconductor Products, Phoenix, Arizona.)
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Purpose. Not surprisingly, the 6502 also shares a common purpose with the
6800. It's a general-pur pose CPU featuring twos' complemen t arithmetic as
well as control capabilities and therefore performs very well in data processing.
One of the original design goals of the 6500 series was to reduce the cost of
microproces sors. At the time it was introduced, microproces sors of this type
were selling for about $100. Although the 6502 offered substantial savings then,
the costs of microproces sors on the whole has dropped enough to make the
cost benefit negligible.
Features. We focus here on the features of the most common microprocessor in the 6500 family-the 6502. Architectura lly, the 6502 uses a slow clock
with many operations per clock cycle. Most operations execute in 2 or 3 clock
cycles. It is a memory-ori ented machine with only one accumulator (as opposed to the 6800's dual accumulator s) and features two 8-bit index registers
whose values are used to form index offsets. Figure 2-9 shows the 6502.
Stack capabilities are provided, but stack size is limited to 256 words
because of the 8-bit stack pointer. The location of the 256-byte stack is always
assumed to be 0100t6 to 01FFt6. For control application s-and indeed even in
general-pur pose processing -a stack size of 256 is usually adequate unless
subroutines are nested very ·deeply or you happen to be a stack-orient ed programmer.
In the addressing department, the 6502 has one mode that neither the 8080
or 6800 series has-indire ct addressing. An indirect instruction consists of
two bytes: one opcode byte and one offset byte that helps form a 16-bit address.
The value of the 16-bit address represents the storage location where the data
can be found.
Interface M~thods. The 6500-series processors use an 1/0 philosophy that is
nearly identical to the 6800's. Memory-ma pped 1/0 and DMA are the major
features of these microproces sors. The fact that the 6500's most commonly
used interface chip, the 6520 PIA, is identical and interchange able with the
6800-series peripheral interface adapter (the 6820 PIA) says a lot about the 1/0
similarities of these processors.
One important thing should be noted about the DMA capabilities of the
6500 series. The address and data buses cannot be disabled separately, and
there is no halt state. DMA can be handled by interleaving CPU processing and
processing wait states. Since the 6500 series microproces sors are not well
suited to DMA operations, it would be wise to choose the 6800 instead of the
6502 in applications requiring extensive DMA.
Support. The 6502 is fairly well supported in both hardware and software
areas. A few dedicated 6502 support chips, including the 6520 PIA and 6522
PIA plus two timers, are available, and many of the 6800-series support chips
will work with the 6502 with little or no external matching circuitry.
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Package
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The MOS Technology 6502 microprocessor. (Courtesy MOS
Figure 2-9
Technology, Norristown, Pa.)
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The 6502 has no software commonality with the 6800, but a good software
support base has been developed by 6502 manufacturers and users. Editors,
assemblers, cross assemblers, a math package, and even a FORTRAN compiler are available.
Hardware prototyping is supported by the KIM-1 and TIM microcomputer
cards. Software development is supported by MOS Technology's MD2 ~50
development terminal and Rockwell's System 65, which features dual floppy
disks.

Physical Characteristics.

The 6502 is available from three manufacturers in
1 or 2 MHz clock versions. It requires a single 5-volt power supply and dissipates about 750 mW of power. An onboard clock is included on many of the
6500-series microprocessors. The 6500 processors equipped with internal
clocks output both phase 1 and phase 2 clock signals for timing uses by memory
and interfaces.

Other 6500 Family Members
MOS Technology has chosen to expand the 6500 series of microprocessors
horizontally instead of vertically. The 6500 is available in 10 versions, some
with 40 pins and some with only 28 pins. Various memory addressing and
control signal options are available.

SPECIAL-PURPOSE MICROPROCESSORS
So far we've discussed only the most popular microprocessors. The 8080, Z80,
6800, and 6502 clearly predominate in the microcomputer market. There are,
however, many specialized microprocessors currently being used in applications in which certain features peculiar to a specialized microprocessor are
desirable. In some cases this specialized feature may be power dissipation
while in others it might be I/0 versatility, high processing throughput, or multiply and divide capability.
The following paragraphs spotlight a few of the more common specialized
microprocessors and describe the key features that make these devices desirable in special-purpose applications.

An I/O-Oriented Microprocessor: The FB
The Fairchild F8 microcomputer is well suited for use in I/0 intensive applications. Unlike the single-chip 8085 and 6802, the F8 requires at least two chips to
make a minimal system. These ICs are not merely bit-slice chips; they are
separate operational pieces of the overall F8 architecture. This form of partitioning allows you to build a microcomputer or microcontroller in a customized
I/0 configuration.
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The main chip in the F8 family is the 3850 CPU. Like most CPUs, this
device contains an 8-bit arithmetic logic unit, control unit, and system bus
interfaces for input and output. The CPU even contains a 64-byte scratchpad
RAM and clock generator. These features were quite advanced and unique to
the F8 when it was first introduced, before tlie advent of one-chip microcomputers. Figure 2-10 shows the 3850 CPU.
The main difference between the F8 and standard 8085- and 6800-type
microprocessors is that the 3850 CPU has no program counter, data counter, or
stack pointer on the CPU chip. These counters are instead placed on the
interface and memory chips and are therefore duplicated many times if many
memory and I/0 chips are used. Six bytes of the scratchpad RAM are set aside
to store program-counter and data-pointer addresses. The addresses are sent
out to the memories over the I/0 channels instead of the more common address
bus.
The distributed addressing characteristics of the F8 give this micro family
its good I/0 capabilities. Because no 16-bit address bus is needed for a program
address, many pins are freed for I/0 use. The 16 pins on the CPU chip are
divided into two 8-bit I/0 ports.
Because all memory units have their own program counters and address
registers, which all clock simultaneously, it would seem that many memory
conflicts would arise. But this is avoided by assigning a unique addressing
space in memory to each device.
Other chips in the F8 family include the 3851 1K ROM and I/0 timer, the
3852 and 3853 dynamic and static memory interfaces, the 3854. DMA control
unit, the 3861 peripheral I/0 and timer chip, and a few other ROMs.
Mostek, an F8 second-source manufacturer, has produced the 3870, which
is a complete single-chip microcomputer version of the F8. The 3870 not only
includes the standard 3850 CPU but features a 2K ROM, lower power consumption (350 mW versus 700 mW for the 3850), a single 5-volt power supply
(the + 12 V supply has been eliminated), and a per-chip cost of less than $10
(in "quantity" buys).
The F8 has found wide use in the field of video games due to the large
number of input interfaces (joysticks, switches, and control paddles) and output interfaces (video displays, score counters, and flashing lights) that seem to
be the hallmark of electronic games. In these applications, the F8's specialized
feature-its versatile I/0 capability-has helped reduce interface complexity
and cost.

A Low-Power Microprocessor:
The 1802 COSMAC
Power dissipation is not usually a top-priority item in the design of a microcomputer. Most microprocessors only draw a watt or two of power; the power
consumption of the memories and interface components overshadows the mi-
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croprocessor power draw. In the microcomputer field there is, however, one
route left open to people who need a system that consumes a very small amount
of power; that route is the COSMAC CMOS microprocessor supported by
CMOS RAMs and CMOS interface circuitry. The COSMAC's low power dissipation has made it one of the most popular of the available special-feature
microprocessors.
The COSMAC has a fairly primitive architecture, which is better suited to
low-end controller applications than data processing tasks. The architecture is
based on sixteen 16-bit general-purpose registers that are referenced by three
4-bit pointer registers. The registers can be designated as data pointers, program counters, 1/0, or general-purpose registers by the programmer. This versatility allows you to set aside a few program counters for subroutine use.
Figure 2-11 shows the COSMAC's architecture.
Three of the sixteen registers-RO, R1, and R2-are allocated for special
functions. The RO register is used as a transfer address register during DMA
operations. When an external device references memory directly in the DMA
mode, it steals one machine cycle and stores or fetches data from the address
specified _by RO. The RO register is automatically incremented after a DMA
transfer, leaving RO pointing to the next data location. This unique built-in
transfer address register cuts down significantly on the amount of hardware
required to implement a DMA interface. No external 16-bit transfer address
register or address bus driving circuitry is required, as it would be in a standard
DMA interface.
More hardware savings can be realized in interrupt-driven 1/0 application
when using the COSMAC. In most computers' interrupt-driven 1/0 systems,
the interrupting peripheral's interface requests that the processor interrupt its
current program and temporarily transfer control to an 1/0 program handling
that peripheral's data communication. The interface then drives the
microprocessor's data or address bus (depending on the microprocessor) with
the address of the 1/0 program so the processor knows where to jump to
execute the program and "service the peripheral.'' A set of bus drivers are
needed to put this jump address on the bus. The COSMAC eliminates the need
for this set of drivers by defining register R1 as the interrupt jump address.
The final dedicated register, R2, serves as a subroutine status-storing stack
pointer. The COSMAC stack feature is not very powerful, however, and cannot be used to process data in general-purpose processing applications.
The actual power consumption of the COSMAC depends heavily on clock
rate, power supply voltage, and even on the instruction being performed. As
Fig. 2-12 illustrates, power consumption can be as low as 600 p.,W or as high as
5mW.
The 1802 COSMAC is used extensively in battery-powered processors and
portable equipment in which low thermal dissipation is required. Being a
CMOS device, the COSMAC is very immune to electrical noise and input
voltage variations.
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Figure 2-11
The 1802 COS MAC's power dissipation characteristics. (Courtesy RCA
Solid State, Somerville, N.J.)
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Software support for the 1802 includes a resident and cross assembler; a
stmulator, a firmware debug package, and a floppy-disk-based development
system. A high-level interpretive language is also available.
COSMAC hardware support includes the 1852 8-bit I/0 port, 1854 CMOS
DART and many other CMOS LSI parts that are part of RCA's extensive
CMOS line.
The COSMAC microprocessor has been available in one form or another
(the older 1801 COSMAC was a two-chip set) for many years, and to this day
remains the only CMOS 8-bit microprocessor. For extremely low-power processing applications, the COSMAC is the only choice.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE MICROPROCESSORS
Some applications have one general requirement: the need for vast amounts of
processing power. Data processing and scientific computing that require many
arithmetic operations (including multiplication and division) are cases in point.
A few years ago, only a minicomputer or mainframe could have efficiently
handled these large processing tasks, but today's LSI technology allows the
fabrication of microprocessors that perform as fast or faster than the minicomputers of a few years back. These powerful processors are usually 16-bit
devices, many of which are built around minicomputer instruction sets in order
to maintain software compatibility with existing program libraries.
The first two 16-bit upward-compatible microcomputers to enter the marthe Digital Equipment Corporation LSI-11 and the Texas Instruments
were
ket
patterned after the PDP-11 and TI 990 series minicomputers. Since
9900,
TMS
the introduction of these two microprocessors, other manufacturers have followed suit in concept. Table 2-1 lists a few of the current microprocessors and
the minicomputers with which they maintain a compatibility with regard to
instruction sets.
While the minicomputer-like microcomputers bring near-mini performance
down to the micro level, a new generation of powerful 16-bit microcomputers

Table 2-1

Upward-Compatible Microcomputers

Microprocessor
Part Number

Manufacturer

Compatible Minicomputer

TMS9900
IM6100
LS1-11
9440
mN601
MCP-1600

Texas Instruments
Intersil
Digital Equipment
Fairchild Semicon
Data General
Western Digital

TI' s 990 series
Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-8
Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-11
Data General Nova
Data General Nova
Similar to DEC PDP-11
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has evolved from the common 8-bit microprocesso rs. Extended and enhanced
16-bit versions of existing 8-bit microprocesso rs are now being introduced. The
Motorola 6809 and 68000, Intel 8086, anq Zilog Z8000, fall into this category.
A few representatives from both high-performance 16-bit categories will
now be examined. Many experts feel that these processors will replace simple
8-bit micros and even minicomputers in many areas in the near future, so you
should be familiar with these high-performance devices.

The TMS 9900 Family
One of the first 16-bit one-chip microprocesso rs was Texas Instruments' TMS
9900. Unlike the Digital Equipment Corporation LSI-11, which comes as a
three-chip set, the TMS 9900 is one large chip in a 64-pin package. Figure 1-13
shows the primary physical characteristics .

Purpose. The TMS 9900 was initially intended to be a central processing unit
that could successfully compete with minicomputers in scientific applications.
It is definitely intended to be a "data processing" type of microprocesso r and
would be considered overkill in all but the most complex controller applications.
Features. The TMS 9900 is a 16-bit NMOS microprocesso r that runs with a
maximum clock rate of 3 MHz (four clock phases are required). The architecture follows the philosophy of high-speed clock with many small operations per
cycle. A simple add operation takes 14 to 30 clock cycles, depending on the
addressing mode. The TMS 9900 isn't very fast with simple charactermanipulating operations, and this is attributable to the number of cycles it takes
to perform simple operations.
The TMS 9900 is a memory-orient ed machine whose structure consists of a
program counter, status register, and workspace pointer. The work-space.:.
register concept employed in the TMS 9900 is quite interesting: Instead of
having a bank of general-purpos e registers like the 8080 and COSMAC-or
even dual sets of registers like the Z80-the device uses 16 memory locations
for its working registers. The location of these registers in memory is determined by the workspace pointer. Once the workspace pointer is set to the
proper location in memory, the 16 memory locations beyond the pointer can be
referenced with simple 4-bit offsets that can be thought of as register labels
(Ot6-Ft6). The workspace registers allow great flexibility in subroutine nesting
and interrupt processing, since saving the machine's registers is simply a matter of changing and restoring the workspace pointer and using a fresh block of
16 registers in the interrupt service routine or subroutine.
The TMS 9900's memory structure reflects its lineage from the world of
large computers. For its sophisticated minicomputer-like interrupt system,
many of the lowest and highest memory locations are reserved for initialization
trap vectors and interrupt service vectors.
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Figure 2-13
The Texas Instruments TMS 9900 microprocessor. (Courtesy Texas
Instruments, Inc., Dallas, Texas.)
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Although the TMS 9900 doesn't transfer or add words very quickly, there
are two features that drastically increase its throughput in arithmetic applications: its 16-bit precision and its built-in multiply and divide capability. A 16-bit
multiply or divide takes about 400 microseconds using inline code (no loop
counting) on a 4 MHz Z80, and it takes only 18 to 42 microseconds on the TMS
9900.

Interface Characteristics.

Three 1/0 methods are used in the TMS 9900:
memory-mapped 1/0, DMA 1/0, and communication register unit or CRU register transfer 1/0. Memory-mapped 1/0 and DMA transfer operations are quite
standard and are similar in operation to the 6800's 1/0 scheme, but the CRU
transfer, which is unique to the TMS 9900, deserves a closer examination.
Texas Instruments reasoned that board layout and parallel-data-bus complexity could be reduced if some sort of serial data transfer capability was
incorporated into the microprocessor. In addition to being able to read or write
a bit-stream of data, TI wanted the TMS 9900 to be able to selectively control
the bits it was sending and receiving. The solution to these problems was the
CRU system.
A serial input line (CRUIN), a serial output line (CRUOUT) and a synchronizing clock (CRUCLK) are provided, as shown in Fig. 2-14. Serially
shifting n bits of a word stored at memory location x is simply a matter of
invoking the LDCR X, N instruction (load CRU register with n bits from
location x). As the specified bits are serially shifted out the CRUOUT output
line, the addresses on the address lines are constantly incremented. The first
address on the address lines in this transfer sequence is specified by workspace
register 12. The incrementing address lines can thus be used to multiplex the
serial bits out to different locations using an external multiplexer. Figure 2-14
gives an example of an address-driven multiplexing CRU application.
The CR U 1/0 concept can indeed cut down on interface complexity in
some cases, but the CRU method of 1/0 transfers hasn't been accepted and
isn't being incorporated in other microprocessors. A reason may be that it is a
difficult concept to grasp unless you've worked with CRU transfers before.
Interrupt-driven 1/0 is easily handled by the 16-level priority-interrupt system. The TMS 9900 has fairly simple and straightforward electrical interface
characteristics. Address, data, and control information flow on a 16-bit address
bus, a 16-bit data·bus, and a 15-bit control bus. TMS 9900 inputs are high
impedance and reduce loading on the internal bus drivers. The need for bus
drivers and receiver chips is thereby eliminated in small systems, but larger
systems require many bus drivers due to the wide 16-bit data bus. With more
than 32 lines to buffer at each peripheral interface, interface "component
counts'' rise rapidly.
A 4-phase clock must be generated for the TMS 9900. A TIM 9904 is
available to perform this task, but it means that another interface part is added
to the system.
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Figure 2-14
The TMS 9900's CRU input and output system. (Courtesy Texas
Instruments, Inc., Dallas, Texas.)

Support. A 9901 programmable interface chip, a 9902 asynchronous interface chip, and the 9904 clock driver help support the TMS 9900 on the hardware
level.
Software support for the microprocessor is no problem. Because it is patterned after the TMS 990 minicomputer's instruction set, assemblers, editors,
FORTRAN, BASIC and even a program library are available to all users. A
high-order language called PL/9900 eases real-time programming tasks.
Other 9900 Family Members.

The 9900 comes in an PL version called the
SBP-9900. A single-phase 4 MHz clock is required, and performance is increased since P L is a bipolar device technology.
A down-sized 8-bit-data-bus version of the TMS 9900, called the TMS
9980, is also available. This part comes in a 40-pin package, is cheaper than the
TMS 9900, and is better suited to controller-type applications.

The MC6809
Motorola has taken the enhanced 8-bit microcomputer approach in entering the
mid-performance 16-bit microprocessor market. By extending the existing 6800
instruction set, increasing the number of memory addressing modes, adding
true 16-bit arithmetic capabilities, and providing an 8- by 8-bit multiply instruction, the 6809 has become a powerful processor that is well suited for complex
data processing tasks.

Features. The MC6809 is designed to operate in both 8-bit and 16-bit modes.
A complete set of 8-bit instructions with mnemonics identical to those for the
6800 is incorporated. Although object code cannot be transferred directly from
the 6800 due to the different opcodes, old 6800 source programs will run if
assembled with a 6809 assembler. And they will run more efficiently as a result
of architectural improvements.
Because the 6800-series microprocessors are memory-oriented, the 6809
has been designed to operate more efficiently in memory-intensive data processing modes.
Figure 2-15 illustrates the MC6809's architecture and enhanced instructions. When comparing the MC6809 to the 6800, the increase in the number of
registers becomes obvious. A user stack pointer, an additional index register,
and a direct page register have been added. It is interesting to note that Motorola stuck to its dual-accumulator architecture philosophy. The new registers
are not data-manipulation or general-purpose in nature but are rather enhancements to the processor control and addressing capabilities.
One of the biggest complaints programmers had about the 6800 was its total
absence of long conditional branches. Only short (127-byte) relative branches
were possible. This situation is totally remedied in the MC6809. A full complement of long branch instructions is now available. This improvement is in
keeping with Motorola's philosophy: "make it easy to program." Table 2-2
shows the new 16-bit instructions.
The 6800 microcomputer has always been looked on as an 8-bit PDP-11.
The instruction set is very similar, and extensive addressing capabilities are
present in both machines. The MC6809 moves one step closer to the full addressing capabilities of the PDP-11 with the introduction of autoincrement
addressing. This mode is very valuable when sequentially indexing through
data because no index updating commands are required. Table 2-3 presents the
new addressing modes; note that autoincrement by one and by two are available for both 8-bit and 16-bit operating modes.
One final feature that is new to the MC6809 is the SYNC instruction.
Executing this instruction stops processing and causes the processor to wait
until it receives an external interrupt before resuming its operation. This feature is said to be useful for synchronizing software to events in the real world,
but it will also find use in synchronizing many processors in a multiprocessor
system.
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Table 2-2

The Motorola 6809's 16-bit Instructions

Instruction

Description

ADDD
SUBD
LDD
STD
CMPD
LDX, LDY, LDS, LDU
STX, STY, STS, STU
CMPX, CMPY, CMPU, CMPS
LEAX,LEAY,LE AU,LEAS

Add memory to D accumulator
Subtract memory from D accumulator
Load D accumulator from memory
Store D accumulator to memory
Compare D accumulator with memory
Load pointer register from memory
Store pointer register to memory
Compare pointer register with memory
Load effective address into index register
Sign Extend D accumulator
Transfer register to register
Exchange register to register
Push register(s) onto hardware stack
Push register( s) onto user stack
Pull register(s) from hardware stack
Pull register(s) from user stack

SEX
TFR register, register
EXG register, register
PSHS (register) I
PSHU (register) I
PULS (register) i
PULU (register) i

Table 2-3

Mode

The Motorola 6809 Indexed Addressing Modes

Effective
Address (EA)

Description

N,R

EA=R
EA = [R]
EA = R; R+ 1 ~R
EA = R; R+ 2~R
EA = [R]; R + 2 ~ R
R-1 ~ R;EA =R
R-2~R;EA =R
R-2 ~ R;EA =[R]
EA = R+N

[N,R]

EA = [R+N]

A,R
[A,R]

EA = R+A
EA = [R+A]

B,R
[B,R]

EA = R+B
EA = [R+B]

D,R
[D,R]

EA = R+D
EA = [R+D]

,R
[0, R]

,R+
,R++
[,R++]
,-R
,--R
[,--R]

Indexed with zero offset
Indexed with zero offset indirect
Autoincrement by 1
Autoincrement by 2
Autoincrement by 2 indirect
Autodecrement by 1
Autodecrement by 2
Autodecrement by 2 indirect
Indexed with signed N as offset
(N = 5,.8, or 16 bits)
Indexed with signed N as offset indirect
(N = 5, 8, or 16 bits)
Indexed with signed accumulator A as offset
Indexed with signed accumulator A as offset indirect
Indexed with signed accumulator B as offset
Index~d with signed accumulator B as offset indirect
Indexed with accumulator D as offset
Indexed with accumulator D as offset indirect

R = X; Y, U, or S register
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Interface Characteristics. The MC6809 uses the same memory-mapped I/0
methods employed on the 6800, 6801, and 6802 microprocessors. The external
pinout of the 40-pin device is in fact nearly identical to the 6802; two pins are
assigned as crystal inputs, since the 6809 has a built-in clock to which an
outboard quartz crystal can be connected.
Support. The wide selection of 6800 peripheral chips will all work with the
MC6809. A unique assembler that handles 6800 assembler source code as well
as all the new MC6809 instructions is also available. The EXORciser development system is also compatible with the new MC6809.
The 8086
Intel took the same approach as Motorola when it entered the market with its
16-bit high-performance microcomputer. By enhancing and upgrading an existing processor, the 8080, Intel managed to create one of the highest performance
microprocessors available today. The objectives of the 8086 design were to
provide up to ten times the performance of the 8080A while maintaining
software compatibility at the assembly-language level. These goals were met by
improving and expanding the 8080 architecture and by employing a new device
technology.
The 8086 is the first microprocessor on the market to use the new silicongate short channel HMOS process. This process makes the 8086 faster as well
as more reliable than a similar product fabricated from regular NMOS.

Features. The 8080 was primarily a controller. Signed arithmetic, arithmeticconditional branching, and arithmetic shifts were not possible. All of these
problems have been eliminated on the 8086. A complete set of 8- by 16-bit
signed or unsigned arithmetic operations including both 8-bit and 16-bit multiplies are available (remember, the 6809 only had an 8-bit multiply).
The 8086 has an expanded register set, also. Figure 2-16 illustrates the new
registers. The general-purpose working registers of the 8080 (H, L, B, C, D) are
retained but are now the A, B, C, and D 16-bit registers. Base pointer, source
index, and destination index registers add to the indexed addressing capabilities of the 8086, and a whole block of relocation registers has been provided to
support the 8086's automatic software relocation feature. The 8086 can address
up to 1 million bytes as 64K pieces with a 20-bit address generated using the
relocation feature.
The 8080 is much less sophisticated than the 6800 and 6502 in the way it
handles instruction fetching and execution. The 8080 waits until it needs instructions before fetching them and finally executing them, while the 6800 and
6502 fetch instructions ahead of time and have them ready when the processor
needs them. This form of instruction lookahead overlaps computations with
memory operations (the next instruction is fetched while the current instruction
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Figure 2-16 Intel's 8086 16-bit microprocessor. (Reprinted by permission of Intel
Corporation, Copyright 1978)

is being executed). Instruction lookahead has been successfully used on large
computers for many years. The 8086 does incorporate an instruction lookahead
feature, which helps increase its operating speed.
The 8086 is actually two processors in one package. The bus interface unit
(BIU) handles instruction fetching and maintains a queue of six instructions. In
other words, the 8086 looks ahead by six instructions and uses nonmemory
access cycles to keep the instruction queue full. The instructions are actually
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executed by the instruction execution unit (lEU), which performs the typical
microprocessor instruction tasks; but instead of fetching instructions from
memory, it fetches them from the instruction queue.
The six-instruction queue has a few big advantages other than the inherent
speedup of processing due to instruction fetch-execution overlap. Since instructions are stored in the queue, the processor is not slowed down by DMA
operations (at least not by light DMA transfers). A direct memory access by
another device on the bus won't delay the fetching of an instruction by the
lEU, because the EIU gets its instructions from the instruction queue rather
than from memory. When the DMA operation is finished, the BID "hurries" to
fill the instruction queue, which has been depleted by the lack of memory-toqueue fetches. By optimizing memory use in this way, the 8086 makes the most
out of the memory's maximum throughput rate (memory bandwidth).
Intel has gone to great lengths to make the 8086 easy to program and easier
for a compiler to generate code for. A complete set of string-manipulation
instructions result in simplified text and list processing in business data processing applications, and the dual index registers and stack pointer make modular and stack-orien~ed compiled programs easy to implement. Relative address1
ing is also included for software simplicity and for object-code reduction.

Interface Characteristics. The 8086 comes in a 40-pin ceramic dual-inline
package (40-pin cerDIP) and interfaces to 1/0 devices in the same way as the
8080. Intel has again reverted to the three-package-microprocessor concept. As
in the case of the 8080, a clock generator chip (8284 in this case) and a bipolar
bus controller (8288) are needed to make the 8086 into a reasonable system.
(The 8288 can be omitted in minimal configurations, however.)
Support. Support software for the 8086 is well thought out, and anyone
owning Intel's MDS 8080-based development system will have no trouble developing 8086 programs. By using a new assembler, old 8080 source code can
be compiled into new 8086 object code, and all the new instructions can be used
on new programs.
The new ASM86 8086 assembler is one of the finest assemblers available in
the microprocessor field and offers a comprehensive macro facility, piece-bypiece modular assembly, and absolute or relocatable object-code generation.
Physical Characteristics. The HMOS device technology has given the 8086
state-of-the-art specifications. The 8086 contains 29,000 transistors, runs on a
single 5-volt power supply, and has a clock rate of 5 to 8 MHz (depending on
the part version). Memory cycle time is 500 ns for the 8 MHz part, which makes
the use of a high-performance RAM (such as Intel's matching HMOS 2147 4K
RAM) imperative.

The

zaooo

Zilog took a unique approach in the development of a high-performance 16-bit
microprocessor. Unlike most manufacturers, who took either a minicomputer
and scaled it down or a simple 8-bit microprocessor and enhanced it, Zilog
started from scratch and took a no-holds-barred approach to processing power.
By taking all the advanced design features of large minicomputers and mainframes, (notably the DEC PDP-11 and IBM 370) the company produced a
very powerful microprocessor: the Z8000. The Z8000 is, in fact, the·first microprocessor aimed at the high-end minicomputer market rather than the lowend market of micros that "approach minicomputer performance." A Z8000
microprocessor running at a mere 4 MHz provides twice to five times the
performance of a Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-11/35 and even outperforms the PDP-11/45 in many applications.

Features.

The Z8000 is in no way compatible at the assembly or compiler
language level with the Z80; the advanced architecture ruled out any similarities. Instead, the Z8000 has a repertoire of 110 unique instructions that include
powerful macroinstructions such as block searches and string manipulations.
'The Z8000 has an interesting memory addressing scheme. Zilog realized
that many users would be perfectly satisfied with a 16-bit address field, while
some specialized applications would require a much larger addressing space.
Therefore, the Z8000 comes in two configurations: a 40-pin version is available
for 16-bit addressing, and a 48-pin version can be used when up to 48 megabytes of memory are required (a segmented 24-bit address is used to accomplish the task). Even the fastest-moving memory technologies will have trouble
surpassing this memory addressing range.
Support. Zilog supplies unique support and application software for the
Z8000. Compilers for BASIC, COBAL and FORTRAN are planned. A lowerlevel programming language called PL/Z is also available for the Z8000.

BIT-SLICED MICROPROCESSORS
Over the years, large computers and other large digital devices have advanced
from one technology to another. The original mechanical and vacuum-tube
logic designs were replaced by transistor equivalents. Small-scale integrated
circuits then entered the picture.
The first generation of SSI was introduced in 1965, when three to six gates
were available on chips costing from $10 to $20 each. The 7400 series of logic
elements made its debut a short time later, with gates and dual flip-flops being
the most advanced element in the 7400 line.
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In the late sixties and early seventies, device technology matured to the
extent that counters, shift registers, and complete arithmetic units could be put
onto a single chip. This second generation of integration, called medium-scale
integration or MSI, caused packages to increase in size from 14 pins to 16 and
24 pins. The problem was no longer squeezing a few hundred gates onto a chip,
but rather finding enough pins to bring the terminals of these gates out to the
real world.
Up until the early seventies, bipolar logic (TTL, DTL, and ECL) dominated the picture. The early seventies marked a turning point in logic design.
Metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) technology developed to the point at which
complete control units could be built on one large-scale integrated (LSI) circuit,
and many slow-speed logic designs started using MOS microprocessors to
replace the unnecessarily fast, power-consuming bipolar MSI logic. Highperformance applications, however, were still being implemented with bipolar
MSI.
While the MOS microprocessor advanced through approximately four generations of refinements, bipolar logic also advanced. More and more devices
were put onto single chips, and more complex functional building blocks were
used due to the limited number of input and output pins on a single package.
These LSI bipolar functions finally became so complex that they began to
resemble microprocessors. Microprogram sequencers began to be called control units and powerful register file/ALUs began to be called bit-sliced CPUs.
In reality, the new bit-sliced microprocessors are just logical extensions of
standard bipolar logic families. Two cases in point are the Texas Instruments
74481 series, which is an extension of the 7400 TTL line, and the Motorola
10800, which is an extension of the MECL 10000 series.
For high-performance applications, such as mainframes, high-level minicomputers, high-frequency instrumentation, and high-speed dedicated logic,
bipolar logic is still the best in terms of pure performance. Bipolar MSI and the
new bipolar bit-sliced microprocessors are currently being used in these applications.
One of the most popular bipolar bit-sliced microprocessors is the 2900,
which we'll examine now. We'll look at what appears to be the most powerful
microprocessor in existence, the ECL 10800, in the following section.

The 2900 Family
The Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) low-power Schottky TTL 2900 series is a
family of LSI logical building blocks designed for use in high-performance
applications. Instead of having a one-chip structure and a fixed instruction set
like most 8-bit and 16-bit MOS microprocessors, the 2900 is totally userconfigurable to implement any instruction set or logical design the user
chooses.
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The key word for the 2900 series is microprogramming. Advanced Micro
Devices recommends that you use one to four 4-bit microprocessor data slices
(2901s), a few microprogram sequencers (2909 or 2911s), and a microprogram
memory in implementing a logic design. The resulting processor executes a
user's program by fetching a user's instruction out of the real microcomputer
memory and sequencing through a small microprogram in microprogram memory to move data around and toggle control lines. Instructions in the microprogram memory are called microinstructions. These instructions are not the typiqal instructions that you would find in aMOS microprocessor's instruction set,
but rather are wide-word-width (20 to 70 bits wide) instructions with each bit in
the word controlling a unique multiplexer, AL U, or register. By defining the
words in the microprogram memory properly, a 2900 system can be made to
execute instructions in the same way an 8080 or 6800, or for that matter a
PDP-11 or IBM 370 does. With this sort of flexibility it is obvious why many
manufacturers are using 2900 series parts to build their minicomputers: less
parts and identical performance.
In regard to chip counts, the 2900 series microprocessors in no way compare to MOS microprocessors. It typically takes 30 to 40 parts to implement a
simple 2900 series design. The reason is twofold: In order to retain flexibility,
lower-level building blocks are used in the design. Secondly, 16-bit or even
8-bit arithmetic elements are not possible due to the amount of heat generated
by the bipolar circuitry.

Features. Due to the design-it-yourself nature of the 2900 series, it is hard to
talk about instruction sets, branch capabilities, and the like._Figure 2-17 illustrates a 2901 microprocessor slice. The best way to examine its characteristics
is to look at its function and clock rate.
The 2901 is built around a 16-word, 4-bit two-port RAM, a high-speed 4-bit
ALU, and associated shifting, decoding, and multiplexing circuitry. Nine controllines (which are intended to be driven by a microinstruction word) control
the RAM and AL U. Fulllookahead inputs and outputs are provided on the
built-in AL U, and a 2902 high-speed carry lookahead generator can be used to
cascade up to four of the 4-bit slices together to make a 16-bit ALU. Banks of
16-bit ALUs can also be cascaded to make machines with even wider word
widths of 32, 48, and 64 bits.
Basically, processing is performed by moving data around within the microprocessor slice using RAM and the Q register as temporary storage locations. Data can be processed by the ALU and sent back to the RAM, or it can
be output through the DATA OUT port. It's often desirable to bring data in
from the outside as well, so a direct DATA IN port has been provided.
The 2901's performance· varies, depending on how many bit slices are
cascaded together. A 64-bit (word width) machine will run slower than a 16-bit
machine due to the added AL U propagation delay, but as a general rule the
2901 can be expected to clock at 7 to 10 MHz. To get an idea of what this
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means, performance-wise, compare the 2900's 110 ns add time to the 4 MHz
Z80's 1 J..tS time. Bear in mind that 1~-ts is the equivalent of 1000 ns. Obviously,
there's really no·comparlson.

Interface Characteristics. Again, there is really no general well-defined
way to interface to a 2900 microprocessor; you define your own interfaces. As
with other bipolar designs, plenty of driving current (enough to drive about 10
other equivalent microprocessor loads) is available and little buffering is required. Figure 2-18 illustrates a 2900-based microcomputer. Notice how the I/0
structure was set up. Independent bus interface registers are used to drive the
data bus, and a 16-bit address bus is set up using four 2930 program control
units. In this case the I/0 protocol is determined by the microprogram memory
contents. A similar 1/0 protocol and structure can be used for easy bus interfacing if you choose the 2900 for your high-performance design.
Support.

Assemblers, editors, and compilers are not available for the 2900,
as no firm instruction set exists. Rather, an extensive hardware development
system called System 29 is available from AMD. Based on a 9080 (AMD's
equivalent to the 8080), System 29lets you develop and test your own designs
on a software simulation and hardware breadboard basis. A universal
assembler-which allows you to define the mnemonics and opcodes-is provided to accommodate almost any configuration we might come up with.
A hardware development kit called the Am2900K 1 is also available as a
learning and breadboarding aid.

Ancillary Devices.

In addition to the 2901 CPU, 2909-2911 microprogram
sequencers, and 2902 lookahead units, the 2900 family features an interrupt
expander (2913), vectored-interrupt controller (2914), and a one-by-two port
register (2918). Other simpler interface components such as buffers and gates
are given 2900-series designations also. All of the chips in AMD's extensive
low-powered Schottky line ·are also compatible with 2900-series parts.
The latest addition to the 2900 family is the 2903. This unit does everything
the 2901 does, but it also performs n x n multiplies in n clock cycles, divides,
normalizes, and does double as well as single incrementing.

The 10800 Family
Ever since Motorola introduced its MECL 1 family of emitter-coupled logic
(ECL) in the mid-sixties, competitive logic families such as TTL, MOS, and
PL have had trouble keeping up. On a pure performance basis there is still
nothing that can touch the latest versions ofECL (Fairchild FlOOK subnanosecond logic). Large mainframes and scientific computers use ECL circuitry
almost exclusively, and minicomputer makers are resorting to ECL ~esigns to
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keep their CPUs competitive with the ever-threatening microprocessor. With
this in mind, it is not surprising that the microprocessor with the highest processing performance is the ECL 10800 4-bit bit-sliced processor, and that Motorola, the leader in ECL technology (IBM may argue with this), introduced it.
The MC10800 is a 4-bit processor slice. similar in function to the 2901
processor slice, except that it contains no register files. The user must provide
an external register file. This allows the user to decide on how large a register
file is necessary and doesn't limit him to 16 registers (as the 2901 does). Note
that the register file is expandable in the improved 2903.

Features. After considering the microprogram control and timing chips for
the 10800 series (the 10800 uses microprogramming, too), it can be seen that the
10800 is better organized than the 2900. On the 2900 many discrete interface
components were required to perform interface functions and generate an external bus (see Fig. 2-18). The 10800's support chips, however, work together
in a ''smoother'' way and require fewer interface components. A small control
memory, an MC1080r microprogram control unit, and a 10802 timing unit
perform all the necessary control functions, while a dedicated memory interface chip, the MC10803, generates an external address and data bus. Figure
2-19 shows the 10800 and Fig. 2-20 illustrates a small system built out of these
bit-sliced parts.
The basic ALU instruction execution time of the 10800 is 30 to 50 ns, which
corresponds to a clock rate of 20 to 30 MHz. In wide-word applications, however, the clock must be run at 10 to 15 MHz to allow for ALU propagation
delays. Like the 2901, the 10800 has a full carry-lookahead system.
The 10800 has on~ feature that no other bit"'sliced processor has: it can
work directly with BCD numbers. It uses a nines' complement adder circuit to
simplify BCD calculations in the BCD mode.
Interface Characteristics. As with the 2900 series, the user defines the
interfaces to the 10800 microcomputer. All interface levels are ECL. Care must
be taken in 10800 interfacing due to the frequencies of the signals involved. All
lines must be treated as transmission lines and ECL-to-TTL level converters
must be used to interface to any external TTL circuitry.
Physical Characteristics. The 10800 parts come in 48-pin quad-inline packages (QUIL) for tight mounting configurations.
The 10800 runs on the standard -5.2 ECL power supply voltage and dissipates about 1.5 watts per 4-bit processor slice. Higher power consumption is
the price we pay for speed.
Ancillary Devices. In addition to the processor slice and its interface support chips, the 10800 series features a 5-bit ECL/TTL level translator (10804), a
32-.x 9-bit register (10806) for building the register file, and a 16-bit programmable shifter ( 10808).
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BUY OR BUILD?
We've been looking over a small sampling of current microprocesso rs, ranging
from the small4-bit TMS 1000 to the high-performance Z8000 and 10800. When
choosing a microprocesso r for your application, consult the up-to-date
manufacturer's specification sheets, the latest electronics journals, and the IC
Update Master for current parts and specifications, evaluating the parts in the
manner used in the examples just given.
The microprocesso r world is constantly changing, and more powerful, new
devices will enter the scene in the next few years. What is on the market now is
just a beginning. When very large-scale integration (VLSI) is mature enough to
produce high-yield parts, some major breakthroughs in processing power and
onboard memory will result. We can look forward to microprocesso rs with the
processing power of a large mainframe along with 65K bytes of onboard memory.
When you are evaluating a microcompute r system, one question will inevitably arise: What form of microcompute r is best suited to my application?
Starting from scratch with a logically selected microprocesso r and a handful of
interface parts is one way to set up a system, but it may not always be the most
practical. Manufacturers have realized that many users have neither the time,
desire, or resources to build a system from scratch, and they therefore offer
completely assembled microcompute r boards and full-blown microcompute r
systems to meet many user requirements. It's well worth considering these
boards and full-sized systems before starting from scratch.
Table 2-4 lists the advantages and disadvantages of the various do-ityourself approaches to a microcompute r system. Which method is best for
your application depends primarily on the interface requirements, units to be
produced, and your own (or your organization's) design and fabrication capabilities. By reading the upcoming descriptions of what is available in the
three listed categories, and by using this table, you should be able to determine
what you need.
Let's take an illustrative example of a design calling for a microcomputer .
Assume that you want to build a word-processing electric typewriter for yourself, and you also intend to sell 40 or 50 of the units to local computer stores.
The unit must be quite small (either built into the typewriter or contained in a
small box that can sit beside the typewriter), and it must perform simple textediting functions and a final dump function to type out the perfectly edited
copy.
This is basically a simple data processing task. A typist can only type a few
characters per second, so even the slowest of the data processing type of
microprocesso rs would suffice in this application.
Table 2-4 reveals that the full-size system can immediately be eliminated
from further consideration. The requirement states that the unit must fit inside
the typewriter or in a small box beside it. Full-size systems come in fairly
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large-sized boxes with card slots for expansion. The size constraint rules out
the large system.
The start-from-scratch approach and the microcomputer single-board approach are left. Both methods seem to fii the design constraints. Interfacing the
typewriter to the microcomputer will require a small user-interaction interface
that will have to be designed and built in either case. There are two important
factors which now enter into the decision. First, you have to get this product
onto the computer store shelves before the competition saturates your market,
and you have to be cost-competitive to avoid being aced out by others eyeing
your market. If you are designing and building the units yourself, you have an
enormous task to accomplish if you opt for the start-from-scratch approach.
The microcomputer unit as well as the interface must be designed, built, debugged, and integrated. Software must be written for the word-processing task,
and support software for your new microcomputer system design would be
needed. The time constraint makes this approach generally unattractive.
If your company is building a limited-quantity project such as this, the
profits gained on the sale of 50 units would not be large enough to finance a
complete microcomputer and system software development program. In this
case, the microcomputer board seems to be the best alternative. It offers a
balance between development cost and getting your product completed in a
reasonable length of time.
It is objective analysis like this that helps you to determine which microcomputer form is best suited to any given application. Consideration of the
factors in Table 2-4 can help save you time and money in the production of your
microcomputer product.

Starting From Scratch
If it turns out that designing and building a system from scratch is the best

approach for meeting the system requirements, a large design and construction
task lies ahead. The complexity of the task depends on the system requirements and the ease of interfacing to the chosen microprocessor.
Because the start-from-scratch method allows the greatest versatility in
microcomputer function, the first step in the design is to determine exactly
which functions will be performed by the microcomputer. Hardware that would
normally come standard with a microcomputer board or full-sized system can
be eliminated in the early design stages if it isn't needed. The expandability
factor should be considered, however. A system will typically be asked to do
more by the time it reaches actual production.
After you've determined the functional characteristics and drawn a block
diagram of the system, you should decide on the actual interface methods to be
implemented. The microcomputer input and output descriptions in this book
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explain the advantages of serial 1/0, parallel 1/0, DMA, and other interface
methods. The devices being interfaced must be analyzed for their 1/0 transfer
rates, handshaking requirements, and 1/0 data format. The proper interface
parts for the job must be chosen.
One of the best ways to optimize the interface and processor design is to
obtain all the manufacturers' (including the second-source manufacturer's) literature on the given microprocessor and see what form of 1/0 is typically used
in the example implementations; In most cases these designs are generated by
the microprocessor desigpers and their staffs, and the best designed-in 1/0
features of the processors are utilized.
While the microcomputer is being designed, a parallel software task should
be taking place. The methods by which software will be developed, loaded into
the microcomputer, and executed should be strictly defined. Software considerations should definitely influence the interface and microcomputer design.
Certain types of interfaces, for example, may demand too much software overhead; as a consequence, a more autonomous interface may be in order.
The location of the interface and memory block in the memory map could
decide whether you run existing support software on your design or write or
rewrite all the support software yourself. Be sure to consider these facts.
Anyone developing a microcomputer from scratch should seriously consider buying or renting a development system for the chosen microprocessor.
The initial cost or rental fee can easily be paid for with the savings of engineering time and money on the hardware and software development. Probably
the biggest savings will be in the software development area.
A good development system comes with disk-based software, which
usually includes an assembler and editor, a higher-order programming language
such as PL/M or PL/Z, and a good operating system to keep all the programs
neatly organized. The Motorola EXORciser system and the Intel MDS system
are the two most often used development systems, but nearly every manufacturer offers one for its own chip.
One word of caution is in order concerning development systems. Some
people believe that they can get by with a "hobbyist-type" microcomputer,
such as one of the proliferating S-100 bus machines, as a development system.
As the S-100 description in this book shows, compatibility between cards,
unprofessional system design, and poor documentation can cause you to waste
more time and money trying to keep the system operative than developing your
product. If you are serious about developing a product, especially in the industrial or commercial market, use the professional equipment.
If you start from scratch, you will also be getting deeply involved in the
physical design of the system. Circuit boards, power bus and clock distribution, thermal considerations, and backplane design will all have to be considered. Sections of this book will point out good physical and electrical design
procedures. Manufacturers' literature should be consulted for device electrical
and physical requirements.

The One-Board Microcomputer Approach
The past few years have seen the development of single-board microcomputer s
for original-equipm ent-manufactur er (OEM) applications. The big microprocessor companies take one of their microprocesso rs, 256 bytes to 16 K bytes of
RAM (their RAM of course), a few kilobytes of ROM, some interface components, and put them all on a small ready-to-use card. Many of the low-end cards
are intended for microcontrolle r applications (such as Intel's SBC 80/40), and
many of the cards are meant to be the CPU section of a large microcompute r
system (such as the 16-bit TMS 990/lOOM and DEC's KDll-F unit). Let's
examine a low-end and a high-end one-board microcomputer .
The ISP-SC/100 SC/MP. One of the first of the low-end microcompute r
controller boards was the ISP-8C/100 by National Semiconductor . This board
is better known as the SC/MP CPU application module. The ISP-8C is based
on National's SC/MP chip. It is intended for end applications and prototyping,
and comes on a circuit card that is 11 by 12.25 em (4.37 x 4.825 in.).
It is therefore small enough to fit into tight quarters.
Figure 2-21 shows the SC/MP CPU application module. This module contains 512 bytes of user-programm able PROM, 256 bytes of RAM, and a handful
of interface buffers and latches. The interface signals are brought out to a
72-pin edge connector that features a 16-bit address and data bus as well as
discrete control lines. Like most one-board microcomputer s, the ISP-8C can be
expanded using its external bus.
National supplies separate RAM application modules and PROM application modules for memory expansion.
The CPU module runs on two power supplies ( + 5 and -12 V) and is selfinitializing upon application of primary power.
Because the SC/MP is such a simple microprocesso r, not much support
software is available for it. In the kind of applications for which the SC/MP is
intended (control functions), programming on the assembly-langu age level can
easily be accomplished without extensive support.
The M68MM01A. A good example of a one-board microcomputer that provides all of the processing and control functions required for a microcomputer based system is the Motorola M68MM01A. As Fig. 2-22 shows, this unit contains:
•
•
•
•
•
•

RS-232C serial input/output interface
Two parallel 1/0 interfaces
MC6800 microprocesso r
lK of static RAM
4K of EAROM (ekctrically alterable PROM) of 8K of ROM
Complete clock and bus interface circuitry
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This module can be used to perform all the processing and 1/0 functions of
a small system through the connectors at the top of the card; or it can be put
into a card cage and expanded to a full 65K system through the well defined
EXORciser bus at. the bottom of the card.
The M68MM01A requires three supply voltages ( +5, + 12, and -12V), is
25 x 15.25 em (9. 75 x 6 in.), and has TTL-compatible signal levels at all 1/0
pins (except for the EIA RS-232C communication output).
This card enjoys all the hardware and software support of the 6800 family
of microprocessors. The complete Motorola EXORciser development system,
which includes all the programs and hardware needed to program ·the PROMs,
can be used in the development effort.
Many of the one-card microcomputers have associated cards that may
further reduce the design and construction effort. Analog 1/0 boards are available for most one-card microcomputers, and specialized boards such as CRT
controllers, fast multipliers, and high-speed DMA interface boards are available for the more popular units.
If the one-card microcomputer seems to be the best approach for the task,
the first step is to .define the processing and memory requirements of the
desired system. Microprocessor manufacturers should then be contacted to get
the latest information on which kind of one-card microcomputers is available to
match your specifications.
Finally, a prototyping package, which usually consists of a one-board microcomputer, prototyping board, card cage, programmable memory chips (if
the unit uses PROMs), associated cabling, and documentation, should be purchased. Since most prototyping packages come with a system monitor program
on a PROM, you can have the board operating within hours after receiving the
prototyping kit. You can then get familiar with the system and begin the interface design and construction on the prototyping board.

Full-Size Microcomputer Systems
If a complete microcomputer system that fills all of your requirements already
exists, it makes sense to use that system in your application. One area in which
this is especially true is in the business data processing field. Complete systems
with full complements of disk drives, terminals, and customized software are
available from many microprocessor manufacturers as well as large computer
companies such as IBM, DEC,and Computer Automation.
Full-size systems come with many options. Any given company will have a
minimal-configuration system that is required to run the simplest software
packages and optional peripherals and software to fit the customer's specific
needs. Many of these options are specialized in nature. Array processors, AID
data acquisition units, and powerful graphics display devices can be obtained
from the primary manufacturer or other companies that have built their businesses by supplying the specialized peripherals in many machine-compatible
formats.
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The Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-11 series of minicomputers has
been a very successful product line .. The PDP-11 minicomputer is available in a
wide range of performances and memory configurations. At the low end of the
PDP-11 series there is the PDP-11/04, which is a bare-bones processor that isn't
much more powerful than an 8-bit microcomputer. At the high end there is the
PDP-11/70, which is so large and powerful that it borders on mainframe performance.
Digital Equipment Corporation has successfully sold tens of thousands of
PDP-11 full-size minicomputer systems and has built a large product line of
peripherals, so it comes as no surprise that the microprocessor version of the
PDP-11, the LSI-11, can also be bought in a nice packaged system form.
A complete business system can be pieced together from DEC's standard
modules and peripherals. First, a CPU must be chosen. The PDP-11/03 is the
natural choice. It is a combination of LSI-11 modules and accessories, inclucling an H9270 backplane and card guides, an H780-H power supply, and 4K of
RAM. The system comes packaged in a standard width enclosure and has room
in the enclosure for up to six double-height interface modules. Optionally, the
PDP-11/03-KA can be used as the CPU. This is basically the same as the CPU
just described but includes a total of 16K of RAM instead of just 4K.
Secondly, the peripherals and appropriate interface modules for the system
must be chosen. A console terminal and hard-copy device (inthis case a slowspeed printer will do) are required, and the LA36 DEC Writer II seems to meet
this requirement.
A magnetic data storage unit is required to store programs and records. The
RXV11 dual floppy disk drives seem appropriate for this task. It is important to
have two of any magnetic storage device since files will have to be copied and
transferred from one disk or tape to another.
The peripheral interfaces must now be chosen. The console terminaV
printer requires a serial interface. The DLV11 module is the standard LSI-11
serial interface card and fills this requirement. The floppy disk dnve already
comes with a plug-in controller card, so additional interfacing is not needed.
This completes the hardware selection, but a software package remains to
be chosen. An operating system for the disk is required. The RT-11 operating
system seems like a good choice, because the system is not going to be a
multiuser, timesharing one.
The RT-11 operating system comes with an editor, assembler, system utilities, librarian, linker, and many other useful programs. Optional software such
as FORTRAN, BASIC, and COBAL can be purchased for use under this
system from DEC or independent software houses.
Finally, miscellaneous items can be selected. A mounting rack (to house
the processor and disk) and communication cables (for the terminal) can be
selected.
If the packaged system is the approach for you, a good starting point is to
get a copy of the Digital Direct Sales Catalog, The Microcomputer Handbook,
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and The Peripheral Handbook -all from DEC. It would be wise to obtain
literature from other microcompu ter companies specializing in packaged systems as well. Once you have an idea of what you want, contact the
manufactur er's representati ve. He will help you set up a system, and he will
very probably give you a good ''package deal.'' All the rules in dealing with
salesmen should be followed in dealing with the representati ve. Buying a packaged system is like buying a car with many options; the price is negotiable.

The very concept of sequential computing machines assumes that command s
and data are being stored somewher e in the computing machine. Computer
evolution has resulted in processor s that can be divided into three functional
pieces: the processor , the input/outp ut unit, and the storage unit or memory.
Because memory is such an integral part of computer systems, it has developed
into a science in itself. Whole companies have been founded around computer
memory devices, and memory technology is at least as complex as processor
technolog y.
The microcom puter is basically no different from the large computer at the
functional level. Data must be stored somewher e, and thus we have storage
devices.
Most of today's microcom puters can be classified as cell-addre ssable
single-memory machines. A cell-addre ssable memory is one that accepts a
processor -issued address and returns a program or data word from the location
in memory correspon ding to that address. Most RAMs, ROMs, and other
memory devices are cell-addre ssable.
The term single-me mory machine refers to the way in which a processor
accesses memory. A processor requires a sequence of command s or program,
and it also requires data with which to operate. In the early days of computers
two approache s were taken to this problem. The dual-memory approach provided a memory for the program and a separate memory for the data. The
single-me mory approach uses only one large memory containing both the program and the data. The advantage of the single-memory approach is that less
100
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hardwar e is required . Two separate memorie s and two memory addressin g
units are not required on a single-memory machine .
There is no universa l form of memory that is suited to every data storage
applicati on. High-spe ed semicon ductor memorie s store data reliably and allow
fast data access times, but they also lose data at power-d own, draw a lot of
power, and are prohibiti vely expensiv e for storing huge blocks of data.
Magnetic tape, on the other hand, can store millions of bytes of data per
dollar and doesn't lose its contents unless it is intention ally erased; but it is also
extremel y slow, must be sequenti ally accessed since it is one long strip of data,
and requires a large piece of mechani cal equipm ent-the transport mechanism-t o be useful.
All this boils down to the fact that engineer ing tradeoffs must be made in a
system and the proper memory and mass storage device must be used for the
task at hand.
Many exotic memory devices have been designed , and many of them have
been scrapped . The early days of memory technolo gy produced mercury tank
delay-line storage units, phase storage units or paramat rons, drum memorie s,
and even a memory cathode- ray tube that could store millions of bytes of data
on its face (the only problem was, you couldn't read it back!). These devices
are interestin g, but memory technolo gy has finally stabilized to the point at
which fast, reliable semicon ductor memorie s and mechani cal memorie s such as
tape, disk, and core dominat e the market. These common memorie s are the
ones with which you will most likely be. associate d; these are the memorie s we
will examine in this chapter.

MEMORY HIERARCHIES
Compute r designers solve the problem of memory storage capacity versus
memory speed and accessib ility with memory hierarch ies. The CPU section of
a compute r system typically uses a high-spe ed memory to temporar ily store
program s and data while it is being processe d. This is a system's short-ter m
memory or working store. Working stores usually range in size from a few
bytes to a few tens of thousand s of bytes in most microcom puter systems. This
amount of working storage is enough to store the program s and data for most
micro applications.
A few hundred thousand bytes of program s and data are accessed often
enough in most applicati ons to require a fairly quick storage unit to hold this
data. Medium- term storage units serve this purpose. Disk drives, chargecoupled devices, and bubble memorie s work well as medium- term storage
media.
Finally, huge blocks of data that will be referenc ed periodica lly require a
bulk storage media. Magnetic tape and large disk packs are ideal for this longterm storage requirem ent. Long-ter m storage units are capable of storing hundreds of millions of bytes of data quite slowly but at a very low cost.
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The three types of storage have been briefly outlined: short-ter m, mediumterm and long-term storage. With today's diversified memory technology,
ultrahigh-speed memorie s are available for use as fast working stores or shortterm memories, but the price and power consump tion of these memorie s make
even a reasonab le size working store out of the question. In high-performance
processo rs, a fourth level is therefore added to the memory hierarchy : the
cache memory.
A cache memory consists of a few hundred to a few thousand bytes of
ultrahigh-performance memory that acts as a buffer between the processo r and
the large, fast, working store. Studies have shown that a few thousand words of
high-performance memory , if operated properly , can make an entire lowperforma nce working store look as though it's made from ultrahighperforma nce memory (or at least about 80% as fast as the fast memory) . Figure
3-1 illustrates a memory hierarchy and shows what devices are currently being
used at what hierarchical level in the microco mputer field.
Memory hierarchies seem to be a simple answer to all data storage problems ·until·yo u look at the software required to control a memory hierarchy.
Data must be searched for and re~d-in from the long-term storage devices, put
into the medium-term devices, and paged into the short-ter m memory as
needed. After the data processin g is complete , all the data has to be sent back
down the hierarchy to the long-term storage devices.
Many large mainframe manufac turers have solved the hierarch y control
software problem by using hardware to control hierarchical data transfers . The
program mer pretends that the memory is nearly infinite in size and lets the
hardwar e worry about paging and long-term storage control. This type of storage is called virtual memory, because it gives the appearan ce of one huge
short-ter m memory.
Approxima te speed
Typical devices

Mainframe

Micro

Processor
Ultrahighspeed
cache memory

2
High-speed ECL, 1 L, STTL
RAM. New HMOS RAM

5-100 ns

not used

Short-term memory
(high-speed working store)

MOS RAM, magnetic
core, MOS ROM for
permanent storage.

100 ns4 J.LS

250 ns-2 J.LS

Medium-te rm mass storage
(medium speed, medium capacity)

Drum memory, floppy
disks, bubble memory,
ceo disk.

5 J.LS-5 ms

10 J.LS10 ms

Magnetic tape, paper
tape, cards, laser
memories.

50 J.LS100 ms

2 ms100 ms

Long-term mass store
(low speed, high capacity)

Figure 3-1

The components of memory hierarchies.
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Microco mputers don't have hierarchy control problems to the same extent
as mainframes. Because micropro cessors are relatively slow, they cannot utilize a high-speed cache memory. And most microcom puters are not asked to
handle hundreds of millions of bytes of data, so the long-term storage device is
usually not necessar y. Ordinarily, a medium- term storage device such as a
floppy disk will do. This reduces the memory hierarch y down to two levelsthe working store and the medium-term mass store. Because a two-level memory hierarch y does not require much control, virtual memory hasn't yet been
needed or incorpor ated into any micropro cessor; but, if the performa nce of
processo rs keeps increasin g, virtual memory may make its appearan ce on the
microco mputer scene.
WORKING STORE
Of all the short-ter m working store media available today, semicon ductor
RAMs, ROMs, and magnetic core memories are the most common . Importan t
characte ristics of these storage units include fast access time and randomaccess capability.

Semiconductor RAM
A decade ago compute rs were totally depende nt on magnetic core memory for
their short-ter m memory needs. As semicon ductor technology advance d, small
256-bit bipolar memory ICs became available for use in central processo r units.
As device technology improve d, MOS entered the memory picture and lK
MOS RAMs were built. For the first time, semicon ductor memory had the
potential to surpass core memory on a cost and performa nce basis. Things have
not been the same since. Today nearly every compute r's main memory consists
of semicon ductor RAM, which comes in packages as large as 64K bits with
access times as fast as a few nano-sec onds.
The availability of RAM has also made the microcom puter possible.
Without a low-cost, short-ter m memory, micropro cessors have very little cost
advantag e over any other CPU.
A RAM consists of two functional blocks: the memory cell array and the
peripher al interface circuitry . As Fig. 3-2 illustrate s, a RAM must take in an
address through a set of address lines and select the appropri ate row and
column correspo nding to the addresse d cell. The cell must be examine d by the
1/0 circuitry and sent to the data output. This constitut es a read operation .
If data is being written into the ,cell array, the input data control unit must
turn the addresse d memory cell on or off to indicate a 0 or 1.
The memory cell array is the heart of the memory unit. It is usually a
square matrix of individual one-bit memory elements arranged in rows and
columns . Because the memory cell arrays are for the most part square, the
capacity will tend to be an even power of 2. There are many 256, lK, 4K, 16K,
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Memory peripheral circuitry and cells.

and now 64K RAMs- but very few 512, 2K, and 8K RAMs. Some companies
make memories that are not integrally an "even power of2," but many of these
just contain two small even-power-of-2 arrays inside.
There are many approache s to the design of the individual memory cells.
The most common are static flip-flop cells, transistor- base-charg e dynamic
cells, and pseudosta tic charge-pu mped cells.
The static memory cell is a two-transi stor flip-flop, or bistable multivibrator. By activating either the right or left transistor, a 0 or a 1 can be represented. This data can be retained until an external current changes the flipflop's state or until power is lost. The cell is called static because it can hold
information indefinitely as long as it has power-th ere is no apparent change
in the cell once it has been set.
The dynamic semicond uctor memory cell consists of a single transistor. A
current into the base of the transistor turns the stage on by building up a charge
in the transistor base region. An on transistor represents a 1 while an off
transistor represents a 0.
It may seem that the single-tran sistor dynamic cell is better than the static
two-transi stor cell in every way because it uses less parts, space, and power;
but the dynamic cell has one big drawback: it must b.e refreshed. The term
dynamic refers to the gradual change of state-a transistor can only hold a
base charge for a few milliseconds before it leaks away. If the charge leaks
away without being replenishe d, the stored data is lost.
To accomplish the replenishing or refreshing , refresh circuitry must be
built into every dynamic RAM. The most common method used to refresh
dynamic cells is to recharge every. memory cell in a given row of a cell array
whenever any element in that row is read. Most dynamic RAMs therefore
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require a read operation at least once every 2 ms. If this comes naturally in a
processing task, great; if not, a time interval must be set aside to have the
processor sequentially read through memory to refresh it every few milliseconds.
A pseudostatic memory cell is a memory cell that combines the advantages
of the static and dynamic memory cells. Pseudostatic RAMs are basically
dynamic RAMs with additional peripheral circuitry to periodically place an
additional charge on all the transistors that are at a logic 1 level. These RAMs
are called charge-pum ped devices in reference to this additional charging circuitry. Pseudostatic RAMs have had some success in large mainframe computer memories, but the need for additional charge-inter val clocks and strange
voltage levels has kept these devices from becoming popular in the microcomputer field.
A RAMs peripheral circuitry consists of an address decoder that takes half
of the memory address field and divides it into many single row-select lines,
and a decoder that divides the other half of the field into many column-sele ct
lines. The current level used by the memory cells is very small, so low-current
buffers and sense amplifiers must be incorporate d to set, reset, and read memory cells. Anoutput driver is also needed to drive the data output lines.
Dynamic RAMs often have an output latch as well as a driving buffer.
Dynamic RAM timing can be very tricky on the memory-cel llevel, and a latch
is used to catch the data as it becomes available in the read sequence.
Modern RAMs confine the complex timing to the chip level and provide
circuitry to handle it. On board peripheral circuitry in many of today' s RAMs is
so complicated that it is almost a little proc~ssor in itself.
Because static RAMs require rtearly twice as many transistors as dynamic
RAMs, static RAMs always lag a step behind dynamic RAMs in memory size.
Today's technology is bringing us 64K dynamic RAMs and 16K statics. By the
time enough parts can be squeezed onto a chip to form a64K static RAM, 256K
dynamic RAMs should be making their appearance.

Important RAM Features. Like microproces sors, RAMs have important
features to watch for. The following paragraphs spotlight the more salient of
these.
Memory type is the first characterist ic to be considered. The static and
dynamic memory types have already been discussed. It is important to determine which of these memory types is best suited for your application. Static
memories are easier to interface because they don't have as many control lines
associated with them. For small memory applications , static memory is usually
the best choice. For large data stores (greater than 4K bytes) dynamic memory
may save enough ICs and power to make its use worthwhile.
In some applications , such as display memory for a graphics terminal,
dynamic memory is an ideal choice. In this and many other applications , the
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memory is constantly being read onto the screein, so special refresh intervals
and additional circuitry are not required. Some (microprocessors (the Z80 is a
typical example) have built-in transparent refre$h capabilities. Dynamic RAM
use should be strongly considered for these· kin~s of microproces sors.
Memory size for a system must be determined by program sizing and
through an analysis of data requirement s. In systems requiring a large shortterm memory, the large 16K and 64K RAMs should be used. In less complex
systems, smaller and less costly (in terms of power and price) RAMs should be
investigated .
Memory configuration (the way in which memories are organized) can play
an important role in reducing the parts count in a memory system. The majority
of the memories sold have one data input line and one data output line. A 16K
memory with this sort of output is known as a 16K- by 1-bit (16K x 1) memory:
To make an 8-bit word, eight of these memory packages must be used.
RAMs can also be bought in 1K- by 4-bit, 128- by 8-bit, and other multipleI/O-bit configuratio ns.These "wide" RAMs are particularly useful when a
small amount of memory is required and the package count must be kept to a
minimum. The only problem with multiple-I/O-bit RAMs are that they draw
more power and take more 1/0 pins than standard RAMs of 1-bit width.
The power problem is caused by the need for more peripheral circuitry for
the extra 1/0 lines (a RAM's peripheral circuitry usually draws much more
power than the memory cell array) and cannot easily be solved.
The 1/0 pin problem has been solved to some extent by eliminating the
dedicated data input and output lines found on a standard 1-bit-wide RAM. By
bussing the memory's data lines, half the memory's data 1/0 pins are eliminated. The RAM becomes easily interfaceabl e to microproces sor buses using
this method as well. Extra 1/0 pins are also freed simply because there are less
address lines in a multiple-I/O-bit RAM.
Memory speed is another important consideratio n. Memory access time and.
memory cycle time are the two most common methods of measuring a
memory's speed.
Access time is the period required for a memory to present valid data at the
memory output pins after it receives a valid memory address. This figure tells
you how fast one word can be read from memory. On many memories (most
dynamic memories), byte after byte of data cannot be read at the single-byte
access rate. Dynamic memories require a minimum amount of time for the
internal sequencing circuitry to recover and reenter another read access cycle.
Read time plus the read recovery time is collectively called the memory cycle
time.
The importance of read access and read cycle time depends on the application. In a general processing system 'such as a business microcompu ter, memory isn't accessed in a rapid byte-after-b yte sequence. Access time is the most
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important consideration in this case. However, if a memory is going to be used
as a fast operational store or input/output buffer, fast bursts of data may be
required. In this case, cycle time will be the memory's limiting factor.
In applications in which memory cycle time is important, static RAMs offer
some advantage over dynamic RAMs. A static RAM usually has no internal
sequencing circuitry, so its access time is the same as its cycle time. The extra
peripheral circuitry surrounding a dynamic cell array can slow memory cycle
time down to twice the memory access time.
One word of caution is in order concerning memory speed. Memory speed
is usually measured as a typical figure at the RAM's pins. The best performance that can be expected from a RAM is the maximum worst-case figure listed
in the tables inside the manufacturer's specification sheet. The additional
buffers and control circuitry on a microcomputer's memory cards must also be
taken into consideration when determining memory speed. These delays can
amount to a few hundred nanoseconds in some cases.
Device technology plays an important role in a RAM's characteristics. The
standard TTL, NMOS, and RAMs are being rapidly replaced by PL, HMOS,
VMOS, CMOS, and MNOS RAMs that offer higher performance, higher circuit
densities, and lower prices than older RAMs. Table 3-1 lists most of the common memory device technologies on the market today and shows their advantages and disadvantages. Notice that many of the technologies have special
features that are very desirable in a limited number of applications. The lowdrain CMOS RAM, like the CMOS microprocessor (RCA 1802 COSMAC), is
good in battery-powered applications, while the MNOS RAM has the property
of nonvolatility-the retention of data even when power is switched off. The
table gives a good idea of what to expect in the way of performance and
features from today's RAMs.

Selecting a RAM
Manufacturer's literature should be consulted for the most recent memory
specifications. The factors just discussed and the device characteristics should
be kept in mind when looking at RAMs.
Let's look now at a few popular RAMs and see how to interface them to a
microprocessor bus. The RAMs you select for your system can be interfaced in
a similar manner.

A Simple Static RAM: the 2102. The 2102 is a somewhat obsolete lK- by
1-bit (1K x 1) static RAM that helped build the microcomputer market in its
earliest stages. Small 1K x 1 RAMs are rapidly being replaced by more efficient 4K and 16K devices, but the 2102 is a good example of a general-purpose
static RAM.
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The 2102 is a TTL-compatible 1K NMOS memory with a data input line
and a three-state (logic 0, logic 1, and a high-impedance floating state) data
output line. The RAM comes in a 16-pin package.
Figure 3-3 shows the block diagram and timing relationships of the 2102
along with its important characteristics. Notice that there are 10 address lines
to address a 1K memory space, a data input line, and a data output line. In
addition, there are two control lines that are very typical of static RAMs: the
read-write line and the chip enable line. The chip enable line is optional and is
only used to turn the three-state output on or off (to the active or float states);
therefore, the only real control line on the 2102 is the read-write line.
The timing diagram shows the simplicity of the static RAM timing. In the
read cycle, data becomes valid at a time ta after the address is submitted. This
time,in nanoseconds, is the RAM's access and cycle time.
Writing is accomplished by submitting the write pulse (wp) on the readwrite line for a minimum oft wp ns. The address must be valid during the whole
write pulse and even a little before and after it. These slight timing margins on
both ends of the write pulse are called the address setup and hold times. All
setup and hold times for the a9dress as well as data must be strictly observed. If
the address changes while the memory is being written into, all the memory
loca_tions that the address passes through while it is changing could be wiped
out.
Interfacing the 2102 to a microprocessor is quite simple. The address lines
are connected to the least significant ten bits of the microprocessor's address
bus, as shown in Fig. 3-4. Because the microprocessor has 16 address lines, 6 of
the lines are left over to address the total64K memory space or the other 63 1K
blocks of memory. A decoder is used to determine to which combination of 6
bits this 1K memory block will respond. In this case, it is block zero. The
decoder simply ANDS the decoded memory select signal with the memory
read signal (the phase 1 or ,01 signal on the 6800) and enables the memory chips
when they are properly addressed and a read is requested.
The read-::-write line is connected to the microprocessor's read-write output line so the processor can read or write at its discretion. Since so many
address lines have to be driven (a total of 8 on each address line), buffers have
to be used on the address lines.

A 256- by 4-Bit Static RAM: The 2101.

In a very small system requiring
only 256 bytes of memory, there is no reason to use the 2102 lK RAM. It is too
large ( 1K x 1) and it requires buffers to drive the address lines as described in
the 2102 section.
The 256- by 8-bit memory requirement can be met using the 256- by 4-bit
version of the 2102: the 2101. As Fig. 3-5 illustrates, this RAM has two fewer
address lines than the 2102, because only 256 bytes are addressed. To accommodate the additional data 1/0 pins, a 22-pin package is used.
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Using just two of these parts, a 256 x 8 memory may be built that places
only two loads on the processor address lines. This memory is very well suited
for such applications.
One interesting feature about the 2101 demands some discussion. Notice
that two chip enable lines (actually a chip enable and an inverted chip enable)
have been provided. In many RAMs and microcompute r interface components,
multiple chip enable and inverted enables are added to a part if extra pins are
left on the package. These multiple chip enable lines are useful when interfacing the part to an address bus, because they can be wired to act as decoders.
For example, if you had a 9-bit address (capable of addressing 512 bytes), and
you wanted to use two 2101s to fill the memory space, you could simply wire
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the ninth address bit to the chip enable input on one RAM (CE2) and to the
inverted chip enable input on the other (CE1). The data inputs and outputs
could then be tied to the processor bus. When the ninth bit was high (logic 1),
one RAM would respond, and when it was low the other RAM would be
enabled. This precludes the requirement for an address decoder in the memory
interface circuitry. By using chip enables wisely, decoder and miscellaneo us
gate counts can be significantly reduced in a memory design.
The 2107 is a good example of a
dynamic RAM with a standard 4K- by 1-bit configuration. The timing and
addressing on this RAM is typical for most dynamic RAMs, at least on a
functional level.
Figure 3-6 illustrates the block diagram and timing relationship s of the
2107. Notice that the logic signals on the dynamic RAM are similar to those of
the static RAM's, with one exception: a chip enable (CE) signal has been
added. This signal initiates the internal memory accessing sequence required of
the dynamic memory cells.
In dynamic memories, most of the timing signals are. measured with relation to the CE signal or its equivalent. In the 2107 timing diagram, notice that
the address must be stable during the rising edge of the CE signal. This edge
causes data to be strobed into the row and column buffer registers. After the
CE leading edge has occurred, and after a short stabilization period, the address can change because the access address is captured in the buffer registers.
After a short period (the read access time), read data becomes valid at the
memory output pin. The data stays ·valid until the CE signal is dropped. The

A Simple Dynamic RAM: The 4K 2107.
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Figure 3-6
The 2107 4K- by 1-bit dynamic RAM. (Reprinted by permission oflntel
Corporation, Copyright 1976.)

RAM's internal timing and control generator circuitry doesn't give the user
much leeway in holding the CE signal high, however. The CE must be high for
at least 280 ns but no more than 3000 ns. Unlike the static memory, with which
you could hold an address and read the same byte of data for as long as you
wanted, the 2107's memory requirements require that you catch the data in a
small data-valid window of time.
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The memory write cycle timing is very similar to the read cycle except that
the write enable pulse must be generated. Again, this signal is timed relative to
the CE signal that initiates the write sequence.
The 2107 was one of the first 4K dynamic RAMs and, like the first microprocessors, it lacks the sophisticated features of today's devices. Many of
today's RAMs have holding latches at the data output so you don't have to time
your system circuitry around the narrow read-access window.
Another primitive feature that is disappearing in today' s RAMs is the
highly capacitive, high-voltage (12 V) chip enable drive requirement. Intel specifies that the CE signal shall rise to 12 V in a maximum of 50 ns. The high
voltage and fast rise-time problem is compounded by the fact that most memory systems will be using banks of 8 or 16 RAMs to form bytes of data.
High-power MOS drivers must be used to parallel-drive the CE lines in order to
meet the timing requirements.

An Advanced Dynamic RAM: The 4K 4027. The Mostek 4027 is representative of a state-of-the-art dynamic RAM. Very fast access and cycle times,
data output buffering, and multiplexed address lines are featured.
To cut down on memory package size, the 4027 and other modern RAMs
use multiplexed addressing. Instead of having a common chip enable line for
the row and column address buffers, the row and column address lines are tied
together and separate row and column address lines are provided. Only half the
address pins are required, which allows for a 16-pin package. Figure 3-7 depicts
the 4027. The row address select (RAS) and column address select (CAS)
signals perform the multiplexing function.
Memory is read from the 4027 by first supplying a valid row address to the
common address inputs and activating the RAS line. A valid column address is
then supplied and CAS is activated to strobe-in the column address. After
about 100 ns have elapsed, the read data is available in the output buffer and
will stay there until the end of the next read cycle, when the most recently read
data will take its place.
There are two features that aren't immediately apparent that allow you to
build very fast memory systems out of 4027s. The first is the fact that the data
stays valid in the output buffer well into the next read cycle. This allows the
user's circuitry to take its time getting the data out of the memory and allows
for wider timing margins. The second feature is that the memory's cycle time is
longer than the sum of all the timing delays. This requires some explanation.
On most dynamic memories the cycle time is simply the sum of all the smaller
delays in the memory cycle (address setup, memory access, CE off time, and
so on). For fast memory applications, the timing margins on all the critical
memory timing signals have to be cut down to their absolute minimums to
attain the maximum cycle throughput.
Mostek has arranged the timing and control circuitry on the 4027 so that all
the critical timing signals can· be above their specified minimums by a 20% or
greater m"rgin and still meet the minimum cycle time. This additional timing
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allowance makes the advertised minimum cycle time a realistic figure, because
all the address, data, and control drivers' "timing slop" can be taken up by the
20% margins.
One final4027 feature is the read and write cycles of the page mode. Most
RAMs with multiplexed address lines allow you to operate in a page mode by
submitting a row address and repeatedly submitting a long string of column
addresses. Data can be taken from every column in a given row in a much
shorter period of time using this mode.
The page feature is useful for fast sequential transfers, but it is even more
valuable as a fast DMA cycle timing mode.
In order to speed refresh time, an exclusive row address select refresh
mode has been provided. In this mode, the whole RAM can be refreshed by
sequentially going through all the row addresses but not submitting any column
address or CAS signal. Refreshing must be performed once every 2 ms.

The 16K Mostek 4116.

The 4116 16K dynamic RAM has been cleverly
designed to be an almost pin-for-pin replacemen t for the 4K 4027. By simply
turning the 4027's chip select (CS) line into another address line, two additional
multiplexed address bits were made available to access four times as much
memory. Figure 3-8 illustrates the 4116.

RAM Implement ation. A single RAM chip is fairly simple to work with. By
following all the timing restrictions and physical parameters, we can get RAM
to work just as the specificatio n sheet says it will. When we have to integrate
hundreds of RAMs into a large memory module, however, problems arise.
Address and control decoding and distribution networks are needed. Crosstalk
between parallel memory data lines become a problem. Large current spikes
caused by high-current chip enable lines start producing interference .
Before undertaking a large memory system design project, it is wise to
study the memory interfacing requirement s of the specific technology of
choice. The memory manufacture rs can supply such information in the form of
notes and data sheets. A section in this book has also been set aside to go over
memory system interfacing methods. This will also be helpful.

a

Content-Addressable Memory
A content-add ressable memory (CAM) works like a cell-addressable memory
in reverse. Data is supplied to the CAM and the address at which that data is
stored is returned to the processor. At first glance, this sort of memory seems
like a novelty item that could serve no useful purpose, but in certain kinds of
processing, CAMs offer much higher performance than regular memories.
One of these applications is in programs requiring a lot of data sorting or
searching. Instead of sequentiatty going through a cell-addressable memory,
interrogating each location, you simply specify what you want to find and the
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memory tells you where it is. Content-addressable memories are also being
used in cell-addressable memory control units. Memory paging (the act of
bringing in pieces of a program due to too small a processor memory) requires.
that the processor look to see if the page that the next instruction is on is
already in memory. Checking each page takes a long time and uses up valuable
processing time, so a CAM is used to store memory pages currently in memory.
By simply asking the CAM if a given page is in memory, the processor can
immediately determine if the page is there and where it is. This scheme is used
in the associative lookaside buffers that control the cache memories on the
Amdah/470 v7.

Semiconductor ROM
It is sometimes desirable to have a nonvolatile memory store within a computer
to hold often-run programs. If a program can be present at the moment a

microcomputer is turned on, the need for program loading and the associated
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load delay times are eliminated. A permanent, nonvolatile program memory is
also useful for storing a small program that has common system utility programs and an initialization program or a bootstrap program. Not many years
back, full computer modules containing diode matrixes were used to store
small permanent programs, but semiconductor memory technology now dominates the nonvolatile working storage field. Read-only memories (ROMs) and
programmable read-only memories (PROMs) are the most popular nonvolatile
storage devices. Many other names are given to nonvolatile semiconductor
memories (EROMS, EPROMs, VROMS}, but all of these devices fit into one of
these two categories.
A ROM is similar in design to a RAM. A central array of memory cells is
surrounded by peripheral circuitry that accesses the data stored in the array.
The primary difference lies in the type of memory cells used in the cell array.
A ROM's data storage cells are designed to permanently store a 1 or a 0
even if power is turned off. This is accomplished by either selectively building
1- and 0-generating cells into the array at pre-defined memory locations or by
building many identical !-generating cells and burning out the cells that must be
set to zero.
When the programming (setting of the 1 and 0 states) is done at the factory
by altering the metallization mask on the memory chip itself, the end product is
referred to as a mask-programmed ROM. When all the cells in a memory are
originally one value and the user is given a means of programming the bits in
the device to the values of his choosing (usually by using a high-voltage ''programmer'' that selectively blows small programming fuses on the chip), the
memory is called a PROM.
Either device will permanently hold a program, but each device has its own
unique advantages. A ROM requires only internal read circuitry to read the
preprogrammed bits, and a PROM requires additional programming circuitry.
Due to this extra circuitry and more complex fusible-PROM cell design,
PROMs are not as dense as ROMs. The current-technology storage capacity of
PROMs is about 50% that of ROMs.
Expense Is the ROM's biggest drawback. A one-time mask setup charge of
a few thousand dollars is required, and if a different program is ever needed, a
new mask must be made. For large-volume applications, however, ROMs are a
much less expensive proposition than PROMs because a ROM (excluding the
one-time mask charge) is cheaper than a PROM.
The PROM's big advantage is, of course, its programmability. The onetime mask charge and the factory lead time can be avoided with PROMs.
Aside from the lack of write circuitry, the peripheral circuitry of the ROM
or PROM is similar to that of the RAM. Decoders take an address and appropriately pick a memory cell to be examined. Sense amplifiers amplify the memory
cell's small current and send the resulting data to the data outputs.
There are dynamic as well as static ROMs, but most designs today are of
the static type. A dynamic ROM that must be periodically refreshed initially
seems quite ridiculous. A ROM that essentially loses its data if not refreshed
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seems to violate the nonvolatility criterion that makes a ROM a ROM. The fact
is, however, a dynamic ROM doesn't really lose its data if the cells aren't
refreshed; it just starts reading them wrong until refreshing is resumed. A
dynamic ROM is much like a dynamic RAM, except that the· 1-geneqtting
transistors are permanently wired to stay in the conducting state. Charge must
still be kept on the base region of the conducting transistors, so refreshing is
necessary.
Dynamic ROMs were primarily used in applications in which refreshing
came naturally, such as in a charact~r generator of a display system. 'It is true
that most of the dynamic ROMs have passed along the wayside, but they might
return.
A Representative Bipolar Programmable ROM. The first ROMs and
PROMs to come into common use were small 64- and 256-bit high-speed bipolar devices. These chips found applications as large computer bootstrap storage
units as well as combinatorial gating and other discrete logic replacements (in
which the addresses act as gating inputs and the data acts as the desired resulting output). The DM 74S287 (made by National Semiconductor) is an example
of an advanced version of these early bipolar PROMs.
The DM 74S287 is a 256 x 4 PROM built with Schottky-clamped TTL
technology. It is quite fast (typically 35 ns from the time it receives an address
to valid data output) and runs on a single supply voltage ( +5 V).
Figure 3-9 illustrates the 74S287. Notice that the only controls on the
PROM are the two lines that enable the tristate data output lines. Reading a
location from memory is simply a matter of submitting the desired address at
the address inputs and waiting for the data output.
Programming the PROM is not as simple a matter. The 74S287's memory
cells consist of a four-transistor cell structure with a titanium-tungsten (Ti-W)
fuse on the collector of the selecting transistor. By selecting the byte to be
programmed with the address lines and properly sequencing the chip power,
output, and enable lines to the high-voltage values shown in the programming
waveforms, the fuse can be blown and the bit programmed to a logic 1 (high).
Notice that the PROM contains all zeros before it is programmed.
The DM 74S287 was chosen for this example because of its advanced
programming circuitry. On most fuse-programmable PROMs, the programming
timing is very critical. Strange, slowly rising waveforms must be followed
closely to program the PROM properly. Too fast a rise time will cause the
programming fuse to blast apart and splatter beads of metal over adjacent
circuitry, causing failures years after the programming. Too slow a rise time
causes heating, with the result that the fuse will melt very slowly. Heat buildup
from the slow melt causes thermal damage to the surrounding transistors.
National developed the Tri-Safe method to prevent poor programming
caused by slow and fast rise times. By assigning the programming timing control function to an onboard programmer circuit, the PROM essentially programs itself at the optimum fuse blow rate.
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Once a satisfactory PROM software program has been developed, an
equivalent plug-in replaceable mask-programmed ROM, the DM 74S 187, may
be substituted in large-quantity applications.
A Representative Erasable PROM. Like MOS RAMs, both MOS ROMs
and PROMs have a higher number of bits per chip and a lower power dissipation per bit than bipolar devices; but unlike MOS RAMs, there is little similarity between the way most MOS and bipolar PROMs store their data. Instead of
using fusible links to program MOS PROMs, charges are trapped in memory
cells by applying a high-voltage programming pulse to the memory cell. These
charges remain trapped, representing a logic 0, until an external high-energy
source, such as ultraviolet light, is applied to the charged region (thus allowing
the charge to leak away). This characteristic has been utilized in ultravioleterasable PROMs (EPROMS) and offers good PROM economy, because a program can be changed without purchasing a whole new PROM.
The 2708Jamily of EPROMs, which includes the 512 x 8 2704, the lK x 8
2708 and the 2K x 8 2716, is a good example of erasable, programmable, readonly memories. As Fig. 3-10 illustrates, the organization of the memory cells is
very similar to that of the bipolar PROM. The 9-, 10-, or 11-bit address, depending on the PROM version, is submitted to the decoding circuitry, and a data
word from the cell array is delivered on the data output pins.
The 2708's programming procedures are less critical than those of the
bipolar PROM. Because no onchip fuse destruction takes place, there is little
risk of damaging the silicon by applying bad programming signals. When unprogrammed, and after each erasure, all4K, 8K, or 16K bits in the memory are in
the logic 1 state. Zeros can be programmed into the PROM by raising the
CS/WE input to + 12 V, setting up valid address and data to be programmed,
and applying a 0.1 to 1 ms 26 V programming pulse to the programming pin. A
single pulse only partially programs the PROM, however. The whole program
must be charged into the memory cells gradually and evenly over the whole
surface of the silicon chip, so a programming loop that goes through and programs each byte about 100 times must be set up. Repeatedly programming the
same memory byte is ineffective, because it violates the evenly distributed
programming rule.
The- only real caution to be pbserved in programming the 2708 is that of
address changes while the programming pin is high. If an address changes
before the falling edge of the CS/WE signal when it leaves the programming
mode, random bits throughout the memory may be unintentionally programmed.
Interfacing the 2708 to a microcomputer system is very simple because it is
designed to work with microcomputer buses. The address lines are connected
to the microprocessor address bus and the data lines are connected to the data
bus. The lK x 8 configuration allows a !-kilobyte memory to be implemented
with just one chip. The chip select line can be controlled by circuitry that
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Figure 3-10
The Intel 2708 ultraviolet erasable PROM. (Reprinted by permission oflntel
Corporation, Copyright 1976.)

decodes the specific lK memory block in the microprocessor's address space
this memory will be assigned to.
In production applications in which many of the same ROMs will be used,
the 2708 can be substituted with the pin-equivalent 68308 or 2308 maskprogrammed ROM.

Electrically Alterable ROMs. Electrically alterable ROMs are similar to
EPROMs, but instead of requiring an ultraviolet source to erase them, an
erasing voltage on the proper pin on the package can be used. A EAROM offers
a price advantage, because an expensive quartz lid package (necessary for
ultraviolet erasing on an EPROM) is not needed, and stray sunlight or X rays
can't wipe out a program.
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New V-groove MOS ROMs, such as the American Microsystems (AMI) S4262, use new device technology to boost memory cell density as
well as decrease access time. Current 64K MOS ROMs are bordering on the
limit of practical silicon chip size. Because VMOS memory cells take up only
half the space of standard MOS cells, this technology will be the most practical
approach in upcoming 128K and 256K ROMs.

VMOS ROM.

RAM/ROM. A very interesting RAM/ROM is currently being developed
and promises to be useful in many applications. The RAM/ROM acts as a
regular RAM when power is stabilized. The difference is the way it "comes
up." Most RAMs initially have a random pattern of logic 1s and Os scattered
throughout the memory array when power is first applied. This initial information is useless. The RAM/ROM can be programmed to initially have a program
in it when power is first applied. After power-up, the device acts like a normal
RAM that has just been loaded with a valid program. This chip has the potential
for eliminating small dedicated bootstrap and utility ROMs from many microcomputer applications. The RAM/ROM can be used either as ROM or as an
extension of normal RAM, thereby cutting down RAM and addressing requirements.
MEDIUM-TERM MASS STORE
Medium-term storage devices are used for temporarily storing blocks of data
that are used often enough to require fast random access but are too big to fit
into a short-term working store-at least all at once. In microcompute.,r applications, these devices are often used as long-term storage as well, because
microcomputer programs and data are typically short enough to fit into a few
hundred thousand bytes of storage.
Devices included in the medium-term mass-store category are non-volatile
media such as floppy disks, magnetic-bubble memories, and solid-state disks
built from charge-coupled-device technology.

The Floppy Disk
Like the Xerox machine and Wankel engine, the so-called floppy disk is a
device that did not initially seem feasible from the standpoint of practicality. A
flexible, paper-thin disk spinning at 360 rpm ~hile still inside its ''record
jacket" doesn't seem like it could possibly be a reliable high-density storage
device; but through engineering development by IBM and other firms, this
product became not only practical, but quite competitive with other storage
media.
Figure 3-11 illustrates a typical drive with a floppy disk inserted into the
drive mechanism. The floppy disk spins in its jacket at 360 rpm with the disk
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Details of a floppy disk drive.

drive's read and write heads contacting the disk through a long narrow slot in
the jacket.
The floppy disk contains a number of concentric tracks (77 tracks for a
full-size floppy and 35 tracks for a minifloppy) that are accessed by radially
moving the read-writ e heads onto the proper track using a stepping motor or
magnetic "voice coil" linear motor. The process of mechanica lly moving the
heads is called seeking.
The disk drive has two indications that it is on the proper track. Because
stepping motors are used to move the heads, the step movemen ts are counted
and the step count indicates the proper track. Secondly, a track identifier code
is written at the beginning of the first sector on any given track.
A floppy disk's tracks are each divided into 10 to 26 pie-wedge sectors.
Small blocks of data (typically 128 bytes by 8 bits) are stored serially on each
sector along with a few bytes of preamble data and empty data gaps to keep
sectors well isolated from one another.
Sectors are assigned in two ways, depending on the mechanics of the disk
drive. Hard-sect ored disks have coding holes at the beginning of every sector
on the disk; photoelec tric sensors recognize the holes and thus the beginnings
of sectors. Soft-secto red disks have only one coding hole, which marks the
beginning of the first sector; it is up to the read head and system software to
determine which sector is currently being passed as the disk spins.
The advantage of a hard-secto red disk is reliability. Since the disk drive
doesn't have to continuou sly read track data to "know" its location, the error
rates are reduced significantly.
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As Fig. 3-11 illustrates, the drive control circuitry for a floppy disk is not as
complicated as some people make it out to be. A few simple lines such as drive
select and motor on are self-explanatory. This leaves the head-moving (stepping) controls; direction select, step, track 00 indicator; the read and write data
lines; and the write enable or write gate control. A few additional indicators
such as index sector and write protect are also available.
Floppy disk interfaces can range in complexity from a few simple
microprocesso r-driven latches (which monitor the drive status and submit the
proper controls) to a completely automated controller that takes a block transfer command from the microprocesso r and performs all the sequencing involved in reading the proper tracks and sectors.
Currently available disk controllers have many advanced features that reduce the disk-controlling software requirements, but most of these are just
fancy extras; the basics of the disk drive control are very simple.
One function that is typically done by the disk controller (but which can be
done by microprocesso r software just as easily) is error detection and correction. Data write-checking is performed by reading the written data the next
time it comes around after the write is performed. If it is incorrectly written, the
disk drive will try to write it again. After a preset number of tries (usually about
10), the disk drive will give up and declare a write error. This usually indicates a
faulty disk or a dirty disk head.
Read errors are constantly being monitored using a checksum-type error
code. If a sector's checksum is wrong after a block read, the disk will again try
to read it correctly. If it succeeds, the disk is said to have recovered from a soft
error. If after 10 tries the data is still unreadable, a hard error is declared, and
the data is assumed to be lost.
Under rare circumstances a seek error may occur. In this case, the stepping motor or voice-coil movement has inadvertently moved the head to the
wrong disk track. The fact that it is on the wrong track is detected by reading
the track identifier at the beginning of the track. Recovering from a seek error
involves setting the heads back to the first track (track 00) and stepping to the
proper track.
A few interface chips that perform disk control and error checking are
currently available, and their use is described in the interface components
section of this text.
Floppy disks come in two general sizes. Full floppies (203mm in diameter)
have the following characteristics :
•
•
•
•

capacity: 250K x 8 (single density)
Data transfer rate: 30K bytes per second
Number of tracks: 80
Rotational speed: 360 rpm

Di~k
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The smaller minifloppies usually found m inexpensive microcompu ters
generally have the following characterist ics:

•
•
•
•

Disk capacity: 110K x 8 (single density)
220K x 8 (double density)
Data transfer rate: 15K bytes per second
Number of tracks: 35
Rotational speed: 300 rpm

In summation, minifloppies have about half the performanc e of full-size
floppies and cost much less. As to the question of whether to buy two minifloppies or one full-sized floppy disk for a large-capaci ty micro, it is generally wiser
to opt for two minifloppies . It is always a good idea to have two of any magnetic
storage device. With only one, you can't easily copy files onto other diskettes.
This capability is almost essential in a well balanced system.

Magnetic Bubble Memory
In its early developmen t stages, the floppy-disk seemed to be far-fetched and
infeasible; but compared to the magnetic bubble memory, the floppy disk in its
infancy .looked like a sure thing. Bubble memories are magnetic devices that
store data as magnetically oriented domains in a sheet of magnetic material; but
unlike most magnetic media, such as disk or tape, the magnetic material stays
stationary and magnetic domains or bubbles move around within the magnetic
material under the influence of a rotating magnetic field. By forming a long loop
of magnetic bubbles using a bubble generator/ea ter and a magnetic field, a large
"shift register" memory is set up.
Bubble memories combine some of the best features of both magnetic and
semiconduc tor memory storage. They are large-capaci ty nonvolatile storage
devices like disk or tape, and the area in which the actual data is being stored
requires no power to hold the data. At the same time, a bubble memory can fit
into the space of a dual-inline package and be mounted directly on the CPU or
memory card of a microcompu ter.
The Texas Instruments TBM0103 module is an example of a commercial ly
available bubble memory. This 92,304-bit (not a power of 2) module comes in a
14-pin dual-inline package that includes two built-in magnetic coils, a
gadolinium -gallium-ga rnet magnetic substrate material, and special shields to
protect the device from stray external magnetic fields. A data transfer rate of
up to 100 kilobits per second is possible with this device, but random access is
not possible, since it is in essence a large shift register. Table 3-2 gives some
specification s of the TBM0103.
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Table 3-2

TBM 0103 Bubble Memory Characteristics

Useful capacity (bits)
Register organization
Drive field rate (maximum)
Input/output data rate (maximum)
Minor-loop data rate (maximum)
Average access time (first bit)
Average cycle time (144-bit block)
Power (100% duty cycle)
Maximum operating tempurature range
Nonvolatile storage temperature range
Size
Pin count
Pin spacing
Pin centers
Weight
Maximum permissible external
magnetic field in any direction

92,304 bits
641 X 144
100kHz
50 kb/s
100 kb/s
4.0ms
12.8 ms
0.6W
0 to 70 oc
-40 to 85 oc
2.5 x 2.6 x 10.1 mm
14
2.54mm
27.94 mm
20 g
40 oersteds

The Charge-Coupled Device
The charge-coupled device falls into the same medium-term storage class as the
bubble memory because it too is a serial shift register. Charge-coupled devices
store data as charges on a row of either T -shaped or chevron-shaped charge
storage cells. By applying the proper voltage levels to these cells, charges can
be moved around; a circulating shift register is thus formed.
Charge-coupled devices are unlike bubbles in that they are volatile in
character. They are also much faster than bubble memories, because they
move charges rather than magnetic domains; but CCDs don't pack the same
density of storage into a given area, because the actual storage structures (the
special shapes) must be fabricated. To make memory access time quicker,
many short shift registers and decoding logic are often incorporated into a CCD
chip. If sixteen 4096-bit shift registers are used instead of one long 65 ,536-bit
shift register, the maximum access time or latency to read any given bit is
reduced by a factor of l6. The overall throughput is also increased by a factor
of 16.
A good example of a CCD having precisely the configuration just described
is the Fairchild F464 65,536 x 1 dynamic serial memory. This device has 16
randomly accessible shift registers that are multiplexed down to a single data
input and data output bit. As Fig. 3-12 shows, the rows are selected by the four
address lines (AO-A3). External logic is required to clock data through the shift
register using the four clock phases (1, 2, T1, and T2), and the user must keep
track of where he is in the shift register.
The F464's performance characteristics are typical of what can be expected
of modern CCDs. Data can be clocked through at a data rate of 1 to 5 MHz.
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Figure 3-12
The Fairchild F464 65K-bit charge-coupled device. (Courtesy Fairchild
Camera and Instrument Corporation, Mountain View, Calif.)
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Clocking can be halted for up to 15 microseconds once each interval of 64 or
more clock cycles. This half capability is useful for letting logic perform address computations or as a timing margin for other devices.
One of the best applications of the CCD in a microcompute r system is in
the implementatio n of a solid-state disk for medium-term volatile storage. Using just 16 of the F464s, for example, a 131-kilobyte shift register memory with
a data transfer rate of 5 MHz could be set up. This solid-state disk could be
loaded from an inexpensive tape drive at the beginning of the day and provide
minifloppy disk storage functions all day long without any of the wear or noise
problems associated with a mechanical device. The file access time would of
course be almost instantaneous with the 5 MHz data transfer rate.

LONG-TERM MASS STORE
Long-term storage devices reside at the lowest levels of memory hierarchies
and are capable of storing vast amounts of data in a somewhat permanent,
nonvolatile form at a very low cost. Access speed and random-access capabilities are of secondary importance for long-term storage devices; memory storage size is the primary goal.
Since the early days of computers, magnetic media have dominated the
long-term storage field, followed by paper media. Magnetic tape units and disks
are two currently popular magnetic media, but at one time magnetic drum
memories were an important part of most computer systems. Paper tape and
the familiar "IBM card" are two popular paper media.
In regard to long-term storage for microcomputer s, long- and medium-term
storage devices are usually one and the same. This situation is brought about by
two factors: Microcompute rs are slow enough that a tall memory hierarchy (a
many-leveled hierarchy with ever-increasing storage device speed) is not
needed to get the most out of the microcompute r's microprocesso r. Secondly,
microcomputer s are not typically put to use in extremely large data-base or
program applications.
The three most common forms of long-term storage in microcompute r
systems are floppy disks, magnetic tape (usually cassette), and paper tape.
Floppy disks, which were discussed in the medium-term storage section, are
currently dominating the field, while the more cumbersome cassette and paper
tape are being phased out. Floppy disks have the advantages of high data
transfer rate, convenient storage form (thin, square packet), and semirandomaccess capability.
This section discusses the basic principles of magnetic recordings and
shows how they are used in a few microcomputer long-term storage devices.
Paper tape is also covered.

Magnetic Data Recording
Magnetic materials exhibit many characteristics that are desirable in a memory
cell. They can be magnetized in two or more directions to represent ones or
zeros; they will hold a magnetic state until changed, thus exhibiting a natural
memory characteristic; and they are plentiful and cheap.
Disks, drums, tape, and floppy disks basically use the same magnetic recording principles. A magnetic oxide containing magnetic dipoles is deposited
in a thin layer on a plastic or metal surface. The resulting magnetic tape, disk,
or drum is then drawn past magnetic heads (electromagnets with a very sharply
aimed magnetic field), aligning the dipoles in one direction or the other. This
process is defined as recording.
The process known as data retrieving involves passing the recorded tape or
disk surface past another electromagnetic or Hall-effect (a semiconductor that
is sensitive to magnetic field changes) head. The aligned dipoles generate a
current corresponding to the recorded data.

Magnetic Properties.

The idea of a magnetic dipole being aligned in one
direction or another to represent a 1 or a 0 is somewhat simplistic. There are
hundreds of thousands of magnetic dipoles for every few centimeters of magnetic tape, and many sorts of dipoles are used in a magnetic coating formulation. The dipoles tend to align to a greater extent as the magnetic field strength
increases. When the magnetic field gets so strong that the dipoles are well
aligned, the tape reaches saturation. A tape in saturation is analogous to an
amplifier in the same state.
For music and voice recording, a linear, nonsaturating tape response is
very desirable. By recording below the saturation level of the tape, analog
waveforms can be recorded. Digital data recording, however, is a different
story. Data can be more effectively recorded by quickly driving the tape into
saturation using a strong magnetic field.
Saturated data recording has a number of advantages over nonsaturated
recording. It is a faster recording method because the magnetic dipoles are
aligned extremely quickly using powerful magnetic fields. Saturated recordings
are also less prone to noise because all the tape's amplitude response has been
"used up" in recording the saturated data.
Certain tape formulations are better suited to saturated data recording than
others, and these are used on disks, drums, and data cassettes. Non saturating
tapes such as audio recording tapes are not well-suited to saturated recording
equipment, just as saturating tapes are poor audio tapes. The fact that a tape is
a computer data tape doesn't mean that it is -an extremely high quality tape; it
just means it is different, and probably of the saturating variety.
Magnetic tape and disk coatings must be very uniform to avoid dropouts in
the data recording. Dropping out a few cycles of a musical passage on an audio
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tape would hardly be noticeable, but dropping a few bits on a data tape could
ruin a whole program or data base. Magnetic coating uniformity is therefore of
prime importance on magnetic tapes and disks.

Recording Methods. As a tape or disk is moved past a magnetic head, logic
levels (representing the 1s and Os) can be recorded one after the other in a serial
manner. Upon retrieving the bits off the tape or disk, however, a lot more
information than a rapidly changing serial stream of 1s and Os is needed to make
sense out of the data recording. Most importantly, the points at which each bit
starts and stops must be determined. The difference between three 1s in a row
and one or two 1s must be distinguished. Secondly, since most computers deal
with words and bytes, byte boundaries must be distinguishable. Finally, electromagnetic read heads only generate current at the state-transition boundaries
where the dipole alignment changes. Logic levels must be determined from
these changes.
The solutions to the above-mentioned problems lie in data formats (Fig.
3-13).
Nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) recording is a logical extension of the simple positive and negative saturation representation of logic states just discussed. The
only differences are that (1) a clock track is recorded next to the data on the
tape to help determine where bits start and stop, and (2) changes from positive
to negative saturation are used to determine the recorded signal, because electromagnetic record heads can only sense tape saturation or flux changes and
not levels.
Recording in the NRZ format is simple; data is sent directly to the record
head with a 1 representing negative tape saturation and a 0 representing positive tape saturation, as shown in Fig. 3-14.
Retrieving NRZ data is a matter of using a flip-flop to toggle between 1 and
0 every time a saturation direction change is detected. This flip-flop essentially
synthesizes the input data that was originally recorded. The clock track is used
to clock the data into an input register at the appropriate times.
The problem with NRZ recording is its error propagation characteristic.
Because flux changes (rather than absolute levels) are used to determine the
original recorded data, reliable reading is dependent on the toggling flip-flop's
ability to track the data perfectly and not miss a single saturation transition. If
the flip-flop happens to miss a flux change (perhaps caused by a tape dropout),
the flip-flop will be set in the wrong direction for that particular bit. Not only
will that bit be affected, however; all th~e following bits will be read "upside
down" since the flip-flop is out of phase with the recorded data.
Nonreturn-to-zero inverted (NRZI) recording solves the error propagation
problem and is therefore more commonly used in commercial tape equipment.
Instead of allowing saturation directions to change from positive to negative on
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Clock

1. NRZ
(non return to zero)
2. NRZI
(non return to
zero inverted)
3. FSK
(frequency shift
keying)

4.

cw
(continuous
wave)

5. PWM
(pulse width
modulation)
6. DFR
(double freq.
recording)
7. Biphase M
(manchester code)
8. Biphase L
(phase encoding)

Figure 3-13

Common data recording and transmitting formats.

all 0-to-1 transitions and back again on 1-to-0, the saturation is simply allowed
to change, whether it be from negative to positive or vice versa, whenever
input data of one is encountered. Zero data causes no saturation change.
Retrieving the data is a matter of determining if a saturation change has
occurred. If it has, the data is 1; if not, it is 0. If a saturation change happens to
be missed by the read head, a 1 will be misread as a 0, but subsequent data will
still be read correctly, since a saturation change still equals 1 and no change still
equals 0.
As with NRZ, a separate clock track must be recorded beside the data
track on the tape. When a separate clock track is available to tell where bits
stop and start, almost any distinguishable 1- and 0-representing signal can be
used as the data track.

Self
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Frequency-shift keyed (FSK) recording is a case in point. Using this method,
a high-freque ncy sine wave represents a 1' while a low-frequen cy sine wave
represents 0.
Continuous-wave (CW) recording uses a tone burst to generate a 1 and no
tone burst to represent a 0.
Both FSK and CW are seldom used in modern. magnetic data recording
applications , and both are nonsaturate d recording methods; but FSK is still the
most commonly used data communica tion format for remote computer terminals relying on modems.
So far, all the recording methods discussed require two recorded tracksone for data and one for clocking. Methods that require clock tracks are known
as clocked data formats. Their disadvantag es include the need fora two-track
recorder, their sensitivity to tape skew between the two tracks, and their spars.e
data packing.
It's true that games can be played to eliminate the need for a separate clock
track by going to asynchrono us timing methods. A slower-spee d clock can also
be recorded and multiplied into an in-phase normal-freq uency clock using a
phase-locke d loop, but a more realistic approach to the problem is the use of a
self-clocking recording method. Self-clocking recording methods produce a
serial stream of 1s and Os on a tape in such a way that both clock and data can
be derived from the single serial stream.
Pulse-width modulation (PWM) recording is a good example of a selfclocking format. Notice in Figure 3-13 that the waveform has a rising edge at
the beginning of every bit boundary. By triggering a "pulse-widt h watching"
circuit on the rising edges or by simply examining the waveform in the middle
of the third quarter of the waveform, a 1 or 0 can be accurately detected.
Basically, a short pulse equals a 0 and a long pulse equals a 1.
Double-frequency recording (DFR) is similar to PWM except that two quick
pulses represent a 1 instead of one long pulse. Many floppy disk drives use this
recording method. The DFR waveform is identical to the PWM except that the
second quarter of the waveform on each cycle is always 0.
It is fairly easy to generate PWM and DFR, because a variable-pulse-width
generator is all that is required. The two most common types of self-clocking
recording schemes, however, are even easier to generate waveforms for, but
the waveforms are quite cryptic and hard to follow in the timing diagram
(although the hardware has no problem keeping track of the data).
Biphase-M encoding, or Manchester code, is a self-clocking scheme that
changes from 0 to 1 or 1 to 0 on every bit boundary, but an additional change
only occurs in the middle of bits representing 1. This is basically a form of
frequency modulation using only single· cycles of each frequency.
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Biphase-L encoding is similar to biphase-M; but instead of a transition occurring on the edge of every clock pulse, it always occurs in the middle of every
clock pulse. The direction of the transition in the middle of the bit determines
whether it is a 1 or 0.
Biphase-L's advantage is that it is slightly easier to generate than Manchester code, but it has the disadvantag e of being susceptible to phase inversion. If
the playback tape deck has its magnetic head polarity-rev ersed from the recording deck, or if the playback deck has an extra inverting amplifier stage, the
data will be read ''upside down.''
Figure 3-14 illustrates how biphase is generated. The generation of biphase
seems to be a difficult task to accomplish, until you realize the trick: in this
case, an exclusive-OR gate.

Floppy disks are becoming
the dominant magnetic recording device in the microcompu ter field. Floppy
disks typically use saturatep recording techniques and NRZI or DFR methods.
Before the widespread use of floppy disks, cassettes were very popular as a
data storage medium. Professiona l companies developed cassette decks that
record in NRZ, PWM, and biphase using saturating recording methods.
A number of popular cassette and tape recording methods were introduced
by microcompu ter hobbyists as well. Hobbyist magnetic cassette recording
usually consists of biphase-L recorded data on nonsaturatin g tape such as
audio cassettes (the popularTar bell cassette format falls into this category),
and a self-clocking form of FSK on nonsaturatin g tape (commonly known as
the Kansas City Standard).
The saturated cassette formats offer higher performanc e than the nonsaturating audio tape formats, but, at this point, upgrading to a floppy disk is a
wiser choice for most hobbyists than upgrading to saturated cassette recordings.

Microcomp uter Magnetic Recording Devices.

While a hobbyist's or small
businessma n's single-track, low-speed, microcompu ter-controlle d cassette recorder hardly seems comparable to the multimegabit-rate 9-track high-density
"mag tape drives" used in large business and scientific computers, many problems and their solutions are shared by both devices.
The first problem is that of accurately locating and reading the desired byte
of data. Unlike random-acc ess memory, tape must be sequentially read. Further, it is not possible to start and stop the magnetic tape drive fast enough or
accurately enough to permit reading just one byte at a time. With a tape "density'' of 32 bits per millimeter (800 bits per inch), for example, each bit occupies
only 31.25 micrometers (microns).
The solutions to the data identifying and reading problems lie in ''file
managemen t.'' Information is written onto the magnetic tape in ''records'' or

Using Magnetic Tape in a Micro System.
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''blocks'' that usually consist of a few hundred bytes of data. Between the
records, blank spots or interrecord gaps are left to allow the tape drive to bring
the tape up to speed before reading the tape and to stop it after reading the
single record. The few hundred bytes of data read from the record are stored in
a ''tape read buffer'' area in memory and the program is free to use the bytes
one by one. Finally, when the buffer is empty, the tape is restarted and another
record is read, filling the tape read buffer again.
The simplest form of program tape storage is the storing of a whole program in one large record. Most microcomputer tape systems designed for use
with manual motor control recorders use this method. A more advanced way to
store programs and data is in a series of equal-sized records. A series of records
is usually called a file and is ended with an end-of-file mark on the tape. Figure
3-15 illustrates the typical file structure used on most advanced microcomputer
tape units. Figure 3-16 shows a common single-record tape format.
The complexity of a cassette tape interface is dependent on the number of
features incorporated. Read and write circuitry is essential in any tape interface. With just read and write circuitry, it is possible to dump and load memory
by manually turning the cassette recorder on and off at the beginnings and ends
of records. Multiple-record files are not practical with manual motor control
systems.
Motor start and stop control is an option that essentially comes for free in
most cassette recorders, and many inexpensive cassette interface units take
advantage of this feature. A computer-controlled magnetic reed switch is typically used to start and stop the tape.
Simple motor start-stop control is a vast improvement over manual control
because it offers a crude file management capability. Blocks of data can be read
sequentially in a start-and-stop manner, allowing the processor to perform
processing on single blocks of data. Two cassette recorders and a cassette
interface with motor control make up a single file management system. One
cassette is designated as the reading or input unit and the other is the write or
output device. Blocks of data or pages of text can be read in through the read
cassette, modified or added to by the user, and written out in standard file
format on the output cassette.
Assembler programs also benefit from motor control. Assembling a source
file of a program takes a relatively long time. Storing a whole source file in
memory is not possible with large programs due to the limits in memory size,
and taking in data from a large single record without motor control is not
possible because there is not enough time to assemble the program between the
bytes on the tape. With motor control, the computer can have tape input on
demand by using a read buffer and multiple-record file system.
Th next step up from motor start-stop control is full motor control. Profession 1 cassette decks usually feature fast forward and rewind as well as
motor tart and stop control. These features allow for hands-off operation of
the cas ette unit, which is very convenient.
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Figure 3-15

Tape file structure for single- and multiple-track tape.

Another feature often found on professional cassette decks is the ability to
fast-forward or rewind the tape and search for a certain record in the process of
rewinding. Because tape rewinds 10-20 times as fast as it reads or writes, it is
not possible to use identifying words written at normal read and write speeds to
find a file. Instead, special series of code words-which the cassette electronics can read if passed over at high speeds-are written at the beginning of
each record. It is easy to find the desired file using these high-speed-readable
file markers.
Typical data transfer rates for magnetic cassette tapes used in microcomputer systems range from 300 to 2400 baud, or 30 to 240 bytes per second, using
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Figure 3-16
Typical direct memory load tape formats. (a) Synchronous record format.
(b) Direct memory load format (often used to load programs in microcomputer systems.)

standard audio cassettes at a 1% inch-per-sec ond (4.7625 crn!s) speed, and up
to 32,000 bits per second or 3200 bytes per second using 1600 bits per inch (630
bits/em) saturating data tape at 20 ips (50.8 cm/s). These transfer rates are
relatively slow, so serial interfaces are commonly used with cassette tape units.

Paper Media
The earliest forms of computer data storage were paper cards and tapes. Even
before the developmen t of the electronic computer, an inventor named Babbage envisioned using gears, mechanical counters, and punched cards to form a
"difference engine" or mechanical computer. Difference engines were not successful due to friction problems, but paper media have had very large success
in the computer field and remain popular to this day.
Paper media have gained wide support in the microcompu ter field because
many inexpensive devices are available to handle them and because they have
some very desirable characterist ics. Paper tape, for example, is cheap, rugged,
very reliable, and insensitive to magnetic fields.
The most common paper medium in the microcompu ter field is punched
paper tape. Not only is it used extensively for long-term data storag~; it is used
as a program exchange medium as well. The widespread use of paper tape can
be directly attributed to the ASR-33 Teletype unit. This teleprinter consists of a
keyboard, a 10-characte r-per-second printer, and a paper tape reader-punc h.
Many microcompu ter users found that this unit met their hard-copy as well as
long-term storage needs for a very low price.
Paper tape has characterist ics similar in some respects to magnetic tape. It
is a serial storage medium and can only be read in one direction. Paper tape is
very slow, with read rates ranging from 10 to a few thousand characters per
second.
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(b)

Paper tape formats. (a) 5-level code (29-code). (b) ASR-33 8-level code.

One very important difference between paper tape and magnetic tape is
paper tape's character-on -demand capability. Magnetic tape requires multi byte
records because individual bytes cannot be accurately or selectively read. Because paper tape readers usually pull the paper tape across the reader head with
a ratcheting action, it is possible to read just one byte. Due to this capability,
file managemen t methods are not used in systems based on paper tape.
Paper tape is a byte-oriente d medium. The most common kind of paper
tape is the 8-level kind that is compatible with the ASR-33 Teletype's paper
tape reader and punch. Level refers to the number of bits of data represented in
each data byte on the tape. The format for 5-level paper tape (which was
popular on earlier non-ASCII teleprinters) is a hole string with five parallel hole
positions across it; 8-level tapes have eight parallel hole positions. Figure 3-17
illustrates these two paper tape formats.
Paper tape punching is always done with some sort of mechanical die, but
there are three distinct approaches to paper tape reading: mechanical, electromechanical, and optical.
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Mecha nical paper tape reading is the crudes t of the three, but
it is very
reliable. "Feele rs" are poked up throug h the holes in the tape
to read each
byte. The feelers thereb y sense which holes are punche d, mechanically
registe r
the holes, and read the byte. The principal drawbacks- of mechan
ical tape
reading is the speed limitation and device comple xity.
Electro mecha nical tape reading is a simpler tape reading method that
relies
on metal contac ts or brushe s to conduc t throug h the paper tape holes.
Again,
tape speed is limited due to the mecha nical nature of the making
and breakin g
contac ts.
Finally, the most popula r method of reading paper tape on modern
readers
is the optical method . Light shines throug h the holes as the tape passes
by the
optical read head. Reading speed on an optical reader is limited strictly
by how
fast the paper tape can be pulled throug h the reading mechan ism.
Paper tape has develo ped around the mechan ical reader, and some
of the
charac teristic s of the paper tape itself hurt the electro mecha nical
and optical
tape reading method s.
The most commo n type of paper tape comes on a large roll, is
oiled to
reduce mecha nical punch friction, and has a dull yellow translu
cence. While
this tape works well on the mecha nical teletyp ewriter , it plays havoc
with other
types of reader s. Electro mecha nical readers are affecte d by the oil,
which fouls
the electrical contac ts; and on optical readers , light often is registe
red throug h
the oiled translu cent tape where no holes have been punche d. Nonoil
ed, black
or gray paper tape has therefo re becom e very popula r for high-sp
eed electro mechan ical and optical readers .
Becaus e paper tape is a byte-o riented medium , most paper tape
readers
and punche s, with the except ion of the ASR-33 Telety pe, are driven
throug h
parallel interfa ces. An 8-bit paralle l interfa ce is enough to send the
full ASCII
charac ter set to a reader or punch. Eight bits are sufficient for alphan
umeric
data becaus e the ASCII charac ter set include s four contro l charac
ters that are
set aside to contro l a paper tape reader and paper tape punch. These
charac ters
are DC1, DC2, DC3, and DC4 (DC stands for device control ),
which have
hexade cimal values of 11, 12, 13, and 14 and the contro l codes of control
-Q, -R
-S, and -T (reade r on, punch on, reader off, and punch off).
If an applica tion require s that a full comple ment of 8-bit codes
be punche d
or read, the device contro l codes that turn the reader and punch
on and off
cannot be used. Whene ver these charac ters are punche d or read,
the reader or
punch stops or starts. In applica tions requiring comple te charac ter-set
punching capabi lities, a separa te 8-bit data and 8-bit contro l port are incorp
orated in
the device 's interface.
Much softwa re is written around the four contro l charac ters. Theref
ore,
many microc omput er cassett e interfa ces as well as paper tape interfa
ces use
the control charac ters to start and stop the reading and recordi ng
device s. This
softwa re then becom es useful with both paper tape and cassett e.

SELEC TING MEMO RY
FOR A MICRO COMP UTER SYSTEM
are
Once short-, medium -, and long-ter m storage devices and their interfac es
sysmputer
underst ood, individually interfac ing any one of them to a microco
to
tem become s a fairly straight forward task. Deciding which memory units
use, howeve r, isn't quite as easy.
Evaluat ing a system' s memory requirem ents is at:good place to start. A
for
simple microco mputer- based control ler usually requires perman ent storage
ry
tempora
for
memory
a control program and a small amount of random -access
memory
the
make
ents
working storage . In simple cases like these, the requirem
choices quite easy.
In the initial design of a microco mputer- based controll er, it is wise to
allocate about twice as much memory (PROM and RAM) as initial memory
estimate s call for. Control lers typicall y take on more tasks as they proceed
through the design process , so expanda bility can be quite importa nt.
The specific PROMs , ROMs, and RAMs should be selected on the bases of
y
price, power, perform ance, and micropr ocessor compati bility. Memor
and
ity
complex
design
simplify
family
devices from the micropr ocessor 's logic
eliminate the need for level translat or circuits. Memor y devices and a microof
process or from the same device family are usually well matched in terms
ranging
rates
clock
have
,
example
for
s,
speed also. NMOS micropr ocessor
to 1
from 1 to 4 MHz, while NMOS memory cycle times range from about 0.25
of
ges
advanta
The
rate).
clock
MHz
4
to
microse cond (corresp onding to a 1
rm
short-te
the
in
ed
describ
as
weighed
be
individual PROMs and RAMs should
memory section.
For process ing-orie nted microco mputer applicat ions, the memory decibut
sions get tougher . Not only does short-te rm memory have to be conside red,
.
selected
be
must
device
storage
m
a medium- or long-ter
First, enough RAM to run all the desired program s must be provide d. Text
to
editor program s typically use from 2K to 5K of memory , assemb lers 4K
low
today's
With
16K.
to
2K
rs
compile
and
ters
interpre
12K, and BASIC
memory cost, a good starting point for RAM is 32K. This much RAM allows
and
enough working storage for the above-m entione d program s plus some data
system utility program s.
Program s and data can be stored on cassette or floppy disk, but before
it is
deciding on an expensi ve dual or quad cassette system or dual floppy disks,
sive
inexpen
quite
is
y
wise to conside r the large memory approac h. Memor
the
compar ed to floppy disks and cassette drives, and can reduce or elimina te
used.
is
it
of
need for long-ter m storage devices if enough
and
If a microco mputer' s prime purpose is to run user-int eractive BASIC
system
a
ers),
assembl
and
editors
(text
e
assembl y languag e support softwar
and
consisting of 24K of PROM for BASIC , editor, and assemb ler program s,
less
cost
this
like
system
a
will
only
Not
e.
adequat
32K-48 K of RAM may be
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than a floppy disk system, it will perform more reliably and have quicker
program access and respons e time as well. A single, manuall y operate d
cassette deck for storing user program s and data may be desirabl e in a system
like
this as well.
If a floppy disk or cassette system is chosen over the memory approac
h,
more memory should be allowed to contain the disk operating or cassette
control softwar e or "operat ing system ." Putting this softwar e in PROM
is
nearly essentia l, especially on a micropr ocessor that has no front-panel
data
entry method , because upon power-u p the first program s to be run will usually
come off the disk or cassette . An alternat ive to putting the whole operatin
g
system in PROM is to put a small initial loader or bootstr ap loader in PROM
and have that initialize the operatin g system by doing an initial program
load
(IPL).
Two or more of the same magnet ic long-term storage devices have many
advanta ges over just one. The advanta ges include file copying capability,
the
ability to sequent ially read one tape while writing onto another (if cassette
s
were chosen) , and increase d storage .
If cassette s are chosen, motor control is imperat ive for any serious application that involve s more than just dumpin g or loading program s manually at
the
beginning and end of a session with the comput er. Some cassette s with motor
control offer nearly the flexibility, random -access capabili ty, and hands-o
ff
operatio nal charact eristics of floppy disks; but the latency time (file access
time) is always longer.
One factor to conside r before buying a floppy disk is the amount of data
that can be stored. Minifloppy drives of the single-density type can store
only
about lOOK bytes of data, which is barely enough for a couple of large program
s
and data bases. Working with minifloppies can become a cumber some handson operatio n (consta ntly removin g and inserting disks) if you require
large
storage capaciti es. A full-size floppy disk or one of the high-pe rforman
ce,
double- sided, dual-de nsity minifloppies may be more appropr iate for your
application.

New microproces sors, memory devices, interface chips, and other exotic microcompute r components enter the market every year, and it is popular to talk
about these fad items. Magazine article after magazine article and even whole
books are devoted to the popular devices.
Two important areas of microcompu ter systems that are usually overlooked are the control structure of microproces sors and the input and output
methods used to get data in and out of the closed microcompu ter-memory
system. A new microproces sor, such as the Intel 8086, is usually described as a
revolutionar y processor with so many index registers, so many data registers,
and a "pipelined" architecture . Little, if anything, is ever said about a
microproce ssor's microprogra mmed control unit, sequential control point
instruction- execution logic, or the internal workings of the priority arbitration
logic. Most manufacture rs' and authors' block diagrams of microproces sors, in
fact, pass off the most sophisticate d part of the processor- the timing and
control unit-as a simple box with the words "timing and control logic" written inside.
Two factors contribute to this situation: First, a microproce ssor's efficiency and overall performanc e are greatly affected by the control logic, and
most manufacture rs prefer to keep their unique designs proprietary. Dull subject matter is the second reason for the scarcity of control information. Microcomputer users are more interested in the available. registers and the instruction
sets of a processor than in the way a processor internally carries out an instruction. Control logic is somewhat invisible to a computer programmer .
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The dull subject matter argument also applies to 1/0 methods. It is much
more interesting to read about a microprocesso r's potential than about all the
little details that allow it to live up to that potential. This subject matter can
become very interesting, however, when you try to use a microprocesso r in an
actual application.
A microprocesso r's control logic and its 1/0 protocols play the largest role
in a microcompute r's communication with the outside world, and this chapter
is devoted to digging into the basics of computer 1/0 methods. A few basic
concepts concerning the low-level logic elements commonly used in 1/0 are
described, followed by explanations of various 1/0 schemes, from simple to the
most complex.

BASICS OF LOW-LEVEL 1/0 COMPONEN TS
It is important to precisely define the functions of various common logic elements before discussing how these elements are used to transfer data in 1/0
systems. Flip-flops, registers, latches, and memory cells, for example, are all
capable of storing bits of information; but the distinctions between these
devices are very important, because data I/0 is essentially the process of
capturing and transferring data to and from these devices.

The Edge-Triggered Register
Data transfers rely on the ability to "catch" a byte of data in a temporary data
storage un~t at a precise instant in time. If the unit sending the byte is a
microprocesso r and the temporary data storage register is located in a peripheral device, the act of catching the byte of data would amount to a
microprocesso r-to-peripheral output cycle. One such data-capturing device is
the edge-triggered register.
Figure 4-1 presents the standard notation used to depict a register. A
register's input and output signals are well standardized in notation. The D
input to the register is the data input, CK is the clock input, and Q and Q
(commonly called Q-bar) are the data output and inverted data output.
Data at the D input is transferred to the Q output on the positive-going edge
of the clock input's signal. The data that is transferred at the positive-going
edge of the clock pulse is stored or captured at the Q output until the next
positive-going clock signal occurs (when new data at the D input replaces it).
the important concept here is that the data is only ''looked at'' .by the register's
input during the very short time in which the clock rises from logic 0 to logic 1.
In other words, data need only be "valid" on the rising edge.
In reality, the data at the data input must be valid a slight bit before the
rising edge (called the data setup time) and a slight bit after the clock's rising
edge (called the data hold time) to allow the register's circuitry to respond to
the data properly.
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Data input
Clock

Data
output
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D Don't care data
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Edge-triggered register characteristics. (a) Rising-edge-triggered register.
Figure 4-1
(b) Falling-edge-triggered register. (c) Setup and hold times.

Rising- and falling-edge-triggered registers are available. Falling~edge
triggered registers capture data on the falling edge of the clock pulse and are
really just rising-edge-triggered registers with inverted clock inputs.
To describe the capturing of data in a register, we use the word clocked.
When data is clocked into a register, it is assumed to be captured on the rising
edge of the clock cycle.
The safest way to use a register to capture data is to allow as much setup
and hold time as possible on the D input. The input data should be valid for a
safe amount of time on both sides of the clock's rising edge. A good way to
make sure this criterion is met is to allow data to be presented and removed
from the data input at the trailing edge of the clock, and to clock data into the
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register on the rising edge. As Fig. 4-1 illustrates, valid data is symmetrically
sandwiched around the clock pulse, thus allowing very wide setup and hold
time margins.
A register's output takes a certain length of time to change to the new input
data following the clock's leading edge. This delay is known as the clock-to-Q
propagation delay. This lag in register output must be considered when using
registers.

The Bistable Latch
A latch is capable of storing a single bit of data; but unlike the register, it is not
a clock edge that directly causes data to appear on the latch's outputs.
Figure 4-2 illustrates a latch and its timing. A latch has a data input (D),
data output and inverted output (Q and Q), and an enable input (E or sometimes
G). A latch is "transparent" in that it allows data to freely pass from the D
input to the Q output when the enable is high; but it immediately freezes
whatever was at the data input when the enable line is dropped to a logic 0.
At first glance this may seem like a falling-edge-triggered register because
data is captured on the falling edge, but it has the transparent property not
available on the register when the clock is high.
In some applications the transparent feature of the latch is actually used,
but in most cases designers treat latches as registers that capture data on the
falling clock edge. The danger in using a latch in this way is that for the whole
time the clock is high, whatever data is on the data input is allowed to slip
through the latch and appear at the output. This problem is solved by narrowing
the positive clock portion down to a narrow pulse. Data can be thought of as
being captured by the pulse when this sort of arrangement is used. Capturing
data in this manner is referred to as "strobing" data into a latch.
Unless erratic output is acceptable during the time the strobe pulse is high,
data must be valid during the whole strobe time and even a little before and
after the pulse (setup and hold times again).
Data passing/freezing operation
1

0 output
~atan
Data
mput
Gate or
strobe

G

_
0

Inverted
data
output

Figure 4-2

Bistable latch characteristics.

I

Register-like strobed operation
1

I
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If a narrow pulse is generated by counters or if a multiphase clock with
narrow pulses is available, the latched 1/0 method is a reasonable alternative
because latches. are cheaper and draw less power than registers; but all too
often, bad design practice is used to generate the required narrow pulse. An
edge-triggered monos table multi vibrator (one-shot) is often misused in this
application, and system timing becomes dependent on the one-shot's timing
components as well as the processor's master clock crystal. Because one-shots
are susceptible to electrical noise, a noise burst entering the device containing
the one-shot-driven latches could cause false data to be strobed into the
latches. It is wise to avoid using one-shot-driven latches.

The Multiplexer
Whether you are inputting, outputting, or processing data, it must be channeled
between various processing elements and 1/0 devices. The logic element used
to steer data is the multiplexer.
Figure 4-3 illustrates a multiplexer and its equivalent gate-constructed logic. Basically, A data is passed to Y if the select line is low, and B data is
passed to Y if the select line is high.
A multiplexer or a series of multiplexers connected in a treelike fashion can
be used to select between many data inputs, but more often than not, virtual
multiplexers are used in 1/0 systems. A tristate data bus that can only be driven
by one tristate buffer at a time is an example of a virtual multiplexer. The buffer
driving the bus acts as the selected input on a real multiplexer, and multiplexing
action takes place even though there is no actual multiplexer part.

The Decoder
A decoder is a gating network that takes a few input bits (usually three or four
in the case of single-chip MSI decoders) and generates a unique output for each
3-bit input combination of ls and Os (Figure 4-3 illustrates a decoder).
Decoders come in two distinct types: those that raise only one output at a
time to logic 1 for each input code, and those that lower only one output to logic
0 for each input code. In TTL, the AND gate is the dominant building block, and
the one-line-lowered type is the most common. The NOR-gate-dominated ECL
uses the one-line-high approach in most cases due to ECL's wired-OR capabilities.
Decoders play an important role in interfaces in the capacity of device
selectors. Because only one output line on the decoder goes high for each input
code, device selection codes can be fed to decoders and the individual outputs
can electrically enable the specified device.
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Data engineering elements. (a) The multiplexer. (b) The decoder.
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BASICS OF DATA TRANSFER
The true definition of an input or output operation is the act of selectively
transferring data to or from a selected peripheral device. A good place to start
in the explanation of how 1/0 cycles are typically implemented is to take the
simple case of sending a single bit of data to a peripheral.
Figure 4-4 illustrates a single-bit data transfer. The output device consists
of a rising-edge-triggered register and an LED (light-emitting diode) to indicate
the state of the register. Referring to the timing diagram, the microprocessor
presents valid data and an output cycle clock line to the register. The
microprocessor's control unit raises the output cycle clock line to a logic I level
at the midpoint of the data-valid interval on the data line, at which time the data
is transferred from the microprocessor to the output device's register. A simple
one-bit output cycle is thus performed. The LED acts as the peripheral output
device in this case.
Most microprocessors have output cycles that are just embellishments of
this simple scheme. The data on the line usually reflects a bit in the accumulator while the output cycle clock is generated by an output instruction.
Figure 4-4(b) shows the logical extension of the single-bit data transfer: the
parallel data transfer. In this case, eight bits of data are sent to the output
device, which clocks the data into an 8-bit register where it is used to drive a
7-segment readout instead of a simple LED. Again, the timing diagram of
Figure 4-4(a) applies.
Figure 4-4(c) depicts a single-bit input cycle. In this case, the input clock
signal issued by the microprocessor is used to sample the data at the input
register's D input. A short time after the rising edge of the input clock, the data
becomes stable at the register's output and is sampled by the microprocessor.
Again, the microprocessor's control unit provides all the proper timing signals
for the data transfer and usually transfers the valid data on the line to one of the
microprocessor's registers where it can be accessed by the user's program.
Extending this data input principle to 8 bits yields the keyboard input
transfer logic of Figure 4-4( d). An 8-bit key code is generated by pressing a key
on the keyboard. The microprocessor proceeds to examine the 8-bit code by
clocking it into the register and sending it to the microprocessor's accumulator
or one of its registers.
What has been described so far is fine as long as there is only one 1/0
device or peripheral on the microprocessor bus. If two or more devices are
used, the question of which is supposed to receive the data is raised. This issue
is resolved with selection logic.
Figure 4-5(a) illustrates three output devices driven by the same data and
control lines. The microprocessor specifies for which device the output is
destined by supplying a device code. The decoder in the peripheral devices
either enables or disables data transfers to a particular device, depending on the
device code.
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Most microprocessor 1/0 schemes use a few of the address bits as the
device code bits. Because a memory cannot be accessed while an 1/0 cycle is
being performed (due to 1/0 data tying up the data bus), there is no sense in
adding additional lines for 1/0 device code selection.
From the standpoint of microcomputer software, the I/0 device code that
appears on the address lines is specified in the input or output instruction. An
OUT 5 instruction on an 8080, for example, puts the value 5 on the address
lines and the contents of the accumulator on the data lines.
The Zilog Z80' s input and output cycles are good illustrative examples of
the 1/0 principles just described. Figure 4-5(b) illustrates the Z80 output cycle.
Notice that instead of one output clock line, there are two lines that must be
combined (ANDed) to create an output clock line: the IORQ (1/0 request) line
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and the WR (write) line. Notice that the port address or device selection code
that appears on the 8 least significant bits of the address lines becomes valid
before the output clock lines are activated. This timing margin is provided to
allow the device selection decoders to stabilize and properly select the output
device before outputting data to it.

THE 1/0 DIRECTION STANDARD
When working with simple systems, the terms input and output are quite clear.
The simple data transfer examples just presented require no detailed explanation of which devices perform the input and output functions. In complex
systems, however, the terms input and output must be explicitly defined to
avoid any confusion about which direction data is flowing. When an output
transfer between an intelligent graphics terminal and a central processing unit
takes place, is the data output from the processor to the terminal or vice versa?
A standard convention was adopted to handle s~ch terminology conflicts.
Data transfers are always spoken of with relation to the central processing unit
of a computer system. Keyboards, digitizers, light pens, card readers, and
paper tape readers are input devices, while graphics displays, line printers,
paper tape punches, and the recording sections of cassette interfaces are output
devices. An output transfer between a graphics terminal and a CPU means that
data flows from the CPU to the graphics terminal.

SERIAL 1/0
Presenting a full byte of data to an output register and supplying an input clock
to clock the data is a fast and simple way of sending data to a peripheral device.
It is not always practical, however, to have eight or more data lines plus a clock
line extending out to all the peripherals in a system. In these situations it is
advantageous to replace parallel data transfer with serial data transmission.
Serial data transmission is the process of breaking bytes of data down into
single bits and shipping them out to the peripheral devices one at a time.
Some problems arise in the implementation of serial communication . First,
an effective method of converting parallel to serial data is needed. A microprocessor under software control or a "broadside-loa dable shift register" can
easily perform this task. A string of eight edge-triggered registers are loaded
with the 8-bit byte on the first clock pulse of the serial transmission operation,
and the bits are sequentially moved through the register string at the rate of one
bit per clock pulse. The bits that "fall off the end" of the register string make
up the serial output.
In a similar manner, bits coming into the receiving end are serially shifted
into a shift register until 8 bits are accumulated. This full byte of data can then
be used by the peripheral device.
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As Fig. 4-6 illustrates, an input line, output line, and a clock line are all that
is needed for bidirectional serial communication between two devices. If the
two devices are in separate cabinets and run on different power supplies, a
common or ground line between the devices must also be provided.

Synchronous Communications
With parallel communication it is clear that the rising edge of the clock indicates the transfer of a whole byte, but in serial communication the rising edge
of the clock indicates the transfer of a single bit, and a scheme to determine
which bit of the byte was transferred is needed. One common approach to this
problem is to initially synchronize the transmit and receive shift registers and
from that point on assume that the transmit circuitry and receive circuitry, by
simultaneously counting to 8 (in the 8-bit shift register case), will keep track of
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the byte boundaries in the bit stream. This type of serial transfer is called
synchronous communication.
The practicality of synchronous communication depends on the
transmitter's and· receiver's ability to stay synchronized after initialization. If
the receiver for some reason gets just one bit off (perhaps through the introduction of a noise spike in the clock line), all the following bytes will be received
incorrectly. The transmit and receive shift registers must be run off the same
clock in synchronous communication modes.
Initialization of the transmit and receive registers is usually accomplished
through a character matching process. When a synchronous serial transfer
begins, the receiver is put into a bit-stream "watching" mode. The first character sent by the transmit register, known as a match character, consists of a
predefined bit pattern known to the receiver. The receiver recognizes the
match character on the clock cycle that it is fully shifted into the shift register
and starts counting out 8-bit bytes from this point on.
Synchronous serial data transmission requires a clock signal in addition to
the input and output data transfer lines.

Asynchronous Communications
A common form of data transmission that eliminates the need for a synchronizing clock is asynchronous communication. Asynchronous serial communication relies on the fact that two clocks of approximately the same frequency stay
fairly well synchronized· over a short period of time.
An asynchronous data transmitter sends out an initial timing bit called a
start bit, followed by eight bits of serial data and one or two "stop bits." The
asynchronous receiver syncs up its clock (of approximately the transmitter
frequency) upon receipt of the start bit and clocks in 8 bits of data using the
just-synchronized receiver clock as a guide. By the time the eighth bit is
reached, the receive clock is slightly skewed from where the transmit clock
would be if it had been used, but the skew is not great enough to affect the
proper capture of the short 8-bit serial stream.
The stop bits at the end of the serial data stream are usually used by the
receiving equipment to determine if the clock is too skewed to provide accurate
read data . .If h is, a "bit-misalignment" or framing error is declared. Figure
4-6(b) illustrates the asynchronous communication method.
Serial ·communication requires much more control circuitry than parallel
communication. In addition to the standard parallel interfacing to the microprocessor bus, we must use serial-to-parallel conversion, clock synchronizing, and
bit-counting logic. The common use of serial communication has therefore
resulted in single-device serial communication chips to handle the complex
interface and conversion task. Among these chips are UART (universal
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asynchronous receiver/transmitter ), USRT (universal synchronous receiver/
transmitter), and ACIA (asynchronous communication interface adapter)
devices, all of which we discuss in detail in the interface components section.

OPEN- AND CLOSED-LOOP COMMUNICATION
When you send a byte of data to a peripheral device, it is good to know if that
byte ever reached its destination. The simple parallel and serial 1/0 schemes
just presented do not have any provisions that allow for checking. Data is sent
from the processor to the peripheral and it is assumed that the data correctly
reached its destination. This sort of 1/0 is referred to as open-loop.
There are a number of ways to send data-received status information back
to the sending device. After a word has been received it can be sent back to the
sending device or echoed, thereby "closing the loop." This method is very
common in computer-to-termin al communication. In most cases, the data entered through a compUter terminal's keyboard is sent to the processor,
checked, and sent back to the terminal's display screen or printing mechanism.
Closed-loop operation is provided on the microprocessor bus level with a
method almost universally known as handshaking. With this method, individual status signals are sent back to the processor acknowledging that the word
has been received properly. Handshaking logic adds considerable complexity
to a microprocessor's bus, but it also adds reliability and flexibility. Reliability
is improved because the processor can determine when data hasn't been received and take corrective action. Versatility is increased because the returned
status information can be used to perform powerful timing functions in addition
to closing the communication loop. Asynchronous memory operation is one
example.
In the discussion of memory interfacing (Chapter 3) it was assumed that the
memory address signals, read and write control lines, and data inputs were
strictly .under the control of the microprocessor. The microprocessor would
submit an address and read in the memory's data 250 ns later, for example.
With handshaking, a memory can have internal circuitry to tell the processor
when its data is valid on a read cycle or when it is finished with bus data on a
write cycle. Not only does the processor have an indication that the data was
sent or received properly, but it knows the precise instant to terminate the data
transfer and move on to the next memory access. If memory access and 1/0
handshaking are incorporated in a microcomputer system, memory devices
(RAMs, PROMs, and CCDs) and peripherals with widely differing speed
ranges can be used effectively on the same· bus without the addition of any
speed matching circuitry.
Handshaking is used extensively on DEC's LSI-11 microcomputer. The
data output (DATO) cycle shown in Fig. 4-7 illustrates the sequence.
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Figure 4-7
Microcomputer I/0 and memory handshaking. (a) Logic signals involved in
a data output (DATO) cycle on the LSI II. (b) Sequence" of events in a DATO cycle.

One feature that must be incorporated in any handshaking system is a
timeout mechanism. When a processor depends on a returned handshaking
signal to resume operation, there must be some provision for error recovery if
that signal doesn't come back. The LSI-11 handles this situation by trapping
(diverting program execution) to a device timeout routine if the accessed memory or device doesn't respond with a returned handshaking signal within 2 ms.

COMMON MICROCOMPUTER 1/0 METHODS
Every microcomputer has its own way of applying data transfer principles. The
specifics of a microprocessor's I/0 system as well as the general data transfer
concepts must be well understood before successful designs and interfaces can
be built. This section deals with the more specific areas of input and output.
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With the exception of a few exotic microprocessors, the majority of microprocessors either use data channel or memory-mapped 1/0. Most have some
sort of interrupt capability and many are capable of direct memory access
(DMA).

The Data Channel
In the early days of computers, when circuit and logic optimization were not
well understood, computers were thought of as machines consisting of a processor, a memory, and an 1/0 unit. The memory interfaced with the processor
through one interface and to the peripherals through a different interface.· Separate processor instructions were set aside for memory reference and 1/0 operations. This kind of an 1/0 scheme is called data channel input/output.
Microprocessors must have optimized 1/0 schemes in order to fit a whole
computer into a 40-pin integrated circuit, and pure data channels are not used in
microprocessors due to 1/0 pin constraints. The distinct instruction characteristics of 1/0 channels, however, is carried over from older designs. The 8080
and Z80 are examples of the 1/0 channel-oriented microprocessors.
Instead of having a separate 1/0 bus and device selection bus (common in
data channel 1/0), the Z80 uses the data bus as the 1/0 bus and the eight least
significant bits of the address bus as the device selection lines. 1/0 devices
therefore reside on the same bus as memory. The thing that distinguishes the
1/0 interfaces from memory is the microprocessor-generated 1/0 request line
(IORQ). If this line is low, it indicates that the data and address bus are acting
as a data channel; if it is high, it indicates a memory reference. Figure 4-5(b)
illustrates the 1/0 channel's timing.
The Z80 has a whole set of I/O-oriented instructions that turn the data and
address bus into an 1/0 channel upon execution. The basic input instruction is
IN A, where A represents the device selection or port address. (The term 1/0
port is commonly used to describe an interface on an 1/0 channel.) Because the
value of A can be 8 bits long, 256 read ports and 256 write ports are available on
the data channel. This number of 1/0 ports is sufficient for nearly every microprocessor application and is convenient because the port number can be stored
in a single 8-bit byte of memory. Because there are 16 address lines, and only
the 8least significant lines are used in an 1/0 cycle, there are 8lines left over for
other functions. The 8080 simply repeats the 8-bit port address on the most
significant bits, which serves no useful purpose. The Z80, on the other hand,
makes good use of these bits by displaying the contents of the accumulator on
these lines. During output instructions, a register can be output to the data lines
and the accumulator to the high address lines, allowing a 16-bit transfer. On
input cycles, the accumulator can be read by the peripheral interface, resulting
in a simultaneous input/output cycle.

Memory-Mapped 1/0
As computer science advanced, hardware optimization and simple-to-use instruction sets became sought-after features in computer systems. Processor
hardware was optimized and instruction sets were simplified by approaching
the 1/0 and memory interface processor logic simultaneously rather than independently. By treating every device's data transfer register as a location in
memory and assigning it its-own address, no separate output channel hardware
or dedicated 1/0 instructions are needed. The PDP-11 was a big step forward in
small computer design when it was introduced in the late 1960s, and totally
memory-mapped 1/0 was one of its main selling points.
A memory-mapped 1/0 interface is nearly identical to a memory interface,
but instead of using RAMs or ROMs, input and output registers are incorporated. Like a memory interface, the peripheral interface must contain a complete 16-bit (for microprocessors with 16-bit address lines) address recognizer,
and any buffers and handshaking logic associated with the microprocessor bus.
Memory-mapped 1/0 lends itself to program organization. A certain section
of a processor's memory addressing space (usually a 4K or 8K block) is allocated for 1/0 devices. These locations in memory are referred to as device
registers (as opposed to ports for data channels). In programs, data is transferred
to and from these locations just as data is transferred to and from memory. If a
processor has direct memory-to-memory transfer capabilities, such as the
LSI -11, data can even be transferred between devices with single memory-tomemory move instructions.
The, 6800 and 6502 microprocessors are two examples of memory-mapped
1/0 .machines. In both cases, no 1/0 instructions are available.

1/0 Transfer Type Advantages
Like every drastic logic difference in microprocessors, data channel versus
memory-mapped 1/0 data transfers are cause for hours of debate on which is
superior. Both sides have their advocates and opponents.
The data-channel advocates argue that interfaces on a data channel require
less hardware because a short port address instead of a full memory address is
·used to select the device. This argument is true for most memory-mapped 1/0
systems; but Digital Equipment Corporation, realizing the problem, has its
LSI-11 generate a separate signal indicating that the top 8K of memory is being
accessed. This signal can be used by 1/0 devices instead of the top 8 bits of
address to distinguish the 1/0 area of memory.
Another argument against memory-mapped 1/0 is that it clutters the memory. This argument is not valid because the 1/0 devices are usually grouped in
one confined area of memory, and the useful space taken from the processor's
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memory size is usually so small that it doesn't make any difference. The large
addressing space of the memory-mapped 1/0 has one advantage in special
applications. Occasionally in large control or data communication systems,
more than 256 output or input devices are needed. With memory-mapped 1/0,
thousands of peripherals can be accommodated.
The arguments about the advantages of the two 1/0 methods go on and on,
but it is interesting to note that most modern microprocessors are using
memory-mapped 1/0 methods.

1/0 TRANSFER INITIATION
We have been assuming that the microprocessor knows which peripheral it
wants to send data to and at what time to ,send it. But in real life it isn't that
simple. Peripheral devices can only accept data at a certain rate, and new data
may be input at any time. Two methods of determining when to start a data
transfer are in common use: the examination of device status under program
control or polling, and peripheral-initiated program interruption or interrupt
driven 1/0. Let's look at these two methods.

Polling
Submitting only 8 bits of data to a processor and expecting the processor to
input the data properly is somewhat analogous to telling a moving company to
pick up some goods but not mentioning when or where to pick them up. More
information must be submitted to the processor. One of the most common and
simplest ways to conv_ey enough information is to have a separate input register
built into the interface, which the processor can use to obtain status information about new data submitted to the interface.
The keyboard interface shown in Fig. 4-4( d) is a good example of a processor in need of more information. It is true that the processor can repeatedly
read the keyboard's register, but there is no way to tell when a new key has
been pressed or if a key has been pressed twice in a row. A separate register
with one bit representing keypress (logic 1 if the key is pressed, logic 0 if it is
released) can improve this situation. The updated keyboard interface is shown
in Fig. 4-8.
By getting into a programmed loop that repeatedly examines or polls the
status register waiting for the key to be pressed, the microprocessor can be
made to jump to a keyboard-data-examining instruction immediately after the
key is pressed, thereby reading the new data. The microprocessor can then
jump to a routine that waits for the key to be released, and again resume its
keypress loop waiting for the next character.
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There is no reason to limit the polling loop to one peripheral. Figure 4-8(b)
illustrates a keyboard, switch, and terminal all being polled by a software
polling loop. When the data of any device becomes valid, the processor jumps
to a quick-executin g data input or output routine and returns to the polling
loop. The chance of missing data in the short period of time that the data for
another device is being input is very small because the data service routine
executes so quickly and the peripherals are so slow by comparison.
The major advantage. to polled 1/0 initialization is its hardware simplicity.
The major disadvantage is the amount of processing time it takes. Constantly
watching the device status flags is time-consumin g, and leaving the polling loop
for even a short period to perform some other processing may cause data to be
missed. The amount of time spent in polling loops may be reduced by having
the status bits for many devices packed into a single status word with either one
bit representing each device or a code indicating which port is requesting an J/0
cycle; but the need for continuous polling remains.

Interrupt-Driven 1/0
Because it is the action of a peripheral (the receipt of a new character, for
example) that marks the beginning of a data transfer, it seems more reasonable
to have the peripheral device "tell" the processor when it is ready with new
data than to have the processor continuously ask if anything new has come in
yet. This is precisely the idea behind interrupt-drive n 1/0: when a peripheral
device has data to transfer, it lets the processor know.
An interrupt system must be incorporated in the control structure of a
microprocesso r if this 1/0 initialization method is used. An interrupt typically
causes a program (usually normal data processing) to suddenly halt, and diverts
execution to a separate program which inputs or outputs the new data. This
form of operation is inconsistent with the idea that programs flow nicely in
exactly the sequence you specify, and a change in the basic control rules of the
processor are required.
The simplest form is the single-line interrupt system. In this system, an
interface on the microprocesso r bus simply puts a logic 1 on the interrupt line
that leads to the processor's control logic. At the end of the currently executing
instruction, the program will be diverted to a fixed interrupt address. A program located at this address then inputs data or ''services the interrupt.''
With the simple one-line interrupt system, it is also possible to have many
devices issuing interrupts; but when execution is diverted to the fixed interrupt
address, a polling routine must be used for a peripheral to place its service
program's start address on the address or data bus when the device interrupts,
the processor can take this address and vector execution to the proper service
routine.
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This sort of interrupt system works well with many peripherals but involves greater interface complexity than the simple scheme of using multiple
interrupt lines. Address-generating circuitry and more complex timing circuitry
are needed on each interrupt-driven interface.

Interrupt Priorities
In interrupt systems in which many devices can make interrupt requests, eventually two or more interrupts will occur at precisely the same time. In this case,
priority arbitration logic must decide which request is more important.
A daisy-chain priority system is one of the methods available for deciding
priority. With this method, all the devices issuing interrupts activate a single
interrupt line leading to the processor, as illustrated in Fig. 4-9. The processor,
at this point, realizes that an interrupt is requested and starts to process the
interrupt after completing execution of the instruction in progress. The processor begins the interrupt sequence by issuing an interrupt grant signal that is
sent to the first device in the daisy-chained peripheral string. If this device
caused the interrupt, it prevents the grant signal from being passed on to the
next device in the string and performs interrupt action by putting its interrupt
service address on the bus.
With this method, the first device in the string naturally has the highest
interrupt priority, because it will be the one to take the grant signal 'first if
multiple interrupts are issued by different devices.
A second priority-arbitration scheme involves multilevel priority lines. Discrete hardware or an LSI chip called a priority interrupt controller works with
the microprocessor to form many (usually 8) interrupt lines. Each line represents an interrupt level. Interrupt lines with low-level numbers have higher
priority than interrupt lines with high-level numbers. Interrupt level zero is
usually the interrupt level that gets serviced first. By simply placing devices on
different interrupt levels, a priority interrupt servicing order is established.
Figure 4-9(b) shows a multilevel interrupt system.
Assigning priorities to peripherals takes careful thought. Usually, fast
devices that cannot wait with their data are assigned the highest priorities. A
disk, for example, has a relatively fast data flow rate (for a peripheral, that is),
and should be assigned a high priority. If a disk is assigned a low priority, there
is a chance that a byte of data could be missed when the processor is processing
interrupts iss'ued by slow teletypewriters that could wait to be serviced.
Special consideration must be given to the console terminal in an interrupt
system, however. Even though it is a slow peripheral, the computer operator
should be able to interrupt any process and take control of the computer.
Priority level zero is therefore often assigned to the console terminal.
Two methods are used to start a particular peripheral's interrupt transfer in
multilevel schemes. In sophisticated large systems such as the PDP~ 11, grant
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signals at various levels corresponding to the interrupt lines at those levels are
sent to the interrupting peripheral. It is then up to the peripheral to generate the
branch address. Many microcomputers use a simpler and somewhat more
hardware-efficient system, however. The logic performing the priority arbitration generates a vector address that reflects which interrupt level is requested.
This method eliminates the need for vector address generating logic on each
peripheral interface.
One advantage the peripheral-generated address priority system has over
the priority logic-generated address system is the number of devices it can
effectively handle. Daisy-chain priority on each of the interrupt levels is possible with the former but not with the latter.

Interrupt Masks
Interrupts can take over program execution in the middle of almost any pro. gram. In some cases, such as real-time control or within a timing loop, program
interruption ruins the results of the processing. In most interrupt systems a
software-controlled switch is provided to turn the interrupt system on and off.
On a machine with only a simple single-level interrupt system, simple "interrupt on" and "interrupt off" instructions are provided. In more complex multilevel interrupt systems, interrupt mask words are used.
In a multilevel interrupt system, a mask word sent to the mask register
allows only the interrupt levels whose bit in the mask word is set to 1 to cause
interrupts. Bits in the mask word are usually assigned so bit 0 enables interrupt
level zero, bit 1 enables level one, and so on. The fact that there are usually 8
interrupt levels on popular interrupt controller chips is due to the 8-bit interrupt
mask's correspondence to a standard byte.
Allowing a computer system's interrupt system to be masked out totally
under software control is unwise. If a program error causes an infinite loop in
the software to occur when the whole interrupt system is masked, there is no
way for even the highest priority device (usually the console terminal and
computer operator) to regain control of the system. Many microprocessors
therefore include a separate line on the microprocessor called the nonmasked
interrupt line. There is no way to turn this interrupt line off under software
control, and if a program accidentally gets into a' 'fatal loop,'' the operator can
pull the system out of it with his console terminal, which uses this line.

Interrupt Processing
Once an interrupt is accepted and program execution is diverted to the service
routine, steps must be taken to insure that the interrupted program can be
safely resumed later. First, the location where processing was interrupted in
the program must be saved so a return to that point can be made. The logic in
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the microprocessor's control unit usually performs this function automatically
when an interrupt occurs. The saved "reentry address" is usually saved on the
top of the microprocessor's stack. The saving of other registers and machine
status information is sometimes performed by the hardware itself, but it is often
left up to the programmer to perform in the service routine software.
A quick way to tell exactly what is automatically saved on the stack when
an interrupt is initiated is to look at the operation of the return-from-interrup t
instruction, which should be executed at the end of every interrupt service
routine. As an example, let's look at the 6800's return-from-interrup t (RTI)
instruction.
The 6800's RTI is a series.of seven stack pops. The condition code register
and then the two accumulators are popped off the stack, restoring them to their
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time-of-interrupt values. The index register is popped, and finally the program
counter data is popped off the stack. The program counter value is the restart
address of the interrupted program, so the program execution is effectively
diverted back to the original program.
One hardware-initiated event that takes place when an interrupt is accepted
is the setting of the interrupt mask. If more than one interrupt was issued at one
time and the interrupt mask bits were not set, the processor would immediately
be interrupted again when it entered the service routine. This would keep
happening until the final interrupt (usually at the lowest priority level) was
serviced. Low-priority devices would therefore be serviced first in a strange
nested-interrupt manner. Figure 4-10 puts all the ideas about interrupts together
into an operating interrupt system.

Interrupt Software Consequences
Software running in an interrupt environment can be fairly standard if masks
are properly set within timing loops and the interrupt routines are independent
of main program software; but as soon as interrupt routines and the main
program start sharing utility routines, some very strange events can occur.
A multiply subroutine is a fairly often-used utility subroutine in many
programs, and a user may be tempted to call the same multiply subroutine from
an interrupt program and the main program. The danger here lies in the way
data is stored in the multiply subroutine's intermediate calculations. If data is
stored in absolute-addressed memory locations, a multiply routine may give
wrong results if interrupted in the middle of a calculation. The multiply subroutine may have been used in the interrupt routine, thereby destroying the partial
results stored in the absolute memory locations. The program was "reentered"
and produced a bad result.
There are three solutions to the reentrancy problem. First, the use of the
same multiply subroutine in interrupts can be avoided, and another separate
multiply subroutine can be used; but this is a memory-wasteful solution, because two copies of the same program are needed. The multiply routine can set
interrupt masks at the start of the subroutine and remove them at the end,
prohibiting any interrupts while the multiply is in progress. This is a fairly good
solution if long delays in interrupt response time are acceptable. A more eloquent solution to the problem, however, is the use of a reentrant multiply
subroutine.
A subroutine is said to be reentrant if it can be interrupted at any time and
be called again without affecting the interrupted calculation. Reentrancy is
typically written into a program by limiting data storage to registers that are
saved when interrupted, and to the stack that also isn't affected.
The problem with reentrant code is that it tends to be slow-executing,
especially on a memory-oriented machine that relies heavily on timeconsuming stack operations. For high-performance applications, it is wise to
trade off interrupt response time or memory size for speed and go with one of
the first two reentrancy solutions.
Interrupt-oriented programs should be carefully checked for possible reentrancy problems before they are run. Interrupt-generated errors are the hardest
kind to find because interrupts act differently on every run of the program.

DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS
It's often said that the quickest way to get a job done is to do it yourself.
Instead of going to the bother of asking someone to do the job, explaining how
to do it, and waiting for it to be finished, you can do it yourself and it's done.
This is precisely the idea behind direct memory access (DMA). Some peripherals with high transfer rates and lots of data to transmit really can't wait
168
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around for the processor to take their data andplace it in memory; so their
interfaces are designed to go off on their own, take control of the microcomputer bus, and directly place data in and take data out of memory with no processor involvement. Direct memory access provides the highest possible memory
transfer rates and reduces processor 1/0 processing time.
The DMA concept is quite simple, but some hardware ingenuity is required
to implement it. The main problem is that the processor is in control of the
microcomputer bus, and bus control must temporarily be diverted to the DMA
peripheral. Microprocessors are usually designed with some sort of DMA provisions in their control units that allow them to be electrically removed from the
bus during a DMA cycle. The following paragraphs describe a few DMA
methods using these features.

Processor-Halt DMA
Probably the crudest way to take control of the processor bus for a DMA cycle
is to shut down the microprocessor and electrically remove it from the bus by
floating its tristate address, data, and control lines. This is the most commonly
used method of performing DMA in microcomputer systems.
-The Z80 is a good example of a device that is designed to,use processor-halt
DMA. A bus request line (BUSRQ) is available to DMA devices. Raising this
line causes the processor to ''get off the bus'' and go into an idle state as soon
as it has completed execution of its current instruction. When the Z80 is finally
off the bus, the bus acknowledge (BUSAK) signal is sent back to all the peripherals to indicate that the bus is free for DMA use. While DMA is being performed, the processor is internally performing NOPs (no-operation instructions) to keep the dynamic registers in the processor refreshed.
The interface complexity of the DMA peripheral interface is quite high due
to the logic needed to take control of the bus and generate processor-like
signals. A DMA interface typically consists of a transfer address register
(which indicates the memory address to transfer data to or from) and a transfer
length register (that indicates how many bytes of data are to be transferred).
The transfer address register typically counts as bytes ani transferred, thereby
placing data in sequentially increasing memory addresses. The transfer length
register counts down by one for each byte transferred. When the transfer length
count is decremented to zero, the transfer is complete and bus 6ontrol is returned to the processor.
The transfer address and transfer length registers are usually loaded by the
processor, so a DMA device isn't totally on its own. The microprocessor
initiates all transfers.
Simple processor-halt DMA works on a principle known as cycle stealing:
.clock cycles that the processor could have used to do useful wotk are "stolen"
by the DMA device for its own purposes. Other DMA methods that require no
cycle stealing do exist, but they are not often incorporated in microcomputer
DMA interfaces due to their complexity.

Interleaved DMA
Interleaved DMA is the process of taking control of the system bus when the
processor is not using it. Because the bus is not going to be used by the
processor, no time is wasted in the DMA transfer.
The Intel 8086 allows this sort of DMA. By making optimal use of the bus
accesses employing its 6-byte instruction queue, the processor can run for a
few cycles and not miss a single clock cycle if a DMA access is initiated. The
8086's philosophy is essentially this: The bus is free at any time as long as you
don't use it for too many clock cycles in a row (the instruction queue must
eventually receive its data).
DMA Interface Components
Because DMA is a fairly tough function to implement with discrete logic, LSI
DMA chips have been introduced. These chips usually contain transfer address
and length counters for one or more DMA devices. The cost of DMA chips is
usually high compared to other 1/0 chips, because (1) DMA is not used as often
as simpler interfaces and (2) production quantity of the parts isn't nearly as
great. Figure 4-11 illustrates a typical DMA interface and an LSI chip that
performs the same function. These chips are discussed further in the interface
device section.

DATA COMMUNICATION BUSES
The signals coming out of and going into a microprocessor chip are adequate to
communicate with any peripheral or memory device controlled by the microprocessor, but the signals rarely are sent directly to interfaces and memory.
Instead, additional logic is used to form a standardized communication bus or
the microcomputer bus to which memory and peripherals may be interfaced.
The LSI-11 Q-bus, IEEE 488 bus and S-100 bus are all examples of microcomputer buses.
Microcomputer buses offer many advantages over haphazard connection
of microcomputer interfaces. The advantages include modularity, standardization, high fan-out, and circuit protection. These characteristics will be examined more closely, but first let's be sure we agree on what a microcomputer
bus is.
A microcomputer bus is a set of address, data, control and power lines
arranged in a standardized manner and operating under a strict set of data
communication rules. Physically, a bus is typically a row of standardized parallel connectors, with each pin on every connector assigned a specific signal. The
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A typical microprocessor DMA cycle.

standards for the most common microcomputer bus are presented in Chapter 7,
but a typical bus has approximately the compleme11ts described in the following
paragraphs.

Power Lines
Every interface circuit on a bus needs power to drive its interface logic (and
sometimes to drive the peripherals themselves). Microcomputer buses, therefore, usually have a few different power lines· of different voltages. A prerequisite for a reliable computer system is. a good solid ground for all circuits in
the system. A few pins on the bus connectors are dedicated to system grounds.
Heavy wire (or a wide printed circuit path if the bus is built on a circuit board)
is used for the ground line. On sophisticated microcomputer buses, individual
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power-ground and signal-ground lines are provided. (The design practices section of Chapter 6 details the advantages of the dual ground system.)
The microprocessor, memories, and other components in a microcomputer
system use a wide range of voltages for operation. Four power forms are
usually provided on a microcomputer bus: +5 volts for TTL and MOS logic;
+ 12 volts for MOS drivers, interfaces, and RAMs; -5 volts for EIA communication drivers and other interface components; and -12 volts for MOS substrate voltages. The +5 volt supply usually has the highest current capabilities.
Two approaches are taken in distributing power on the bus. In one, an
external, regulated power supply places a voltage of precisely the proper level
on the power lines. Power can then be taken directly from the microcomputer
bus and used to power interface circuitry. In the other approach, onboard
voltage regulators are used. Unregulated power, a few· volts above the desired
voltage level, is placed on the bus. The individual cards that plug into the bus
must contain their own regulators. An unregulated 8-volt line would be regulated down to a 5-volt level by the circuit boards requiring this voltage level
for operation ..
The on board-regulator approach has the advantage that if any one regulator
breaks down, 'only the circuitry on that card will be damaged. Undesirable heat
~mitted by the onboard voltage regulator is the greatest drawback to this
-scheme.

Data lines
Most microprocessors have bidirectional data buses that permit transfer of data
to and from memory and peripheral devices. They are bidirectional in order to
save 1/0 pins on the IC package.
A few microcomputer buses abandon the bidirectional approach in favor of
individual input and output buses. Separate buses are rather inefficient and
wasteful of bus pins if both buses cannot be used at once-and in most microcomputers using this approach, they cannot. The S-100 bus falls into this category. Because most microprocessors use a bidirectional bus, it takes a lot of
circuitry to split the bus into separate input and output lines.

Address Lines
Address lines from the microprocessor are usually sent to high-current drivers
that drive address lines on the microcomputer bus. The drivers supply sufficierit current to drive many interfaces.
Both the data- and address-line drivers of a computer are of the tristate
type'. During DMA operations, these bus lines can be floated as they are on the
microprocessor.

Control Lines
The control lines on the microcomputer bus are dependent on the processor
driving the bus. There are a few basic control lines of which most buses have
variations.

Clock Lines. These are generated by the processor card and received by the
interfaces to use as a master timing reference. On processors having multiphase
clocks, such as the 6800, more than one clock line,exists on the bus. Occasionally the processor card will also break the master clock frequency down into
standard interface communication rates, and send these signals to interfaces
over the bus. This saves a lot of duplicated clock gent;!ration circuitry on the
interface cards.
Memory Control Lines. Toindicate the processor's requests for memory
access and whether a read or write cycle is needed, memory control lines are
used on most buses. In systems using 1/0 channels, a line indicating an I/0
channel reference is incorporated.
Initialize Line. To simultaneously reset all peripherals, an initialize line is
usually generated by the processor card, power supply, or front panel circuitry.
lpterrupt Lines.

Any bus that supports interrupt-driven operation uses interrupt lines. In many cases, multiple interrupt lines indicating priority level or
nonmasked interrupt requests are used. Interrupt handshaking logic and grant
lines are also used.

Halt and Wait Lines. To half processor operation during long memory
reference cycles or under front panel control, halt lines and wait lines are often
available.
DMA Status Lines. These provide DMA devices with an indication that the
processor is off the bus and free for use.
Bus Compatibility
It is very important that a microcomputer bus b,e well defined.·. Many manufac-

turers build products to operate on popular microcomputer buses; if a formal
definition of the bus signals isn't available, they do' their best to build something
that works. A compatibility problem arises when trying to operate that device
with another device ·designed to different bus interpretations~ The popular
S-100 bus is plagued by this problem. Very well defined buses such as the
LSI-11 bus and the IEEE bus, however, have no compatibility problems.
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A microcomputer bus tends to protect easily damaged components from
overload conditions. Properly designed interfaces and processor cards have
buffers on all lines leading to the bus: Buffers are very rugged and are much less
susceptible to damage than lines coming directly out of LSI parts. Buffers are
also less noise-susceptible, which results in more reliable operation.

Bus Terminations
Bus lines are limited in length, and the physical distance is typically cited in the
bus specification. A bus length of half a meter or so is usually the limit on an
unterminated bus. A bus is a transmission line and is subject to the same kind of
signal propagation and reflection problems, which are more critical with increased line lengths.
A signal propagates along a line until it reaches the terminal point. If the
signal is absorbed entirely at the terminus (the ideal situation), there is a good
impedance match between the resistive characteristic of the line and that of the
terminal. However, if there is any discrepancy between the impedance of the
line and that of the terminal point, the propagated signal will not be entirely
absorbed; a portion of the signal will be reflected back down the line in the
direction from which it came. These reflected signals are the ones that can
cause severe problems, because they can mix with other intended signals in
various ways to "confuse" the devices that are interfaced to the line.
Because signals are propagated at a speed that is a sizable percentage of the
speed of light, it is easy to see why short bus lengths offer a minimum of
difficulty -and why long line lengths create substantial problems. If the line is
short enough, the delay between application of a pulse to a line and arrival of
that pulse at the destination end of the line is negligible. But when the line is
long, the delay-particularly in high-speed systems-can be significant; and
when a reflection takes place because of a terminal impedance mismatch, unwanted signals can be propagating along the line while new signals are being
output to that bus.
The object of bus terminators is to match the impedance of the bus at its
end instead of letting it end with no connection. Resistors are typically used to
match the impedance.

LONG DISTANCE DATA COMMUNICATIONS
Data sent from a microcomputer interface card on a bus to a terminal may have
to travel as much as 10 meters to reach the terminal. Even longer links are
necessary between sensors and other processors in distant locations in an
installation. Asynchronous serial data communication is the most common
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form of general-purpose long-distance links, with synchronous serial communication being more popular for high-performance applications.
Data communication links can be unidirectional or bidirectional. If a device
is strictly an input device or strictly an output, data only needs to be sent in one
direction. In either case, a serial signal line is all that is required to complete the
communication link.
Devices that can operate as either input or output devices require bidirectional communication. There are two possible ways to accommodate such
devices. A single line can be provided as a shared communication line. Data
can be sent down the line in either direction- but only in one direction at once.
This mode of operation is called half-duplex.
If simultaneous bidirectional data communication is required, two lines can
be sent from the processor to the peripheral. One line would be permanently
assigned to input while the other would be an output line. This mode of operation is called full-duplex. Figure 4-12 illustrates unidirectional, half-duplex, and
full-duplex communication.
Long data communication lines are susceptible to signal losses as a result
of noise, cable resistance, and capacitance. Normal low-current logic signals
(TTL or CMOS) are not adequate for long-distance communication lines.
Special long-distance serial interface 1/0 standards have been adopted to
provide a universal way of communicating with terminals and other peripherals. Connector pin assignments as well as electrical characteristics are defined. The Electronic Industries Association's RS-232C standard, Teletype's
current-loop standards, and various other standards have become quite popular. These provide for large current levels and voltage magnitudes to minimize
the losses oflong lines. The standards also limit operation to fairly low frequencies in order to minimize capacitive losses (which increase with frequency) and
keep reliability high.
Medium-length data transfer lines need not be driven with special drivers if
proper impedance matching methods are used. A standard ECL gate, for instance, can successfully drive a 15-meter line at 70 MHz if its differential
outputs are connected to an impedance-matched twisted-pair line (two wires
twisted together to form a balanced transmission line). Figure 4-13 illustrates
this combination.

ERROR DETECTION AND CORRECTION
A byte of data flowing through a microcomputer system has many opportunities to have an error introduced. A single part failure or noise spike in any one
of the communication lines can cause a 1 to come out as a 0 or a 0 to become a
1. Because computers depend on 100% reliable data for correct operation, a
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Two direction
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only one direction
at once
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Processor

One direction data transfer

(c)

Figure 4-12
Data communication line formats. (a) Full-duplex communication.
(b) Half-duplex communication. (c) Unidirectional communication.

whole branch of computer science has developed around detecting and correcting data-transmission errors. Most large computer systems have error correction circuitry within the CPU, memory systems, and 1/0 interfaces. The 1/0
channels cause the greatest number of errors. Because 1/0 lines typically run
outside the computer through mechanical connections and noisy environments,
they are much more exposed to data-destroying conditions. Microcomputer
systems typically use error detection on 1/0 channels. Error detection on mi- ·
crocomputer memory modules is just starting to appear.
Error handling methods can be grouped into two classifications: (1) those
methods that detect an error and warn the processor that an error was encountered, and (2) those methods that detect the error and proceed to correct it.
Error correction is much harder to implement than error detection and is therefore used less often.
·

Parity
The most common form of error detection used in microcomputers is byte
parity. Parity is used between peripheral devices and the microcomputer. to
detect errors on long, error-prone data transmission lines.
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chang ed back into an odd numb er by the secon d bit
failing. The word will again
have an odd numb er of 1s and the error will go unde
tected .
Ther e are actua lly two types of parity . Odd
parity , which was just
descr ibed, mean s that every byte will alway s conta
in an odd numb er of 1s.
With even parity , every byte always conta ins an even
numb er of 1s. Odd parity
is most comm only used becau se the prese nce of
a word can be detec ted by
check ing to see if any bits in the word are one. A
word with all zeros is an error
cond ition in odd-p arity trans missi ons.
The price paid for parity checking in an interf
ace is twofold: a slowe r
trans missi on rate, becau se an extra bit of data must
be sent for every word , and
addit ional parity -chec king hardw are. Parit y gener
ation and check ing hardw are
is relati vely simple, howe ver.
A tree of exclusive-OR gates deter mine s if the numb
er of 1s in a word is
even and sets the parity bit to 1 (for an odd parity
system) if it is. The parity
check ing hardw are uses an exclusive-OR tree to deter
mine if the numb er of 1s,
including the parity , is odd. If it isn't, a parity
error is flagged. Figu re 4-14
illust rates a parity gene rator and check er.
Parity is a very comm on featu re on serial interf
aces, s9 most LSI data
comm unica tion chips inclu de parity -chec king hardw
are. The Moto rola 6850
ACIA (asyn chron ous comm unica tion interf ace adapt
er), for exam ple, can be
progr amm ed unde r softw are contr ol to check for
even, odd, or no parity at all.
A bit is set in the perip heral 's status word if
a data trans missi on error is
detec ted.

Checksum
In many applications, the extra bit of data adde d
to each word using the parityerror detec tion schem e is too wasteful to be desira
ble. In data stora ge, for
exam ple, an error detec tion meth od is desir able,
but storing one extra bit for
every eight means a 12.5% loss of data- stora ge capac
ity. For this reaso n, a less
stora ge-in tensiv e error check ing meth od is used on
most disks and tape drive rs.
The meth od is called check sum of cyclic redun danc
y check ing (CRC).
Chec ksum error detec tion spots error s in block s of
many bytes inste ad of in
indiv idual bytes as parity does. This is accom plish
ed by takin g all the bytes in
the block of data into consi derat ion and addin g one
byte to the end of the block
that reflects a chara cteris tic abou t the whol e block
. One chara cteris tic that
could be used is the sum of all the bytes in the block
. If an error occur red in any
one of the bytes in the block , surely the sum of
all the bytes woul d change as
well. The probl em with this meth od is the sum grow
s so large that it overflows a
single byte of data. The solution is to let the sum
byte overflow. The botto m 8
bits of the sum in an 8-bit check sum schem e are adequ
ate to indic ate any error s
that may have occur red.
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Typicall y, in a checksum scheme, all the bytes in a block of data are added
together without regard to overflow (thus the term cyclic redundan cy). The
resulting byte is complem ented and written at the end of the block. The complemente d word simplifies error checking . Upon block readback , all the bytes
in the block are added together . The addition of the final byte essential ly adds
the sum of all the bytes to its complem ent and turns the result into zero. A valid
block can be detected by simply checking for a zero sum.
One common misconc eption about parity, checksum , and error detecting
and correctin g codes, in general, is that the extra bits of bytes added to a byte
or block of data must be transmit ted correctly to perform the error checking
task. This is not true, because the check byte or bit is usually treated identically
or nearly identical ly to any other element in the byte or block. An erroneou s
check bit or byte will be detectab le just as an erroneou s data byte or bit will.
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Once an error is detected , there are several courses of action that can be
taken. The data transfer can be aborted, or a signal can be sent back to the
transmit ting device to indicate that a byte was in error and the block or byte
should be set again. Errors in tape and disk reading are usually handled by the
second method. If the tape or disk is read about 10 times and the error is still
present, a nonrecov erable error is declared and the data transfer is aborted.

Error-Correcting Codes
The need for retransm itting a byte if an error is encounte red can be totally
eliminate d by adding parity-ty pe digits to a byte in a way that lets you correct
as well as detect bad bytes. The key to such error-cor recting schemes is mqltiple represen tations of the same value. If a 4-bit value of 0001 represen ts a one,
a single-bit change in that byte must also be interpret ed as a one. The values
0000, 0011, 0101, and 1001 must therefore also be equivale nt to one. Many
coding schemes have been set up to perform error checking using this principle.
The most common error-cor recting code is the Hammin g Code. This coding scheme relies on parity bits intersper sed with data bits in a data word. By
combinin g the data and parity bits accordin g to a strict set of parity equation s, a
small byte that contains a value that actually points to the bit in error is generated. Figure 4-15 illustrates a simple Hamming Code. The M bitsrepr esent
memory bits; the P bits are parity bits. The derivatio n of the parity bits from the
data bits is shown.
An error can be detected and correcte d if any bit is changed in any value. If
the value 7 is transmit ted (0 0001 111 binary) but the bit in the third position is
accident ally changed to one (0 0011 111 binary), the reconstru ction equation s
shown in Fig. 4-15 can be used to reconstr uct the word as illustrate d in the
figure.
Error-co rrecting codes are very bit-waste ful, but large memorie s of the
future may rely on error-cor recting circuitry to be reliable. If building a multimegabit memory on one chip nearly always results in one or two bad cells,
error-cor rection logic within the chip could be used to mask out the one-in-amillion errors. This method could cause some inefficiency, but a buildable
RAM of a million bits (error corrected ) is far more desirable than an unbuildable 4-megabit non-erro r correcte d unit.
The hardwar e used to generate and check error-cor recting Hamming Codes
is quite complex and essential ly impleme nts the error-cor rection equation of
Fig. 4-15.
Hammin g and other error-cor recting codes offer an additional bonus. They
can detect errors of two or more bits, although they can only correct one-bit
errors.
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Using above equations: C 1 = 0 C2 = 1 C3 = 1
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Figure 4-15
Hamming error correction. (a) Hamming representation of digits 0-9.
(b) Hamming generation rules. (c) Hamming error correction location rules. (d) An error
correcting example.
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Before attempting to design microcomputer interfaces and systems, it is wise to
get familiar with the interface components available to the microcomputer
designer. What could be more disheartening than spending a week designing a
special interface circuit only to find that a one-chip interface component could
have performed the task?
There are two general levels on which interface parts should be known: the
functional level and the electrical level. In the past, simple devices such as
transistors and resistors were well understood'on both levels by most designers
mainly because the functions of these devices were directly related to\ their
electrical characteristics. A resistor, for example, could be selected to perform
a variety of functions, its value being determined by a simple application of
Ohm's law.
In regard to microprocessors and interface parts, however, the functional
or logical aspects tend to eclipse the electrical characteristics. Thinking only on
the logical level can lead to trouble when designing a system. Unless logic
thresholds, noise margins, fan-outs, and propagation delays are taken into
account, a logically correct circuit simply will not work. Basically, an interface
component will not perform its logical function unless it is run within its electrical limits.
When a 1 or 0 is sent from a microprocessor to an interface part, there are
actually three events that take place. A driver circuit within the microprocessor
generates a voltage or current level that corresponds to the logic level of 1 or 0.
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Typical driver circuits. (a) TTL open-collector. (b) TTL totem pole.
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The stage's high-impeda nce logic 1 state can be used to advantage, however. The outputs of many open-collec tor drivers can be connected together to
perform a wired-AND function. Only when all the drivers are in their highimpedance state will the output rise to 5 V. The open-collec tor driver therefore
makes a good bus driver when many drivers are connected to a common line.
Many minicomput ers and microcompu ters (notably the PDP-11) use opencollector bus drivers.
The variable impedance problem associated with
the open-collec tor driver is solved in the totem-pole driver shown in Fig. 5-1(b).
Tbe external pullup resistor is replaced by an internal pullup transistor, diode,
and low-impeda nce (130-ohm) resistor. Instead of letting the voltage slowly
drift up to 5 V through the low-impeda nce pullup resistor, the active pullup
circuitry (Q3) is turned on, causing a rapid transition. The totem-pole output
results in faster overall system operation due to faster rise times.
Although the totem-pole structure eliminates the disadvantag es of the highimpedance logic 1 state, it also eliminates the wired-AND driving capability. If
two totem-pole outputs representing 0 and 1 are connected together, current
will flow through R3, Q3, and D1 of the logic 1 driver and through Q2 of the
logic 0 driver. An undefined logic value will result as the two drivers "fight"
each other. Most TTL totem-pole outputs are protected from transistor
breakdown resulting from the high current flowing through the low-impeda nce
Q3 stage, but eventually thermal destruction of the top half of the driver totem
pole can occur, especially if more than one driver on an interface chip is
short-circui ted. If is good to know that two connected totem-pole outputs will
not cause chip destruction (wiring errors and solder bridges do sometimes
occur on interface cards), but connected totem-pole outputs should never be
designed into a system.

TTL Totem-Pole Driver.

The advantages of the totem-pole driver are combined
into a high-impeda nce state in the tristate driver
driver
a
put
with the ability to
driver's states are 1, 0, and float (or hightristate
A
shown in Fig. 5-1(c).
allows the driver to be manually put into
line
enable
external
impedance) . An
use tristate drivers for speed reasons.
ters
microcompu
Most
the float state.

TTL Tristate Driver.

The important factors to watch for in TTL or
TTL-level drivers are high- and low-voltage (and current) driving capabilities,
driving impedance, switching speed, and noise-gener ation characterist ics.
These vary greatly depending on the TTL family. Standard TTL gates such as
the 7400 (totem-pole output), 7401 (open-collec tor), and 74125 (tristate) typically have logic 0 current-sink ing capabilities of about 16 rnA. In TTL, it is the
current-sink ing capability of a driver that will be the first parameter to be
exceeded if too many receivers are being driven. A typical TTL receiver
sources about 1.6 rnA, so about 10 TTL receivers can be driven by a standard
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TTL driver. Special high-power buffer gates are capable of sinking much more
current.
Voltage levels for TTL are 0 to 0.8 V for logic 0 and 2 to 5 V for logic 1.
Drivers have np trouble supplying voltages within these ranges as long as the
fan-out restrictions are observed.
When driving long data transmission lines, high-power impedance-ma tched
drivers such as the 74128 50-ohm line driver must be used. The output stage on
these drivers is similar to the totem pole of Fig. 5-1 (b) with R3 being 30 ohms
instead of 130 ohms.
High-speed, Schottky, low-power, and low-power Schottky TTL drivers
have different characteristics . Schottky current and power levels are slightly
greater than standard TTL, while low-power and low-power Schottky drivers
use much less current.
TTL output drivers generate power line noise. Open-collector drivers draw
substantial current only in the logic 1 state. Transitions from 0 to 1 therefore
cause current demand changes that contribute to noise. In theory, totem-pole
and tristate drivers reduce this problem, because only low-impedance states
are switched between, but in practice these output drivers generate even worse
noise than open-collector drivers. The noise is the result of both totem-pole
driver transistors being on momentarily while switching from 0 to 1 or 1 to 0.
These conditions allow large currents to flow through both transistors, generating huge current spikes. Decoupling capacitors are used to reduce the noise.
We will discuss these in Chapter 6.

MOS Drivers
MOS and CMOS systems draw much less power and work with much lower
currents than TTL systems (when run at low frequencies) and their drivers use
much less current. In principle, however, the MOS driver is very much like the
TTL totem-pole driver. Instead of using bipolar (NPN in most cases) transistors, MOS transistors are used, as in Fig. 5-1(d). Because MOS transistors
are more like variable resistors than switches, no current-limiting resistor is
needed as in the totem pole. Instead, the internal resistance of the MOS transistor is used to limit current.
The most important characteristic to watch for when using MOS drivers is
drive-current capability. Most microprocesso rs use MOS drivers to generate
TTL-compatib le outputs, but due to the low-power characteristic of MOS
devices, these outputs are usually only capable of driving one or two normal
TTL loads.
The current driving capability. of a MOS driver is usually specified in a
different way than that of a TTL driver. The MOS driver acts like a resistor.
This means that the more current that is sunk through the driver, the higher
(from 0 V) or lower (from 5 V) the ·output will go. The output reaches its limit
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when logic levels at the output are no longer distingui shable (1.1 Vas zero, for
much current
~xample). MOS drivers are therefore specified by stating how
voltage, for
low
output
Z80's
Zilog
The
they can sink at a given voltage.
one TTL
drive
safely
to
enough
is
This
mV.
instance , is rated at 1.8 rnA at 400
loads.
tky
load or a few low-pow er-Schot
The MOS driver can drive many MOS receivers , and MOS input capacitance is the limiting factor when doing so. This is discusse d in the receiver
section.
Pushing the MOS driver past its limits is a bad design practice. The Z80
mention ed above, for example , could probably drive two TTL loads (about 2
rnA, typically ) but the 0 logic-level voltage would climb above 400 m V and
possibly to 700 or 800 m V. This voltage level is right at the borderlin e of the
TTL's zero-reco gnition voltage, and the slightest bit of noise on the data line
could push it over, causing bad data to be sent. The danger here lies in the fact
that the system will operate, but unreliabl y. A failure may not occur until the
final product leaves the lab and goes into a noisy environm ent.
Matching drivers and receivers of different logic families (and even the
same logic family) requires examina tion of noise margins. Figure 5-2 illustrate s
the noise margins of several logic families. The shaded areas represen t voltage
levels at which Os and 1s will be correctly recogniz ed. It is preferab le to drive a
logic level well into the shaded areas, as the remaind er of the shaded area acts
as a noise margin. The MOS driver driving a 1 rnA load, for example , generate s
a logic 0 level of about 200 m V. Because anything up to 800 m V is consider ed as
an acceptab le signal by the receiver, there is 600 m V to spare- or a 600 mV
noise margin. A 500 m V noise spike could come along and not even affect the
receiver.

ECL Drivers
Emitter- coupled logic is a current-o riented logic as opposed to TTL, which is
voltage-o riented. Voltage and current are indeed related to one another in any
form of logic, but ECL is more easily thought of in terms of current. The reason
ECL is such a high-spe ed logic is that it is nonsatur ating. TTL turns transisto rs
on and off by saturatin g them, while ECL channels currents using transisto rs
that operate in their active regions. Because saturatio n charge is not built up on
the transisto rs, it never has to be drained. Schottky TTL attempts to accomplish the same thing by using Schottky clamping diodes to keep the transisto rs
out of saturatio n. In this sense, ECL is more like an analog than a digital logic.
Many high-spe ed ECL parts can, in fact, be used as analog devices. The analog
nature of ECL must be consider ed when working with drivers and receivers .
Good de amplifier coupling practices must be adhered to.
The ECL driver shown in Fig. 5-1(e) is similar to the TTL open-col lector
driver in that the output is driven by a single transisto r and is terminat ed by a
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Figure 5-2
Logic thresholds of TTL and ECL logic families. (a) TTL thresholds.
(b) ECL's operating region, commonly known as the "Lazy H."

resistor . The big differen ce, of course, is that the ECL output is coupled
to the
transist or's emitter rather than its collecto r. Unlike the open-colle~tor driver,
the ECL driver's output transist or is never turned complet ely on (saturat ed)
or
off (cut off). When the transist or is in its lowest impeda nce or on state, a logic
1
is represe nted. ECL' s logic 1 voltage is -850 mV. When the transist or is
in its
high-im pedance state, the output is pulled to a logic 0 value of approxi mately
-1.8 V. The high-im pedance state is not as high an impeda nce as the
opencollecto r output, howeve r, because the transist or remains turned on
the
slightes t bit to keep it out of cutoff.
The ECL driver has all the advanta ges of the open-co llector, TTL totempole, and tristate drivers. Outputs from multiple ECL drivers can be connect
ed
togethe r to form a wired-OR. A bus can therefo re be built with ECL drivers.
Becaus e there are no saturati ng driver transist ors, the open-co llector desatura
tion problem is avoided and a noisy (curren t-spike generating) totem pole
is not
necessa ry to increase the speed.
The biggest problem s in working with ECL drivers are noise reductio n due
to the high frequen cies involve d, and thresho ld matching. While it is true
that
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curECL is a current- mode logic, it relies on voltage changes to generat e the
noise
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rent changes . ECL has only a 1 V logic swing with appropr iately
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margins (see Fig. 5-2). To make matters worse, the logic level thresho lds
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being
ECL parts drift with tempera ture. Unless the ECL family
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to
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Figure 5-3
Typical receiver circuits. (a) TTL input circuit. (b) LSTTL input circuit.
(c) MOS input (AND gate) circuit. (d) ECL input circuit.

Unit Loads. Each gate of a given logic subfamil y (TTL is a family, the
variation s are subfamil ies) is consider ed a unit load. Because drivers are capable of driving only a finite number of such unit loads, it is essential to keep the
number of receiver unit loads to no more than the maximum that can be driven
by the associate d driver. A driver, for example , with a rated fan-out of 10 may
be used to drive a maximum of 10 unit loads. But each unit load must be of the
same logic subfamily as the driver, or the fan-out specifica tion becomes meaningless. As long as the unit-load restrictio ns are observed , the logic circuit
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arrangeme nts should be well within the design limits of the componen t elements.

Mixed Logic Families. If devices of mixed logic families are used, the unitload specifications cannot be used with any reliability. The. input currents and
voltage requireme nts and capabilities of the drivers and receivers must be
compared to determine compatibility. Figure 5-4 illustrates the compariso n
process. In this example, a low-powe r Schottky TTL (LSTTL) driver is driving
two standard TTL receivers. First, the threshold voltages of the two logic
families are compared (tests 1 and 2). For a logic 1, the receivers need at least 2
V; the driver supplies 2.5 V, leaving a 500 mV noise margin. On the logic 0 side,
the receiver will tolerate no higher than 800 mV as a logic 0. The driver puts out
500 m V maximum as a logic 0, so logic 0 leaves a 300 mV noise margin.
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Because both logic families are TTL, voltage thresholds cause no problem and
are in fact nearly identical for standard and LSTTL parts.

Drive Current Considera tions. Next, the driver and the sum of the
receiver's currents must be checked to insure that the driver can indeed supply
enough drive current. Because two TTL receivers are connected , the sum of
two input currents must be matched against the single driver's total current
capability. As Fig. 5-4 shows, -3.2 rnA is required to drive to logic 0. The driver
can supply 8 rnA, so there is no problem. Likewise, with the sum of the logic 1
currents, -400JL A can easily handle the 80JL A high current.
From these specifications it is obvious that the first area in which trouble
will occur if more recievers are driven is the low output current level. Five
standard TTL loads will push the LSTTL driver to its 8 rnA limit. As stated in
the driver section, it is typically the low-level output current of the driver that is
the limiting factor in TTL.
In cases in which AND gates are used as receivers (see Fig. 5-4), it is a
common practice to connect the two or more inputs together if the AND function is not desired. Because the two or more inputs are connected to the
emitters of the same transistor, this receiver acts as a single load-1.6 rnA in
the TTL case. (This rule doesn't apply to LSTTL, however; because individual
diodes are used for each input, tied-together inputs act as multiple loads.)
Floating Inputs. On the logical function level, an input that is not connected
to anything is at an undefined logic level. On the electrical level, howeyer, open
TTL inputs float to a logic 1 level, and ECL inputs float to 0. As Fig. 5-3(a)
illustrates, if nothing is connected to the A and B inputs, current flows through
R1 and turns the Q2 transistor on.
Although the floating-input feature can be used in system design, it is better
to connect any open inputs to a solid 1ogic 1 (or 0) level i(they are not being
used. Because open inputs on some TTL circuits are susceptibl e to noise,
reliability problems can result.
The best way to set an input to a 1 or 0 is to tie it to -l-5 V or ground. Many
designers prefer to tie to + 5 V through a mild pullup resistor, thereby reducing
current flow through the input transistor caused by power-line transients exceeding maximum input voltages. One 1000-ohm resistor can be used to tie up
to 10 inputs to a logic 1 level and should be used for all inputs with input
breakdow n voltages of less than 7 volts.
Standard TTL Input Circuit. In ·the standard TTL input circuit (Fig.
5-3(a)), an input signal is taken through the input transistor 's emitter electrode
(Q1). The resulting high or low voltage value-dep ending on a 0 or a 1 input
value-is used to turn on (or off) the internal logic-level generating transistor
(Q2), thereby creating the logic signals for internal operation.
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Two points should particularly be noted about this design: (1) the input
portion of the. stage often has multiple emitters, and (2) clamping diodes are
used on the emitters. The incorporatio n of multiple emitters constitutes an AND
gate; Q2 cannot be turned on until all the emitters are at a high voltage level.
The shunting emitter diodes provide the necessary forward voltage drop during
negative excursions of the input signal and create a clamping effect that prevents ringing or oscillations after gating.
Low-power Schottky TTL inputs differ from standard TTL circuitry. Instead of using multiemitte r transistors as the input element, hot-carrier (Schottky) diodes are used [Fig. 5-3(b)] ,
with the result that less current is needed to operate the gate. While a standard
TTL gate requires about 1.6 rnA in the logic 0 state, the low-power Schottky
input requires but 0.36 rnA. As with the other input circuits, clamping diodes
are used to prevent ringing and to stabilize the circuit upon receipt of the gating
signal.

Low-Power Schottky TTL Input Circuit.

A common feature found on interface components
designed for microproces sor-bus use is the ability to "turn a receiver off' or
put it into a high-impeda nce state. At first this may not seem to make much
sense, because you cannot use wired-AND inputs anyway. The real reason
behind this feature is bus loading reduction. Many more receivers can be put on
a microcompu ter's address and data bus if most of the receiver inputs are in a
high-impeda nce state most of the time. A high-impeda nce input draws an order
of magnitude less current than an active input.

Tristate TTL Receivers.

Standard TTL inputs are fine as long as clean waveforms with quickly rising edges are available. However, in the real world,
conditions are not always ideal; noisy or slowly rising waveforms can cause
noise generation problems with standard inputs. The problem lies in the area in
which the waveform crosses the receiver's switching threshold. Because this is
the point at which the receiver switches between 1 and 0, a slowly rising
waveform that stays at this level for any length of time will cause rapid toggling
between 1 and 0, especially if there is noise on the line-as Fig. 5-5 illustrates.
A circuit that solves this problem is the Schmitt trigger. This circuit actually varies the switching threshold depending on whether the receiver is in a 1
or 0 condition. The instant a rising waveform crosses the threshold from 0 to 1,
the Schmitt trigger drops the threshold to a lower value so small excursions
, aro~nd the original threshold point have no effect on the output waveform.
On the falling waveform, the Schmitt trigger does just the opposite; it raises
the threshold as soon as a 1-to-0 transition occurs. The variable threshold effect
is called hysteresis. A typical Schmitt trigger (the 74Sl32) has a 0-to-1 threshold
of 1. 77 V and a 1-to-0 threshold of 1.22 V. A 550 m V hysteresis is the result.

Schmitt-Tr igger Input.
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Schmi tt triggers are used extens ively for inputs that do. not
chang e very
quickl y, such as inputs from slow logic and analog device
s. Schmi tt triggers
also find use in conve rting slow rise times to fast rise times
and in microc omputer bus receiv ers in which ringing can be a proble m.

MOS Receivers
Figure 5-3(c) illustr ates a typica l MOS input circuit . The
main featur e is its
MOS input transis tor. Input operat ion is quite simple. Voltag
e levels are detected by the MOS input transis tor, causin g it to act as a variab
le resisto r. This
variab le resista nce is used to switch betwe en logic levels.
Loadi ng. MOS input circuit s are charac terized by their extrem
ely high input
imped ance. MOS transis tors are charge -orien ted device s and
only draw curren t
when they are chang ing their resista nce (curre nt is induce
d by the buildu p of
charge ). The more often the input logic state is chang ed,
the more power the
input circuit will consu me. Due to· this charge -trans fer charac
teristi c, MOS
inputs are treated as capaci tive loads. The numbe r of unit
loads a driver can
handle is limited by either how fast the capaci tive inputs can
be switch ed or the
instan taneou s curren t requir ed to switch all inputs . When design
ing with MOS
receiv ers, it is necess ary to compa re input capaci tance as well
as voltag es.
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This fact is illustrated in the specification s for the 6800 microproces sor.
The number of peripheral chips of the 6800 variety that can be placed on the
MOS-driv{m bus is 8, limited by the 130 pF loading specification of the MOS
drivers. Motorola allows 100 pF for data bus driver capacitance and 30 pF for
interconnec tion capacitance .

Operating Voltages. Because MOS receiver impedances are so high, it is
easy to change the voltage on the input pin. A 5 V input signal moves the input
to 5 V with practically no current at all. The same thing applies to a 10 kV static
charge that you might have on your hand. High impedance makes MOS devices
highly susceptible to static electricity damage. In the early days of MOS
devices, just touching an open lead with a fingertip would virtually assure a
burned-out part, but today's devices are well protected against static charges
with zener diodes.
Figure 5-3(c) shows the zener diode on the MOS transistor input. If voltage
exceeds the maximum safe voltage, the zener diode provides a low-impeda nce
path to ground to absorb the charge. Most MOS parts are still labeled with
caution warnings concerning static discharge, but most new devices are in fact
extremely rugged and will only be damaged by the greatest abuse.
ECL Receivers
The ECL receiver shown in Fig. 5-3( d) is simply an NPN transistor that is
turned on and off by input current from the emitter-coup led driver. This receiver is basically a one-transist or amplifier that operates in its linear region.
Operation within its linear region means that the transistor does not have to be
driven completely into saturation to achieve full turn-on; the stage is turned on
at virtually the instant the device begins to conduct. Because current goes into
the base of the transistor instead of the emitter, very low current is demanded
by the input. ECL drivers are capable of driving up to 90 ECL input loads. This
figure is somewhat misleading, however. At ECL's high operating speed (20 to
500 MHz), the relatively small capacitance s introduced by the inputs and associated transmission lines reduce the drive capability down to 10 or less unit
loads. In ECL design, fan-out must be sacrificed for high-speed operation.

INPUT/OUTPUT INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Now that the basics of data transfer have been covered on the functional and
electrical levels, some of the commercial parts available to perform simple and
advanced 1/0 functions will be examined. Because microcompu ters are busoriented machines, the bus transmitter (buffer or driver) is a good place to
begin.
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Figure 5-6 illustrates the Signetics 8T96 bus driver. Bus drivers are designed to take low current and two-state outputs from microcom puter components and discrete logic and put them into a high current, standardiz ed tristate
(or open-collector) compatibl e driving format. Bus drivers s4ch as the 8T96
have four characteri stics that make them ideal for b~s driving applicatio ns: high
current drive, a low-leakage high-impedance state so many drivers can be
placed on one bus, short propagatio n delay due to the Schottky technolog y,
and the ability to maintain a high impedance during power-up and power-dow n.
The last feature is desirable, because it prevents an intentional or unintentio nal
power-do wn of a device on the microproc essor bus from tying up the bus.
Bus drivers usually come in 14- and 16-pin packages and have one or more
common enables that control 4-6 drivers within the package. These common
enable lines are useful for coinciden t bus control.
Buffers are available in inverting and noninverti ng versions. It is traditional
to have data inverted on a data bus because most old computers use opencollector bus drivers to form a wire-AND inverted bus. With tristate logic, there
is no advantage to the inverted bus.
Receivers are also available in 14- and 16-pin quad and hex versions. The
8T380, an example of such a receiver, is shown in Fig. 5-6.
Bus receivers are characteri zed by their high impedanc e, which allows
many to be put on a bus without undue loading. In many cases, a highimpedanc e PNP input transistor is used to provide high impedanc e as well as
fast switching.
Bus receivers often contain Schmitt-trigger input circuitry also. This enhances the noise immunity of a computer system and increases overall system
reliability.
Transmitt ers and receivers are often connected to the same line, and special parts that combine transmit and receive functions are useful in these applications. The 8T26 bus transceive r shown in Fig. 5-7 is one such part. Four bus
transceive rs are provided in a single 16-pin package. The 8T26 has tristate
outputs as well as tristate inputs controlled by the driver enable and receiver
enable inputs. Like the 8T96 bus driver, the 8T26 goes into a high-impedance
state on power-dow n.
Detailed information about interface componen ts is available in manufacturers' catalogs. Signetics has a very broad line of interface componen ts (their
8T series), as does National Semicond uctor. Microproc essor manufactu rers
such as Motorola, Intel, and Fairchild have nearly identical parts that go by
microproc essor series numbers. The Motorola XC68S5, for example, is basically an 8T95 driver.

One-Chip Parallel 1/0 Ports
The one-chip parallel 1/0 port, which is often called a periphera l interface
adapter (PIA) or programm able peripheral interface, is a combinati on of bus
transceive rs and registers designed to interface peripheral equipmen t in a paral-
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lei manner to externa l equipm ent. Two or more parallel input/ou tput channel
s
whose I/0 directio ns are program mable under micropr ocessor control
are
usually available. ·

The 6821 PIA. A good exampl e of a one-chi p I/0 port is the 6821 PIA,
designe d for use with the 6800 micropr ocessor family (Fig. 5-8). Data
and
control signals enter the PIA through data bus buffers (transce ivers) and
are
sent to data output or control register s under program control. The PIA
provides all necessa ry bus commu nication and handsha king. As far as the microcomput er program mer is concern ed, the register s appear as memory location
s,
because they are decode d (using CS1, CS2, and CSO) to respond to certain
address es.
The 6821 has two 8-bit parallel input/o utput ports called PA and PB. Data
can be sent to or read from the data register s that drive these ports. The
PA
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port can be programm ed to act as either an input or output port by setting all 8
bits in the data direction register to 0 or 1, respective ly. Because each of the 8
bits in the data direction register correspon ds to a line in the P A port, selected
lines of the PA port can be programm ed to act as individual outputs and inputs.
When the microproc essor or DMA device reads the PIA's PA register, the
data on PA's input-prog rammed lines appears directly on the microproc essor
data bus. Data written into the PA register appears on the output-pro grammed
lines as logic 0 and 1 levels. In the input mode, the P A lines will accept anything
below 800 mV as a 0 and anything above 2.0 Vas a 1. In the output mode, the
P A lines will each supply 1.6 rnA of sink current or one standard TTL load.
The PB port is similar to the PA port from a functional standpoin t. The PB
port and its correspon ding control and data direction registers respond to different bus addresses , however. The electrical characteri stics of the PB lines in
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their output mode are quite different from the PA outputs. These lines have the
tristate character and enter their float state when programmed as inputs. In
addition, these lines are capable of supplying up to 1 rnA of current at 1.5 V to a
transistor. It is obvious that Motorola had high-power control switching applications in mind when this feature was incorporated.
In addition to the two 8-bit-wide P A and PB ports, the 6821 has two discrete programmable I/0 lines (CA2 and CB2) and two discrete input-only lines
(CAl and CBl). These lines are under direct control of bits in the control
register. The CAl and CBllines can be programmed to cause interrupts on the
rising edge or falling edge of data at theCA inputs. The CA2 and CB2lines can
be programmed to act as interrupt lines or output lines. These discrete output
lines are ideal for use in which the PA port is an 8-bit output port and PB is an
8-bit input port from a peripheral. Peripheral motor control, handshaking control, or some other discrete function can be controlled by CA and CB.
Because the PIAs are programmable devices, the first thing you must do in
a program is initialize the PIA in the microcompute r system. This involves
setting all the data direction registers to their proper values. When a PIA is
reset during power-up, all the programmable I/0 lines are activated as inputs
and must be programmed to be outputs if desired.
The 8255 PPI. The 8080 family of microprocesso rs has a part that is similar
to the PIA called the programmable peripheral interface or PPI (Fig. 5-9). Like
the 6821, the 8255 has dual 8-bit PA and PB ports, but the remaining I/0 lines
are slightly different. Two groups of four control lines corresponding to the PA
and PB I/0 ports can operate in three modes:
1.

2.
3.

Each group of 12 lines (PA and its 4 control lines) can be programmed to act as an output or input.
A group of 12 lines can act as 8 data lines, 3 handshaking lines, and 1
interrupt line.
A group of 8 lines can act as a bidirectional bus with 5 lines (one
borrowed from the other port) acting as handshaking.

The output characteristics of the P A and PB lines are similar to the outputs
of the PB section of the 6821. The outputs can source 1 rnA to 1.5 V. Intel
suggests that these lines can be connected to darlington transistors to directly
drive printers and high-voltage displays.

Serial Interface Chips
The process of sending serial data to and from peripherals is so common that a
wide assortment of one-chip serial-to-parallel and parallel-to-serial converter/
controllers has been developed. These chips go by different names, depending
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on what kind of serial communicat ion they handle. The DART, ACIA, and
DSRT are but a few of these chips.
One of the first MOS LSI chips to gain popularity (prior to the
microproces sor in fact) was the universal asynchrono us receiver/tra nsmitter,
or DART. This chip is used widely in data terminals and on large computer
interface cards to provide bidirectiona l full-duplex asynchrono us data communications.
For ease of understandi ng, a DART can be split into two completely separate sections: transmit and receive. Figure· 5-lO(b) illustrates this functional
breakdown. The transmit section consists of a transmit data shift register (to
shift data out at the transmit clock rate) and a holding register (to hold new data
until the shift register has emptied its previous data). Data is automatical ly
loaded into the shift register when it is empty. A number of status lines are
presented to the user by the transmit section. Lines indicating an empty transmit register (TRE) and empty transmit holding register (HTRE) indicate when
new data can be submitted to the DART.
The user must program the parity and number of start and stop bits to be
transmitted. In the case of the DART, the term "programm ed" has a different
meaning than in the PIA.
Separate inputs on the DART's 40-pin package are set aside for these
functions. These pins can be connected to an external control register or simply
hard-wired to logic 1 or 0 values. The hard-wiring feature is nice because
initialization programmin g is·not required.
The DART's receiver section is basically a transmit section in reverse.
Data is shifted into the input shift register at the receive clock rate. When a full
word has been received it is sent to the receive holding register and can be read
by the user. The DART checks parity, overrun and data framing, and indicates
errors on discrete outputs.
DARTs certainly replace a large number of registers and timing circuitry in
an interface and are especially useful in nonmicropr ocessor interfaces (such as
a data-termina l interface) in which program-co ntrolled initialization is not possible. DARTs offer a great deal of interface capability for just a few dollars.

The UART.

A DART can be connected directly to a microproces sor bus for
serial data communica tion by connecting the inputs to the transmit holding
register and the tristate outputs of the receive holding register to the
microproce ssor's data bus. A small amount of decoding circuitry would, of
course, be necessary to make the DART respond to the proper address and
control signals of the microproces sor. There is an even easier way of implementing serial communicat ion, however. A part called an asynchrono us communication interface adapter or ACIA performs the task of the DART and
incorporates all the necessary handshaking and control signals required to
interface it to a microproces sor.

The ACIA.
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The 6850 is a good exampl e of a popular ACIA. The ACIA's structur e
The
(shown in Fig. 5-11) closely resemb les that of the UART of Fig. 5-10.
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Synchro nous data commun ication is desirable in
high-performance data links, and chips that handle the synchron ous serial communication function are available. The first ofthese chips were the synchronous receiver and synchron ous transmit ter chips. Later, these two function s
were combine d into universa l synchron ous receiver/ transmitt er or USRT
chips. Finally, micropro cessor-b us-orient ed versions , called synchron ous serial data adapters (SSDAs), were develope d.
The 6852, an example of such a chip, is illustrated in Fig. 5-12. Because
synchron ous communication does not require start-bit sensing, it would seem
that the SSDA would be much simpler than 'the asynchro nous ACIA. This is
not true, however , due to the need to keep data continuo usly synchron ized.
When data transmis sion begins, the receiver must "watch" for a match character that signals the start of a data stream. The SSDA contains a sync code
register and a compara tor to perform this function. Because a break in the
serial stream of data causes desynchr onization , the SSDA's transmit section
must generate fill characte rs (dummy characte rs that do not contain data) to
keep the data stream in sync when the micropro cessor has no new data to send.
Because SSDAs are meant for applications where high data rates are necessary, a few features that help keep a constant stream of valid data flowing are
incorpor ated. Three-level FIFO (first-in-first-out) registers are used to stack
transmit and receive data. The FIFOs give the micropro cessor much greater
leeway in data send and receive timing.

Synchronous Devices.

Serial data transmis sions over telephon e lines to time,.
sharing compute rs became popular before it was feasible for an individual to
have his own personal microcom puter. Today, time-sharing remains popular
due to the large storage capacities and software resource s of large mainframes;
but the arrival of the micropro cessor has had an impact on this area of computer technolo gy as well.
Intelligent terminals with built-in computing power that allow simple functions to be performe d in offline modes are now popular. Network s of terminal s,
each with its own processing resource s, are in the experime ntal stages and go
by the name of distribut ed processi ng. At any rate, the advent of the microprocessor has increase d the need for low-speed serial data transmis sion over
voice-grade telephon e lines.
As might be expected , single chips that replace many discrete circuits are
now available to provide the modulati on/demo dulation or modem function
needed for this communication. Modem chips differ from' the serial interface
chips describe d so far in that they digitally synthesiz e and decode analog waveforms that are transmit ted on telephon e lines.
Transmi ssion over a voice-grade telephon e link is accomplished using
asynchro nous data transmission with two pitches of tones representing the 0
and the 1 state (FSK data transmission).
Figure 5-13(a) shows a terminal communicating to a large compute r over a
telephone link. The user terminal of the link is called the originate end, because

One-Chip Modems .
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the person at the terminal originates the commu nication by calling the computer. The comput er's end of the link is the answer end.
Data can be sent bidirectionally in a full-duplex mode because two sets of
for
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drives, thereby replacing many discrete interface compon ents and reducin
checkerror
and
control,
head
overhea d support software for disk read, write,
oing. Floppy disk controllers are now available for the 6800 and 8080 micropr
any
nearly
to
ed
interfac
be
can
that
s
cessors as well as in stand-alone version
micropr ocessor with a couple PIAs.
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One-chip floppy disk controlle rs generally provide the following functions:
Track-to -track head stepping and status checking .
Read and write control for single or multiple records.
Full-trac k read and write capability.
Soft-sec tor timing generatio n.
Automat ic sector searchin g.
DMA disk data transfer capability.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

CRC error checking.

The 6843. This controller is a good example of an FDC designed for use with
a particula r micropr ocessor -in this case, the 6800. Fifteen internal registers
are built into this 40-pin controlle r chip. Twelve are program mer accessib le, as
Fig. 5-14 illustrate s, and three are nonaccessible registers that perform serialto-parallel, parallel-to-serial, and data-cloc k pattern generatio n. Floppy disk
status (error, interrupt , and capstan) can be monitore d by reading the three
appropri ate registers . By using the three registers, track and sector address can
also be monitore d while the disk spins.
The setup register is a user-pro grammab le register that is meant to be
initialized during power-up along with all the PIAs and ACIAs. The setup
Bits
+5
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Write protect
Ready
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~
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The 6843 floppy disk controller. (a) Floppy disk control lines. (b)
Figure 5-14
of 6843 registers. (Courtesy Motorola Semiconductor Products,
view
Programmer's
Phoenix, Arizona.)
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informa tion include s the seek time and the settling time the FDC will produce
.
The values used are depend ent on the model of disk drive being controll ed.
The comma nd register has one bit allocate d to specify DMA or PIO disk
data transfer s, and the remaining bits are set aside for disk control comma
nds.
The 6843 has a set of macro comma nds that perform comple x disk operatio
ns
that would normall y require extensi ve softwar e. These comman ds include
track seeks, single sector reads and writes, CRC reads, multiple-sector reads
and writes, and free-for mat reads and writes. The general count register
provides track number and sector count values for the macro comman ds. The
data
in and data out register s are used in PIO transfer s to read and write to the
disk.

The uPD372. The NEC uPD372 is a floppy disk control ler designed to work
with the 8080 micropr ocessor . This FDC is IBM 3740 format- compati ble
and
provide s program mable step-pu lse and stepping rate, CRC generat ion, and
a
program mable data-tra nsfer rate. The 372 can control up to four disks simultaneously.
One-Chip Cassette Controllers
The, NEC uPD371 is an interfac e chip designed to mate directly with the
8080
bus to control two digital cassette transpo rts. The chip perform s all the parallel
to-serial convers ion as well as the phase-e ncoded data generation. Like
the
floppy disk controll ers, the 371 perform s cyclic-r edundan cy error checkin
g.

CRT Controllers
The process of putting charact ers and graphic s onto a cathode -ray tube (CRT)
screen is really quite simple, but it involve s conside rable circuitry. Horizon
tal
and vertical counter s, charact er generat ors, and refresh memory , as well as
an
interfac e to the microco mputer or mainfra me are needed. To underst and
the
function of the CRT controll er, it is first necessa ry to underst and the basics
of
CRT raster-s can display.
A standar d TV monito r-or even the standar d home television set, for that
matter - "draws " an image on a phosph or-coat ed screen by sweeping an
electron beam across it. When struck by the beam, the phosph or emits light.
By
modulating the intensit y of the beam, a selectiv ely dotted or dashed line
is
drawn. TQ form an entire TV picture, a monitor starts its electron beam in
the
upper left corner of the screen and scans 262 horizon tal lines across the screen
starting from the top, going down. The beam sweeping is caused by oscillato
rcontroll ed electrom agnetic or electros tatic deflection.
The 262 lines scanned on the first frame are not quite above one another
.
There are black (nonsca nned) lines between them. The electron beam, therefore, proceed s to rescan the screen, filling in the spaces. This second frame
is
called the interlac ed frame.
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It is importan t to remembe r the following facts about raster scan when

working with CRT display generato rs:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Each 262-line frame takes 1/60 second to scan.
A full interlace d frame of 525 lines hikes 1/30 second and consists of
two 262-line frames.
The electron beam must move back to the left of the screen when a
line is done, and back to the top when a frame is finished. These
actions are called horizont al and vertical retrace, respectiv ely.
A horizont al line is 64 microsec onds wide, of which about 50 show
up on the screen (some is lost off the screen and on retrace).
Only about 240 lines of the 262 appear on the screen (some are lost
off the screen).

A video waveform must be fed into a TV monitor to provide the beamsweep timing. An NTSC standard for the voltage levels and timing requirements required at the monitor' s video input is shown in Fig. 5-15.
An image can be put onto the screen using a device that scans out frames at
exactly the same rate as the monitor. This device must use a photodet ector to
detect and modulate a video signal, which in tum is sent to the monitor. Image
orthicon s and vidicon tubes are such devices and are common ly used in TV
cameras.
Another way of putting an image onto a screen is to use a circuit that scans
out frames at exactly the same rate as the monitor and uses a long stream of
serial bits read out of a memory to modulate the scanning beam. By simply
letting 1 equal a white level and 0 equal a black level (see the wavefor m
standard of Fig. 5-15), any desired black and white (or bilevel) pattern can be
put onto the screen. The process just describe d results in a large grid of points
or pixels (picture element s)-comm only called a raster-scan bit map.
It is easy to visualize how bits on the screen could be turned on and off to
create graphics patterns and alphanum eric symbols, but a few quick arithmet ic
calculations show that this is a very expensiv e way to generate an image. First,
to generate a 525 vertical (one for each scanned line) by 525 horizonta l (to make
it a square) bit map requires 275,625 bits of memory. To fit the 525 bits across
the 50~-ts portion of the 64~-ts line requires that bits be accessed at a rate of 95
ns per bit.
Paralleling banks of slow memory , simultaneously reading many bits, and
shifting bits out through a high-speed shift register decrease s the 95 ns memory
access requirem ent, but the need for a large memory still exists. In graphics
systems in which any random pattern can be put onto a screen, users must live
with this large memory requirem ent. In a data-term inal application (which is
synonym ous with "most applicati ons"), a form of data corrwression can be
used to save on the amount of display memory used.
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Character s on CRTs are typically constructe d on 5 x 7- or 7 x 9-bit pieces
of the bit map. Each character therefore takes up 35 or 63 bits of the bit map.
When you consider that a 1-bit wide space is left on the top and right of each
character, these figures increase to 48 and 80 bits. Because 64 characters (or
128 if a full character set is used) are all that are needed for a terminal, a 6- or
7-bit code is all that is needed to specify what is needed to fill the 48 or 80 bits of
the bit map. This is about a 10:1 savings over specifying each of the 48 or 80
bits. Something to convert the 6- or 7-bit code to the 48- or 80-bit character is
needed within the CRT generator, however. The part that performs this function is a character generator ROM.
Putting a typical80- character- wide by 24-line display on a CRT is a matter
of having an 80 x 24 x 7 bit memory (approxim ately 1920 8-bit bytes) that is
accessible to the microcom puter, and a screen display controller . In this case
the CRT controller simply reads out a character and sends it to the character
generator ROM, which in turn uses a shift register to serially send it out to the
screen as the beam moves from left to right. On the horizontal scan, 80 characters must be read in about 50 /.LS, which works out to one byte every 626 ns.
This read rate is easily accomplis hed. Because each character is more than one
scan line high, each character must be repeatedly read for 7 or 9 scan lines
before going on to the next row of characters .
The hardware needed to perform the CRT control operations includes:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

A horizontal character counter to keep track of the character column.
A vertical counter to keep track of the scan-line row.
A high-speed shift register to shift data onto the screen.
A memory for the 1920 characters .
A video generator to mix the serially shifted data with sync signals
that generate the NTSC waveform of Fig. 5-15.
Interface circuits to allow a microcom puter to get into the character
memory and modify it when it isn't being used by the scanning
process (typically during retrace time or on an interleave d basis, if
the memory is fast enough).
A character generator ROM.

The AMI68047 is a single-chip CRT controller that contains all of these
parts but requires external display memory. A number of desirable additional
features are also incorporat ed. Some of the features include timing and control
circuitry; address buffers; an internal 64-charac ter, 5 x 7-dot, ASCII-enc oded
alphanum eric character generator; and a color generation system.
In a typical application, a system would consist of the CRT generator chip,
a 6800-type microproc essor, a 1K- by 10-bit display memory, an external3 .58
MHz clock for timing, and a few additional interface gates. With such a system,

1
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the user can genera te normal or inverte d charac ters using the interna
l charac ter
genera tor ROM. Two "semig raphic " display modes allow the user
to display
combin ed alphan umeric s and graphi cs using the 8 bits of the display
word to
form a small dot matrix rather than sending them to a ROM. These
graphic
modes can be switch ed on or off for each display line scanne d.
With larger externa l memor ies the 68047 can operat e in 8 full-gra
phic
modes. A low-re solutio n 128 x 192 pixel display with 4 colors per
element, or a
high-resolution 256 x 192 two-co lor display can be genera ted. A
6K- by 8-bit
memor y is require d for these modes . Versatile alphan umeric and
graphic field
capabilities are possibl e using the 68047, becaus e the device can
switch between any of the display modes every 12 lines.
Anothe r interes ting feature is the chip's ability to produc e a screen
border
in all the graphic modes. A border makes graphic images look
much more
impres sive and comple x.
The 68047 is oriente d toward s graphic s as well as alphan umeric s,
but most
CRT control lers (including the Motoro la 6845 and Intel 8275)
are design ed
mainly for charac ter genera tion within a data terminal. These chips
replace the
complex graphi c control functio ns with powerf ul cursor control
capabilities
(auto-feeding, scrolling, blinking of cursor, and the like). Other
valuable features of the 6845 are its progra mmabl e charac ter genera tor and light-p
en control registers.

Other Controllers. A numbe r of specialized comple x control lers that
interface directly to microc ompute r buses are available. The 6854 advanc
ed datalink contro ller (ADLC) provid es comple x commu nicatio n format
ting to meet
Advan ced Data Commu nicatio n Contro l Proced ures (ADCC P), high-le
vel data
link contro l (HLDL C), and synchr onous data link contro l (SDLC
). Primar y
and second ary data commu nicatio ns station s can be handle d in
stand-a lone,
loop, and polling configurations.
Anothe r special ized microp rocess or interfa ce is the 68488 chip. This
device
is designed to interfa ce the standa rd IEEE 488 instrum ent-and -micro
compu ter
bus to the 6800 bus structu re. This chip is useful for moving data
to and from
instrum ent interfa ces designed around the 6800 microp rocesso
r. This chip
greatly reduce s the amoun t of discret e circuitry needed to meet the
IEEE 488
bus protoco l.
MONOLITHIC ARITHMETIC
PROCESSING UNITS
Real-time proces sing is the act of proces sing data as it arrives , as
oppose d to
storing it, and proces sing it at a leisure ly pace. Real-ti me data
proces sing
presen ts a proble m for most microp rocesso rs, especia lly if comple
x arithm etic
operati ons are involve d. Multip lication and division natural ly slow
most microproces sors, becaus e few have hardwa re multiply and divide instruc
tions (the
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Microprocessor bus

~~1~3~l~dil~ig!
Control logic

Signal

Meaning

cs
RD
PAUSE
C/0
WR
END
CLK

Chip select (input)
Read (input)
Pause (output )
Comma nd/data (input)
Write (input)
End of executio n (output )
Clock (input)

RESET
SVACK
EACK
SVREQ

Reset (input)
Service acknowledge (input)
End acknowledge (input)
Service request (output )

8
Command format
jRjsjF j

IIIII

'---:-v
----'
5-blt op code

F = fixed/flo ating pt.
S = single/d ouble precis.
R = SVREO

Comma nd word format

I
SV~EQ

bit

I

\ I·

\
Fixed

5-bit operand code

·I

Single/ point
double bit
precision

Figure 5-16
The AM 9511 arithmetic processing unit (APU). (Copyright ©
1978
Advanc ed Micro Devices , Inc. Reprod uced with permiss ion
of copyrig ht owner.)

The TRW MPY-16AJ
A 16- by 16-bit multiply in 23 JLS with the 9511 is certain ly
a vast impro vemen t
over the 150 JLS neede d to petfor m multip licatio n on a simple
8-bit microp rocessor, but for many forms of proces sing that requir e vast amoun
ts of multiplies,
such as graphi cs, image , and signal proces sing, an even higher
multiply rate is
necess ary. For these applic ations , high-s peed monol ithic
multipliers such as
TRW' s MPY-16AJ can be used.
The MPY-16AJ is a 16- by 16-bit one-ch ip multip lier (Fig.
5-17) that can
genera te a 32-bit produ ct in 200 ns. The chip comes packa
ged in a 64-pin DIP
with a large integr al heatsi nk; it dissip ates 8 W of power . Intern
ally, the multiplicati on is perfor med by emitte r-follo wer logic that resem
bles ECL, but the
device is TTL-c ompat ible at the pins.

co

N
....

DADD
DSUB
DMUL
DDIV

FADD
FSUB
FMUL
FDIV

0
1
0
1

0
1
0
1

0
0
1
1

0
0
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0

R
R
R
R

R
R
R
R

Command Description (1)

Adds TOS to NOS. Result to NOS. Pop Stack
Subtracts TOS from NOS. Result to NOS. Pop Stack
Multiplies NOS by TOS. Result to NOS. Pop Stack
Divides NOS by TOS. Result to NOS. Pop Stack

1 SQRT
0 SIN
1 cos
0 TAN
1 ASIN
0 ACOS
1 ATAN
0 LOG
1 LN
0 EXP
1 PWR

0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

Adds TOS to NOS. Result to NOS. Pop Stack
Subtracts TOS from NOS. Result to NOS. Pop Stack
Multiplies NOS by TOS. Result to NOS. Pop Stack
Divides NOS by TOS. Result to NOS. Pop Stack

Square Root ofTOS. Result in TOS.
Sine of TOS. Result in TOS.
Cosine ofTOS. Result in TOS.
Tangent of TOS. Result in TOS.
Inverse Sine ofTOS. Result in TOS.
Inverse Cosine of TOS. Result in TOS.
Inverse Tangent of TOS. Result in TOS.
Common Logarithm (base 10) of TOS. Result in TOS.
Natural Logarithm (base e) ofTOS. Result in TOS.
Exponent ial (ex) ofTOS. Result in TOS.
NOS raised to the power in TOS. Result in NOS. Pop Stack.

Derived Floating Point Functions (2)

0
1
0
1

0
0
1
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

R
R
R
R

Floating Point

Adds TOSto NOS. Result to NOS. Pop Stack
Subtracts TOS from NOS. Result to NOS. Pop Stack
Multiplies NOS by TOS. Result to NOS. Pop Stack
Divides NOS by TOS. Result to NOS. Pop Stack

Fixed Point Double Precision

SADD
SSUB
SMUL
SDIV

Fixed Point Single E Precision

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Command
Mnemonic
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Command Code

Table 5-1

800
4464
4118
5754
7668
7734
6006
4490
4478
4616
9292

350
352
168
171

21
38
208
208

17
30
92
92

Clock Cycles
(Max.)

N
.....

CD

0
0

R
R

0
0

1

0
1

1

0
1
1
0
1

1
1

0

0

0

0
0

1
1

1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1

1

0
1

Note: NOS= Next on Stack
TOS = Top of Stack

0

0
1
0
0
1

R
R
R
R
R

R

1
0

R
R

0
1

0

R

R
R

0

R

0

0

R

R

0
0

R
R

1

1

1

1
1

1

0
0
0
0
1

0
0

1

1

1

0
1

0
0

0

0
0

0

1
1
1
1
0

1
1

1

1

1

0
1

0
1

0

0
0

0

0
1
1
1
0

0
0

0

0

1

0
1

0

1

1

0
1

0

1
1
1
1
0

0
0

0

1

0

0
1

XCHF
PUPI

XCHD

POPF
XCHS

POPD

CHSF
PTOS
PTOD
PTOF
POPS

CHSS
CHSD

FLTD

FLTS

FIXD

NOP
FIXS
No Operation.
Converts TOS from floating point to single precision fixed
point format.
Converts TOS from floating point to double precision fixed
point format.
Converts TOS from single precision fixed point to floating
point format.
Converts TOS from double percision fixed point to floating
point format.
Changes sign of single precision fixed point operand on TOS.
Changes sign of double precision fixed point operand on
TOS.
Changes sign of floating point operand on TOS.
Push single precision fixed point operand on TOSto NOS.
Push double precision fixed point operand on TOS to NOS.
Push floating point operand on TOS to NOS.
Pop single precision fixed point operand from TOS. NOS
becomes TOS.
Pop double precision fixed point operand from TOS. NOS
becomes TOS.
Pop floating point operand from TOS. NOS becomes TOS.
Exchange single precision fixed point operands TOS and
NOS.
Exchange double precision fixed point operands TOS and
NOS.
Exchange floating point operands TOS and NOS.
Puch floating point constant " TI" onto TOS. Previous TOS
becomes NOS·.

Data Manipulation Commands (3)
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16-bit MPYER /MCAND Inputs
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Figure 5-17

product output

The TRW MPY16 AJ 16 x 16 200 ns multiplier.

analys is
When interfa cing chips such as this to a microp rocesso r, careful
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must be done before hand to determ ine if the vast
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200
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e
1 MHz 6800, for instanc e, would be overkil l, becaus
. For faster
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sors built
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for
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proces sors such as the 8086 (8 MHz version ),
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more
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more
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these
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Both 8- and 12-bit version s of this 16-bit
approp riate for lower- perform ance proces sors.

ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTERS
cessing them,
The proces s of taking analog signals from the real world, prepro
g digital data
resultin
conver ting them to digital data, and finally bringin g thy
we exsection
this
In
into a compu ter's memor y is called data acquisition.
s.
proces
amine the princip les and compo nents involve d in this
. VoltFigure 5-18 illustra tes an overall picture of a data acquisi tion system
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Digital
representation

Amplified

Filtered and Shaped

Quantized
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Output

1
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7
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00001
00010
00011
00100
00101
00100
00011
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9

AID converter
control

!--........,..,

Physical
event

Microcom puter bus

Figure 5-18

A microprocessor-based acquisition system.

circuits are used as necessa ry for signal compre ssion, multiplying,
and
squaring. The filtered signal is switche d by an analog multiple xer and sent
to a
sample- and-hol d circuit, itself an analog memory of a sort. The multipl
exer
switches betwee n many analog signal sources , thereby reducing the need
for
repeate d circuitr y upstrea m. The sample- and-hol d unit samples the voltage
level of the input at a specific instant of time and holds it constan t at its output
so the analog-to-digital (A/D) convers ion circuitr y can sample a steady voltage
level. The AID unit convert s the stable voltage level to a digital value corresponding to the input voltage. This data can be put through some interfac e parts
(perhap s a PIA) and sent to a micropr ocessor .
The microp rocesso r or discrete control circuitr y must control the signal
acquisition and process ing circuits to insure that (1) the proper analog inputs
are selected , (2) data is sampled at the proper time, and (3) the data is held
long
enough for the D/A convert er to make a valid convers ion.

Quantizing
of
Quantizing is the process of dividing an analog input signal into a string
codes
Binary
de.
equally spaced discrete outputs , each of a constan t amplitu
be
can be generat ed for each of these levels, and the quantiz ed wavefo rm can
s
perform
function
d
stored in a microco mputer memory . The sample-and-hol
perer
convert
AID
the equally spaced sampling of an input signal, while the
forms the binary coding. Figure 5-18 illustrates the input, quantiz ed, and coded
rm,
waveforms. The quantiz ed wavefo rm differs slightly from the input wavefo
the
in
ce
differen
The
because it is constru cted as a series of discrete steps.
the
on
ent
depend
is
waveforms is the quantizing error. The degree of the error
one
of
duration
The
rm.
sampling resoluti on and the irregularity of the wavefo
sampling period is defined as Q, and the quantizing error is defined as the time
between samples , as measure d from the center of each sampling period. Quan-·
tizing error can be reduced by reducin g Q through faster sampling.
The rate of sampling is limited to the rate at which samples can be conit
verted to output codes by the AID convert er. The apertur e time is the time
introerror
coding
The
ion.
takes an AID convert er to perform one convers
duced by the AID is called the amplitu de uncerta inty.
The questio ns asked most often in regard to choosin g a data acquisit ion
system are these: What amplitude resolution should the sampling be? How
g
many bits should the AID convert er generate? How fast should the samplin
that
theorem
the
is
rate
g
samplin
ning
rate be? One guide often used in determi
be
states that an input signal with a highest frequency compon ent of f can
rate
g
samplin
A
2f.
of
cy
frequen
g
samplin
a
using
recover ed without distortion
is
of 2f or greater will therefor e minimize the likelihood that analog information
.
being lost in the quantizing process

Sample-and-Hold Circuitry
a
Sample-and-hold circuits are designe d to accept an input voltage level at
next
the
until
output
an
at
level
precise instant of time and hold that voltage
in
sample is taken. A device capable of ''remem bering'' a voltage is needed
eristic.
charact
this
y
such circuitry, and a capacito r has precisel
A crude sample-and-h<;>ld circuit can be constru cted using a capacito r and a
or's
switch, as Fig. 5-19(a) illustrates. When the switch is closed, the capacit
,
opened
is
switch
the
t
momen
The
.
voltage
input
the
voltage follows or tracks
the
at
t
constan
remains
r
capacito
the
of
level
voltage
the
the tracking stops and
last switch-closed value.
A capacito r and a switch cannot be connect ed directly to analog circuitr y
be
because of the capacit or's effect on the driving wavefo rm, so a buffer must
a
be
must
off
used for isolation. The switch used to turn the sampling on and
to
or
transist
ect
very low-leakage, electrically controll ed unit such as a field-eff
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Output buffer
amplifie r

Sample------------'

J

Low leakage
"holdin g" capacitor
(a)

Sample - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

Integrat ing

In

Input buffer
amplifie r

R Analog
switch
-=-Outp ut/integ rator
amplifie r
(b)

Figure 5-19
Common sample-and-hold circuits. (a) Simple switched capacita
nce.
(b) Accurate operational integrator.

preven t curren t from leaking from the input buffer to the
capaci tor when the
switch is open.
Figure 5-19(a) depict s a comm on open-l oop, fast sampl e-andhold circuit .
Figure 5-19(b) illustr ates a very accura te and linear circui
t that uses an operational integr ator (capac itive feedba ck amplifier) for the hold
circuit .
The five most impor tant param eters of a sampl e-and- hold
circuit are:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Acqui sition time (the time betwe en start of sampl ing
and stable
outpu t-anal ogous to digital propag ation delay. )
Apertu re time (the time it takes for the sampl ing switch
to fully
open).
Apertu re uncert ainty time (the variati on charac teristi cs of
the aperture time).
Decay rate (the chang e in outpu t voltage resulti ng from
capaci tor
discha rge per period of time).
Feedth rough (the amoun t of input signal that manag es
to leak
throug h to the outpu t when in the hold mode) .

A/D Conversion Circuitry
and many
Converting an analog level to a digital signal is not a trivial proces s,
ent on
depend
is
used
method
The
used.
are
method s of performing conver sion
ments.
conversion speed and accura cy require
The simplest and cheape st form of conver ter is the counte r or servo
genertype shown in Fig. 5-20(a). A counte r control s a DIA conver ter, which
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Servo.

The dual-slope integrating AID conver ter is illustraa consta nt
ted in Fig. 5-20(b). An integrator first integra tes the input signal over
up on the
time. A charge that is propor tional to the input voltage builds
bleeding the
integra tor's capacit or. The second stage of the conver sion involves
ce) and
charge off the capaci tor (by integra ting down to a negativ e referen
tor
capaci
determining how much charge was on the capacit or by how long the
voltted
takes to discharge. A counte r keeps track of the time, and the conver
harge
age is the produc t of the reference voltage and the ratio of discharge-to-c
feature
cy
time. Dual-slope AIDs are inexpe nsive and accura te. The accura
used extenmakes them very desirable for digital panel meters, where they are
sively.

Dual-Slope Integr ator.

The succes sive-ap proxim ation type of AID
fast and
conver ter is commo nly used and is noted for its ability to perform
proces s
d-error
accura te conver sions. Conve rsions are performed by a trial-an
word.
output
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that starts with the most significant bit (MSB) of the conver
correvoltage
a
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Successive Appro ximati on.

The paralle l AID conver ter is the fastest and most
A sepaexpens ive of all AID conver ters. In principle, its operati on is simple.
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The
decoder then decodes the bit values and generat es a binary output code.
rethey
ators
compar
of
number
the
is
ers
convert
ND
problem with parallel
er
quire. As a rule, 2n compar ators are needed; a simple 8-bit AID convert
therefor e requires 256 compar ators.

Selection Criteria. When choosin g an AID convert er, there are a few important parame ters to conside r:
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

Range (the voltage differen ce between the convert er's minimum and
maximu m input voltage).
Resolut ion (the size of the voltage steps). Resolut ion is express ed as
the number of bits in the output code and the percent age of the range
covered . A 10-bit ND is a 0.1% AID.
Linearity (the maximum difference between the voltage steps). Ideally, all voltage steps should be precisely the same size.
Monoto nicity (the propert y of having an increasi ng output for an
increasi ng input over the convert er's entire range).
Missing codes (the propert y of a convert er skipping a code due to
nonline arity).
Quantizing error (the maximu m voltage error due to the convert er's
noninfinite resolution).
Relative accurac y (the full-scale error in output voltage for any two
input voltages across the entire range).
Absolut e accuracy (the full-scale error in output voltage for full-scale
input voltage).
Offset error (the value output by the convert er when a 0 V input is
applied).

DIGITAL-TO-A NALOG CONVE RTERS
in
Converting a digital word to a proport ional analog value is a necessa ry task
generat
digitally
for
useful
is
and
ers,
counter and parallel types of AID convert
One
task.
this
s
perform
er
convert
A
D/
The
well.
ing analog control signals as
commo n device used to turn a word into a voltage is a precisio n resistor
network driven by electron ic switche s controll ed by each bit in the input word.
Each bit of the input word contrib utes a current proport ional to its binary
e
weight to a commo n line. Figure 5-21(a) shows the weighte d-curre nt-sourc
the
s
convert
Dl A convert er. A final output amplifier with resistive feedbac k
and
current to a proport ional voltage. This DIA convers ion method is fast
accurat e.

4-bit digital input
A

r
MSB

~
LSB

BR
Switchable
Temperature
compensated
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voltage
generator
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1

I
I

I
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-~
(a)

>--._- o Output
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R
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R
LSB

2R
Digital inputs

(b)

Figure 5-21
Two common digital-to-analog conversion methods. (a) Weighted-currentsource D/ A. (b) R-2R network D/ A.
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Another D/A configuration is the R-2R network shown in Fig. 5-21(b).
Again, the sum of currents from all the bits in the input word are fed to an
amplifier and converte d to a voltage. The MSB has a much greater effect on the
amplifier because it is closest to it in the resistor ladder, while the LSB has the
least effect of all. The values of R for series resistors and 2R for shunt resistors
provide proper weighting for the binary system.
The following features should be evaluate d before purchasi ng a D/A converter:
Resoluti on (the number of bits converted).
2. Accurac y (typically measure d as percenta ge error in voltage output).
3. Settling time (the time it takes for the digital input to be converte d to
an analog output with the rated specification characte ristics).
4. Linearity (the maximum error in the conversi on between adjacent
input codes)
5. Output range (the voltage difference between the maximum and
minimum output voltage).
6. Input coding (the binary or BCD format of input code).
1.

HIGH-POWER INTERFACE DEVICES
The TTL logic gate (which can sink about 16 rnA) has been the largest current
handling device discusse d so far in this book. Turning on a 220 V, 50 A industrial motor can hardly be handled by this gate-dir ectly, that is. Addition al
amplifying or high-pow er switching is needed. There are many approach es to
the power switching problem. Solution s range from the antiquat ed relay to the
rapidly dominating VFET.

Buffer-Interface Gates
The next step from the standard 16 rnA TTL output gate is the buffer-in terface
gate. Buffer-i nterface gates come in the same packages and even pinouts as
regular TTL gates such as the 7400, and they can be used in the same way as far
as the inputs are concerne d. The differenc e lies in the output driver's characte ristics. The voltage- and current-h andling capabilities are three times as large in
many cases.
The 7438 is an example of an interface gate. This part looks exactly like a
7400 quad NAND gate in function and pinout, but it has an open-col lector driver
instead of a totem-po le output. The 7438 can sink 48 rnA as opposed to the
7400's 16 rnA.
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Interface gates are useful in applicati ons requiring high logic fan-outs or
low-curr ent peripher al drive currents (such as LED drive current). They are
often used as drivers for even higher-p ower switching devices as well.
MOS driver gates· fall into the interface gate category also. Many older
memory IC designs brought high-cap acitance MOS lines directly to the memory 1/0 pins, and it was up to the external circuitry to drive these fast-rise-time
lines. Interface gates such as the Intel320 7 A quad bipolar-t o-MOS level shifter
and driver provide MOS drive capabilit y. The 3207A is capable of driving 100
rnA of current with a 200 pF capacitiv e load while maintaining a 45 ns rise time.
The 3207A has a totem-pole output that improves the rise characte ristics. Gate
output swings between 0 and 16 V.

Power Transistors
Discrete transisto rs designed to handle high current levels can be successfully
used as peripher al control devices. By varying the transisto r's base current, an
amplified collector -to-emitt er current can be variably controlle d.
When a transisto r is used as a switching element, it is usually acting in an
amplifying capacity : the output current is the input current multiplied by transistor gain. This means that a transisto r must be driven with a fairly heavy drive
current iflarge current outputs and low-gain transistors are used. Figure 5-22(a)
shows the simplest form of discrete transisto r interface: a gate driving a transistor.
The 2N2222 is a good example of an NPN transisto r designed for highspeed, medium- power switching and general-purpose amplifier applications.
The 2N2222 can drive up to 800 rnA and has a breakdow n voltage of 40 V. Up
to 1.8 W can be dissipate d if the transisto r has an appropri ate heatsink. At 500
rnA and 10 V, the 2N2222 has a static forward- current transfer ratio (amplification) of 30. At least 17 rnA of base current from the driving gate is needed to
switch 500 rnA of load current, making the use of an interface gate desirable.
It is importan t that the drive current to a switching transisto r be high
enough. If insufficient drive current is available, the transisto r will limit the
load current by dropping voltage across the transisto r, thereby destroying it. In
the normal2 N2222 switching mode, the 1.8 W thermal dissipati on is not considered too importan t because the transisto r either has a high voltage with nearly
no current across its emitter-c ollector path when off, or a high current (of 800
rnA in this case) and only about 300 m V across the junction when on.
The maximum power dissipation is 240 mW, but during the switching transition the transisto r goes through a dangerou s "burnou t" zone. When the
transisto r is sinking only half the current while in the middle of its turn-on
transition, it drops half the load voltage across the collecto r-emitte r junction .
The worst case for the 2N2222 is 40 Vat 400 rnA, or 16 watts. It is acceptab le to
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Power switching circuits. (a) Simple transistor driver. (b) Darlington driver.
Figure 5-22
(c) SCR driver. (d) Optically isolated SCR. (e) Reed relay. (f) VMOS driver.
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swing switch ing transis tors quickly throug h danger ous zones becaus
e it is the
therma l effects , which take time to build up, that destroy in these
areas; but if
too low a curren t is used to drive the transis tor, the transis tor could
get stuck
on one of these zones and bum up.

Darlington Power Devices
There are three solutio ns to the drive curren t proble ms of regular
switching
transis tors: more drive current , more stages of amplification, and
higher transistor gains. The darlington power transis tor is a device that combin
es the latter
two advant ages. The darlington power transis tor is really two transis
tors in
one, as Fig. 2-22(b) illustra tes. This configuration results in a high
input impedance and a very high gain.
The Genera l Electri c D40 series of power darlingtons is designed for
use in
IC interfa ces, audio output stages, lamp-d river circuits, and relay substit
utions.
The D40K1 is an NPN darlington in a T0-202 packag e (power
tab). The
collect or-emi tter potenti al is rated at 30 V, the power at 10 W, and
the minimum gain is 10,000 (at 200 rnA). With a gain this high, even a CMOS
circuit can
control high-p ower switching: It takes only 20~-t A to switch 200 rnA!

Thyristors
Silicon control led rectifie rs are solid state devices that act as rectifie
rs when on
and high-im pedanc e circuits when off. They are three-t ermina l devices
, with
the anode corresp onding to a transis tor collector, the cathod e to
the emitter ,
and the 'gate to the base. Unlike transis tors, SCRs are not design
ed to operat e
in the active region and so cannot be used as linear amplifiers. They
are either
on or off.
It takes very little curren t to switch an SCR on. The ratio of load
curren t to
drive curren t (similar to a transis tor's gain) is rarely less than
1000. A gate
curren t of 50 rnA can switch 50 A or more. The SCR would seem to
be the ideal
switching elemen t, but it has one import ant charac teristic : once it
is on, it will
not tum off-ev en if the gate curren t is remove d. This is due to
the interna l
feedba ck charac teristic s of the device . The device will turn off,
howev er, if
load curren t is remov ed and then reappli ed.
Becaus e of this charac teristic , SCRs have found wide use in heavyduty ac
switching circuit s. Alterna ting-cu rrent wavefo rms drop to zero every
cycle, so
turnoff is no proble m. Becaus e SCRs can only be on or off, the
duty cycle of
the ac wavefo rm is typically varied to increas e and decrea se power
going to a
load if variabl e power is require d. Figure 5-22(c) illustra tes a
simple SCR
switching circuit . Becaus e SCRs usually control large loads with
large voltage
swings, it is difficult and danger ous to connec t an SCR switchi
ng circuit directly to digital logic circuitry. Some form of isolation is necess ary.
Optical and
inducti ve couplin g are often used.
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permit only
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electhese
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on,
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result
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s
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by
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circuit
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torola and RCA, contai n these and many other

Mechani<?al Relays
low-c urrent togMechanical relays are used in conve ntiona l controls in which
why they canno t
gle switches must contro l large loads, and there is no reason
mechanical relays
be digitally contro lled as well. Over the past few years, many
d the market.
designed to be directly driven by logic circuitry have entere
t one anothe r
Reed relays consisting of two magnetic reeds that contac
contro l curren t.
when expos ed to a magnetic field usually require very little
for example, has a
The Electr onic Applications Comp any 1A6AH reed relay,
voltage. A 13 rnA
coil resistance of 380 ohms and can be driven by a 5 V input
drive curren t is all that is required to operat e it.
rnA to tens of
Contacts on reed relays can handle anywhere from 500
relays seldom
amper es, depen ding on the model; but logic-compatible reed
handle more than an ampere.
Because very
The biggest proble m reed relays have is contac t arcing.
al forces
torsion
(the
ts
contac
minute spring force is used to separa te the relay
t closur e
contac
a
with
ated
associ
of the relay reeds) , the small amoun t of arcing
relay
the
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on.
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miniaturized relays. Like large relays, multiple-pole and latching versions are
available.
When interfaci ng mechani cal relays to a microco mputer system, it is important to rememb er that these devices are mechani cal and they take time to
respond to an input signal. If a relay has to be on before another event occurs, a
waiting loop of some sort must be program med into the control program to
allow for the mechani cal contact closure and magnetic field buildup and collapse.
It is necessar y to put a diode across the input coil of a relay to absorb the
inductive back-em f voltage spike generate d by the collapsin g magnetic field
when the relay is turned off. Unless there is a diode or some other protectiv e
circuit to attenuate this voltage spike, a breakdow n of the driver transisto r or
gate can result.

Solid-State Relays
Solid-state relays are designed to be nearly direct, one-pack age replacem ents
for conventi onal mechani cal relays. To obtain the amplified switching characteristics of a relay, triacs are usually used. Total input/ou tput circuit isolation
(another mechani cal relay feature) is accompl ished by photon couplin gcoupling the input to the output circuitry with an LEO and phototra nsistor.
Appropr iate input circuitry allows a user to turn the relay on by applying the
proper input voltage; but unlike the mechani cal relay, there is no inductive
kickback because no inductive coil is used.
The North America n Philips 501 series solid-state relays are tiny modules
with two input and two output terminal s. Input control voltage is typically 5 V
at 7 rnA. The outputs can control ac signals of 115 V with currents up to 2 A.
Turnon time is 8 ms, and turnoff time is 32 ms (typical). These solid-state relay
modules can be soldered directly to a board and require no heatsink , even at
full-rated load.

VFET Devices
Field-effect transisto rs have always offered desirable switchin g characte ristics,
and MOS technolo gies are built around them; but it was not until the mid-1970s
that these devices could handle even moderate power levels. With the advent
of VMOS (a MOS device employin g a V-shaped semicon ductor channel) ,
moderate - and even high-power PETs became available. Some of the VMOS'
importan t features include high-freq uency operation , low input current, and the
ability to be turned off at will (as opposed to the SCR, which stays on).
The primary advantag es of VMOS from the interface standpoi nt is the
control current requirem ents. Because PETs are charge-o riented devices,
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Figure 5-23
Siliconix DG 175 analog switch. (a) Package and function. (b) Block diagram. (c) Typical application in AID input selector.

One of the best analog switches is the mechani cal relay. Analog signals
from de to radio frequenc ies can pass through the contacts of a relay with
virtually no noise or distortio n. Low switchin g speeds and mechani cal unreliability make relays undesira ble in many analog switchin g applicati ons.
Solid-sta te analog switches are usually construc ted around FET switchin g
elements . The FET makes a good analog switch, because it has a very high
impedan ce when off, and it can act as a very linear resistor when on.
The Siliconix DG 175 is an example of an analog switch with a P-channe l
MOSFE T output stage. This analog switch performs a single-pole, doublethrow, make-be fore-brea k switchin g function and has TTL-com patible control
inputs that eliminate the need for complex MOS level interfaci ng. Figure 5-23
illustrate s the DG 175 and lists its characte ristics.

TRANSDUCERS
A transduc er is officially defined as a device that converts electrica l energy to
mechani cal energy or mechani cal to electrica l energy. Transdu cers, with relation to microcom puters, are those devices that allow a system to sense and
control events in the real world.

Input Transducers
The final output from all transduc ers is a voltage or current level. Interfaci ng a '
transduc er to a microcom puter is simply a matter of amplifying the input signal
with a preampli fier and either counting the resulting digital waveform (in the
case of the switch) or convertin g the analog voltage level to a digital form with
an A/D converte r. It is often necessar y to filter and limit the input waveform as
well. Commer cially available transduc ers specify exactly what sorts of outputs
to expect and usually come with applicati on notes that specify the proper filter
compone nts for their use.
The function of a motion transduc er is to
convert mechani cal motion into an electrica l signal, and there are four common
means of accompl ishing this task.
Electrom echanica l switches can determin e the rate of mechani cal motion if
set to toggle synchron ously with the motion. The breaker points in an
automob ile's ignition system are a perfect example: A cam causes switch closure once every shaft rotation. An appropri ate closure sensing and counter
circuit can be used to count the number of switch closures in a given period of
time, and the resulting value can be used by the microcom puter.
Magnetic induction can be used in two ways to determin e the rate of
mechani cal motion. A magnet rotating on a shaft causes current pulses to be
gel).erated in a coil next to the shaft. The faster the shaft rotation, the higher the
pulse rate. These pulses can be counted, just as the switch's closures were
counted, or the pulses can be integrate d with a capacito r to produce an analog
voltage level that is proportio nal to the shaft rotation rate. In the second case,
an A/D converte r is necessar y to convert the voltage level to a usable digital
value.
Magnetic inductio n coils sense the change in magnetic fields as a magnet
moves by. When the motion is very slow, the magnet does not move by the
induction coil quickly enough to generate a readable pulse. In such cases,
Hall-effect devices are used to sense the magnetic field. Unlike coils that detect
changes in field strength, Hall-effect devices are semicon ductors that vary their
conducti on directly with magnetic field strength. Hall-effe ct devices find application in slow-mo tion sensors as well as in keyboard switches .
Another method of determin ing motion is the optical method. A slotted
wheel on a rotating shaft can break a light beam that is detected by an optical
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sensor. This signal can be counted and the rotation rate measured. Two common motion sensors are the rotary encoder and the odometer.

Pressure-Sensing Transducers. Capacitive sensors are often used to detect
pressure. By sandwiching a layer of compressible dielectric material between
two metal sheets, a capacitor is formed. Pressure applied to the capacitor
moves the plates closer together, thereby changing the capacitance. The variable capacitance can then be fed to a circuit that converts capacitance to a
voltage level. The voltage level can be sent to an ND converter, and finally to a
microcomputer .
Piezoelectric materials (materials that generate electricity when compressed) are occasionally used for pressure sensors, especially when a device
to detect changes in pressure (versus absolute level) is needed.
Flow~Rate Transducers.
Fluid flow rate can be measured by monitoring a
pump or regulating device on a fluid line or by installing a flow-rate transducer
directly into a line.
Pumps usually deliver a constant volume of fluid on every stroke (if reciprocating) and on every rotation (if centrifugal). The rate may vary in the case
of the centrifugal pump, depending on the viscosity of the fluid; but for one
type of fluid, the rate remains relatively constant. By counting the number of
pump strokes using a switch or magnetic transducer, or the number of rotations
using a rotation transducer, a very accurate flow rate can be established.
An alternative to the indirect pump approach is the inline flow transducer.
This device usually consists of a turbine with a built-in magnet contained in a
tube that splices into the line. Fluid flow causes the turbine to spin at a flowproportional rate. An external coil monitors the turbine's rotation.

Smoke Detectors.

There are three methods currently used to detect smoke:
resistance changes in gas sensors, current changes due to smoke slowing the
travel of alpha particles in an ionization chamber, and optical smoke sensing
methods. Single components that perform these functions are available. The
MCC 158 is an example of a commercial smoke sensor. The device is built
around a gallium-arsenide infra-red emitter that works with a photodiode and
PL amplifying circuitry to detect a 2% obstruction of light transmission. The
sensor has built-in test and sampling circuitry that operates the sensor in a
pulsed mode. The LED is pulsed once every 5 s with a 50 JLS pulse. This
reduces the chance for false triggering and cuts down on power drain in batterypowered applications.
Output Transducers
Output transducers require either a switched current to actuate a stepping
motor or solenoid or a precisely controlled current or voltage to drive a motor
or other voltage-depend ent device. A simple power-switching circuit that uti-
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lizes an SCR, transisto r, or VMOS device is all that is required in the switching
case. For precise voltage control, a D/ A converte r and servoamplifier are required.

Solenoids. A solenoid is a transduc er that turns current into linear motion.
Solenoids consist of one or more electrom agnets that move a metal plunger.
The plunger is sometim es returned to its original position after an excursio n
with a spring or permane nt magnet.
The motion created by a solenoid can be used as is, or it can be used to
control a switch or hydraulic valve to actuate an even larger mechanical motion.
Stepping Motors. In many applicati ons, a precisely controllable rotating
source is desirable. Stepping motors work well in these applications. A stepping motor consists of a gear-like inner rotor surround ed by three or more
gear-like stators, as Fig. 5-24 illustrate s. The rotor tends to align itself with the
stator, which is actuated with an electrom agnet due to magnetic induction. By
switching current sequentially between the stator magnets , the rotor can be
stepped in a rotary or back-and -forth motion.
Controlling a stepping motor is simply a matter of sending current to the
appropri ate stator magnets at the proper times.
Servomechanisms. A servome chanism or servo is a device that converts
electrical input signals to controllable linear or rotary motion. Servos consist of
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an electrically controlled mechanical motion source (a geared motor, a stepping
motor, or a solenoid-controlled hydraulic or vacuum piston) and a motionsensing transducer to "report" movement information to the controlling logic.
Precise positioning is thus possible using feedback to judge position. ,

OPTICAL DISPLAYS AND SENSORS
It used to be that you had a choice between an incandescent or a neon bulb for
an indicator and a phototube or cadmium-sulfide cell for an optical sensor. If
you could afford the luxury of a digital readout, the neon-filled Nixie tube was
the obvious choice. Today, new display devices such as light-emitting diodes
and liquid-crystal displays, and new sensors such as photodiodes and phototransistors are available. Updated versions of the older devices, manufactured
by companies trying to keep competitive with the new technologies, are also
available and are actually the best choice in many applications.

Light-Emitting Diodes
For status indicators, pilot lamps, and multisegment digital displays, the LEDs
are by far the most common device in use today. These solid-state light sources
provide good visibility, do not burn out as incandescent lamps do, and require
very low current and voltage levels for light generation. One of the LED's
major advantages with regard to microcomputer interface components and
digital logic in general is its ability to be driven directly by low-voltage and
low-curent signals.
The discrete LED comes in many package forms and four major visible
colors (red, orange, yellow, and green). Infrared LEDs are also available for
use as invisible light sources. To understand the characteristics of the LED it is
necessary to look at the physics behind it.
In most light sources, photons are generated by electrons falling to a lower
energy state. It was discovered that certain semiconductor materials generate
light when the electrons fall from the conduction to the valence energy bands at
a diode junction. The physical properties of the semiconductor material determine how large an energy drop exists between bands, thus establishing the
color of the LED. Unlike incandescent lamps, in which energy drops of many
levels are generated thermally, LEDs only drop their energy at certain levels.
Light-emitting diodes, theref0re, generate light in very narrow color ranges and
can in fact generate coherent (essentially monochromatic) laserlight.
Materials that generate photons in the infrared and a portion of the visible
light region have been found. Gallium-arsenide phosphide is a good red emitter;
gallium-arsenide phosphite on gallium phosphide is a good yellow emitter, and
gallium phosphide is a fairly good green emitter. There are no blue or violet
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Table 5-2

Typical LED Characteristics
Values

Characteristic

Axiallurninous intensity
Peak Wavelength
Speed of response
Forward voltage
Reverse breakdown

High-Efficiency Red
(Gallium-arsenide
phosphide on
gallium phosphide)

11.0@ 10 rnA

Yellow
(Gallium-arsenide
phosphide on
gallium phosphide)

11.0@ 10 rnA

635

583

90

90

2.2
5.0

2.2
5.0

Green
(Gallium
phosphide)
Units

11.0@ 20 rnA
565

200
2.4
5.0

Mcd
nrn
ns

v

v

emitters commonly available because semiconductor materials that exhibit an
energy transition in the blue range are rare.
Table 5-2 lists the characteristics of a typical LED. The forward voltage
drop across the LED ranges from 1.6 to 3 V, depending on the LED's color.
The axial luminous intensities shown in the table reflect a characteristic
that is true of all LEDs: green LEDs draw much inore power for the same light
intensity output than red or yellow devices do. In order to output 11 millicafidelas ( 11 mcd), the green LED requires 20 rnA at 2.4 V (48 m W) versus 10 rnA at
2.2 V (22 mW) for the red and yellow LEDs.
The speed of response of the LEDs shown is 90 ns for the red and yellow
LEDs and 200 ns for the green LED. Because LEDs are semiconductor devices
and do not rely on thermal effects to generate light, they can be switched on
and off very quickly. This characteristic makes LEDs ideal for light modulation
and communication applications. Some LEDs are capable of operating in the
hundreds of megahertz (1 to 5 ns range).
Interfacing an LED to a digital system is a trivial matter. A gate capable of
providing the LED with its required voltage and current levels can be used.
Because an LED is a diode, it will always drop its forward voltage across the
diode junction, and it draws as much current as is supplied to it. A currentlimiting resistor is therefore required to put a ceiling on this value.
Figure 5-25 illustrates a few common LED driving circuits. In Figure
5-25(b), an LED with a built-in resistor (the Hewlett-Packa rd 5082) is used,
thereby eliminating the need for a separate current-limiting resistor. Advanced
LEDs with built-in constant-curre nt sources (actually small integrated circuits)
are becoming commonplace. These LEDs will provide a constant light output
for any given input voltage as long as it is above a minimum threshold voltage.
Figure 5-25(e) illustrates an ingenious device: the back-to-hack red-green
LED. This basically consists of red and green LEDs mounted in a common
package, connected with opposite polarities. When current flows through the
diode in one direction it outputs red. In the other direction it outputs green.
There's only one problem with most red-green LEDs: Because green
LEDs are much less efficient than red ones, a much higher current is required
for green displays. This makes interfacing difficult.
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Figure 5-25
LED driving methods and characteristics. (a) Standard LED with TTL
driver. (b) LED with built-in resistor and TTL driver. (c) Red/green LED with dual
current drive. (d) MOS device driving an LED. (e) Typical LED intensity curve.

If not enough current is available to drive an LED in a given application, a
high-power driver can be used. If the drive current is marginal and less light is
acceptable, good results can be obtained by simply lowering the drive current.
As· Figure 5-25(e) illustrates, the output of an LED is very linear with current
variations.

LED Arrays
(

Arrays of LEDs can be used to represent alphanumeric characters. There are
many preassembled LED arrays available, ranging from the simple ?-segment
types found .in calculators and digital clocks to 5 x 7 and higher dot matrix
units. Figure 5-26 illustrates two common configurations.
Interfacing LED arrays is, in theory, no different from interfacing a lot of
single LEDs. Individual segments can be driven with one gate apiece. Special
decoder-driver circuits such as the 7447 TTL IC are designed to take a binarycoded-decimal code and drive appropriate array segments to indicate the input
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code on the array. For larger displays, such as in a calculator in which 12 to 16
of these decoders would be required to drive all digits, scanned displays are
used.
Figure 5-26(d) illustrates a scanned display circuit. Basically, external
counting and addressing circuitry select individual LEDs in the LED array and
strobe them with a short current pulse if they are to be lit. The scanning
circuitry addresses and pulses all array elements many times per second,
thereby giving an illusion of a solid multidigit display. Because the LEDs are
operating in a pulsed mode, higher input currents are required to give a visible
intensity equal to a corresponding non scanned display.

Incandescent Displays
Filament-lamp technology has advanced in parallel with the development of
modem LEDs, and a wide selection of small, low-current, almost logic-levelcompatible incandescent lamps and displays are now available. The primary
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advantage the incandescen t display has over an LED array is its ability to emit
light of a wide spectrum-w hite light. By using color filters, colors that are not
available in LEDs can be created. Another advantage of incandescen t lamps is
their high-intensi ty .capabilities. An inexpensive incandescen t lamp can light up
a whole room if necessary- something considered impossible for even the
largest noncryogen ically cooled LED.
An example of an advanced miniature incandescen t lamp which is competitive with LEDs is the Chicago Miniature Company's CM22-1-XX-43. This
lamp, rated at 3.0 Vat a drain of a mere 15 rnA, can be driven with a standard
TTL gate. Although this lamp does not have a 100-year lifetime (the claim for
most LEDs), its rated 10,000-hour life is quite acceptable in most applications .
Like LED arrays, incandescen t lamps have also been built into arrays and
digits. Incandescen t 7-segment displays whose segments consist of single long
filaments find wide use in automobile instrumenta tion in which the red characteristic of the standard LED is not acceptable. These displays are also quite
desirable in scanned displays. Due to the incandescen t lamp's slow turnoff and
turnon response (persistence ), flicker problems associated with display scanning are eliminated.
Interfacing an incandescen t display or indicator is a simple task, but a few
restrictions must be carefully observed. Incandescen t lamps are voltagespecified devices, while LEDs are current-spec ified. When choosing a lamp to
be driven by a driver, you must calculate the voltage that will be put across the
lamp and make your choice accordingly . Because the current of the lamp will
be self-limiting at the specified voltage, no current-limiting resistor is required.
Incandescen t lamps are nonlinear devices: They act like resistors of the
lamp's rated value once they are turned on; but when they are not lit, they have
very low resistance. A resistance change of 10:1 is not uncommon for incandescent lamps. When choosing a driver for a lamp, you must keep this in mind.
When the lamp is initially turned on, a current surge of up to an order of
magnitude greater than the driving value can be anticipated. Most driver circuits can withstand the initial current surge, because it is long-term thermal
effects that limit driving current; but it is wise to look into the lamp and driver
characterist ics before deciding on a final design.

Liquid-Crystal Displays
Incandescen t, LED, and gas-discharg e displays fall into the active-devic e category: they emit light as a function of the electrical energy applied to them. The
liquid-crysta l display or LCD is a device that we consider passive, because it
simply controls light reflection and transmission as a function of supplied voltage. The LCD acts as a light shutter.
Two characterist ics make LCDs particularly desirable in certain applications. First, LCDs draw very little power (in the millionths of a watt), because
controlling light with a shutter takes much less power than creating light. The
LCD cannot be drowned out by high-level ambient light like an LED can.
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Because the LCD. is a shutter, the more light you shine at it the more it will
reflect.
The passive nature of the LCD creates its disadvantages as well as its
advantages. Because the LCD emits no light, it cannot be seen in the dark as an
LED can. Solutions to this problem are (1) the use of built-in lights in front or in
back of the LCD for in-the-dark applications, and (2) use of special
fluorescence-activa ted LCD displays (FLADs), which essentially grab as much
ambient light as possible and direct it toward the digits (FLADs still require
some light, however).
Liquid-crystal displays are easy to interface to almost any logic family.
Because they draw current in the microampere range at potentials of only a few
volts, even CMOS circuitry can successfully drive them directly. The only
precaution in using LCDs is to stick to the recommended drive voltages for the
LCD being used. Too much drive voltage can seriously damage the liquid
crystal dyes used in the LCD display panel.

Photocells
One of the oldest, cheapest, and slowest-responding photodetectors is the cadmium sulfide (CdS) photocell. This device is essentially a light-controlled variable resistor that is very sensitive to light in the visible spectrum.
Three advantages of the CdS photocell are its high power-dissipation capability, good sensitivity in the visible light spectrum, and its ve_ry low on resistance. The CdS cell is ideal for use in light-level sensors, light on-off sensors,
and in low-frequency counting applications where a breaking light beam indicates an event.
A CdS cell can be treated as a switch or variable resistor in microcomputer
interface applications, because the dark-to-light resistance of a CdS cell can
vary from 2 Mfl to 10 fl. As Fig. 5-27 illustrates, a minimum of components is
needed to make a CdS switch and CdS light-level detector.
The PbS (lead sulfide) cell is very similar to the CdS cell, but it is more
sensitive to infrared radiation. This cell should be used in applications requiring
infrared detection or absorption measurements.
The selenium cell is another form of photocell and is sensitive to radiation
toward the blue end of the spectrum.

Photodiodes
In many applications, such as light-beam communication and high-speed
tachometry, the slow response times of CdS, PbS, and selenium cells (up to 1 or 2
seconds to turn off) are too slow to be useful. The photodiode is a device that
exploits light's effect on reverse-biased semiconductor junctions to produce an
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Photoelectric circuits. (a) Simple on-off CdS photosensor. (b) Simple
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optical sensor with a response time in the nanosecond range. These devices are
used in high-speed applications.
A photodiode acts as a variable current source. By reverse-biasing a photodiode with 10 to 40 V, a linearly light-dependen t current, which ranges from a
few (dark) to a few hundred (light) microamperes, results. This current can be
used to control an operational amplifier to generate a usable signal for microcomputer interfacing. Figure 5-27 illustrates two photodiode applications.
It is true that photodiode circuits require more interface components than
CdS systems, but the added operational amplifiers can be used to advantage in
varying the response characteristics of the overall sensor. The exponential
detector "sees" light levels more closely to that of the human eye, which may
be useful in some applications.

Phototransistors
High-frequency light response, as well as good current-handlin g capabilities,
can be obtained using a phototransistor . This device is similar to a standard
transistor, but instead of having an input lead for the transistor's base, a light
window is provided. Light turns the transistor on and off by light-generated
current carriers in the transistor junction.
The phototransisto r can be used in interface applications in the same way a
normal transistor would. Phototransisto rs can handle many milliamperes of
current and therefore require little amplification when used in switching or
level-detection circuits. Figure 5-27e illustrates a phototransisto r circuit.

Optoisolators
It is often necessary to send signals back and forth between two circuits that
must be electrically isolated from one another. Data communication s between
computers in two adjacent buildings is an example of such a situation. If either
building is struck by lightning during a storm, thousands of volts of potential
difference can build up between the two buildings. Electrical isolation of the
two computers can save their circuitry. High-frequency pulse transformers
were once used extensively for these applications, but the advent of LEDs and
high-speed photodiodes and phototransisto rs resulted in an equally reliable,
higher performance and lower cost alternative: the optically coupled isolator or
optoisolator.
An optoisolator is basically an LED aimed at a phototransisto r or amplified
photodiode encapsulated in a single package. Figure 5-28 shows three common
optoisolator configurations. The phototransisto r is less expensive than the amplified photodiode isolator, but the photodiode version has a much higher frequency response.

communication
link (twisted pair)

(c)

Figure 5-28
Optoisolators. (a) Low-cost phototransistor isolator. (b) High-speed photodiode isolators. (c) Electrically isolated TTL communications receiver.
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Inputs and outputs on optoisolators are often matched to standards to
provide easy interfacing. The LED end often has appropriate built-in currentlimiting resistors to meet the EIA RS-232C standard for line receivers, and
standard 16 rnA current sinks (output transistors) are frequently used as outputs. Interfacing to optoisolators is simply a matter of interfacing to whatever
the inputs and outputs are set up to look like. If an input is a pure LED with no
current-limiting resistor, it must be driven as such. If the output is a TTL
driver, it can directly drive a number of TTL gates.

FIRST-IN- FIRST-OUT MEMORIES (FIFOs)
Catching information "on the fly" can often be a problem for a
microprocessor-based system. A system may have the processing power to
accept data at an overall fast rate, but at times other processing tasks may
cause a few words to slip by unread. One solution to this problem is to build a
small memory circuit to pile up data as it comes in. With such a memory system
the microprocessor can process the data when it gets around to it; as long as the
memory never gets filled to capacity, no harm is done.
There are single integrated circuits designed to do precisely what has just
been described. First-in-first-out (FIFO) memories are devices that have data
input lines (usually 8 or 9) with a control called push, plus data output lines
with a control called pop. Data is ••pushed onto the top'' of an internal memory
when the push line is pulsed; it ripples through the FIFO, "stacking up at the
bottom," where it can be conveniently popped off when needed. Pushes and
pops can be done completely asynchronously.
The Advanced Micro Devices 2812 is a good example of a FIFO. It consists
of 32 ripplethrough memory locations of 8 bits' width plus corresponding control logic. Figure 5-29 illustrates the 2812. A low-to-high transition on the PL
line (parallel load) causes the 8-bit input data (DO-D8) to be loaded into the
FIFO, while PD (parallel dump) causes it to be popped off. This FIFO also
features a serial load and dump capability and a master reset (MR) line. Input
ready and output ready lines are provided to help external control logic determine FIFO overflow and out-of-data conditions, and a half-full flag line indicates that the FIFO's bottom 15 locations are full. The half-full flag is useful in
applications in which control over input and output data is possible. A half-full
FIFO provides the best 1/0 rate matching for varying 1/0 rate buffering. The
half-full flag can also be used to send a "you'd better start unloading this
FIFO'' signal to the microprocessor. An interrupt line connected to the ,half-full
flag is a possible implementation.

After a system has been fairly well specified and all the desired microproc essor
componen ts, interface parts, and transduce rs are well understoo d, it is time to
begin the system design. This is the most critical stage in the system development, for a few errors or a large amount of rule-bending at this point will result
in an unreliable piece of digital equipmen t. This chapter discusses design procedures and outlines desirable design practices. Bad design practices are also
presented .

THE MANY-PARTS PROBLE M
A single part functionin g by itself or a few parts connected to function as a very
simple circuit usually poses no problem as far as "system design" goes. The
engineers who designed the parts, especially if the parts are of a universal
digital logic family type such as TTL, have done their best to make sure their
designs have adequate noise margins, are free of redundanc y, are logically
optimized , and are in general good designs. Unfortuna tely, most systems consist of more than a few parts. An average microcom puter can, in fact, consist of
many hundreds of parts. At this level of system complexit y, the integrated
circuit designers at the factory are no longer responsibl e for overall system
operation. It is up to the system designer to make it work and make it work
well.
250
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All too many systems these days are thrown together by people who lazily
fall back on the inherent reliability and versatility of today's components instead of following good design practices and working out all circuit problems
in an optimized way. Thus, poor designs are not restricted to one-of-a-kind,
homebrew projects but are propagated throughout the microcomputer industry. The fact of the matter is that you cannot learn good system design by following the circuitry of others, even if the designs are disseminated by "high
class" companies and trade journals.
How, then, does one design "good" logic and circuitry? The answer is
simple: in exactly the same way hard-working professional engineers do and
the way lazy engineers know they are supposed to. You must define your
specifications, study the available component options, set up design rules, and
strictly follow those rules. You must take the professional approach.
The microprocessor, memory, and components sections of this text have
described how to select the proper components to meet your specifications.
From the initial design specification process, a system block diagram should
have been generated. Before starting to translate the block diagram and components into final schematics you must take the most often neglected step in
system design: defining the design rules.

DEFINING DESIGN RULES
Design rules are a series of conventions that are established to account for
physical constraints in a system and to make drawings and documentation
understandable to all design team members. These rules should be written out,
and copies should be given to all members of the design team (if one exists).
Design rules also help new design team members to quickly familiarize themselves with the project if they enter late in the program.
You must first define how documentation will be written. Large systems
require many drawings. You must specify how signals will be passed from one
drawing to another. For simple systems with just a few drawings, a circle can
represent a signal that goes to another page. For larger systems in which many
drawings are used, a notation indicating to which drawing the signal goes and
from which drawing it comes is necessary. Signals that go to a card's edge can
be represented by another symbol-perhaps a triangle or, more conventionally, a pointed tab as shown in Fig. 6-1.
It is also a good practice to give all signals and components names. This
makes explanations and references in discussions and documentation less confusing. By assigning functional names to system components such as "memory
control ROM" or "output selection decoder," it will be easier to relate the
detailed schematics to the overall system block diagram. In the case of naming
signals, shorter abbreviated names are preferable. An 8-bit data input bus might
be given the name DIO through DI7.
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Design rule conventions.

The design rules must also state how buses are to be number:ed. In many
computers the 0 line represents the most significant bit; in others it represents
the least significant bit. Problems could arise if the designer of one card numbers his bus from DIO to Dl7 while another numbers his Dl7 to DIO.
A convention for representing wide buses on drawings must also be defined. A coded representation with a slash indicating how many lines run down
the bus is preferable. In some cases, designers assume that buses should expand the same way they contract. This is acceptable for a single bus with just
one start and end point; but if the bus goes to more than one location, an
inconsistency exists as Fig. 6-2 shows. By using a dot as a key on bus ends, the
ambiguity is resolved.
More extensive documentation rules are appropriate on very large projects. Recommendati ons concerning drawing sizes, pencil lead hardness (so
drawings do not smear), and data flow direction (data on drawings should
always flow from left to right, for example) should be specified.
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Figure 6-2

Bus notation conflicts.

Physical restrictions must also be laid out in the design rules. The logic
families being used should be studied and a limit should be put on gate fan-out.
Design recommendatio ns are usually given at the beginning or ends of data
catalogs and on parts specification sheets. These can be used as a general
guide, but be sure to consider all variables. A current fan-out of eight may be
specified, but too much capacitance may cause the actual limit to drop to six if
high frequencies are used.
Maximum signal-wire lengths should be specified. Long lines can cause
ringing and excessive propagation delays in a system. Methods for transmitting
signals over long distances through the use of differential drivers should be
specified.
Noise reduction methods such as the use of decoupling capacitors (which
will be discussed shortly) on TTL logic boards, and termination and line impedances on ECL circuits must be clearly described. The power supply and clock
distribution system for the overall system should be defined.
Finally, a more qualitative characteristic must be presented: the philosophy
of the design. The general method of moving data around the system must be
outlined. Logic design guidelines must be laid out. The next section presents
many guidelines that will help improve a system design.

LOGIC DESIGN GUIDELINES
Computer system design can be broken into two categories: theoretical design
and practical design. The theoretical aspects are at the highest level of system
design and are already fairly well laid out in a microcompute r system. The
microprocesso r that is chosen determines the overall designs of most microcomputers. Practical design aspects of a microprocesso r must be well understood to implement the theoretical design on a logic-level basis.
Theoretical design information for a microcomputer can be obtained from
most microprocesso r specification booklets. The detailed practical design aspects, however, apply to all microprocesso rs in general and none in particular
and are therefore infrequently covered in microprocesso r literature.
Many of these important practical design guidelines are presented here.
Additional discussions of these guidelines can be found in logic family catalogs
(not concentrating on microprocesso rs) and in manufacturers ' application
notes. Advanced Micro Devices, Motorola, and RCA are particularly good
sources of practical design information.

Synchronous and Asynchronous Design
There are two ways to build a logic circuit. One way is to have some flip-flops
and registers clock in data on the rising edge of a system clock, and other
registers preset, reset, or clock as a result of new data generation. This is
asynchronous design. An example of this type of design is shown in Fig. 6-3.
On the rising edge of the system clock, new data enters flip-flop A and causes
the Q output to change, thereby clocking flip-flop Band setting flip-flop C.
The second way of building the same circuit is shown in Fig. 6-3(b). Notice
that in this circuit all devices are clocked by the master system clock. No
clocks are driven by anything other than system clocks, and preset and clear
inputs are not used.
There is no logical difference between these two circuits, for they provide
the same logic function; and if there were no such thing as propagation delay or
noise, both circuits would be equally desirable. This, however, is not the case.
The first thing you can do to greatly improve the reliability of your system
design is to write the words "no asynchronous logic permitted" in your design
rules. The noise graphs of Fig. 6-3 help explain why synchronous design is
superior to asynchronous design. When the system clock's rising edge comes_
along, many registers and flip-flops change states; these state changes cause
data lines throughout the system to change. Due to propagation delays, data
changes at slightly different times on data lines, creating system noise. This
noise is radiated as radio-frequency energy through the power supply lines and
is picked up by other system lines that act as antennas. In the asynchronous
case, noise is generated continuously as data ripples through the system and
more flip-flops are clocked or preset (generating more noise).
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Figure 6-3
Synchronous versus asynchronous logic. (a) Asynchronous logic circuit
and timing diagram. (b) Equivalent synchronous logic circuit and timing diagram.

In the synchronous case, one large noise burst occurs, then things settle
down nicely. Synchronous logic therefore runs faster, because no ripple propagation is used and because the system stabilizes faster. More importantly,·
synchronous logic is immune to noise that occurs at times other than at the
rising edge of the system clock. As long as the system clock is well shielded
against crosstalk (which is not hard to accommodate) and the data is stabilized
by the next system clock edge, system noise poses little threat to reliability.
Reliability is low in asynchronous systems because noise-susceptib le data
lines are used to drive reset, set, and clock lines. A noise glitch at any time on
any one of these data lines is enough to change the system's state by unintentionally setting or resetting a flip-flop.
Noise from external sources has less of an effect on synchronous circuits as
well. Data is only clocked into registers on rising edges of clocks, so noise must
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enter the system at precisely the time of the rising edge of the system clock to
have an effect. This leaves only a small window of noise-sensit ive time. If this
noise window is 5% of a system clock's cycle time, the design is said to be 95%
glitch-free. Because noise can affect an asynchronou s design at any time
through a data-driven clock, preset, or clear input, an asynchrono us design is
glitch-prone.
Another advantage to synchronou s design is that it is much easier to conceptualize the system action on timing diagrams. A synchronou s design is more
likely to work the first time than an asynchrono us one, and if it does not work,
it is much easier to troubleshoo t.
Finally, synchronou s designs are not as easy to design as asynchrono us
ones. If a flip-flop must be set at the time a convenient data line happens to
change, it is much easier to connect the flip-flop's clock or preset line to the
data line than carefully reason out a synchronou s way to determine the signal
one clock pulse ahead of time and clock it in on the system clock edge. In some
cases it even requires an extra gate or two, but the extra design effort and small
increase in parts are well worthwhile. A synchronous design will return your
investment many times over in reliability, ease of debugging, and increased
processing speed.

Simplicity in Design
Simplicity "is often said to be the ultimate sophistication. This is definitely true
in regard to the number of gates and flip-flops required to implement a certain
logic function. The less parts a system has, the less chance for failure there is.
Two ways of simplifying a system design will now be presented.
Logic gating in a system can usually be simplified from the
first-cut design by applying the theories of Boolean algebra. An oR gate feeding
an oR gate can be consolidated into one large oR gate, and an AND gate feeding
an AND gate can be combined also. Figure 6-4 illustrates some of the most
common logical reductions.
In system design, there are a few conflicts that do not arise in theoretical
Boolean algebra. The first is package count. It is better to have three packages
of 2-input OR gates than four packages of optimal Boolean gating. As long as the
combination of gates causes no unacceptabl e propagation delay, it is wisest to
opt for the lowest package count.
Another conflict is having spare gates after a design is completed. If an AND
gate and three inverters are available as spares, it is wiser to use them to make
an OR gate than to add a new chip to the design.
One of the most powerful Boolean algebra laws for gate reduction, especially when wired-oR connections are allowed, is De Morgans law. This law can
help change AND gates to oR gates. and vice versa. This law can be related as a

Gate Reduction.
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Figure 6-4
Logical reductions. (a) Logical reductions by De Morgan's law. (b) Consolidated gate reduction. (c) ECL gate reduction using wired-OR approach.

complex Boolean expressi on, but an easier way to rememb er it is: change the.
outputs, change the input, and change the gate (from an AND to OR, or an oR to
AND). Because inverting outputs are usually available on flip-flops
and registers, this can easily be accompl ished in most cases. It can reduce signal propagation time. Figure 6-4(c) shows such an ECL reduction that saves parts as well
as increases speed.
When the high speed of gates is not required , large gating networks can be
replaced by ROMs and PROMs. By simply feeding all the gating network 's
input lines to the ROM address and taking the outputs from the ROM data
lines, extremel y complex gating function s can be impleme nted. One advantag e
to this method is that a gating network can be changed by simply reprogramming a PROM instead of tearing apart a circuit board.
It is wise to do a prelimin ary gate reduction before implementing a ROM
gating network, however . It may be that no gates or ROMs are needed. It is
also desirable to do a tradeoff study between gates and ROMs. It takes one
quarter of a 4-data-line ROM to impleme nt one gating input. If a simple gate
that takes one quarter of a package can implement the same function, it is
better to use the gate. Gates are simpler, more reliable, and draw less power
than ROMs.

State Reduction. Every unnecess ary flip-flop and register doubles the number of states a digital device can be put into. The probabil ity of the device going
into the wrong state is increase d accordin gly. By reducing the number of states
a machine has, reliability can be increase d and parts can be eliminated.
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front ofregister s.

One way to' reduce the number of flip-flops and register s in a system is to
other
look for similarities in the output of each register and determi ne if some
the
of
one
does,
it
register outputs the same signal under the same conditio ns. If
two registers can be eliminated.
Registers can also be elimina ted by ''pushin g'' gating network s to the
inputs of a register instead of the outputs , as Fig. 6-5 illustrat es.
In some cases register s can be saved by moving the gating to the outputs
instead of the inputs. This should also be conside red in state reductio n.
y
Finally, it is sometim es possible to create signals, which were formerl
the
Unless
s.
register
other
more
or
two
created by a register , with a gate fed by
a
single-gate delay propaga tion is too long for a given applicat ion, trading
remains
ity
complex
because
move,
good
a
is
flip-flop or register for a gate
about the same but the number of states is cut in half.
Synchro nous design lends itself to state reductio n more readily than asyns is
chronou s logic. Replacing a flip-flop in an asynchr onous string of flip-flop
likely to upset a timing cycle.
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Figure 6-6
Redundant signal paths. (a) Gating network with redundant signal path.
(b) Equivalent, logically reduced gating network; no redundant paths exist.

Redundancy Avoidance
A redundant signal (Fig. 6-6) is one that duplicates the function of one or more
combined signals in a gating network. If the redundant signal line were cut, the
circuit would logically be the same. At first glance, such a signal seems quite
desirable. If the redundant signal happens to break or get stuck at a 1 or 0, the
machine would keep on running. If this sort of redundancy is planned, it can be
advantageou s; but if it happens by accident, it can cause major reliability
problems.
Redundant signal paths are often formed unintentiona lly in large gating
networks in which the redundant signal takes a long multigate path to its final
destination. If the intended signal (which the redundant signal is backing up)
happens to fail, the logic function may keep on working due to the redundant
signal, but a much larger propagation delay in the final output caused by the
delayed redundant signal is the result.
A computer system that is relying on its redundant signal after a main signal
failure may fail in one out of a billion operations due to borderline propagation
delay. Finding the fault would be nearly impossible, because all gate outputs
downstream from the error as well as upstream would seem normal in most
tests.
Large computer companies rely on simulation programs to check their
circuits for redundancy . If a redundancy checking program is not available, the
only way to check for redundancy is to evaluate a circuit and assure yourself
that an error in any line would cause a failure. Gate optimizatio n also tends to
eliminate redundant signals from a system.

Using Large-Scale Integration
The reliability of integrated circuits has increased to a point at which system
reliability is essentially a function of package count. Reliability, for the first
time, is not a function of circuit complexity. In order to increase system reliability, it is advisable to use the largest-scale integration possible, even if it
requires a slight increase in overall system complexity.
In some cases the use of LSI may seem wasteful. An example is using a
one-chip 8-bit counter when only a 4-bit counter and a single flip-flop are
necessary. When compared on the bases of cost, reliability, and circuit-board
complexity, however, the LSI usually wins. Just as you would not think of
building gates out of discrete transistors to save a few resistors, you should not
consider building counters out of flip-flops if LSI is available to perform the
·
task.

Timing Margins and Sampling
When data is transferred from one register to another using a common system
clock, successful transfer relies on the fact that data is available for the specified setup and hold times of the register being used. As the timing diagram of
Fig. 6-7 illustrates, the hold time on data in register-to-regi ster transfers can be
quite low due to the data changing immediately after the clock edge. Registers
are designed to work with common clocks in this manner. There are usually no
hold time problems as long as parts of the same logic family in close proximity
to one another are used. If parts of different logic families are used, or long
clock and data paths between cards are encountered, the data to be clocked
into a register may indeed change before the clock edge has arrived.
There are many solutions to these types of problems. The most obvious is
to add more delay between the output of one register and the input of another.
The hard-wired clock signal will surely beat the data propagated through a gate,
to the next register for example. This solution is inefficient, however, because
it involves additional parts. Another solution is to move the second register's
data clock-in time to the middle of the data-valid period of the first register by
clocking data into the second register on the falling edge of the clock, as shown
in Fig. 6-7(b). The disadvantage to this method is that it could change system
timing in an undesirable way due to a 180° phase shift in the output signal.
The simplest way to solve the problem is to run the system clock line in a
direction opposite data flow as illustrated in Fig. 6-7(c). There is no possible
way for changed data to get to a register before a clock edge because the clock
always arrives at the second register before new data is clocked into the first
register.
Even if a reversed clock, central timing, or the extra delay method is used
to eliminate register-to-regi ster hold-time problems, it is a good idea to check
hold times specified for parts, especially if parts of mixed logic families are
used.
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One practice to be avoided in solving the hold-time problem is the use of a
capacitor and resistor to cause some added delay. Figure 6-7(d) illustrates this
practice. Logic families have well matched inputs and outputs that allow you to
easily build complex circuits. Randomly throwing resistors and capacitors
across lines causes impedance mismatches , reduces noise immunity, and adds
dangerous noise-generating capabilities to a system.

Replacing Registers with Register Files
Both registers and RAMs have their place in digital design. Registers are well
suited for storing single words of data on a temporary basis and can be read and
written into simultaneously. Random-acc ess memory is desirable when large
blocks of data must be stored on a somewhat less temporary basis. There
comes a point in the design of many systems, however, when a bank of registers seems to take up too many packages and the storage requirement s are not
large enough to fully justify a large RAM.
In these cases it is necessary to look at not only the data storage circuitry,
but the control circuitry as well. It usually takes more control circuitry to
address, write into, and read data out of a RAM than to simply clock a register.
This control circuitry is harder to design and debug and can pose some tricky
timing problems if data must be read and written at the same time (a multiport
register file can solve this problem). A general rule to follow when deciding to
use a multiple register implementa tion or a highly controlled RAM is: Use the
registers if it requires only a few more parts overall (25% is a good figure).
Unless the system is a high-volume consumer item with which expense has
high priority, or if the circuit module is extremely tight on space, the simpler
register scheme will solve the design problem in the fastest, most efficient way.

Interfacing Asynchronous Devices
Data that comes in from devices running on different clocks cannot be directly
clocked into a synchronou s system. Data transitions from the external device
can happen at any time, and if data happens to reach the inputs of a few
registers at exactly the same time the synchronize d clock does, some registers
may correctly receive the data while others may miss it.
Incoming data must be synchronize d to a system's master clock before it is
sent through the system. This can easily be done with a sampling flip-flop. As
the signal enters the system, it should be clocked into a single flip-flop clocked
by the system's master clock. With this system there is no chance ofthe signal
being received by some system components and missed by others. If the synchronizer flip-flop misses the signal, the whole system misses it and it will be
clocked in on the next pulse.
Commercially available pulse synchronize rs such as the 74120 can also be
used to "sync up" asynchronou s input signals.

The Proper and Improper Use of One-Shots
The monostable multivibrator, or one-shot, is designed to generate
controllable-duration pulses when triggered by the rising or falling edge of a
trigger clock. In the case of bidirectional one-shots, pulses are generated on
both the rising and falling edges of the clock.
One-shots have theirplace in logic design, but they are probably misused in
most designs. There are two main problems with one-shots: they are timeindependent of the system clock and tend to set up their own timing reference
frames; they tend to trigger by themselves if they encounter even a small
amount of noise (they are noise amplifiers).
One-shots should never be used to drive set, clear, or clock inputs of logic
devices. Clocking data into a register at the wrong time can result from a falsely
triggered one-shot. The practice of not driving clock inputs with anything other
than system clocks is consistent with synchronous design practices also.
One-shots should not be used to stretch pulses to meet setup, hold, or
standardized times. Because the pulse widths of the one-shots will not change
as the system clock varies (due to thermal changes, time drifting, or an intentional system-clock speedup for higher performance), system timing will become faulty at any speed other than the speed the one-shots are tuned for.
In system-timing cases, it is much wiser to produce single pulses with the
synchronous "one-pulse" circuit shown in Figure 6-8. This circuit varies appropriately as system clock frequency changes.
There are a few good applications for one-shots. Areas of application include display and interactive interfaces in which an accidental triggering of the
one-shot will have no harmful effect on system operation. A one-shot can be
used to control the horizontal scan delay on a data terminal character generator,
for example, because a false triggering will merely cause a nearly unnoticeable
glitch in the image that the viewer sees. The system will operate normally on
the next scan line.
Many one-shots have built-in features to help reduce the problem of false
triggering, and these features should be used to increase the one-shot's noise
immunity. The one-shot illustrated in Fig. 6-8, for example, has two inverted
trigger inputs and a master gate that enables the pulse. The AND gate has
hysteresis characteristics to increase its noise immunity. This gate can be used
to disable 'the one-shot during noisy periods (the time immediately after the
master clock's rising edge) and reduce the chance of false triggering.

PHYSICAL DESIGN GUIDELINES
The design guidelines just presented are surely on a less theoretical level than
the architectural concepts of the microcomputer system, but in order to build a
good system, it is necessary to go down even one level further - to the
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nuts-and-bolts level of computer design. On this level we find topics such as
power distribution, transmission line effects, propagation delay analysis, and
other nonideal aspects of microcomputers.

Deciphering the Spec Sheet
To supply all the components of a system with their specified values, it is
necessary to know what those specified values are. All the data needed to use a
device properly can be obtained from the manufacturer's specification sheet.
Manufacturers sometimes tend to exaggerate the true capabilities of their parts
and cover up the bad features by mentioning them in fine print near the bottom
of the sheet. In some cases, disadvantages are turned around to look like
advantages. In one case, for example, a large memory manufacturer produced
specifications for a 4K RAM and a 16K RAM of similar design. The only
difference between the parts was the addition of a chip select line on the 4K
version where an address line previously appeared on the 16K part. The 4K
RAM spec sheet boasted "chip select line improves design flexibility," while
the 16K RAM spec sheet claimed "no chip select line to complicate designs."
When reading a spec sheet, you must look beyond the boastful claims and
decide what the features and device limitations mean to your design.
The propagation delays specified in spec sheets should be used to determine if your designs have large enough timing margins. Propagation delays,
often appearing under the title of switching characteristics, are specified in a
few ways. Minimum, typical, and maximum times are given, and in some data
books these figures will be given at two or three temperatures. The parts
received from the manufacturer are only guaranteed to the maximum worstcase propagation time; and if a logic circuit does not work because typical
values were used in the design, it is no one's fault but the designer's.
The added propagation delay in a long string of gates with maximum propagation delay versus the same string with typical delay can be substantial (sometimes nearly 2: 1).
The same typical-maximum argument applies to current draw and power
consumption. The maximum values are the only ones that can be relied on.
With power ratings, it is also necessary to consider the external devices needed
to make a device work. Typical and even maximum power ratings do not
include such items as ECL termination resistors, open-collector pullup resistors, and full driver output on each line. These figures must be considered in
addition to the component's rated specifications.
Spec sheets also present temperature data and give operational voltage
ranges of their parts. Commercial versions of parts are usually designed to
operate between 0 and 70°C. This range can easily be exceeded on a cold winter
day or within a warm chassis without proper cooling. In applications destined
for outdoor use, such as automotive electronics, military-specification parts
must be used. This decision must be made early in the design because the
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specifications for military parts are sometimes different (usually longer delays)
and--must-be compensated for.

Lack of Statistical Mix
In mass production applications, in an effort to cut costs, it is often thought that
typical values (or values somewhere between typical and maximum) are adequate for a large production run. The reasoning is that a probabilistic mix of
parts will yield a high percentage (say 90%) of operational units, and the money
saved by using less expensive parts will make up the 10% difference many ·
times over. Using this philosophy with semiconductors can have unwanted
consequences, unless the manufacturing organization has very close contact
with the manufacturer. The major reason for this is the lack of a statistical mix
of parts.
Many logic ·elements, and most microprocessors and memories, come in a
number of versions of varying speed. These devices are rarely built especially
to be high-performance parts but, rather, are selected from a total yield of
parts. The selection process varies from batch to batch, depending on how
many parts of which version are needed. If there is currently a surplus of
high-speed parts, parts that pass high-speed screening may be marked as slow
parts and sold as such. If the supply of high-speed parts is low, all the highspeed parts will be pulled from a batch and sold separately.
In the end, the user who is trying to economize by using low-speed parts
may find most of his parts to be typical one day, above average the next, and all
at their minimums the third day, depending on how many high-speed parts were
pulled from his batch. Figure 6-9 illustrates this situation.
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Figure 6-9
The inconsistencies of statistical component calculations. (a) RAMs
received from vendor on Week 1. (b) RAMs received from same vendor on Week 2
(production run has been prepicked, upsetting the statistical mix).
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Critical-Path Analysis
A system's critical data path is the signal path with the longest propagation
delay necessary to proper system operation. This path may be the time it takes
a signal to leave a register, go through anAL U, and enter another register; or it
may be the time it takes an address to reach RAM and result in a data output.
This critical delay path must be determined to insure that the system clock is
slow enough to allow proper system operation.
A critical path can be found by tracing all delays through all possible data
paths. This method, however, is difficult and time-consuming. The best way to
find a critical path is to first look in likely candidate areas. The areas around
RAMs and ROMs are usually good candidates. Large arithmetic units and
many-leveled gating networks also create critical paths. Direct register-toregister transfers and one- or two-level gating networks can be eliminated from
consideration almost immediately. Figure 6-10 illustrates the determination of a
critical path.
It is important to use maximum delay values in critical-path analysis.

Power Distribution
Many small integrated circuits drawing a couple of hundred milliamperes
apiece can very quickly add up to create current requirements of ten to one
hundred amperes. This is particularly true of dense logic such as that found in
large memory systems and high-speed-high-power logic designs (ECL designs,
for example).
High-current requirements combined with the low-voltage levels at which
most logic operates creates power distribution problems. Just a tenth of an ohm
resistance in a 10 A, 5 V power-supply line is enough to reduce onchip voltages
to 4 V.
Digital parts, by their very nature, turn signals on and off at extremely high
frequencies, thereby placing high-frequency current demands on power supply
lines. Noise on power supply lines is another one of the most frequent problems
in digital systems.
Noise and voltage variation problems in a microcomputer system must be
solved using good overall power system design. A high-quality power supply
alone is not enough to solve a system's power problems.
The first requirement of a good power distribution system is a solid ground.
A system's ground line must sink all the current from all the system's power
supplies and is therefore exposed to the highest currents and voltage drops.
Because many digital and analog ICs use ground as an absolute voltage reference, it is important to keep it noise-free.
A good grounding system begins at the power supply connections. Lowgage (thick) wires should be used to connect the power supply to the circuit
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board or circuit card cage. Ground lines should be kept short and direct. The
connections at which ground enters circuit cards should also be of heavy-duty
design. On plug-in circuit cards, it is wise to allocate many pins for ground
level, preferably spaced evenly along the connector width.
On circuit cards it is desirable to have a ground plane. This can be either a
whole plane of ground metal as a conductor on a multilayer board or a partial
plane with conductors and cutaways as necessary on a two- or one-sided board.
The idea is to get as much ground conductions to the IC ground pins as possible. A ground plane also helps reduce signal noise and crosstalk between lines
separated by it. Figure 6-11 presents good grounding techniques.
In large computer systems it is a common practice to have a power ground
and a signal ground. This concept can be used in microcomputers as well to add
an extra margin of noise immunity.
Figure 6-12 illustrates a separate power ground and signal ground system.
High currents flow through the power ground, and switching noise from high-
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frequency current demands is high. Due to the high current flow, ground level
is raised to 200 mV and has a 100 mV ripple and noise level. The signal ground,
however, is used as a voltage reference instead of a current sink. In this case,
only 200 rnA of current flows through the signal ground, and ripple is 10 mV.
Gates, registers, and other components using the signal ground have 190 mV
more noise margin than components using power ground. They are also exposed to less noise. Sending signal grounds to peripherals on long~ noisesensitive cables is more desirable than sending power ground because they
have less noise to start with.
Sending power forms ( +5 V, + 12 V, -5.2 V, -15 V, and so on) to circuitry
is not quite as critical as sending ground, but the rules of power distribution
must still be applied. Heavy power lines, many connector pins for high-current
power forms, and power planes for common voltages are desirable.
There are two basic philosophies concerning power regulation: the oncard
and the offcard philosophies. Offcard regulation consists of a high-current,
precisely voltage-controlled power supply feeding the circuit card or cards
directly. The advantages of this method include the need for only one central
power regulator circuit, even power application and removal of power to all
cards simultaneously, and a reduction of onboard heat that onboard regulators
dissipate.
Before monolithic three-terminal voltage regulators became commonplace,
offboard regulation was the only available mode. The availability of new IC
regulators has allowed the regulation task to be performed on individual cards.
As Fig. 6-13 illustrates, the power forms feeding the cards are unregulated
and higher in voltage than required. Onboard regulation therefore simplifies
power supply design and entirely removes the regulator from the central supply. It does, however, increase overall system complexity because each card
must have a regulator. The primary disadvantage of onboard regulators is the
heat they generate and the necessity for associated onboard heatsinks. Onboard regulated cards cannot be packed as closely together in a card cage due
to heatsink height.
Cards using onboard regulation tend to be "safer" cards. Onboard regulators have built-in current limiters; an oncard short circuit will cause them to
limit at about half an ampere of current. Circuit cards fed directly by a 100 A
power supply can literally go up in smoke if a short circuit occurs.
Whether onboard or ofiboard regulation is used, it is good to put a filter
capacitor at the power input of every card as shown in Fig. 6-13. Small (10-100
~-tF) electrolytic and tantalum capacitors are ideal in 'this application. Sudden
current demands can be supplied by these capacitors, thereby reducing the
noise and ohmic power-line drops caused by current spikes.
Very fast current spikes caused by totem-pole driver switching cannot be
eliminated by one large capacitor on a circuit card. Current spikes in the
hundreds-of-picoseconds range are over before they even have time to propagate through the power and ground plane to the filter capacitor. These high-
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(a) Central and (b) onboard voltage regulation.

speed current spikes can be successfully damped on circuit boards using decoupling capacitors. Many small capacitors (typically 0.01 to 0.1 p,F) should be
spread evenly around circuit cards using the general rule of 1 capacitor for
every 4 /Cs for standard TTL. Other logic families require different decoupling
capacitor spreads, which can be found in manufacturers' applications manuals.
ECL designs need few decoupling capacitors because they do not use totempole outputs; CMOS requires few due to its noise immunity and low current
draw.
A power supply, like any other device, can fail. Ideally, when a power
supply does fail, it will do so in such a way that voltage and current output will
drop; but in some cases the voltage will go wildly out of control. It is wise to
protect a microcomputer system's logic circuitry against such a catastrophe.
Overvoltage protection (OVP) circuits serve this purpose. Figure 6-14 illustrates two OVP circuits. The first circuit is goodforlow-currentpowersupplies.
Simple zener diodes mounted on each card's power-form inputs will limit input
voltage to a safe value. A 5.5 V zenerfora5V supply is a good choice. Thezener
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diode also offers reverse-voltage protection. If a -5 V level is accidentally
applied to the circuit instead of + 5 V, the zener will limit the reverse voltage to
-700 mV (one diode drop), saving the logic circuitry.
The zener diode OVP circuit can be used in a second mode. If the power
line being protected carries too much current to effectively limit with a zener, a
zener diode that is rated far below the power lines current can be chosen to
protect the circuit. When voltage surges over the zener's value, the diode will
burn out (break down), causing a direct short circuit across the power supply,
thereby blowing the fuse. (Needless to say, the line being protected should
have a fuse.)
A better OVP circuit is shown in Fig. 6-14(b). The OVP "crowbar" consists
of a zener diode that triggers an SCR to short out the power supply. This circuit
has the advantage that it is not self-destructive (unlike the zener-breakdown
OVP), and it is adjustable. Perfectionists are often tempted to adjust an QVP
crowbar to a hair's width above the supply voltage. This practice should be
avoided because the slightest bit of power-supply noise is enough to falsely
trigger a sensitive crowbar. A rule-of-thumb for crowbar adjustment is 10% of
the supply voltage plus 1 V. A 5 V power supply should have a 6.5 V crowbar, a
12 V circuit a 14.2 V crowbar, and so on.

Clock Distribution
The master clock lines are among the most important signals in a microcomputer system. They have very high fan-outs because they drive many registers,
flip-flops, and interface components and because their routing is important (it
should be opposite the data flow through registers). A synchronous system's
reliability is based on the premise that a noise-free, well shielded clock is
available.
Clocks should be run as far from data buses as possible, and they should be
separated by a strip of ground plane if possible. It is also a good idea to put the
Fuse
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Figure 6-14
Overvoltage protection circuits. (a) Zener-diode voltage limiter. (b) SCR
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clock pin on a module connector between two ground pins to reduce crosstalk
between pins. In large system applications it is a common practice to send
clock signals from module to module using differential drivers and receivers
connected with balanced twisted pairs of wire or shielded cable.
Clock line lengths should also be controlled as tightly as possible. Extra
cable on the computer's backplane should be added to match the clock's signal
propagation distances to all cards. In some cases a clock signal can be strung
from module to module, but register data-flow direction must first be determined, then opposed.
Because clock lines typically have high fan-out, high-current buffers should
be used to drive them.

Unused Input and Output Pins
In applications in which inputs and outputs that serve no useful purpose are left
over after a logic design is complete, it is bad design practice to leave the inputs
and outputs free-floating. Floating inputs can act as antennas and cause gates
and flip-flops to accidentally preset, clear, or generate noise. Open outputs can
'
cause unbalanced current draws in some logic families.
In TTL, inputs will float to high (logic 1 state if left open). For this reason,
most inputs that are unlikely to be used in many applications (such as preset,
clear, and enable lines) are inverted. A flip-flop with inverted preset and clear
inputs, for example, acts as if the preset and clear lines are turned off when
nothing is connected to the input pins. Just to be sure the inputs on unused
input pins remain at logic 1levels, it is a good idea to clamp them to + 5 V either
directly or through a mild (1000 ohms) pullup resistor. The resistor is a precaution against high current caused by power-line spikes, and one resistor can be
used to drive about 10 inputs.
If an open TTL input must have a logic 0 level to make a part operational,
the input can be tied directly to ground.
Open-circuit ECL inputs float to a logic 0. Internal input pulldown resistors
insure that an open pin will remain below the low threshold level. Open ECL
inputs that must be clamped to a logic 1 level can be either tied to the output of
a gate generating a logic 1 or tied to ground through a silicon diode. Current
must flow through the diode in the forward direction to insure a voltage level of
-700 m Vat the input.
In large systems it is desirable to terminate unused ECL outputs in order to
balance the current draw of gatt(s and flip-flops. Because ECL generates no
totem-pole transients when it switches logic states, the only power-supply
noise is .caused by devices switching from driving a load to not driving a load.
Because most ECL gates have complementary as well as true outputs, it is
possible to eliminate switching noise by terminating an equal number of inverting and noninverting outputs on gates and flip-flops. This principle is used on
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all the circuitry in one of the most powerful mainframe computers in existence:
the Cray One (by Cray Research, Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin). This mainframe
runs essentially noise-free due to its balanced ECL design. One note of caution
is in order concerning balanced ECL: If MSI and LSI ECL parts are used,
there are most likely unbalanced gates inside packages. It is impossible to
terminate these gates, so balanced design is not possible using these parts.
MOS inputs should always be tied to a logic 0 or logic 1. MOS lines will
float between logic 1 and 0 due to their high impedance and may actually be
damaged by static charge if they are left open. When inputs to MOS devices go
to an edge connector of a circuit card, shunt resistors should be connected to
Vnn or Vss to avoid static damage and noise generation when the inputs become unterminated with the power supply on.

Transmission Line Effects
One of the primary sources of noise in a microcomputer system is transmissionline noise caused by improperly terminated lines and mismatched driver-line
impedances. When designing a system, it is important to specify terminations
and line impedances according to the manufacturer's recommendations for the
logic family being used.
One of the most common misconceptions concerning transmission lines is
that low-frequency lines need not be terminated because low-frequency signals
generate very little noise. The error in this reasoning is that noise generation
depends on waveform as well as frequency. It is transition time rather than
frequency that determines noise generation, and square waves have fast rise
times, whether they are at 50 MHz or 50 Hz. It is therefore the logic family that
determines noise generation, not the frequency at which it is run.
Regular, low-power, and low-power Schottky TTL and CMOS have relatively slow rise times, and even poor impedance matching and the lack of
ground planes do not have too great an effect on circuit operation. Generally,
obeying good power supply and clock distribution, keeping leads as short as
possible, and adequately decoupling TTL circuitry is all that is necessary to
keep transmission-line noise at a minimum.
Emitter-coupled logic and Schottky TTL, however, are a different matter.
The Motorola MECL 10,000 series of ECL parts are specifically designed to
provide low propagation delays as well as slow rise times, and although they
can run at higher frequencies than Schottky TTL, they generate less noise.
Schottky TTL's noise problem is compounded by totem-pole output spikes.
For these two logic families it is necessary to use proper termination resistors
and impedance-matched transmission lines as well as good power and clock
distribution practices. Manufacturers' literature clearly outlines procedures for
working with high-speed logic and should be followed for best results.
Microcomputer backplanes or motherboards are very prone to detrimental
transmission line effects due to the large number of signal sources (bus drivers)
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and stubs (card conn ector s) on each line. Some
buses have provisions toreduce these effec ts through impe dance matching.
The PDP-11 Unibus and
LSI-11 bus are two examples of open -colle ctor
buses that have impedancematc hed termi natio n resist ors.

Memory System Design
Mem ory syste m design poses a numb er of probl
ems not encou ntere d in the
design of discr ete micro comp uter logic. Dens ely
pack ed array s of identical
mem ory chips , row after row of paral lel address
and data lines, and highvoltage, fast-rise-time MOS drive r lines tend to cause
exten sive noise, powe rdistribution, and cross talk probl ems. Mem ory interf
ace parts add delay and
timing uncer tainti es to memory desig ns. It is there
fore impo rtant to take precauti ons to reduc e noise and cross talk as well as
make sure that cumulative
propa gatio n delay is taken into accou nt.
The following gener al rules shoul d be followed in
mem ory syste m design:
1.
2.

Make sure enough drive rs are used to drive addre
ss and data lines.
Use a good powe r distri butio n syste m with heav
y grounds and an
adeq uate numb er of decou pling capacitors.
3. Run high-voltage, high- curre nt MOS drive r
lines perpe ndicu lar to
addre ss and data lines to reduc e crosstalk. (On two-s
ided board s this
is accom plish ed by using perpe ndicu lar cond uctor
s on opposite sides
of the board .)
4. Obey all mem ory timing requi reme nts. Most
comp onen ts are specified quite conservatively, but due to the comp etitio
n in the mem ory
mark et, memories are speci fied right to the limit.
A 500 ns mem ory
IC, for exam ple, could start causing problems at 490
ns acces s times.
A numb er of book s entirely devo ted to memory desig
n exist and should be
consu lted if very large mem ory syste ms are to be
built. You should consu lt
large, well-known mem ory manu factu rers, such as
Intel, for up-to-date memory application information.
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THE FORMATION OF STANDARDS
There are two types of standar ds: proclai med and de facto. Proclai
med standards are standa rds that are reason ed out and officially establi shed
by electronics associa tions such as the Institu te of Electrical and Electro
nics Engineers (IEEE) or the Electro nic Indust ries Association (EIA). These
organizations attemp t to ''desig n standa rds to serve the public interes t throug
h eliminating misund erstand ings betwee n manufa cturers and purcha sers, facilita
te interchangeability and improv e produc ts, and assist the purcha ser in selectin
g and
obtaining with minimum delay the proper produc t for his particu
lar needs. "*
Proclaimed standa rds tend to be extrem ely well defined with next
to no ambiguities or loopho les. The IEEE 488 instrum ent bus, EIA RS-232
C, and
IEEE-583 CAMA C interfa ce system are examples of proclai med
standa rds.
Standardizing associa tions are at the mercy of the manufa cturers
in regard to
bus implementation, becaus e these organizations do not build compu
ters.
What we refer to as de facto standa rds are interfa ce method s that
gained
popula rity throug h widesp read use withou t being officially defined
. Whene ver
a manufa cturer introdu ces a new microc omput er bus, a candid ate for
a de facto
standa rd is genera ted. Unlike proclai med standar ds, no official
definition is
available (unless the manufa cturer had the foresight to genera te one);
peripheral device manufa cturers do the best they can to figure out' how
signals are
suppos ed to be used, and use them accordingly. The proble m with this
interfacing approa ch is the lack of compatibility of devices design ed for the
same bus.
The S-100 microc omput er bus is a prime example of a de facto standar
d that has
caused many compatibility proble ms. The Digital Equipm ent Corpor
ation's
PDP-11 Unibus and LSI-11 bus as well as Teletype's 60 rnA and 20
rnA curren tloop standar ds are examp les of well defined de facto standa rds.

MICROCOMPUTER BUS STANDARDS
In microc omputi ng's short history, many bus standar ds have come
and gone. In
many cases the buses were found to be cumbe rsome and hard to
work with,
and in some cases the compa ny supply ing the buses went out of
business. A
few of these standa rds, however, have becom e very popula r. The
S-100 bus
originally appear ed on the MITS Altair compu ter and subseq uently
on the
IMSAI 8080 system . The SS50 bus was originally incorp orated in
Southw est
Technical Produc ts' 6800 system . These and the LSI-11 bus are current
ly the
three most popula r microc ompute r buses. Three buses that are gaining
in popularity at this time are the IEEE 488 bus featured in the Comm odore
Pet, the
TRS-80 bus incorp orated into the Radio Shack TRS-80 system , and
the Apple
*Quote from the front page of an EIA RS-232C standard documen
t.
1
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The high sales volum e
II periph eral bus found on the Apple II microc omput er.
of these system s is aiding the popula rity of these buses.

The S-100 Bus
with the Intel8 080
The S-100 bus is a 100-line bus originally designed to be used
functi on to those
microp rocess or. Many of the signals are similar in name and
rity becau se it
coming directly out of an 8080. This bus has gained wide popula
eds of periph eral
was the first inexpe nsive micro compu ter bus, and hundr
and speech syncards, including memo ries, termin al interfa ces, graphics units,
thesiz ers, are available for it.
was no official
The S-100 bus is very poorly define d. Until recent ly there
Many compa tidefinition conce rning how the signals were intend ed to be used.
erals are caused
bility problems betwe en S-100 bus proces sor cards and periph
ons. Status lines as
by interface design ers' misun dersta ndings of bus line functi
periph eral cards
well as contro l lines are sent along the bus, and many S-100
ities arise when
use the status lines as contro l signals. The greate st incompatibil
A wide selecti on of
micro proces sors other than the 8080 are used with the bus.
contro l signals are
Z80, 6800, and 6502 proces sor cards that mimic the 8080's
signals compl etely
now available, and most of them canno t produ ce the 8080's
correctly.
ution. Two
This bus takes the onboa rd regula tion approa ch to power distrib
ed bus),
specifi
ly
groun d lines (there would have been more on a profes sional
launregu
single
and
two unregu lated 8 V power lines (to supply 5 V regulators),
used.
are
ted + 16 V and -16 V lines (to supply ± 12 V regulators)
ication for it is
The S-100 bus has becom e so popul ar that an official specif
IEEE Comthe
of
ittee
being writte n by the micro proces sor standa rds comm
ms on
proble
tibility
compa
puter Society. Perhap s this standa rd will reduce
,
ication
specif
final
the
in
s
future produ cts. There may be a few slight change
cycles
l/0
the
and
ished
but all the signal line functions are quite firmly establ
(Chap ter 4 of this
(Fig. 7-1) will work with most prope rly designed equipm ent.
ds.)
metho
and
terms
text should be refere nced for explan ations of l/0
and names .
ons
functi
ed
assign
Table 7-11ists the S-100 bus signals and their

The SS50 Bus
system was one of
South west Techn ical Produ cts Comp any's 6800 compu ter
is based on the
system
This
the first micro compu ters to gain wide popularity.
very closely. A
tions
sugges
6800 micro proces sor and follows Motor ola's design
high reliabilwere:
ar
popul
ne
machi
few charac teristi cs that helped make this
), and good
cooled
ction
conve
is
unit
ity, low cost, no audible noise (this
softwa re suppo rt.
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Table.. 7-1

IEEE 8100 Microcomputer Bus Standard (Proposed)

Pin # Signal Name and Type

Polarity

+8 volts (B)'

2

+ 16 volts (B)

3

XRDY (S)" 10

positive

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

VIo (S) 10
VI, (S) 10
Vh (S)IO
Vh (S) 10
VI4 (S) 10
VIs (S) 10
VI6 (S) 10
Vh (S) 10

negative

STAT DSB (M)" 10

19

C!C DSB (M) 10

20
21
22

UN PROT

23

DO DSB (M) 10

24

cfn (B)

25
26

cp!

27

PWAIT (M)

28
29
30

PINTE
A5 (M)
A4(M)

ss

ADD DSB (M) 10

PHLDA (M)

negative

negative

positive

positive
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Instanta neous minimum greater than
7 volts, instanta neous maximu m less
than volts, average maximu m less
than volts.
Instanta neous minimum greater than
14 volts, instanta neous maximu m
less than 35 volts, average
maximu m less than 20 volts.
One of two ready inputs to the
current Bus Master. The bus is
ready when both these ready
inputs are true.
Vectore d interrup t line ~1.
2.
3.
4.
" \..
5.
6.
7.
Not specified.

The control signal to disable
the 8 status signals 2 •
The control signal to disable
the 6 comman d/contro l signaP.
Not specified.
Not specified.
The control signal to disable
the 16 address signals4.
The control signal to disable
the 8 data outputs signals.
The master timing signal for
the bus.
Not specified.
A comman d/contro l signal used
in conjunc tion with PHOLD to
coordin ate Bus Master transfer
operatio ns.
The acknowledge signal to either
of the bus ready signals XRDY,
PRDY or to a HLT instruction.
Not specified.
Addres s bit 5.
Addres s bit 4.

Table 7-1 (continued)
Pin # Signal Name and Type

Polarity

31
32
33
34
35

A3 (M)
A15 (M)
A12 (M)
A9(M)
DOl (M)/EAl (M)/DAT Al (M/S)

36

DOO (M)/EAO (M)/DATAO (M/S)

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

AlO (M)
D04 (M)
DOS (M)
D06 (M)
D12 (M)
D13 (M)
D17 (M)
SMl (M)

45

SOUT (M)

46

SINP (M)

47

SMEMR (M)

48

SHLTA (M)

49
50
51
52

CLOCK
GND
+8 volts (B)
-16 volts (B)

53
54

SSW!
EXTCL R

positive

negative

55
56
57
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Address bit 3.
Address bit 15 (most significant).
Address bit 12.
Address bit 9.
Data out bit 1, Extende d address
bit 1, Bidirecti onal data bit 1.
Data out bit ~' Extende d address
with bit ~' Bidrectional data
bit ~ (least significant)
Address bit 10.
Data out bit 4.
5.
6.
Data in 6 bit 2.
Data in bit 3.
Data in bit 7 (most significant).
The status signal which indicates
that the current bus cycly 7 is an
op-code fetch.
The status signal identifying the
data transfer bus cycle of an OUT
instructi on.
The status signal identifying the
data transfer bus cycle of an IN
instructi on.
The status signal identifying bus
cycles which transfer data from
memory to a Bus Master which are
not interrup t acknowl edge instruction fetch cycle(s).
The status signals which acknowl edges
that a HLT instructi on has been
executed .
that a HLT instructi on has been
executed .
Not specified .
Signal and power ground.
See commen ts above for pin # 1.
Instanta neous maximum less than --'-14.
volts, instantan eous maximu m greater
than -35 bolts, average minimum
greater than -20 volts.
Not specified .
A reset signal to reset Bus Slaves.
When this signal goes low, it must
stay low for at least 3 bus states.
Not specified .

Table 7-1 (continued)
Pin # Signal Name and Type

Polarity

58
59

SXTRQ (M)

negative

61

SXTN (S)

negative

62
63
64
65
66
67

PHANT OM(B)

negative

68

MWRIT E (B)

positive

69
70
71
72
73

PS
PORT
RUN
PRDY (S) 10
PINT (S) 10

positive
negative

74

PHOLD (M) 10

75

PRESET (B)l 0

76

PSYNC (M)

positive

77

PWR (M)

negative

78

PDBIN (M)

positive

79
80
81
82
83
84

Al (M)
A2(M)
A6(M)
A7 (M)
AR(M)

60

I,

A~(M)
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Not specified .
Master signal which requests 16
bit wide slaves to respond by
asserting SXTN.
Not specified.
The signal generate d by 16 bit
slaves in response to the 16 bit
request signal SXTRQ.
Not specified.

A bus signal which disables normal
slave devices and enables phantom
slaves - primarily used for
bootstra pping systems without
hardwar e front panels.
The logical negation of PWR and
SOUT; this signal must follow
PWR by not more than 30 ns.
Not specified .

See commen ts above for pin #3.
The primary interrupt request
bus signal.
The comman d/contro l signal used
in conjunct ion with PHLDA to coordinate Bus Master transfer operatio ns.
The reset signal to reset Bus Master
devices. When this signal goes low,
it must stay low for at least 3
bus states.
The comman d/contro l signal identifying BS1. (See bus states commen ts.)
The comman d/contro l signal signifying the presence of valid data on
the DO bus 8 •
The comman d/contro l signal that
requests data on the DI bus 9 from
the currently addresse d slave.
Address bit ,0 (least significant).
Address bit l.
" 2.
" 6.
" 7.
" 8.
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Table 7-1 (continued)

Pin # Signal Name and Type

Polarity

85
86
87
88

A13 (M)
Al4 (M)
All (M)
D02 (M)/AS (M)/DAT A2 (MIS)

89

D03 (M)/Al9 (M)/DATA3 (M/S)

90

D07 (M)/A23 (M)/DATA7 (M/S)

91

Dl4 (S)/DATA12 (M/S)

92

Dl5 (S)/DATA13 (M/S)

93

Dl6 (S)/DATA14 (M/S)

positive

94

Dll (S)/DATA9 (MIS)

positive

95

Dl~ (S)/DATA8 (M/S)

positive

96

SINTA (M)

97

SWO (M)

negative

98
99

SSTACK
POC (B)

negative

100

GND

positive

positive

, 13.
, 14.
, 11.
Data out bit 2, extended address
bit 2, & bidirectional data bit 2.
Data out bit 3, extended address
bit 3, & bidirectional data bit 3.
Data out bit 7, extended address
bit 7, & bidirectional data bit 7
(most significant).
Data in bit 4 & bidirectional data
bit 12.
Data in bit 5 & bidirectional data
bit 13.
Data in bit 6 & bidirectional data
bit 14.
Data in bit 1 & bidirectional data
bit 9.
Data in bitff & bidirectional data
bit 8.
The status signal identifying the
instruction fetch cycle(s) that
immediately follow and accepted
interrupt request presented on PINT.
The status signal identifying a bus
cycle which transfers data from a
Bus Master to a slave.
Not specified.
The power-on clear signal for all bus
devices; when this signal goes low,
it must stay low for at least 3 bus
states.
Signal and power ground.

Adapted from table by the IEEE Computer Society Microprocesso r Standards Committee.

A number of manufactu rers, including Smoke Signal Broadcast ing,
Midwest Scientific, and Percom, are currently supporting this bus.
The SS50 bus is actually two buses. A large 50-line bus is used for large
processor and memory cards, and a smaller 30-line bus (which is a subset of the
50-line bus) is used for peripheral interface cards. All the address lines are
removed from the peripheral bus and are replaced by single peripheral select
lines driven by a decoder circuit built onto the wotherboa rd.
The SS50 motherbo ard is unconven tional. It consists of rows of 50 vertical
Molex-co nnector pins soldered to the printed-ci rcuit motherbo ard. In the rear
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cards run perpen of the 6800 chassi s, rows of 30 vertic al pins for the periph eral
with a voltage
along
dicular to the larger cards. The periph eral selection logic
mothe rboard
whole
The
.
regulator is mount ed in the center of the motherboard
snaps in and out of the 6800's aluminum case.
proces sor's
Electrically, the SS50 bus is nearly identical to the 6800 micro
n in for
throw
ncies
freque
signals with a few power supply and baud rate clock
easy interfacing.
names are
There are no official numbers for the SS50's pins, and the signal
marke d directly on the mothe rboard .

50-Pin Bus (from left to right)

Data bus DO-D7
Address bus A15-AO
Ground pins
+8 V unregul ated
-12 v
+12 v
Index
M.RST
NMI
IRQ
UD1 and UD2
phase 2
VMA
R/W
Reset
BA
phase 1
HALT
110,150,300,600,1200

-8-bit data bus
-16-bi t address bus
-3 ground pins are used
-3 unregul ated power pins are used
-Unreg ulated; can vary from -12 to -15 V
-Unreg ulated; can vary from 12 to 15 V
-Card index pin. Filled with plastic.
-Maste r reset. Connec ted to front panel switch.
-Nonm asked interrup t
-Interr upt request
-Two undefin ed lines
-6800 clock, ~2
-Valid memory address
-Read- write line
-Clean , process ed reset signal
-Bus available
-6800 clock, %1
-Proce ssor halt
-Baud rate output pins
30-Pin Bus (from back to front)

UD3 and UD4
-12 V, + 12 V, 2 grounds
Index
NMI, IRQ
RSO, RS1
DO-D7
R/W
8 V unregul ated
1200,600,300,150,110
RESET
I/0 #

-Undef ined lines
-4 power lines
-Card index pin
-Interr upt request lines
-2-bit register select code
-8 data lines
-Read- write
-2 power lines
-Baud lines
-Interf ace reset lines
-I/0 device select line (decode d by motherb oard)
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SS50 bus
(30-pin)

Interface card
LM 309 K

+8

In

v

I
1

5V
Regulator

Out

l

_=f

GNDI

GND
DO
D1
D2 .....
D3 .....
D4
D5
D6
D7

.,.,

R/W

6800 Interface Part
(6850 in this case)

Serial
RX
data ~d ata
In

CTS
DCD

E Control
RS

~

1/0# r>c

Vss
DO
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7

02
RS

Serial
TX
data
~
data
out

Voo

1

+ 5 V c - cso
- CS1
CS2
R/W

!Interrupt
IRQ

~

I~
Tx Rx

I

IRQ .....
300 b ,....

I
I
Figure 7-2

I

SS50 bus interface.

Interfacing to the 50-pin bus is nearly identical to interfacing to
a 6800
microp rocesso r bus. A 6800 inktop rocess or application manual can
be used as
a timing guideline. The baud lines can be used whene ver data commu
nication
frequencies are called for.
Interfacing to th€ 30-pin bus is even simpler than interfacing to the
50-pin
bus because the addres s decoding is already performed by the mother
board. A
serial interface, for example, can consis t of just two parts: an ACIA
and a
voltage regulator. Figure 7-2 illustrates an SS50 interface.

The LSI-11 Bus
The Digital Equipm entCor poratio n's LSI-11 series of microc ompute
rs is based
on the PDP-11 minico mputer system that preced ed it. The LSI -11 is
very much
like a PDP-11 in its register and memor y operational format s, and
the LSI-11
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Bus slave

Bus master
Supply address to slave:
1. Assert address on BDAL lines
2. Assert BBS7 if address is in
28-32 K memory
3. Assert BSYNC

Decode address:

/

1. Store the address

Request data from slave:
Send data to slave:
3
1. Remove address from BDAL lines
1. Place data on B DA L Iines
2. Remove BBS7
~ 2. Assert bus reply (BRPL Y)
3. Assert bus data input (BDIN)
Accept data:
1. Input the data on BDAL lines
2. Negate BDIN
End bus cycle:
1. Negate BSYNC

Figure 7-3

~
6

Complete transfer:
1. Terminate B RPL Y

LSI-11 data input cycle (DATI cycle).

incan even be equippe d with an extende d instruction set and floating-point
bit
a
quite
is.
Q-bus)
the
called
mes
(someti
bus
LSI-11
structio n set option. The
the
of
hy
philosop
general
The
r.
howeve
,
different from the PDP-11's Unibus
Unibus remains the same, but the number of bus lines has been greatly reduced
through the use of a multiplexed address and data bus.
The LSI-11 bus is an asynchr onous, 16-bit transfer -oriente d bus·. Data
lines
transfer is based on handshaking betwee n devices, and no master clock
be
to
rals
periphe
t-speed
differen
of
range
wide
a
allows
are used. This feature
not
features
cated
sophisti
of
number
a
has
also
bus
The
bus.
placed on the
de
normally found in a microco mputer. A power availab le (BPOK H) and
tautoma
power available (BDCO K H) line from the power supply are meant to
failure
ically reset the process or as power is applied and to initiate a power
routine (save register s in nonvola tile memory such as core) when the power
gets too low. This power fail-res tart is a standar d feature on most large mainframes.
The LSI-11 bus uses central voltage regulation. Regulat ed +5, + 12, and
-12 V are availabl e, and 8 ground pins are allocated to each card.
The LSI-11 system uses very sophisti cated bus commu nication method s,
card mounting method s, signal pin labeling, and card designs that are carried
down from DEC's larger comput ers. Anyone who is us~d to working with DEC
hardwa re will feel comfort able with the LSI-11. The 800-page Microco mputer
ing
Handbo ok, publish ed by DEC, is a good source of informa tion concern
ars.
particul
DEC design philoso phy and LSI-11
Figure 7-3 shows a typical LSI-11 bus input transfer . The master device
y or
(proces sor or DMA device) is reading data from a slave device (memor
lines
signal
of
set
same
the
over
sent
are
data
and
address
input interface). The
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r

EOI
REN

Interfac e
management

SRQ
ATN
IFC
DAV
NDAC
NRFD
Digital
meter

I

II

Talker,
listener

t

Pulse
generator
Listener

t
Figure 7-4

II

I

Data byte
transfe r
} control

II

Microc ompute r·
system
Talker, listener,
control ler

~

8-bit data bus

IEEE 488/Commodore PET bus.

(BDA L0-15 ). The handshaking on the bus insures that
data is received, but it
also slows down the data transfer. The LSI-11 bus is
theref ore not a very fast
communication bus.

The IEEE 488 Bus
The IEEE 488 bus was initially desig ned to be an electr
onics instru ment interface bus. This bus has been used exten sively by electr
onics instru ment manufactur ers, and Hewl ett-Pa ckard make s exten sive use of
it in comp uters as well
as instru ments . The IEEE 488 bus is sometimes called
the HPIB (HewlettPacka rd interf ace bus).
The IEEE 488 bus is of consi derab le intere st in the
micro comp uter field
becau se of its use in the Pet micro comp uter by Comm odore
. This microcomputer is destin ed to becom e one of the most popul ar micro
comp uters, and many
periph erals will event ually be built aroun d it. Interf ace
users should be cautioned that the 488 bus interface hands hakin g proto col
is paten ted by Hewl ettPacka rd and a licens e is requir ed to manu factur e devic
es incorp oratin g it.
The 488 bus is an async hrono us, hands hakin g-orie nted
bus and uses communication proto cols that are similar to the LSI-11 bus.
Instea d of maste r and
slave devices, howe ver, "talke rs," "liste ners," and
"cont roller s" are used.
Devices can each conta in talker or listen er circuitry,
and one contro ller is
enoug h for a whole system . Talkers send data to listen
ers under control of the
controller. A micro proce ssor card can act as a contro
ller, talker, and listen er
and can send data to listen er-con trolle d pulse gener ators
or read data from a
listen er-con trolle d digital meter, for example~ Figure
7-4 illustrates a typica l
IEEE 488 bus configuration.
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1/0 slot
25242 3

26 27 28
Address lines AO-A1 5
Data lines DO-D7

Top view

48 49 50

17
pins 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
where AO = pin 2
pins 49, 48, 47, 46, 45, 44, 43, 42
where DO= pin 49

Pin

Signal

Pin

Signal

1
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

1/0 SELECT
R/W
n.c.
1/0 STROBE
RDY
DMA
INT OUT
DMA OUT
+5
GND
DMAIN
INT IN
NMI

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
50

IRQ
RES
INH
-12

v

- - + - Rear of cabine t

3 2 1

Figure 7-5

v

-5V
n.c.
7M
03
Phase one
User one
Phase zero
Device select
+12

v

Apple II 1/0 slot signals.

The Apple II Bus

d bus as do the LSl-1 1,
The Apple II micro comp uter does not have a full:-feature
is. essentially a oneSS50, and S-100 machines. Becau se this micro comp uter
ace, audio interf ace,
card micro comp uter with built-in memo ry, keybo ard interf
of eight 50-pin conne cand video gener ator, it does not really need one. A row
card, howe ver, to
tors for extern al periph erals is incor porat ed into the system
, and other periph erals
add expandability to the system. Printe rs, disk drives
slots. Figur e 7-5 show s
can be interf aced to the Apple II using these interface
the pinout for an 1/0 slot.
bus transf ers using
Interfacing to the 1/0 slot is quite simple. Synch ronou s
typical microproin
rmed
16 addre ss, 8 data, and a few contr ol lines are perfo
that drives it. An
bus
cesso r fashion. The 1/0 slot closely resem bles the 6502's
s and using the
iption
descr
interface can easily be built by readin g the signal
ons.
prope r signals to perfo rm the requir ed l/0 functi

Power lines

+ 12, and
-The Apple II can supply small amoun ts of +5, -5,
le to
advisab
is
it
rals
periphe
large
In
use.
ce
-12 V for interfa
is limhave a separa te power supply, howev er, becaus e current
ited.
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Address lines

-AO-A 15; a 16-bit address become s valid on these lines 300
ns
after the beginning of theft1 clock. Each address line can drive
16 TTL loads.
Data lines
-DO-D 7; during write cycles data is available 300 ns after
the
beginning of the fJ2 clock. Data must be ready 100 ns before
the
end of the #2 clock during reads. These lines can drive 8 lowpowere d Schottk y loads.
Device select
-A read or write to one of 16 periphe ral address es assigned
to a
slot will assert this signal during clock ~2. Up to 4 standar d TTL
loads per I/0 socket are allowed.
-This direct memory access control output should be driven
with
an open-co llector driver.
DMA IN and DMA OUT -A DMA priority system
uses these lines in a daisy-chain fashion. DMA IN accepts signals from higher priority devices, while
DMA OUT sends to lower priority ones.
-This line can be pulled low by an open-co llector driver to inhibit
all internal ROMs.
INT IN and INT 0 UT
-Interr upt daisy-chain lines that follow the same convent
ion as
the DMA lines.
I/0 select
-This line will go low during clock fJ2 if data is written to or
read
fr'om any of the 256 addresses assigne d to the peripheral connector.
I/0 strobe
-This line goes low during ~2 if memory locations C800 to CFFF
are accesse d.
-This line will halt the micropr ocessor when driven low with
an
open-co llector driver. This line should be submitted during
~1
time.
-Goes low when the keyboar d's reset button is pushed.
-This line means read when high and write when low.
-Micro proces sor "phase zero" clock.
-Comp lement of ~0.
-Gener al-purp ose 7 MHz clock.

Furthe r inform ation concer ning the ·Apple II bus can be
obtain ed from the
II refere nce manua l. Litera ture pertaining to the 6502 is
also helpful
when working with this bus.
A~ple

The TRS-80 Bus
The TRS-80 micro compu ter, sold by Radio Shack , is the
best-selling microcompu ter in the world. Its wide succes s is attribu ted to its low
cost, vast media
expos ure, and large distribution netwo rk. The TRS-80, like
the Apple II, is
basically a single -board micro compu ter, but an expan sion
bus conne ctor is
built into the TRS-80 instea d of many periph eral interfa ce slots.
This 40-pin bus
is designed to plug into the neares t periph eral, which in
turn plugs into yet
anothe r periph eral. The bus theref ore daisy~chains itself betwe
en periph erals.
Figure 7-6 depict s the TRS-80 bus pinout . Becau se the TRS-8
0 uses dynamic memo ry and the Z80 micro proces sor's autom atic RAM
refreshing system, bus lines for row and colum n select lines on dense 16K
RAMs are provided.
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Odd

Even

From back of case
37
3 ••••••• ••••••• ••••••• ••••••• ••••••• ••••••• •••••••

~ ~I

I~ ~
2

• • 38
4 •• •• • •• • •• • • •• • •• • • •• • •• • •• • •• • •• • •• •• • •• •• •• • •

Address pins AO-A 15
(Processor driven)
Data pins DO-D7
(Bidirectional)
Pin

1
2
3
8,29,3 7
12
13
14
15
16
19
21
23

33
39

Signal
RAS
SYSRES
CAS
GND

OUT
WR
INTAK
RD

MUX
IN
INT

TEST
WAIT

+5

39

1up

40

, 10,7
25,27 ,40,34 ,31,35 ,38,36 , 11, 17,4, 9,5,6
25
where AO = pin
30,22 ,32,26 , 18,28 ,24,20
Functi on
Dynamic memory row address strobe outpu t
System reset. High during system operation
t
Dynamic memory column address strobe outpu
Ground lines
Outpu t write strobe (for peripherals)
Memory write strobe
Interru pt acknowledge outpu t
Memory read strobe
Dynamic memory multip lexer contro l outpu t
Input read strobe (for peripherals)
Maskable interru pt line
data and
A logic zero externally applied tristates address,
lines 13, 15, 19, 12, 1, 3, 16
Cause processor to wait for slow memory
Power supply outpu t

Figure 7-6

SER IAL DATA
COM MUN ICAT ION STA NDA RDS

Radio Shack TRS-80 bus signals.

I

print ers, and mode ms are
Altho ugh most perip heral s such as termi nals, line
of the Amer ican Stand ard
desig ned to trans fer chara cters of data in the form
is rarely sent to these perip hCode for Infor matio n Interc hange (ASC II), data
e of these devic es and the
erals as paral lel bytes . Due to the slow- speed natur
data trans fer is used
serial
long cable requi reme nts for remo te perip heral s,
in nearl y every comused
are
almo st exclusively. Two very popu lar stand ards
32C stand ard and
RS-2
EIA
the
puter termi nal that uses serial comm unica tion:
stand ard that
facto
de
a
is
which
the 20 rnA curre nt-loo p stand ard, the latter of
ers.
print
ype
Telet
of
gained popu larity due to the wide sprea d use
ard deriv ed from the
The RS-232C stand ard is a more official stand
termi nals have input s
uter
comp
Most
ard.
C.C.I.T.T. teleco mmu nicat ions stand
interf ace cards that provi de
for both RS-232C and curre nt-loo p serial 1/0;
eithe r or both stand ards are widely availa ble.

The EIA RS-232C Standard
betw een data termi nal
The EIA RS-232C stand ard defin es the interfacing
serial binar y data
oying
empl
ment
equip
equip ment and data comm unica tions
ts of the interf ace are well
interc hange . Elect rical ·signal and mech anica l aspec
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Table 7-2
Pin

2
3
4
5
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RS-232C Interface Signals
Description

Protectiv e Ground
Transmi tted Data
Receive d Data
Request to Send
Clear to Send

6
7
8
9
10

Data Set Ready
Signal Ground (Common Return)
Received Line Signal Detecto r
(Reserve d for Data Set Testing)
(Reserve d for Data Set Testing)

11

Unassigned (See section 3.2.3)
Sec. Rec'd. Line Sig. Detector
Sec. Clear to Send
Seconda ry Transmi tted Data
Transmission Signal Element
Source)

12

13
14
15

16

17
18
19
20

21

22
23

24
25

Timing

(DCE

Seconda ry Received Data
Receive r Signal Element Timing (DCE Source)
Unassigned
Seconda ry Request to Send
Data Terminal Ready
Signal Quality Detecto r
Ring Indicato r
Data Signal Rate Selector (DTE/DCE Source)
Transmi t Signal Element Timing (DTE Source)
Unassigned

specified. The comple te RS-232C interfa ce consist s of25 data lines.
This would
seem to be enough signals for a comple x paralle l commu nicatio n line,
but many
of the 25 lines are very special ized and a few are undefin ed. Most
compu ter
termin als only require from 3 to 5 of these lines to be operati onal.
Table 7-2
briefly describ es all 25 of the defined lines.
Figure 7-7 illustra tes an RS-232C data commu nicatio ns system .
Becaus e
RS-232C was originally intende d for data commu nicatio ns equipm
ent, a few
lines must be swapp ed betwee n a compu ter and termin al if no modem
or other
data commu nicatio ns equipm ent is used. These wires are swappe
d within the
cable connec ting the two devices . This line is called a null modem
cable.
The five signals shown in Fig. 7-7 are the most commo nly used
RS-232C
signals. Bidirec tional data lines are provid ed (transm it and receive
data) and a
handsh aking system consist ing of the reques t to send and data
set ready line
are used to contro l data transfe rs.
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~
Signal ground
Transm it data
Request to send
Receive data
Data, set, ready

Comput er

~elephone

lines

-

r--.:

~

·,.

~

Modem

Modem

Signal ground
Transm it data
Request to send
Receive data
Data set ready

Termina l

j- Maximum 50 feet-j
Standar d data commu nication
Baud rates: 50, 75, 110, 150,
300,60 0,1200 ,2400,4 800,
9600, 19200

Signal voltages:
-5 V = 0
Minimum +5 V = 1
+15V= 1 -15V= O
Max
*At interfac e point
(a)

Ground
Compu ter 1
2
3
4

5
8
6
22
20
7

Transm it data
Receive data
Request to send
Clear to send
J
Carrier detect
Data set ready
Ring indicato r
Data termina l ready

X

J

Transm it data
Receive data
Request send
I Clear send
Carrier detect
Data set ready
I Ring indicator
Data termina r ready

Signal ground

1 Termina l
2
3
4

5
8
6
22
20
7

(b)

communiRS-232C data communications. (a) RS-232C interface with data
Figure 7-7
wiring.
RS-232C
er
-comput
Direct-to
(b)
nt.
equipme
cation

of voltage and
The RS-232C electri cal specif ication calls for a numbe r
curren t limitations:
s betwe en any
1. Driver s must be able to withst and open or short circuit
pins in the interfa ce.
above 3 V,
2. Voltages below -3 V shall be called mark potent ials;
called space voltages.
3. Maxim um transf er rate is 20,000 bits per second .
ce must be
4. The load imped ance of the termin ator side of the interfa
betwe en 3000 and 7000 ohms, and not more than 2500 pF.
The 20 rnA Current-Loop Standard

rd and consis ts
This standa rd is much simpler than the RS-232C interfa ce standa
e plus, andre receiv
,
minus
it
transm
plus,
it
of only four basic wires: transm
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Compu ter +
Data

Termina l

20mA
Transm it :t-

Transm it-

20mA
~

20mA
...,.__

Receive +

20mA
~

Receiv eData

Figure 7-8

20 rnA current-loop interface.

ceive minus. As Fig. 7-8 illustr ates, four lines form two 20
rnA curren t loops.
Logic alls and Os are sensed by openin g and closing the curren
t loop. When the
curren t loop was first used in teletyp ewrite rs, the loop was
conne cted and
broken by actual rotatin g switch contac ts within the teletyp
ewrite r sending the
data, and the 20 rnA signal drove a print magne t in the receiv
ing teletyp ewrite r.
Today, most 20 rnA curren t loops electro nically mimic the
opening switch and
magne t arrang ement .
It is impor tant to note where the curren t is genera ted. Voltag
e is applied to
a current-limiting resisto r at the data sending end (the end
with the switch).
Voltage is dropp ed across curren t-limit ing resisto r RT and
also across load
resisto r RL. The values of the transm it resisto r and positiv e
voltage applied to it
must provid e a 20 rnA curren t flow. Althou gh a low-vo ltage
and a low-va lue
resisto r can be used, a high voltage and a high-value resisto
r are usually chosen. One of the big advan tages of a curren t-loop comm unicat
ion system is that
wire resista nce has no effect on a consta nt-cur rent comm unicat
ion loop. Voltage does not drop across it as it does in a voltag e-orie nted
interfa ce such as
RS-232C. For this advan tage to be realized, howev er,
a consta nt-cur rent
source , instea d of just a resisto r and voltag e, are neede d to genera
te the 20 rnA.
A high-voltage and a high-value resisto r are less affecte d
by line resista nce
variations and essent ially act as a near-c onstan t curren t source
.
In many s~ystems a mixtur e of EIA RS-232C interfa ces and
20 rnA curren tloop interfa ces is unacc eptabl e. Standa rdizat ion to the more
moder n RS-232C
standa rd is usuall y the recom mende d course of action. This
conve rsion can be
simply perfor med by using an RS-232-level receiv er to drive
a switching transistor on the transm it end, and an optois olator and load
resisto r to drive an
RS-232C driver on the receiv e end.

PARALLEL DATA
COMM UNICA TIONS STAN DARD S
ctory for
Parallel data commu nicatio ns over microc ompute r buses is satisfa
paralle l
but
ures,
short interco nnectin g distances within microc ompute r enclos
disk
peed
High-s
well.
as
commu nicatio n over long distanc es is often required
serial
n
commo
the
drives, tape transpo rts, and even powerf ul terminals outrun
the commo n
interfa ce standa rds. It would seem approp riate to start describ ing
are no comthere
is,
standar dized paralle l interfaces C;tt this point; but the fact
brough t
been
has
n
situatio
mon standar dized parallel interfa ce format s. This
from
ce
interfa
l
paralle
a
uses
about by (1) the lack of a popula r device that
an
of
lack
the
(2)
and
,
which a de facto standa rd might have been derived
industr y standa rd such as EIA RS-232C.
er.
Most parallel commu nicatio ns buses do follow a genera l pattern , howev
are
There
.
output
an
and
input
There are usuall-y two parallel data buses: an
can be sent.
also handshaking signals indicating when data is ready and when it
transfe rs,
data
l
paralle
typical
es
The input/o utput section of this text describ
ces.
interfa
l
paralle
and the explan ations given apply to most

MATCHING NONS TAND ARD
TO STAN DARD INTER FACE S
ity and
A completely standa rdized I/0 system can improve a system 's flexibil
handle
to
d
expandability enormo usly. If all microc ompute r inputs are designe
and
in,
d
plugge
,
RS-232C, for examp le, off-the-shelf periphe rals can be bought
I/Otely
comple
a
operate d withou t any redesign or new interface work. In
conver ted to
standar dized microc ompute r system , all the periphe rals must be
device s
system
eed
the chosen standa rd as well (with the except ion of high-sp
rals as
periphe
the
to
lity
such as disks and tapes). This proced ure adds versati
with
tible
compa
e
becom
well as the overall system , for the periphe rals then
other system s using the same interfa ce standar ds.

Parallel-to-Serial
ary to
Becaus e there are no commo n paralle l standar ds, it is usually necess
is
that
rd
keyboa
A
conver t device s to serial data commu nicatio ns standa rds.
serial
a
to
ted
conver
connec ted to a parallel interfa ce, for examp le, should be
the added
device with an RS-232C driver. Conve rting to serial standa rds has
s about
require
rd
keyboa
l
benefit of increas ing equipm ent mobility. A paralle
two. It
but
s
require
rd
keyboa
ten lines, for instanc e, while an equiva lent serial
ductor
10-con
a
than
wire
uctor
is simpler and less expens ive to route a 2-cond
conal
ed-seri
ndardiz
l-to-sta
paralle
ribbon cable. Figure 7-9 illustrates a sample
version .
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-- ·--- --- --- --.. ,

I

Compu ter termina l

I

1

8 d ata 1·mes
Microco mputer

I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I

Keyboa rd

Iill

I

L __

I

--- ....,

Display
unit

I

Key press strobe
8 data lines

~
~

~

I
~
I ___ ___ ___
L
~
___ ___ ___ _
l

New data ready

(a)
rr----------------

---~

Keyboa rd

I
I

UART

Data
in

UART

Serial
out

Serial
in

'---------~ Trans

Key press strobe

Comput er
8 data

I
I
Data
out
Data
received

reg.

Input data

Key pressed

load
Display
unit

Data
out

New
data
ready

L ___ ___ _

Data
received

Serial
input

Serial
out

Data
in

Trans. reg. load
Clocks

Clocks

Output
data
New data ready

1

(b)

Figure 7-9
Conversion of a nonstandard parallel terminal. (a) Nonstan dard
parallel
interface. (b) Standardized serial terminal interface.

Interfacing Common Peripherals
The numbe r of types of periph erals a compu ter can have
is nearly limitle ss,
ranging from light pens to joystic ks. With nearly all of these
periph erals, however, there is usuall y some way to put the input into a standa
rdized form. Table
7-3 lists some comm on periph erals and offers sugges tions
concer ning possib le
interfa ce metho ds.

Table 7-3

Popular Device Interface Methods.

Device

Purpose

Interfac e

Terminal

Data entry and read-ba ck.
Simple termina ls have
alphanumeric capabil ity
only. Compl ex termina ls
have graphics.

Serial interfaces of the
20 rnA or RS-232C type are
adequa te in most cases.
Slow speed 110 to 1200
baud rates are usually
necess ary in hard-co py
termina ls, while video
termina ls can usually
accept 9600 to 19,200 baud.

1

Disk drive

High density , low access
time data storage .

Due to the high data transfer rates and disk drive
control functions, unique
parallel interfaces are
practically the only way to
interfa ce these devices.

Magnetic
tape drive

Very high density ,
sequential data storage .

Like the disk drive, high
data transfe r rates and
control functions necessi tate the use of parallel
interfaces.

Casset te
tape drive

Medium density , sequen tial data storage .

Casset te data transfe r
rates are low enough to
allow serial data transfers. Control functions
require either the use of
reserve d charact ers that
are sent over the serial
line, or discrete control
lines.

Image sensor

Device that conver ts
images into a compu terreadab le form.

Becaus e data is usually
scanne d out in these
devices , serial interfaces
are adequa te, but RS-232
is much too slow. Special drivers, receive rs,
and lines that operate
in the MHz range are
require d.

Hard copy device that
draws images, graphs, and
alphan umeric s with a moving pen. Line drawings
are genera ted with
plotter s.

Due to the mechan ical
motion involved, plotter s
require low data transfe r
rates. Serial data transmissions over RS-232C lines
is often used.

Plotter
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Table 7-3 (continued)
Device

Purpose

Data tablet

A device that translat es
operato r pen motions into
comput er data. Data tablets are essentia lly the
opposit e of a plotter.

Joystick

A control stick with X
and Y axes of control.
Two potentio meters connected to a gimbal are
usually used.

Joystick s are basicall y
analog devices and require
AID convers ion before data
can be used. Analog data
transmission to an interface at the comput er is
popular , but convers ion at
the joystick and serial or
parallel transmi ssion is
better.

Light pen

A device that translates operato r pen movements on a CRT into computer data. Similar to
a data tablet in function.

Conversion circuitr y is
required at the light pen.
Data can be sent serially.
Light pens are often part
of terminals and blend into
the termina l's serial or
parallel commu nication
format.

Speech
synthes izer

A device that mimics
human speech under computer control.

There are two basic types
of generat ors and interfaces. Compu ter-cont rolled
waveform generat ors require
parallel interfac es due to
their high data rate. Wordor phonem e-orient ed generators require simpler commands and serial interfac es
can be used.

Card
reader/p unch

A unit that reads or
punche s 80-column "IBM
cards.''

Most card readers transfer
data slowly enough for a
serial RS-232C interfac e
to handle. Vacuum -actuate d
high-speed readers require
parallel interfacing due
to high data rates and many
control functions.

Interface
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Data tablets can generat e
low- or high-speed data,
depending on their operatio n.
Serial data transfer for
"end point only" data
tablets is adequat e, while
parallel transfer is
required for continu ous
sample models.

Table 7-3 (continued)
Device

Purpose

Interface

Line printer

A hard-cop y device that
prints alphanum eric copy
on a line rather than a
characte r basis.

Line printers with print
rates up to about 600
lines per minute can be
interlace d serially at
RS-232C data rates. Highspeed line printers require parallel interlace .
Nearly all commer cial line
printer interlace s are
parallel in nature.
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The design is finished. All interface components have been chosen, the circuits
have been carefully planned following the design rules, and timing diagrams
and logic design have been double-checke d to insure that the circuit will work.
The final steps of system hardware development must now be taken: fabrication and testing. Even logic circuits built in a haphazard manner will probably
work, especially if good design practices were· followed and low-speed logic
such as TTL is used. A little care in the layout and construction, however, will
vastly improve the reliability, testability, and appearance of the final product
and is certainly preferable to haphazard construction.
For a small single-board microcompute r system, circuit board layout, enclosure selection, and external interface wiring must be performed. With larger
multicard systems, a universal cardmounting method, commonly known as a
backplane or motherboard, must also be chosen. A topdown approach should
be taken in large systems. The card mounting method and enclosure must first
be selected, followed by logic card layout and construction. In many cases it
will be necessary to iterate the enclosure and board layouts a few times to come
up with the optimum system configuration. A 10-card backplane may be initially chosen and eventually changed to a 20-card backplane to accommodate
all circuit modules, for example. It is therefore a good idea to have fairly firm
board layouts and enclosure selection before parts procurement.
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CHOOSING AN ENCLOSURE
is depen- '
The type of enclos ure ultimately chosen for a microc ompute r system
ints. ,
constra
nent
compo
and
tion,
applica
dent on system comple xity, system

The Integrated Enclosure
supply, and
A metal or plastic box containing one circuit card, a built-in power
re for
enclosu
r
popula
a
is
rd
keyboa
a
or
es'
possibly a few status lights' switch
re. A
enclosu
an
such
depicts
8-1
Figure
s.
system
r
single-card microc ompute
is
supply
power
a
and
s,
spacer
with
box
the
in
d
single circuit board is mounte
this box.
mounte d next to it. There are a few import ant features to note about
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Five spacer s(one in each corner and one in the middle of the circuit
card) are used to hold the card in position. It is import ant that the
card be rigidly suppor ted and that the expose d conduc tors on the
back of the card do not touch the metal case.
ly
Conne ctors are used on all board- to-case and board- to-pow er-supp
tion
installa
and
l
remova
connec tions. This feature allows easy board
for servicing.
to
The power supply is mount ed rigidly on spacer s; care is taken
contain
s
supplie
Power
d.
mounte
remain
make sure the parts will
many big compo nents such as resisto rs and transfo rmers that require
more than solder to keep them in place. Lockw ashers are used on the
transfo rmer, and capaci tor clips are used on the filter capacit ors.
A fan keeps the circuit cool. This fan is optiona l if enough air circula
remem
tion can be genera ted by ventila tion slots. It is import ant to
enclober that even low-po wer device s can build up heat in a sealed
sure. There should always be some sort of ventila tion. Anothe r point
of interes t concerning the power supply is the directi on of air flow.
The air flows over temper ature-s ensitiv e logic circuit ry before cooling the power supply. Power supplies are less sensiti ve to heat and
tend to preheat, the air if air is used to cool them before it reache s the
logic.
Cables and wiring are protec ted against strain. Individual wires are
bound with cable ties and the power ,cord has a strain relief.
Compo nents are mount ed only on the bottom of the enclosu re. This
t
allows, the cover to be taken off for testing and servicing withou
ed
mount
be
must
being inconv enienc ed by dangling wires. If parts
ion the cover, it is wise to use a connec tor or at least to leave a long
length of wire so the cover can be set aside.
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7.

ts
A metal shield betwee n the power supply and the circuitry protec
This
noise.
supply
power
from
analog compo nents on the circuit card
'
is particu larly import ant when switching-type power supplies ar~
used.

noted,
A few additional ideas concer ning integrated enclos ures should be
r
ompute
microc
a
to
In many cases integra ted enclos ures will be sitting next
on
down
cut
to
used
user. Conve ction cooling or a low-no ise fan should be
in these
annoying fan noise. Fans such as Rotron 's Whisper Fan are ideal
someis
it
ure,
enclos
an
applications. When a keyboa rd is incorp orated into
of a
case
the
(in
button
times a good idea to put the on-off switCh and reset
more
be
may
It
ure.
reset-and-go microc ompute r) on the back of the enclos
accidentally
difficult to turn the microc ompute r on and off, but the risk of
m while
progra
a
of
middle
the
resetting the microc ompute r or turning it off in
reaching for the keyboa rd is eliminated.
should
Finally, safety should be consid ered. A three-t ermina l power plug
highAny
.
ground
ive
protect
the
be used and the case should be ground ed to
firmly
be
should
cover
the
and
,
voltage points should be insulated or marked
fastened.

Modular Card Cages
cage to
Most large compu ters and many microc ompute rs use a modula r card
12
case,
this
In
house system logic. Figure 8-2 illustra tes the modular card cage.
a
in
wired
are
tors
connec tors are provid ed for plug-in cards. The connec
circuit
te
separa
A
parallel-bus format (in this case, the S-1 00 bus is being used).
the connec card, called a mother board, is used to carry power and signals to
d buses
standar
n
tors. Mothe rboard s are available for most of the commo
(S-100, SS50, IEEE 488).
apply to
Most of the features that applied to the integrated enclos ure also
are
cards
which
in
way
the
the modular card cage. The main difference is
the
by
in
held
usually
is
and
mounted. Each card simply slides into place
cards,
large
on
tial
substan
is
connec tor's insertio n force. Becaus e this force
orated.
small levers that aid in inserting and pulling the card are often incorp
ors.
Figure 8-2 shows a card with built-in card extract

Rack Mounting
volume
Before microc ompute rs were invente d, computers took up so much
ered in
consid
even
not
were
that integrated enclos ures and modul ar card cages
the
times,
the
of
ures
enclos
le
the enclosure decision. One of the largest availab
beent),
equipm
ial
industr
and
ng
switchi
19-inch relay rack (used in telepho ne
a
tes
illustra
8-3
Figure
ction.
constru
ter
came the de facto standa rd for compu
19-inch relay rack.

1

w
0
w

Circuit
cards

Spare
connectors
Top View

Modular card cage

44-200 lines

Microco mputer bus

1/0 connectors

Figure 8-2

Power

A modular card cage.

slots

~Ventilation

Interior

@

Reset
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f

.ft.

Peripheral
hardware

Rack-mounted
slides for easy
servicing
Floppy disk system
Mountin g rails
for 10-32 screws

Modular card
cage system

61"

0

u

00000
DODO

Microco mputer
system

l.

Lift-in
swinging
doors
(optiona l)

Figure 8-3

19-inch relay-rack mounting system.

ures.
The relay rack still offers some advant ages not found in other enclos
a
and
racks,
Many periphe rals are designed to be mounte d directly into relay
tape
disk,
ounted
microc ompute r or minico mputer system along with a rack-m
supplie s
drive, and modula r power supplies can fit in one nice enclos ure. Power
bottom
the
at
y
(usuall
are traditio nally mount ed on a separa te relay rack plate
of the rack to lower the center of gravity ).
ry to
The relay rack also increas es serviceability. Rack slides allow circuit
.
cabinet
pull out of the rack like drawer s out of a filing

Custom Enclosures
becaus e the
In some cases the enclos ure choice does not have to be made at all
r piece
anothe
inside
er
ontroll
enclosu re already exists. Mount ing a small microc
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of equipm ent is a good examp le of this situation. In these cases
you must do the
best you can to follow good mounting, wire securing, and noise
shielding practices.
If an existing enclos ure must be used, and the enviro
nment inside that
enclos ure is not well suited to micro compu ter circuitry, an integr
ated enclos ure
housing the micro compu ter circuit ry should be built into the
existing enclos ure.
This "box inside a box" approa ch can greatly increa se reliabi
lity.

CHOOSING A CONNECTOR SYSTEM
Virtually no micro compu ter is a "seale d box." There are alway
s conne ctions
to periph erals and extern al power. As system s grow more compl
ex, the numbe r
of interc onnec tions increa ses. It is theref ore impor tant to choos
e a good, standardiz ed conne ctor system for extern al as well as intern al micro
compu ter connections.
The crudes t appro ach to interc onnec tions, aside from solder
ing wires directly into place, is the direct card-c onnec tor metho d. Wires
from extern al
periph erals, as well as card-t o-card conne ctions not conne cted
on the mothe rboard, are termin ated with conne ctors that plug into the tops
of cards or into
socket s on the cards. Holes in the ba,ck of the enclos ure are
used to pass cables
leading to periph erals. Two proble ms with this metho d includ
e strain on the
cards caused by extern al cable tensio n, and cable cleara nce
problems for large
periph eral cables . A clamp at the back of the enclos ure is often
used as a strain
relief, as shown in Fig. 8-4.

To peripherals

~~~o~ls
CINCH
DB-25
connectors

........

....... .

Circuit assembly
corpora tion
DIP header and
ribbon cable
(Plugs into DIP
IC socket)

Figure 8-4
Connector systems. (a) Simple, inexpensive connector system.
(b) Rugged,
professional connector system.
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CIRCUIT CARD LAYOUT AND CONSTRUCTION
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increased, because many circuit levels are available for complex interconne ctions, and whole layers of a multilayer board can be dedicated to ground and
power planes.
While the multilayer board overcome s packaging density problems, it
creates two new problems. Multilaye r boards are expensive to produce due to
the precision required to fabricate them, and circuit tracing and repairing are
very difficult due to the hidden layers between the board.

Wire-Wrap Boards
Wire-wrap boards consist of firmly mounted integrated circuit sockets or
socket pins inserted into a fiberglass board material. Square, plated (or tinned)
posts protrude from the back of the card. Thin (typically 30-gage) silver-plated
wires are wrapped around these posts (about 5 to 10 times) to make interconnections. The height of the posts determine s how many wires can be wrapped
to it. A post capable of holding three wires is called a three-leve l wire-wrap
post.
The general first impression of wire-wrap is that it is a shoddy way to build
a circuit, but it is in fact one of the most reliable circuit interconne ction
methods. The tool used for wire-wrap ping puts a high tension on the wire as it
is wrapped around the posts, so airtight connectio ns are formed at the square
post corners. A wire twisted around a post 10 times therefore has 40 connectio n
points. Because the wire-wrap wire is silver-plated, it conducts signals very
1
well at high frequencie s.
Circuit packing densities are very high where wire-wrap ped constructi on is
used. Integrated circuits can be mounted right next to each other, because
circuit-bo ard etches are nonexiste nt. The surfaces of the circuit board on which
the wire-wrap pins are mounted are often used as ground and power planes.
Circuitry remains accessible because there are no buried planes (as there are in
multilayer boards), and circuit modificati on is quite simple. Figure 8-5 illustrates wire-wrap ped constructi on and shows the recommen ded method of
stringing buses from pin to pin. Using this method, it is never necessary to
remove more than three wires in the replaceme nt or modificati on of a wire.
Wire-wrap constructi on has one big disadvantage: board thickness. Wirewrap posts protrude from the back of a card while socket thickness adds width
to the front.

Special. Board Wiring Methods
A number of special board wiring methods for special applicatio ns exist. One
such method is the multiwire method, a type of wiring that consists of insulated
wires that connect circuit pins in much the same way wire-wrap does; instead
of using square posts, however, wires are terminated directly to the IC leads
and are soldered. The wires are applied by a special machine and are adhesively attached to the back of a card. Multiwire boards have all the advantage s
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based on individ ual require ments. If a board is a prototy pe and modifi
cations
are to be made, wire-w rap is the best choice . For large produc tion
runs of a
finalized design , two-sid ed boards are the best choice; and if packin
g density is
import ant in a produc tion enviro nment, multilayer or multiw
ire are good
method s. The advant ages· and disadv antage s of each method
should be
weighed.

Solder versus Socke ts
There are two method s of mounti ng integra ted circuits : socket s
and solder.
Many people have the idea that the mounting decisio n resolve s
to a purely
econom ic questio n. Socket s cost more than no· socket s, so one is led
to believe
that soldering in ICs is an econom izing measur e. In reality, there
are many
factors that must be weighed before decidin g where to use and where
not to use
sockets .
Table 8-llist s some of the advant ages of sockets and soldere d constru
ction.
It is true that ICs are easier to replace with sockets , and trouble
shootin g by the
chip replace ment method (a poor way to diagnose proble ms, inciden
tally) is
easier, but it should be remem bered that modem ICs are very
reliable and
rarely fail unless they are of the "surpl us" variety often used by
experim enters. In additio n, modern fault isolatio n tools allow a faulty IC to
be spotted
quite easily, and special desoldering tools allow ICs to be remov ed
quickly and
easily with no board damage.
Table 8-1

Solder versus Sockets

Characteristic

Socket

Soldere d

Cost
Mechanical integrity
Chance of bent-ove r
pins due to poor
insertion
Replaceability
Thermal shock incurred
during installation

Higher
Poor to good
High

Lower
Excellen t
Extreme ly low

Easy
None

Difficult
Moderat e

Most mainfr ame and minico mputer manufa cturers have learned that
sockets are more of a service proble m than a benefit. Due to poor
mechan ical
integrity, the chance of pins getting bent as ICs are inserte d, and the
possibility
of ICs being accide ntally pulled out as the circuit card is inserte
d into a card
cage (possibly by rubbing against anothe r card), soldere d-in constru
ction is
almost exclusi vely used.
Therm al shock is anothe r item to be consid ered in the decision
betwee n
sockets and solderi ng. The solderi ng proces s transfe rs a lot of heat
to an integrated circuit, especia lly if a wave-s olderin g machin e (a machin e
that solders
all of a card's pins at once by dipping the card surface in a solder
bath) is used.
Integra ted circuit s, howev er, are design ed to take solderi ng stresse
s of about
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300°C (lead temperat ure) for 10 seconds and should work fine after such
soldering unless they were defective to begin with. High heat applied from the
outside of an IC tends to cause bond failures due to package expansio n and
rarely damages the IC chip itself. The thermal shock caused by direct
soldering does not have much effect on reliability, and the advantag e of greater
mechani cal integrity far outweigh s it.
A mix of soldered -in and socket ICs is often a good idea. Small interface
parts such as drivers, receivers , and gates can be soldered into place, while
large LSI parts such as micropro cessors and UARTs are plugged into sockets.
This allows quick replacem ent oflhe large, hard-to-r emove parts, yet retains
the mechani cal integrity of solder construc tion on most of the parts.

Special Board Processing
Complex circuit boards with many parallel buses are prone to solder bridges
caused by flux spUttering and excessiv e solder flow. Solder masks are therefore incorpor ated into many complex logic cards. A solder mask is a coating
(usually transpar ent green, blue, or pink) that covers the soldered side of the
circuit card in all areas not to be soldered . Solder cannot stick to the solder
mask, and flux can be removed easily from it. Solder masks are almost always
used in wave-sol dering producti on applicati ons.
Circuit cards destined for harsh environm ents (humid 1 dusty, greasy) are
often complete ly coated on both sides with a thin plastic protectio n blanket
called a conform al coating. Connect ors are, of course, masked from the coating
to retain conducti on. Circuits going into automati ve, industria l, and military
applicati ons should always be conform ally coated.

Circuit Card Layout
Once a board type has been chosen, it is time to lay out the parts ori the board.
The following tips for laying out boards should be followed .
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Arrange the logic circuitry as efficiently as possible. Group logical
sections with many intercon nections close to one another.
Place bus transceiv ers close to the edge connecto r (a.ssuming a modular card cage and bus are being used). Lines taken from the bus
should be as short as possible to reduce bus noise.
Keep analog circuitry as far from noise-ge nerating logic circuitry as
possible.
Place onboard voltage regulato rs where their heat will cause no problems. Cooling air should blow over logic circuitry first, followed by
the voltage regulator heatsink .
Allow space for decoupli ng capacito rs and place the input voltage
regulatio n capacito r near the power input point on the board.
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If there is any space left on the board, arrange it so one or more
addition al ICs can be added at a future date. Expand ability is a
desirab le feature.

Circuit Board Routing
Whethe r a circuit board is a printed circuit or wire-wr apped board, there
are a
few general signal-routing techniq ues that should be followe d. Signal
leads
should be kept as short as possible . Squared -off wires and etches look nice,
but
they are electric ally inferior to shorter, more direct connect ions. Signal lengths
up to 50 em perform quite satisfac torily in well designe d TTL and MOS microprocess or systems in which good power distribu tion techniq ues (ground
and
power planes or equival ent) are used.
On circuit boards, power and ground planes or etches should be as wide as
possible . Signal leads can be as narrow as 0.38 mm (0.015 in.) for TTL circuitry
.
Signal spacing of 0.38 mm is adequa te, but minimum spaced, long parallel
lines
should be avoided for crosstal k reasons . Parallel bundles of wire-wr ap
wire
should likewise be avoided in wire-wr apped systems .

Circuit Board Assembly
After a circuit board is fabricat ed, assemb ly begins. Discret e compon
ents,
nonsens itive integrat ed circuits such as TTL drivers and transcei vers, decoupling capacito rs, and miscella neous hardwa re should first be mounte d on
the
board. Sensitiv e MOS parts, includin g micropr ocessor s, comple x interfac
e
parts, ROMs, and RAMs should be mounte d or plugged in last.
Care should be taken to avoid exceedi ng compon ent heat requirem ents,
and grounde d solderin g equipm ent should be used to avoid compon ent destruc
tion due to static or power-l ine voltage s.
Finally, when parts are being plugged into IC sockets , care should be taken
to avoid bending IC pins. Pins that are bent out sideway s are easy to spot,
but
bent-un der pins are nearly impossi ble to detect without test equipm ent.

PURCHASING THE PARTS
Nationa l parts distribu tors such as Cramer Electro nics and Hamilto n/Avnet
supply industry with microco mputer and interfac e parts, and parts obtaine
d
from these distribu tors as well as certifie d represe ntatives of the semicon ductor
manufa cturers can be assume d to be first-run , prime parts. But you also
pay a
premium price for parts from these sources .
Slightly lower prices can be obtaine d by purchas ing parts from a surplus or
discoun t parts distribu tor, but telling good parts from bad is very difficult
.
Some discoun t distribu tors can give low prices because they buy in such
large
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quantities. Parts obtained from these distributo rs are the same as you would get
from a national industrial supplier. In many cases, however, discount distributors buy surplus and marginally rejected lots of parts. There is nothing wrong
with true surplus parts, as these are manufactu rers' overruns that would have
been sold to an industrial customer if one existed. Higher than expected chip
yields, canceled orders, and overestim ated demand produce surplus parts. The
parts to watch out for are the rejected ones. These parts may not work over the
full temperatu re range, may not fall within voltage or current requireme nts, or
may have out-of-spe c propagatio n delays. Using these parts in a well designed
circuit will defeat all the carefully performed work that preceded it. Here are a
few tips to help identify rejected parts.
1.

2.
3.
4.

Suspect the lack of the words first-run or prime on advertising material.
Suspect the lack of official manufactu rer markings on the IC package.
Suspect the words "100% tested" on advertisi ng-even rejected
parts are tested.
Suspect obvious defects such as chipped cases and misformed leads.

In experimen ter-type applicatio ns in which the experimen ter is long on
time and short on money, rejected and surplus parts may be acceptable . Good
troublesho oting experienc e can be gained from tracing down initially bad and
premature ly failed parts. The use of surplus or rejected parts in productio n
applications or by the experimen ter who would rather develop software than
spend time fixing his computer should be avoided. Overall system cost may be
a bit higher initially, but the added reliability will pay back the difference many
times over.

CIRCUIT AND SYSTEM TESTING
Even the most carefully designed and constructe d system will rarely work
properly when first powered up. Compone nt failures, software bugs, wiring
errors, unexpecte d noise interferen ce, or uncaught errors in the design can
cause system problems. Fortunatel y, a wide selection of tools and methods is
available to help reduce troublesho oting effort.
The first things to check in a new system are the power forms. It is a good
idea to have important chips unplugged (if sockets are used) during the initial
power checkout just in case something is wrong. A voltmeter should be used to
check voltage levels and an oscillosco pe should be used to examine the voltage
waveforms. Abnormal voltage levels can be caused by overloade d voltage
regulators , voltage drops across power lines, or malfunctioning power supply
componen ts. Voltages at all points, including the power supply output, card
connectio ns, and IC leads, should be tested.
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If all the power forms are within specified limits, an error
in the logic
circuit ry or softwa re is likely to be the problem. The first thing to
check is the
logic circuitry.
Static testing is a good first step in the logic trouble shootin g proces
s. Much
of a system 's circuit ry can be tested with the system clock stoppe
d, using a
voltmeter, oscillo scope, or logic probe. Gates, drivers, receive rs, static
RAMs ,
and discret e compo nents can be checke d for open circuit s, short
circuits, and
defective logical action. One particu lar proble m to watch for is
open-c ircuit
enable lines. If proble ms still exist after static testing is comple
te, dynam ic
testing must be perform ed.
A wide selecti on of special tools is available for dynam ic testing.
Oscilloscopes allow actual wavefo rms to be watche d and multi-channel digital
oscilloscopes or logic analyz ers allow signals to be watche d on a 1 and
0 basis. By
connec ting an oscillo scope's or logic analyz er's trigger and input
probes to
logic signals, it is possibl e to trace down a problem to its source . A
good place
to start tracing down problem s is at the master clock oscillator. If the
oscilla tor
is working, device s d:dven by the oscilla tor should be checke d.
Troubleshooting a compu ter system is unlike simple equipm ent
troubleshooting. Once a compu ter is debugg ed to a semiop eration al point,
the trouble shooting becom es easier becaus e the compu ter can help trouble shoot
itself. If a
microc ompute r is working but one of its interfaces is not, a test progra
m that
repeate dly sends data or retrieves data from that interfa ce can be
written and
run. An oscillo scope or logic analyz er can then be used to watch
the input/
output interac tion and the error can be quickly found.
A microc omput er is well suited to testing its own memor y, also. By
writing
memor y test pattern s into memor y and reading them back under
proces sor
control , bad memor y bits can be identified, and the diagnostic progra
m can
even be written to identify which memor y card and IC is at fault.

Before you actually get involved with putting a micro system together, there is
a certain tendency to think that once the system is built and tested, what
follows is merely that "small matter of program ming." This belief, however ,
will very likely be dispelled the first time you take on the task of software
design and impleme ntation in your microcom puter-ba sed project.
It is true that some systems will require consider ably less in the way of
software than others. A complex controlle r, for example , may require large
amounts of critical real-time software , while a general-p urpose compute r would
not, because in this case the program ming burden is placed on the "program mers," whoever they may be. Software design may be likened to hardwar e
design in many ways, but there is no parallel more universa lly appropri ate than
that which states ''a good design approach and the proper tools can make the
developm ent go smoothe r and faster.''
Volumes have been devoted entirely to microcom puter software tools,
design, and implem entation -and for a complete understa nding of the subject,
a thorough study of one or more of these books is a virtual necessity . This
chapter is not offered to impart a full understa nding of micro software ; it does,
however , address those factors that are most importan t in microcom puter
software design and thus can serve as a guide for topics that merit your further
study.
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THE ELEMENTS OF SOFTWARE DEVEL OPME NT
In a microco mputer magazine article on softwar e develop ment, the author
spoke glowingly about the profits to be made by generat ing softwar e and
admonish ed his readers to get crackin g; he wrote," ... with the profits which
can
be made in softwar e, it would be foolish to not immedi ately run to your
computer and start typing in program s.'' With no intende d reflecti on on the zealous
enthusi asm of the author of those words, a modicu m of caution is certainl
y in
order. There is no questio n that the microco mputer softwar e field can
offer
some very attracti ve financial opportu nities for the speciall y skilled, but
the
quoted suggest ion could hardly be more foolish than its implications. Softwar
e
generat ed in the manner suggest ed is usually not worth buying.
Jumping directly into comput er coding (writing the actual comput er instructio ns) is like develop ing an interfac e circuit by beginning with a solderin
g
iron and a bag of integrat ed circuits . It is of utmost importa nce to bear in
mind
that softwar e, like hardwa re, must be carefully specified, concept ualized
, and
finally coded. A topdow n approac h is the key to success ful softwar e.
Softwar e develop ment is a process that consists of three discrete phases:
softwar e definitio n, algorithm design, and softwar e coding. And these phases
neglect the prelimi nary steps that involve the weighing of hardwa re-versu
ssoftwar e tradeoff s, learning what can and what cannot be implem ented
econom ically with softwar e, the selectio n of the "right" comput er languag
e,
and other such mundan e conside rations.

Software Definition
Softwar e definition consists of precise ly defining the function of the softwar
e.
In a system program ming applicat ion, this may mean defining the capabili
ties
of a program such as an editor, assemb ler, or high-level language. In a control
applicat ion this step would include specific ation of all the timing constra
ints
and a listing of the comple te sequenc e of events of the controll er.

Algorithm Design
Softwar e algorith m design is the process of choosing a method for accomp
lishing the task set forth in the specific ation. There are hundred s of ways to turn
a
signal on and off with a micropr ocessor ; the method best suited for the application should be found and used. Algorit hm design also involve s program partitioning. Large program s are more easily designe d, debugg ed, and tested
if they
are broken up into smaller module s or subrout ines; and the points at which
to
break the algorith m into modula r elemen ts must be defined . Modules should
be
small enough so that each module is not too large in itself, and large enough
that
individual instruct ion-like module s of a few stateme nts each are avoided.
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Coding Prerequisites
Before the actual coding begins, a few importan t decision s about the coding
should be made. The choice between using a high-level language such as
BASIC or FORTRA N for high-spe ed software developm ent, or pure assembly
language for the highest possible executio n speed, or a combina tion of both
assembly and high-level languages must be made. The documen tation methods '
must also be specified to the person writing the code.
It is especiall y importan t to generate good documen tation when writing
microcom puter software . Flowcha rts should be used to represen t program control flow, and data flow diagrams should be used to keep track of variables not
consider ed in the flowchar t. A descripti on of each module's function should be
written and commen ts should be used extensiv ely within each module.
One of the keys to good program ming is the efficient and logical use of
variables . Data areas within a program should be well defined, and all variables
that affect a particula r subroutin e should be clearly called out in the documen tation. Poorly defined variables and "under-t he-table paramete r-passing " between subroutin es should be avoided.
Large systems and microcon trollers will usually contain one or more
interrupt -driven processe s. Care must be taken in any subrouti ne called by an
interrupt service routine. Reenteri ng a subroutin e that has been interrupt ed can
cause unpredic table results upon subrouti ne return due to destructi on of temporary variables . Reentran t subrouti nes must therefore be used also.
In addition to good software design practices , good software and hardwar e
tools are required for successfu l software developm ent. We look at some of
these requirem ents in detail in this chapter, but we begin with a cursory examination of the tradeoffs involved in language selection.

THE PROGRAMMING LANGU AGE
The choice of program ming language will have a great impact on the support
software needed in a developm ent system. The program ming language choice
should therefore be made before ordering a system or picking a vendor to order
from (some vendors are specializ ed in certain languages).
The choice between assembly language or high-level language is basically a
tradeoff between software developm ent cost and processi ng speed. High-level
languages typically require 2-10 times as much memory as optimize d assembly
language and run 2-100 times slower. Develop ment time can be cut from a half
to a tenth of the time required for assembly language program ming by using a
high-level language .
The choice of languages is itself a tradeoff that must be weighed from a
system capabilit y and economi c viewpoin t. The choice is not strictly a one-orthe-othe r situation , however . Most high-level languages allow program subrou316
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tines to be replace d with equival ent assemb ly language routines . Studies show
that program s spend 90% of their time executing 10% of the program
(the
commo nly used subrout ines), so by convert ing just a small percent age of
the
program to assemb ly language, great speed increases can be effected with
a
minimal softwar e-devel opment investm ent.

SOFTWARE TOOLS
Software develop ment is a comput er-aided design process that requires both
hardwa re and softwar e tools. We will look at the hardwa re requirem ents in
the
next section; here, we will examin e some of the importa nt items of develop
ment softwar e, which include editors, assemb lers, simulat ors, debuggers, compilers, and interpre ters. Compilers and interpre ters are less often used than
editors, assemb lers, and debuggers, but they can serve a useful purpose , particularly in large softwar e develop ment tasks.

Editors
Programs must be "typed into the comput er" and put into a comput er-reada
ble
format that other develop ment softwar e can use. It is the editor program
that
allows text, mathem atical express ions, and anything else to be input from
the
typewri ter keyboa rd.
Data typed into an editor is usually temporarily stored in microco mputer
memory as an "edit buffer." A 16K-byte edit buffer can store about 2600
five-letter words or their equival ent in express ions, and small or medium-sized
microco mputer program s can usually fit within the edit buffer. Many editors
have a paging feature that allows full data buffers to be dumped onto a
data
storage device (disk or tape), leaving an empty edit buffer in which to continu
e
the program. A large program may consist of many pages of code. Paging
is
very seldom an automa tic feature. The program mer must decide when to ''turn
the page.''
Because comput ers have a great memory manipulation capability, editors
can incorpo rate many features that are not found in an ordinar y typewri
ter.
These features include text insertio n and deletion, charact er string searchin
g
and changing (useful for replacing words or sentenc es of text), and block movements of text.
There are three basic types of editors: string-oriented, cursor-o riented, and
line-oriented. Each type has its own advanta ges.

String- Oriente d Editors . A string-o riented editor treats a whole program
(or equivalent text) as one long string of charact ers. The point at which characters will be added to or deleted from the program is determi ned by where
the
''charac ter pointer '' is. The user has comple te control over where the charact
er
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pointer moves and what it does, and can insert or delete text from the middle of
lines as well as at their beginnings and ends. Moving blocks of characters from·
one location to another is not usually possible with simple character editors
found on microcom puters.
In a line-orien ted editor, a line number is assigned
to and printed at the beginning of every line of text. Line editors have the
advantage of simple character block movemen t but require that line numbers
be specified when editing text. Smooth text typing is difficult for the occasiona l
typist, because line numbers must be put at the beginning of every line.

Line-Oriented Editors.

1

These are used primarily on video terminals on
which the blinking cursor can be moved left, right, up, or down. Editing is
accomplis hed by moving the cursor to exactly the point on the screen where
the data is to begin, and then typing the data. Old data at the location is
overtyped by new data. This kind of editor is particularl y useful when many
small changes are required and cursor positioning ease is of prime importanc e.

Cursor-Oriented Editors.

Assemblers
Assemble rs take microcom puter programs that are in an assembly language or
source code format (instruction names instead of the 1s and Os of pure machine
code) and convert them to machine language or object code. Assemblers automatically associate addresses with variable names and compute numeric offsets
commonly found in relative addressing and branching. Assemble rs are usually
matched to a particular editor format and must therefore be compatibl e with the
editor used on the microcom puter system.
The capabilities of assembler s vary widely. Most assembler s can assign
machine-c ode values to symbolic names and compute addresses .. Advanced
assembler s have far more than these rudimenta ry features, however.
Program location control is one valuable feature to look for in an assembler. By changing a start location variable in the submitted program it is
possible to have the program assembled to run at any location in memory. An
even more powerful feature than program-specific program location control is
relocatabl e object-cod e generation . Object code created by a "relocatin g assembler" (often called relocatable object code) can be loaded at any location in
memory using a relocatabl e loader program. No new assemblie s are required to
make it run at a different address.
Macro capability is another desirable feature in an assembler. Assembly
language programs usually end up having certain sequences of instruction s that
are written over and over again by the programmer! A macro assembler allows
a special code word to be assigned to these repeated sequences , essentially
turning them into macros. Instead of retyping the sequence of instruction s each
time it is needed, the programm er merely writes the macro name and the
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assem bler accord ingly substi tutes the prope r code seque nce.
Macros can help
make progra mming easier and help make docum entatio n more
unders tandab le.
A descriptive macro name such as SHIFT S for a seque nce
of instruc tions that
perfor ms eight shifts in a row is more descri ptive than eight
shift instruc tions
one following anothe r.

Monitors and Debuggers
A monit or is a small contro l progra m from which other, larger
programs such as
assem blers and editor s can be loaded and run by the micro compu
ter operat or.
When a progra m is finished running, or when the micro compu
ter reset button is
presse d (assuming a reset-and-go type micro compu ter is being
used), contro l is
return ed to the monit or for new progra m selection and execut
ion~
Becau se monit ors are the centra l operating point for progra
m execu tion
and system operat ion in general, many useful features are
incorp orated into
them. The ability to examine memo ry locatio ns and registe
r conten ts, modify
memo ry locatio ns, and jump to progra ms is usually includ
ed. Monitors with
even more conve nient functions fall into the "moni tor-de
bugge r" class of
programs. These progra ms usually includ e a breakp oint featur
e that allows the
person execu ting the progra m to put a return -to-mo nitor point
at any location in
the program. The progra m's progre ss up to the breakp oint
can be studied and
any error-c ausing condit ions can be debugged.

Compilers
It is a well docum ented fact that progra ms can be develo
ped with less time and
effort if a high-level compu ter langua ge is used instea d of assem
bly language.
Compilers are progra ms that conve rt high-level languages such
as FORT RAN,
BASIC , and PL/M into assembly langua ge and finally into machi
ne code.
Compilers create machine-language programs that perfor m
the specified
task, but the progra ms take longer to execu te than hand-o
ptimiz ed assem bly
language due to the general way in which expres sions are
handled by the
compiler. Most compi lers, for instan ce, would not recogn
ize the fact that a
numbe r multiplied by 2 is the same as a simple left arithm
etic shift. A full
multiply would theref ore be perfor med needlessly.
There are compilers that do their best to recogn ize candid
ate progra m
optimization points , but these optimi zing compilers are not availa
ble for microcompu ters at this time. The future will undoubtedly see progra
ms of this type.

Interpreters
High-level lanugages can also be execu ted by an interp reter.
An interp reter
does not conve rt the high-level langua ge progra m into machi
ne language before
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ents are read as the
execut ing it as does the compiler, howev er. Instea d, statem
interp reted for its
progra m is execu ted, each instruc tion is broken apart and
med. This is a
logical or arithm etic meaning, and the calculations are perfor
time they
every
very slow proces s, becau se all the statem ents must be.rer ead
are execut ed.
PL/Z, and
FORT RAN and PL-typ e langua ges (Intel's PL/M , Zilog's
An advan reted.
interp
y
others ) are usuall y compi led, while BASIC is usuall
very easy.
is
ging
debug
m
tage to using slowly interp reted BASIC is that progra
prosimple
a
time
every
led
Becau se the progra m does not need to be compi
le.
possib
is
effects
cation
gram change is made, rapid user feedba ck of modifi
r microp roThere are a few BASIC compi lers available for the most popula
p softwa re
develo
to
is
pment
cessor s, and a viable appro ach to softwa re develo
the final
as
BASIC
led
compi
using interp reted BASIC as a debugging tool and
produ ct.

HARD WAR E AIDS
develo pment sysSoftw are-de velopm ent hardware includ es such tangibles as
rs, in-circuit
mpute
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s,
tems, time-sharing mainframe compu ter system
are that
hardw
of
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The
.
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much
made
be
can
re
softwa
of
n
could be used to assist in the implem entatio
and
aids,
such
of
n
sectio
cross
a
ly
longer, but these mentio ned items are certain
it is to these that we now direct our attenti on.

The Microcomputer Itself
develo p microc ompuIt is desirable to have an interac tive compu ter system to

bling or compiling,
ter software. The system can be used for typing in, assem
is anothe r microtask
and debugging progra ms. One prime candid ate for this
ter with a keycompu
compu ter system . Nearly any genera l-purp ose micro
opy outpu t
hard-c
a
and
board , data storag e medium, fairly large memory,
must be
there
,
course
Of
device can be used as a system develo pment tool.
well.
develo pment softwa re that runs on the system as
re; compi lers,
An editor and assem bler consti tute a minimum set of softwa
lities.
capabi
pment
develo
's
debuggers, and interp reters add to the system
hard-c opy
a
that
ative
imper
is
it
effort,
In a serious softwa re develo pment
als are
termin
Video
used.
be
al
termin
g
device such as· a line printe r or printin
m
progra
opy
hard-c
a
t
withou
m
progra
a
ging
fine for progra m editing, but debug
able
prefer
is
It
sible.
impos
nearly
worst
at
and
listing is at best cumbe rsome
up with ordina ry
that the hard-c opy device print on paper that you can mark
in the debugwriting tools, becau se marking up a listing can help significantly
ging proces s.

Development Systems
Microp rocesso r manufa cturers and other companies recogni zed the need
for
microco mputer softwar e and hardwa re develop ment tools and produce d microcomput ers designe d specifically for that purpose . Intel's MDS system,
Motoro la's EXORc iser system, and Tektron ix' 8002 system are but a few of
the
currentl y available "develo pment system s." Microp rocesso r manufa cturers
tend to orient their develop ment systems around their individual product
s,
while instrum ent compan ies tend to take the "univer sal" approac h. The
best
way to get an idea of what a typical develop ment system contain s is to examin
e
one.
The Americ an Microsy stems Incorpo rated (AMI) MDC system is a development system designe d primarily for 6800 micropr ocessor softwar e and hardware develop ment. The system include s advance d hardwa re and software
features that simplify debugging and testing considerably.
The heart of the MDC system is the develop ment station. This device is a
modula r card cage, keyboa rd, and CRT display built into one large enclosu
re
that looks like an oversiz e video termina l. The card cage contain s slots for
16
modules, including process or, PROM programmer, dual disk drive, debug,
memory (RAM and preprog rammed ROM), and many other optional module
s.
While many other manufa cturers offer minifloppy disks and cassette tape
as storage-device options , AMI offers only a full-size {8-inch) dual floppydisk
system for the MDC. This is a wise choice because the time loss and aggrava
tion caused by the smaller, slower data-sto rage periphe rals is not worth
the
price savings they would return on this $9000 system. Total data storage capacity is therefor e 512K bytes, which is adequa te for many user programs as
well
as a good-size library of develop ment software.
A PROM program mer card can be plugged into the MDC card cage, and
object files can be transfer red directly to PROMs using the MDC's PROM
programming softwar e.
Software support for the MDC system includes a disk operatin g and file
management system, residen t assemb ler and loader, residen t editor, debug
control program s, and trace program s.
A data acquisit ion module and logic analyze r module are planned expansions for the MDC system, and these additions will increase the system
hardwa re's debugging capability.
One feature not found in the MDC is an in-circuit emulator. Many development system manufa cturers produce modules for their develop ment systems
that have a 40-pin extende r plug that mates with the micropr ocessor socket
of
the device being develop ed. The develop ment system then mimics the microprocess or and simulta neously allows user intervention in the program execution process . In-circu it emulators allow memory location s, externa l interfac
es,
and micropr ocessor registers to be examin ed, thereby giving the user a good
idea of what is happen ing in a newly built system.
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Evaluation Kits and Prototyping Boards
oardin g
Anothe r way of developing softwa re for a microc ompute r is by breadb
it in action.
the microc ompute r (or a reason ably similar copy of it), and testing
, howev er.
It is not necess ary to start the breadb oardin g proces s from scratch
particu lar
Many manufa cturers make univer sal breadb oards based on their
or prokids
proces sors. These breadb oards, which are often called evalua tion
logic
enough
totyping kits, are built on double -sided circuit boards and contain
the
using
up
to build a reason ably powerful system . A design can be built
the
to
rred
transfe
board's facilities, and the used portion s of the design can be
final produc t.
kit
The Americ an Micros ystems Incorp orated (AMI) E VK200 proto typing
as
well
as
re
hardwa
is represe ntative of a good breadb oard that can be used for
softwa re develo pment. This breadb oard contains:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2KRO M
512 bytes EPROM
lK bytes RAM
EPROM progra mmer
20 rnA current -loop interfa ce
EIA RS-232C interface
TTY operati ng system softwa re in ROM
ROM subrou tine library
Interva l timer
Tiny BASIC

Assem bler and disasse mbler ROMs are also available for this unit.

TIME-SHARING AND MINIC OMPU TER-B ASED
SOFTWARE DEVE LOPM ENT
aken, it is
If a small, one-tim e programming task is all that is going to be undert
. One alsystem
pment
develo
ive
expens
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sing
purcha
advant ageous to avoid
nationa l
ternati ve to a develo pment system is a time-sharing system . Many
extenhave
c
time-sharing service s such as Nation al CSS and Genera l Electri
al.
termin
rented
a
sive microp rocesso r suppor t softwa re that can be run from
ter)
compu
r
anothe
Cross assemb lers (assem blers that assemb le programs for
ly use IBM
and compilers are used becaus e large time-sharing system s typical
used to
are
tors
Simula
or Contro l Data mainframes as the main processor.
ms
progra
ing
debugg
in
useful
"run" progra ms on time-sharing system s and are
.
before transfe rring them to a micr-ocomputer system
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Popul ar minic ompu ters can also be used to devel
op micro proce ssor
softw are. Micro proce ssor manu factur ers offer broad
lines of non-r esiden t
softw are for users who alread y have their own minic
ompu ters or mainf rames .
Moto rola, for exam ple, offers 6800-compatible cross
assem blers, simul ators,
and high-level language comp ilers for IBM 360-370,
HP 2100, Data Gener al
Nova , HIS 6000, CDC 6000, PDP-11, and Sigma 9 comp
uters.

OBTAINING SOFTWARE DESIGN
INFORMATION
Book s devot ed exclu sively to softw are devel opme nt are
available and a representat ive sampling shoul d be consu lted befor e progr ammi
ng a micro proce ssor.
For the engin eer with exten sive micro proce ssor exper
ience , a system design
data manual and progr amme r's manu al are all that is really
requir ed to progr am
a system . Engin eers who need some guida nce in the
area of progr ammi ng
techn iques shoul d consu lt college-level texts conce
rning progr ammi ng
metho ds.
It is a good idea to learn good programming techn
iques from the very
beginning, or unlea rn bad habits that may have been
picke d up. The most
comm on bad softw are habits are poor docum entati on
and unstru ctured data
flow. This is not surpri sing, becau se most books that
deal with progr ammi ng
techn iques conce rn thems elves with progr am contro l
rathe r than data flow or
style. A good book that can help devel op a good progr
ammi ng style is Progr am
Style, Desig n, Effici ency, Debu gging and Testing by
Denn ie Van Tassel.

CONCLUSION
Building a micro comp uter system prope rly is not as simpl
e as many micro processo r manu factur ers lead you to believ e. As this
text has shown , system
conce ptuali zation , design, fabric ation, testin g, softw
are design , and system
integr ation all play an impor tant part in the function and
reliability of the final
produ ct. In summ ation, a prope rly design ed and const
ructed system will take
more engineering effort to devel op than a poorly desig
ned system , but the
rewar ds in reliability, functional opera tion, and cost
reduc tion due to logic
optimization and lower service requi remen ts more than
comp ensate for the
added effort. In regard to micro comp uter interfacing,
it pays to do it right!

d
Absolute address. A location in memory specified by its numeric ally assigne
value.
at a
Absolute loader. A program that loads data or instruct ions into memory
fixed absolut e address .
Access time. The time required to read a word out of memory .
where
Accumulator. An internal microco mputer register (or register s)
arithme tic and logical data are stored and manipu lated.
ACIA. Abbrev iation for asynchr onous commun ications interfac e adapter
(used for serial data commu nication ).
d
Acknowledge. A signal commo nly used to signify that data has been receive
n.
situatio
king
handsha
a
in
d
accepte
or control informa tion
ne
Acoustic coupler. A piece of hardwa re designed to connec t a telepho
means.
e
handset to a comput er system, usually through inductiv
AID. Analog-to-digital (as in AID convert er).
e.
Adder. A circuit that perform s binary addition in a process or or interfac
memory
a
in
s
Address. A numeric al value that identifies word position
system.
of a
Algorithm A step-by -step procedu re that always leads to the solution
problem.
ers.
Alphanumeric Contain ing potentia lly both letters and numera ls as charact
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ALU Abbre viatio n for arithm etic logic unit (used
to perform binary
arithmetic and logical functions in a proce ssor).
Analo g The prope rty of opera ting over a contin uous,
varyin g range of voltage
or curre nt value s.
AND
A logical opera tion in which all inputs must be at a logic
1 level for the
outpu t to be at a logic 1 level.
ANSI Abbre viatio n for Amer ican Natio nal
Stand ards Instit ute,an
organization that establishes stand ards.
Arithmetic logic unit A device used to perfo rm binary
arithm etic and logical
functions in a proce ssor or interf ace.
ASCI I Abbre viatio n for Amer ican Stand ard Code
for Inform ation Interchang e. This code is comm only used in data comm unica
tions.
Assembler A progr am that takes symbolic instru ctions
and variable name s
and conve rts them to a comp uter-u sable progr am consi
sting of 1s and Os.
Asynchronous Signals or devic e action s that are
not synch ronize d with a
maste r clock frequency.
Backplane A piece of comp uter hardw are that conta
ins the conne ctors and
bus wiring for the system circui t board s.
Bank A large unit of memory.
BASIC Acron ym for begin ners' all-pu rpose symbo
lic instru ction code, a
popul ar comp uter language chara cteriz ed by its ease of
use. This language
is usually interp reted instea d of compiled.
Baud Officially defined as the recipr ocal of the shorte
st pulse width in a data
comm unica tion stream , but usual ly taken to mean bits
per second.
BCD Abbre viatio n for binar y-cod ed decim al, a limite
d radix-10 system in
which four bits are used to expre ss the numerals 0 throu
gh 9.
Bench mark A test progr am desig ned to test the perfo
rmanc e of a proce ssor in
a given applic ation.
Bidirectional The prope rty of handl ing data flow in
two directions.
Bipolar The chara cteris tic of conta ining NPN or PNP
transi stors.
Bit A binary digit that can be set to repre sent a 1 or
a 0.
Bit-sliced A system consisting of many identical parall
el comp onent s, each of
which perfo rms opera tions on only a few bits of the total
proce ssed word.
Boolean algebra Binar y arithm etic rules that define
the logical opera tions of

AND, OR, inver sion, and exclu sive- OR.

Bootstrap An initialization progr am that is used
to start a comp uter's
opera tion.
Buffe r A circui t that amplifies and restor es a signal
to a prope r drive level. An
area of memo ry where data can be temporarily stored .
Bug An error in a piece of hardw are or software.
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of time to
Burn-in The act of operating a piece of equipm ent for a period
isolate any early-failing parts.
r field, a byte
Byte A predef ined numbe r of paralle l bits. In the microc ompute
is typically 8 bits.
betwee n the
Cache A high-sp eed interm ediate buffer memor y that lies
hy.
hierarc
y
proces sor and main memory in a compu ter's memor
e positiv e
Carry An output signal or status bit which is used to indicat
r.
registe
shift
a
of
w
overflo
shift
left
or
arithmetic overflo w of an· adder
CerDIP An acrony m for cerami c dual-inline packag e.
onds to
Checksum A charac ter residing at the end of a data block that corresp
error
for
used
is
the binary sum of all the charac ters in the block. This
checking.
in or out of
Chip Comm only used to describ e a monolithic integra ted circuit,
a packag e.
the logic in a
Clock A master referen ce wavefo rm used to synchr onize all of
system.
tor surCoaxial cable A transm ission line consist ing of a central conduc
sing a
posses
and
tor,
rounde d by dielectric materia l and an extern al conduc
predict able charac teristic impeda nce.
ment of 1 is 0,
Complement The logical inverse of a signal or bit. The comple
and the comple ment of 0 is 1.
front panel
Console The central control termin al in a compu ter system , or the
.
control s on a compu ter system
used to define
Core Comm only used word describ ing memory, but officially
memor y
memory built with small magne tic toroids strung togeth er to form
words.
a loop or
Crash The act of losing contro l of a compu ter by getting into
disk head
floating
a
which
in
n
executing the wrong program. The situatio
ing
destroy
or
ding
misrea
thereby
,
accidentally contac ts the disk surface
the disk.
a viewing
CRT Abbrev iation for cathod e-ray tube, a vacuum tube with
pe.
envelo
its
of
part
l
screen as an integra
consisting of
Compiler A progra m that transla tes a high-level langua ge
ly language
assemb
into
arithmetic expres sions and charac ter manipulations
or directly into machin e code.
itself for the
Cycle time The time it takes a memor y to read data and restore
on.
following read operati
DIA Abbrev iation for digital- to-anal og.
h logic in
Daisy chain An electric al wiring schem e that passes signals throug
every module to which the signals go.
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Data base

A large collection of data files organiz ed for easy access.
Debouncing The act of removin g the interme diate noise states
from a
mechan ical switch.
Debugger A program that is useful for checkin g out and develop ing comput
er
program s.
Decoder A circuit or array of circuits that convert s a few coded inputs
into
many discrete inputs, of which each corresp onds to a unique code.
Dice Small silicon wafers that contain integrat ed circuitr y.
Diskette A flexible plastic (usually Mylar) disk coated with magnetic
oxide
and enclose d in a plastic jacket; also referred to as floppy disk.
Direct addressing An address ing mode that uses a short field in an instruct
ion
to signify a portion of the address ed memory 's address . The remaining
portion of the field is either loaded separate ly or assume d to be a certain
value.
DMA Abbrev iation for direct memory access, the process of bypassi
ng the
process or and taking data from or putting data directly into memory.
Dot matrix A square or rectang ular field of LEDs or points on a CRT that
are
selectively turned on or off to form charact ers and graphic s. Printers also
use dot matrix method s to form charact ers.
Double density Having twice the storage capacity of a standar d disk.
Double precision A method of increasi ng the range of express ible number
s in
a comput er by using multiple bytes to represe nt single number s.
Driver A circuit that amplifies and reshape s a wavefo rm for use by
many
devices or a single high-po wer device.
Drum An obsolet e memory system consisting of a rotating magneti
cally
coated drum anq appropr iate magnet ic read and write heads.
DTL Abbrev iation for diode-t ransisto r logic, the forerun ner of TTL.
Dump The process or printing out or externally storing the content
s of a
comput er's memory .
Duplex Bidirec tional data commu nication capability.
Dynamic Refers to circuitr y that stores its states as tentativ e charges
and
must be refreshe d by restorin g the charges periodically.
Dynamic memory Memor y constru cted of dynamic cells that need refreshi
ng.
Echo The process of sending an acknowledging charact er or signal back
to
the sending periphe ral of a comput er.
ECL Abbrev iation for emitter -couple d logic.
Editor A program that allows a user to type data into a formatt ed comput
er
file and to change and manipu late that data.
EIA The Electro nic Industri es Associa tion, an agency that sets standard
s.
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Emulate The process of simulating the actions of a device or system in real
time.
EOF The end-of-file character.
EOT The end-of-transmission character.
EPROM Acronym for erasable programmable read-only memory.
Error-correcting code A computer data transmission code that allows one or
more bits of data to be in error without resulting in the loss of any
information.
FAMOS Acronym for floating-gate avalanche MOS. This device technology
is commonly used in PROMs.
Fan-in The number of inputs a gate or device will accept.
Fan-out The number of devices or gates a circuit will successfully drive.
Fetch The act of retrieving an instruction or data from computer memory.
File A formatted block of data that is treated as a unit.
Firmware System programs stored in ROM in a microcomputer system. A
processor-internal bootstrap program is an example of firmware.
Flag A status signal in hardware or a bit of memory from the software point
of view that holds a status indication until read or reset by the interrogating
device.
FSK Abbreviation for frequency-shift keying; a method for using audio
_signals to operate teletypewriter keys.
Gap A small amount of unused recording material between tape or disk files
and used as file separators.
Glitch An unwanted transient noise pulse or burst of pulses usually of very
short duration and high amplitude.
Ground A standard potential (usually zero volts)_ to which all other system
voltages are referenced.
Half-duplex Bidirectional communications in which data can travel in only
one direction at a time due to the sharing of a common communication line.
Halt A digital system's or a computer's stopped state (where no operations
are performed).
Hamming code A common error-correction code that assigns extra parity
digits to correct errors in words.
Handshaking Data communications control technique based on multiple data
transfer requests and ready and acknowledge signals between devices.
Hard copy A physical written or printed record of computer output. Printers
are hard-copy devices.
Hard-sectored The division of a disk into sectors through the use of index
holes in the disk.
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Hard-wired A function perlormed by physical logic and wiring instead of
software.
Hexadecimal Radix-16 arithmetic and numerical representa tion.
High-order

Refers to the most significan t bits of a word.

Immediate An addressing mode in which data for an instructio n immediate ly
follows the instructio n in memory.
Impact printer A hard-copy device that prints letters on paper using a physical
hammer motion of some kind.
Indexed addressing An addressing mode in which data for an instruction is
located at the memory location pointed to by an index register plus an
offset value contained in the instructio n.
Indirect addressing An addressing mode in which data for an instruction is
located in the memory location pointed to by the contents of the addressed
word.
Initialization The process of resetting and preparing an interface or processor
for program execution .
Interlace The technique of creating a raster-sca n image by overlaying two
scanned fields, with the second field's lines falling between the first's.
Interleaving A memory addressing scheme based on successive addresses
being assigned to different memory banks, and used to increase memory
throughpu t.
Interpreter A program that executes a high-level language by reading the
language statement s, interpretin g them, and performin g the operation in a
real-time mode. Statement s are not converted to assembly language first.
Interrupt The act of diverting a program's execution to a more urgent task.
IlL or J2L Abbreviat ion for integrated injection logic.
Joystick A manual control device consisting of a vertical stick that can be
tilted in any direction, thereby sending the longitudin al and lateral tilt
parameter s to a computer or other device.
Kansas City standard A common micocomp uter tape format consisting of ones
represente d by 8 cycles of 2400 Hz and zeros represente d by 4 cycles of
1200Hz.
Kludge A poorly designed trick or circuit patch used to temporari ly correct a
circuit error.
LCD Abbreviat ion for liquid-cry stal display.
LED Abbreviat ion for light-emit ting diode.
Light pen An input "pencil" that a user points at a desired position on a
display screen, thereby sending that positional informatio n to the
computer.
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Linking loader A program that loads program segments that were assembled
separately and generates all the proper jump addresses and variable
addresses between segments.
Load The process of moving data from one peripheral to another, from a
peripheral to memory, or from one register to another.
Logic analyzer A piece of test equipment that is similar to an oscilloscope but
that displays strings of ls and Os as well as waveforms.

A sequence of instructions cyclically repeated a number of times.
LSB Abbreviation for least significant bit.
Machine language A computer program in binary form.
Macro A sequence of instructions that is so often used that a separate name is
given to it. A macro assembler implements the instruction seuqence
whenever the name is submitted.
Macro assembler An assembler capable of handling macro expansions.
Mask A logical function used to always set certain bits in a word to an
established binary state.
Masked ROM A nonprogrammable ROM that must be programmed at the
factory by varying the chip's mask.
Memory map A diagram showing a system's memory addresses and what
programs and data are assigned to each section of memory.
Memory-mapped 1/0 A method of interfacing by assigning memory addresses
to 1/0 ports as well as memory. Data is sent to and read from peripherals by
simply reading or writing into a certain memory location.
Microcomputer A completely operational computer system built around a
microprocessor.
Microcontroller A microcomputer designed strictly for control applications.
Microprocessor A complete processor including arithmetic logic and control
logic on one or more LSI chips.
Microprogram A wide-word-width program that controls the internal
workings of a microprocessor.
Mnemonic A descriptive name given to a computer instruction that makes
assembly-language programming easier.
Modem A device that modulates digital signals and sends them across a
telephone line, and that demodulates incoming signals and converts them
into digital signals.
Monitor A program that performs communication between a computer and
the console terminal and handles simple system loading and execution
commands.
Motherboard Another name for a backplane, and usually referring to a
backplane module.

Loop
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MSB Abbreviation for most significant bit.
Multiplex The act of channeling two signals to one source, or sharing a
system resource between users.
MUX Abbreviation for multiplexer.
Negative logic Logic that has 0 assigned to the voltage normally associated
with logic 1 and 1 assigned to the voltage normally associated with 0.
Nested The name given to subroutine calls in subroutines or loops inside
loops.
Nybble Half a byte-typically 4 bits in a microcompute r system.
Noise Unwanted electrical signals caused by induction, capacitive action, or
semiconductor characteristics .
Null modem A cable that interconnects two RS-232C devices together by
acting as a piece of dummy data communication equipment.
Object code The binary machine-langu age output of an assembler. Object
code can be loaded into a computer and run as-is.
Octal Representation of numbers in a radix-8 system.
Ones' complement A binary representation in which the MSB of the word is
assigned the negative value of its normal weight minus one. Negative
numbers can thereby be expressed and numbers can be negated by simply
complementing them.
Operating system A program that manages software files and hardware
functions of a computer system.
OR
A logical function defined as a logic 1 output if any one of the inputs is
equal to 1.
Overflow The act of exceeding an ALU's or adder's numerical capacity in the
positive or negative direction.
Paging The process of breaking memory or files into smaller, more
manageable pieces.
Parity The even or odd characteristic of the number of 1s in a byte or word.
Peripheral An external device connected to a computer.
Phase A clock waveform that occurs with a predefined relation to other clock
waveforms in a multiphase clock system.
PIA Abbreviation for peripheral interface adapter.
PIO Abbreviation for programmable input/output, an integrated-circ uit chip.
Plotter A device that allows a computer to draw images using a motorcontrolled pen.
Polling The act of determining device or peripheral status by continually
interrogating the associated status word.
Positive logic The normal mode of logic operation and the associated logical
functions.
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Power-fail restart The process of saving a computer's execution state in
nonvolatile memory as power is failing, and resuming execution when
power returns.
Power supply The unit that supplies the voltage power forms to a system's
circuitry.
Priority The importance of a device or peripheral in an interrupt system. If
two devices interrupt at the same time, the higher-priority device will get
serviced first.
PROM Acronym for programmable read-only memory.
Propagation delay The amount of time it takes an electrical signal to go
through a logic element or wire.
PSW Abbreviation for program status word.
Pullup or pullup resistor A resistor that holds a point in a circuit to a logic 1
level. Typically used to hold unused inputs high and to supply current to
open-collector gates.
Push The act of putting data into a stack.
Quad The characteristic of four units. A quad-gate package has four g~tes.
Random access The ability to interrogate any location in a memory without
interrogating any others first.
Raster scan The process of forming an image by scanning a beam of electrons
in a multilined pattern on a phosphorescen t screen.
Redundant A signal that is not necessary for a system to perform an identical
function under all conditions.
Refresh The act of replenishing the charge on the MOS data storage
transistors in a dynamic device.
Relative addressing An addressing mode in which data is- located at a
displacement distance from a base word or instruction.
Relocatable loader A program that can load object code into memory at any
location and retain the functionality of the program. This type of loader
must co-mpute new addresses; it offsets corresponding to the load address.
Resident The property of software residing in the memory of the computer
system. If two programs are in memory at once, they are coresident.
Rise time The time it takes for a waveform to change from its low to high logic
state.
Rollover The action of pressing two or more keyboard keys simultaneously .
RTL Abbreviation for resistor-transi stor logic.
Sample-and-hold A circuit that samples an input voltage and holds an output
voltage at that level until resampling occurs.
Scratchpad A small memory (usually high-speed) used to store temporary
results inside a processor.
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Second source

An alternate manufacture r of a part.
Sector A pie-slice shaped section of a disk.
Seek The act of a disk head moving to a proper disk track to perform a read or
write operation.
Serial data Data broken into single bits and transmitted on a sequential bit-bybit basis.
Setup time The time a signal must be stable at an input before another signal
(usually a clock signal) occurs.
Simplex

Unidirection al data transfer.

Simulator A program that acts like the device it is simulating on a nonrealtime basis.
Slew rate The rate at which voltage rises on a line (expressed as volts per
second).
Socket A mechanical connection device used to connect the pins of an
integrated circuit to the circuit board.
Solder mask A protective coating on a printed circuit card that only allows
solder to adhere to areas it is supposed to.
Source code The user-readab le assembly language input file that is read into
the assembler.
Stack A file of hardware registers or an area in memory assigned to act as a
last-in-first -out memory. Data is put onto the stack using pushes and is
taken off using pops.
·
Start bit The first bit in an asynchrono us word transmission .
Static memory Memory that retains its contents without refreshing.
Status The condition or state of a device.
Stop bit The last bit in an asynchrono us word transmission .
Strain gage A transducer that varies its resistance depending on the amount
of tension applied to it.
Technology The materials and fabrication method used to manufacture a
device. A circuit built from CMOS _parts is said to use CMOS technology.
Thermistor A device that varies its resistance depending on the temperature
applied to it.
Throughput The rate at which data is processed or accessed from a device. It
is typically measured as instructions per second or words per second.
Track A concentric ring on a disk on which data is stored.
Trap The process of diverting program execution to an error routine if an
error condition is detected.
Triac A thyristor consisting essentially of back-to-bac k SCRs connected in
parallel.
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TTL Abbreviation for transistor-transisto r logic.
Twos' complement A numbering system used to express positive and negative
binary numbers in which the MSB takes on the negative value of its normal
weight.
UART Abbreviation for universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter .
USART Abbreviation for universal synchronous/asynch ronous receiver/
transmitter.
Utilities Short useful programs that are often used in a computer system.
Vectors Addresses set aside as jump addresses to be used in case of interrupts
(interrupt vectors), traps (trap vectors), and other program actions.
Virtual memory A memory addressing scheme in which hardware completely
controls the memory hierarchy and the system appears (to the
programmer) to have one huge random-access memory.
VLSI Abbreviation for very large-scale integration.
VMOS Logic built with V-groove semiconductor technology.
Wire-wrap A circuit interconnection method incorporating individual silverplated wires wrapped around square posts.
Word A predefined field of bits that usually consists of two bytes.
Microcomputers typically have 8- or 16-bit words.
Word processing The field of working with text and manuscripts using
computers.
Workspace An area of memory where user programs are allowed to reside.
The logical exclusive-OR function defined as a 1 output when either of
XOR
two inputs is logic 1.
Yield The percentage of operational chips resulting from the fabrication of an
entire batch of chips.
Zener diode A diode whose reverse breakdown voltage is precisely controlled
and can be used to advantage.
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Access time, 106
ACIA, 15, 156, 202
Acqusition time, 223
Address decoder, 105
Advanced data communica tion control
procedure (ADCCP), 215
Algorithm design, 315
Amdahl470 , 118
Analog devices, 15
Analog switch, 234
Aperture time, 223
Aperture uncertainty , 223
Apple II, 21
Apple II bus, 277
Architectur e, 5
Architectur e philosophy , 44
Arithmetic processing unit, 215
Array of memory cells, 103
ASCII, 14
ASR-33 teleprinter, 139
Assemblers , 318
Asynchron ous communica tion, 155

Asynchron ous design, 255
Asynchron ous device interfacing, 262
A to D converter, 17, 220, 226
Automotive application s, 27
-B-

Backplane ringing, 10
BASIC, 316
BCD, 42
Biphase-L encoding, 136
Biphase-M encoding, 135
Bipolar microproce ssors, 80, 84
Bit-sliced microproce ssors, 81
Bit slicing, 39
Bit width, 38
Block diagrams, 37
Blocks, tape, 137
Bootstrap loader, 143
Bubble generator/e ater, 127
Bubble memories, 101, 127
Buffer interface gates, 228
Bulk memory, 101
Bus, 170, 276
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Bus compatibility, 173
Bus driver, 8
Bus receiver, 9
Bus terminations, 174
-C-

Cache memory, 102
Cadillac trip computer, 28
Card cage, 302
Card reader/punch , 297
Cassettes, 136, 296
Cassette controller chip, 211
Cell-addressable machine, 100
Character generator, 214
Charge-coupled devices, 101, 128
Checksum errors, 178
Chip enable, 111
Choice, of microprocess or, 33
Circuit boards, 306
Clock distribution, 272
Clock rate, 40, 41
Closed-loop communicati on, 156
CMOS microprocess or, 64
Coding, software, 316
Compilers, 319
Conformal coating, 310
Connectors, 305
Construction techniques, 299
Content-addr essable memory, 115
Control interface, 18
Core memory, 13
COSMAC, 64
Cost, microprocess or, 43
Cost, system, 6
Crowbar; 272
CRT controllers, 211
Cursor-orient ed editors, 318
Custom enclosures, 304
CW recording, 135
Cycle stealing, 169
-D-

Darlington transistors, 231
Data acquisition system, 220
Data channel, 158
Data tablet, 297

Data transfer, 151
Debugger, 319
Decay rate, 223
Decimal arithmetic, 42
Decoder, 148
Decoupiing capacitors, 271
DEC writer, 98
De facto standards, 277
Design rules, 251
Development system, 320
Device control characters, 141
Differential driver, 189
Digital-to-analog converter, 226
Digitizer, 297
Disk controller, 126
Disk drive, 101, 296
Disk power-down, 20
DMA, 42, 167
DM74S287, 120
Documentatio n, 251
Drawings, 252
Driver circuits, 183
Dual slope A-to-D, 224
Duplex, 175
Dynamic memory, 104, 112, 115
Dynamic ROM, 120
-E-

Echo, 156
ECL drivers, 187
ECL microprocess ors, 84
ECL receivers, 194
Enclosures, 300
Edge-triggering, 145
Editors, 317
EIA standards, 277
1802, 64
8T26, 196
8T95, 196
8T96, 196
8T380, 196
8080 series, 47
8086, 77
8255, 200
Electronic Data Processing (EDP), 37
EPROM, 118, 122
EROM, 118, 123
Error-correct ing codes, 175
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Error detection, disks, 126
Evaluating system requiremen ts, 34
Evaluation kits, 322
Execution rate, 40
Execution time, 36
EXORciser , 93
-F-

fanout, 183
Feedthroug h, 223
F8 microproce ssor, 63
F464 CCD, 128
FIFO, 206, 249
File managemen t, 136
files, tape, 137
FLAD, 244
Floating point, 216
Float state, 185
Floppy disk, 20, 124
Floppy disk controller, 126, 208
Flow rate sensor, 237
FORTRAN , 320
4116, 115
4027, 114
Framing error, 155, 204
FSK, 135
Full duplex, 175
-G-

Gate reduction, 256
Glitch-free design, 256
Graphics devices, 14
Grounding, 268

High power interface design, 228
Hold time, register, 145
-1-

IEEE 488 bus, 277, 287
Image sensor, 296
IM6100, 69
Incandesce nt displays, 242
Increasing performanc e, 35
Inertial navigation system, 4
Input/outpu t unit, 100
inputs, open or floating, 192
input transducers , 236
Instruction sets, 40
Integrated enclosures , 300
Intelligent terminals, 21
Interface component s, 182
Interface design, 250
Interface layout, 299
Interfaces, 7
Interfacing common peripherals , 295
Interleaved DMA, 170
Interpreter s, 319
Interrecord gaps, 137
Interrupt mask, 165
Interrupts, 42, 160, 162
1/0 direction convention s, 153
1/0 methods, 144
1/0 selection logic, 151
1/0 software, 166
IPL, 143
Isolation, 18
ISP-8C, 94

-J-H-

Half duplex, 175
Hall-effect tape head, 131
Hamming codes, 180
Handshakin g, 156
Hard errors, 126
Hard-secto red disk, 125
Hierarchy control, 102
Hewlett Packard 2648A, 26
High performanc e microproce ssors,
69

Joystick, 297
-K-

K, definition, 10
-L-

Latch, 147
Layout, 299
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Level,paper tape, 140
LED, 239
LED array, 241
Light pen, 297
Line-oriented editor, 318
Line printer, 297
Liquid crystal display, 243
Load-driving capabilities, 43
Loading, MOS, 194
Long-term storage, 130
LSI-11 bus, 285
LSI-11 system, 98, 69
LSI traits, 3
LSI, using, 260
LSTTL inputs, 193
-M-

Machine tool controller, 29
Magnetic bubbles, 127
Magnetic dipoles, 131
Magnetic recording, 132
Magnetic tape, 131, 296
Magnetic tape drive, 136
Mainframe, 2
Manchester code, 135
Mass storage, 130
MCP-1600, 69
MDC, 321
MDS system, 93
Mechanical relay, 23 2
Medium-term storage, 101
Memory, 100, 106
Memory configuration , 106
Memory hierarchy, 101
Memory-map ped 1/0, 159
Memory read operation, 103
Memory size, 106
Memory speed, 106
Memory system design, 275
Microcomput er, 2
Microcontroller, 3
Microinstructions, 82
Microprocess or, 3
Microprocess or characteristic s, 36
Microprogramming, 82
Midwest Scientific, 283
Minicomputer, 3

Minidisks, 127
Mixed logic families, 191
Modem, 206, 135
Modular enclosure, 302
Monitor software, 319
Monos table multi vibrator, 263
MOS drivers, 186
MOS receivers, 194
Motion sensor, 236
Motor control, 137
M68MM01A, 94
Multilayer boards, 306
Multiplexer, 148
-N-

Nineteen inch relay rack, 302
9511, 216
9900, 70
9940,69
NM6100, 69
Noise, 255
Noise margin, 187
NRZ,132
NRZI, 132
NTDS parallel standard, 14
NTSC television standard, 212
-0-

Object code, 319
Onboard regulation, 270
One-board microcomput er, 90, 94
One-shot, 263
Open collector, 183.
Open loop, 156
Operational overhead interface, 8
Optical display, 237
Optoisolator, 18, 246
OUT instruction, 152
Output-transd ucer, 237
Overvoltage protection, 271
-P-

Package count, 256
Page mode RAM, 115, 118
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Paging, 102
Paper media, 139
Paper tape, 13 9
Parallel conversion A-to-D, 226
Parallel data transfer, 151
Parallel interface, 14
Parallel port chips, 196
Parallel standards, 294
Parallel-to-serial conversion, 294
Parametron, 101
Parity, 178
Parity errors, 204
Parts layout, 310
Parts purchase, 311
PDP-11 system, 98
PerCom, 283
Performance, 35
Peripheral cost, 6
Personal computers, 19
PET bus, 277
Photocell, 244
Photodiodes, 244
Photo-electric devices, 17
Physical design, 263
Phototransistor, 246
PIA, 196
Plotter, 296
PL/M, 6, 93, 320
PL/Z, 6, 81, 93,320
Polling, 160
Power devices, 19
Power dissipatioQ,, 41
Power distribution, 267
Power lines, 270
Power transistor, 229
PPI, 200
.
Processing power, 35
Programming languages, 316
Pressure sensor, 237
Priorities, 163
Processing speed, 39
Programming cost, 4
Program memory, 100
PROM, 13, 119
PROM programming, 120
Propagation delay, 267
Prototyping boards, 322
Pseudo static memory, 105

Purpose, microprocessor, 37
PWM recording, 135

-QQuantizer, 222
-R-

Rack mounting, 302
RAM features, 105
RAM organization, 10
RAM/ROM, 124
RAMTEK 6000, 23
Raster-scan bit map, 212
Read recovery time, 106
Receivers, 189
Records, tape, 136
Redundancy avoidance, 259
Reentrant software, 167
Refresh, 104
Register, 145
Register file, 262
Relays, 232
Reliability, 35
Relocatable code, 318
ROMs, 12, 118
Routing, 311
RS232-C, 14, 20, 26, 175, 290
-S-

Sample and hold, 222
Sampling, 260
Schmitt trigger, 193
SC/MP, 94
SCR, 231
Search, tape, 138
Secondsources, 42
Sectors, 125
Seek error, 126
Seeking, 125
Selection, of microprocessor, 33
Self clocking, 135
Semiconductor RAM, 103
Sensory interface, 15
Serial communication standard, 290
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Serial 1/0, 153
Serial interface chips, 200
Serial-to-parallel conversion, 295
Servo amplifier, 234
Servo A-to-D, 224
Servomechanisms, 238
Setup time, 145
74125 driver, 185
74S287, 120
Single-memory machine, 100
6500 series, 59
6800series, 10,28, 56,59
6809,69,74
6821, 197
6843, 210
6845,215
6860,206
68000,69
68047, 214
Smoke detectors, 237
Smoke Signal Broadcasting, 283
Sockets, 309
Soft error, 126
Software, 314
Software definition, 315
Software support, 43
Software tools, 317
Soft-sectored disks, 125
Solenoids, 238
Soldering, 309
Solder mask, 310
Solid state relay, 233
S 100 bus, 278, 93
Source code, 318
Specification sheets, 265
Speech synthesis, 297
Start bits, 155
State reduction, 257
Static memory, 104
Statistical mix, 266
Stepping motor, 238
Stop bits, 155
String-oriented editor, 317
Successive approximation A-to-D, 224
Surplus parts, 312
SWTP 6800 system, 20, 277
Synchronous communication, 154
Synchronous communication chips, 206
Synchronous design, 254
System, 29, 84
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Tarbell tape format, 36
TBM 0103, 127
Television, 212
Temperature-compen sated ECL, 189
10000 ECL, 84
Terminals, 21, 296
Testing parts, 312
3850, 63
Thyristors, 231
Timing margins, 260
Time-sharing software development, 322
TMS-1000, 44
TMS-9900, 69
Totem pole output, 185
Tracks, disk, 125
Transducers, 236
Transmission line effects, 274
Transistors, 229
Tri-Safe programming, 120
Tristate, 185
Tristate receivers, 193
TRS-80 bus, 277, i89
TRW MPY-16 AJ, 217
TTL drivers, 183
TTL inputs, 192
TTL'microprocessors , 80
TTL receivers, 189
TV typewriter, 21
io rna current loop, 292
2101, 108
2102, 107
2107, 112
2704, 122
2708, 122
2716, 122
2812 FIFO, 249
2900 series, 80
-U-

UART, 34, 155, 202
UNIBUS, 277
Unit load, 190
Unused inputs, 273
UPD372, 211
User interaction interfaces, 13
USRT, 156, 206
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-V-

VFET switch, 233
Virtual memory, 102
VLSI, 90
VMOS ROM, 124
Voice coil movement, 125
Volitile ROM, 120
Voltage regulator, 270
VROMs, 118, 124

-W-

Wait loops, 14
Wiring methods, 307
Wire wrap, 307
Word width, 38
Working store, 101
-Z-

Z-80, 24, 53
Z8000, 68, 81

